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Abstract 
 

The decolonisation of Papua New Guinea’s art and culture education system is an urgent concern, as 

it currently pursues a western pedagogical structure for teaching dance and creativity. This study 

therefore examines the educational significance of the Buai pedagogical practice of the Tolai people 

of East New Britain. This presents an illustration of how indigenous philosophies, epistemologies, 

ontologies, methodologies and pedagogies can foster the learning, understanding and knowing of 

creativity: a holistic educational endeavour that has existed for generations and beyond formal 

education contexts. My research on the Buai revealed the significance of contextualising creativity as 

an indigenous pedagogical learning process for new artistic expressions that are integral to the Tolai 

artistic and cultural life. In doing so, I address the following research question: How does the Buai 

pedagogical knowledge system foster indigenous creativity and learning amongst the Tolai of Papua 

New Guinea?  

Through a phenomenological approach I draw on the experiences of Tena Buai and Buai initiates’ 

lived experience of their Buai creative practice, employing Pacific indigenous research processes 

towards the development of a relevant research method appropriate to the Tolai people. This has 

revealed that the Buai is a complex, indigenous knowledge system that has a pedagogical structure 

for sustaining the learning of creativity and new dance practices. It evidences that such indigenous 

systems are innovative and evolve with time. They not only preserve past and ancestral traditions but 

embrace, adapt, create and respond to the new. This study of indigenous pedagogies challenges 

perceptions in western anthropological discourse of cultural transmission in indigenous cultures as 

static, uncreative and simply focused on cultural preservation. In doing so, I address a literary gap in 

art and education scholarship which marginalises indigenous knowledge and practices and does not 

recognise them as pedagogical learning systems that generate creativity and new dance practices. 

This might allow indigenous art and non-formal education systems to be more effectively 

acknowledged, theorised, supported and valued across the world and within their communities of 

practice.  
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Glossary 
 

Kuanua terms 

Kuanua is the local language of the Tolai people of East New Britain  

 

Babet                        protective magic 

Balabalaguan               mortuary feast 

Buai                       betelnut / body of creative knowledge and skill 

Buai na kodakodop   learning and acquiring new knowledge 

Buai na konom           learning and acquiring new knowledge (Toma dialect) 

Goigoi                          a type of dance 

Inaba                         hand dance prop 

Ingal                              creative spirit 

Kaia                               deity 

Kakulai                 leaf of the accera vine 

Kambang                powder from coral or shells also known as lime 

Kapiliman  talent 

Kunubak  all night preparation prior to a dance performance 

Libung   a type of dance 

Malagene  dance 

Mapina                       dance movement 

Maravot                     sanctuary of the iniet cult 

Matamatam          is the final rite performed by tubuan in connection with the dead 

Nidok                         third stage initiation into the tubuan 

Paluka                           mortuary feast 

Paparia                      is the facial ornament made from powder (lime) from corals or shells, ochre,  

        charcoal or other traditional colours 

Parpari                       a type of dance 

Patete                          a type of dance 

Pinpidik                       a type of dance 

Puar lama  technical dress rehearsal prior to the dance performance 

Tabaliwana                   free-roaming spirit 
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Tabu                             shell money 

Taraiu                        tubuan sanctuary 

Tena Buai  adept and custodian of the Buai practice 

Tena iniet                 member of the iniet cult 

Tena kakaila   singer/music expert 

Tena malagene       dance choreographer/instructor 

Tokatokoi                  head dress 

ToLagulagu                   deity of the Blanche Bay area 

Tubuan   male sacred mask dance 

Turangan                      creative spirit 

Ur na malagene          main dance structure 

Wutung                      a type of dance 
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Chapter 1. Introduction and Overview of Study 
 

I was 6 years old when I first danced with my two sisters in a marketplace in front 

of an audience of people in my father’s village in Kwahuie. It was during one of 

those holiday times when my father took us back to our home and away from the 

city, to connect with our extended family in our village. My sisters and I performed 

a dance we had learnt from school in Port Moresby, an English song called ‘Old 

MacDonald had a Farm’. We danced and sang the lyrics of the song to a crowd of 

people who stood there and watched in amazement. They looked at us as if we 

had fallen from the sky! At that instant, I felt a bit strange and embarrassed as I 

could tell from their facial expression that they had no clue of what our dance was 

all about.   

 

The alienation from my people and culture was a part of me for quite a long time. My siblings and I 

were always viewed as being different whenever we were home in Yangoru, and this had to do with 

the kind of education we received which made us look like foreigners to our people and in our own 

land. Although being born and raised in Papua New Guinea, we have been disconnected from our 

ways of knowing, learning and doing. The impact of inheriting a European lifestyle and worldview in 

the early postcolonial period of Papua New Guinea was evident in my growing up years. Reflecting 

back on the performance of Old MacDonald had a Farm in my Kwahuie village unpacks the 

challenges of either being accepted or resented by my people.  

 

This was an ongoing dilemma that I experienced every time I returned to my village in Kwahuie, East 

Sepik province, since the 1980s. I was raised in Port Moresby just after Papua New Guinea gained 

independence in 1975. My father had a big impact on my early years of growing up in the city. He 

served as a senior pastor in the Assembly of God church and then later took up formal employment 

as a training instructor in both the government and private sectors. My father was educated through 

the European system and hence instilled this system of learning upon my siblings and I. Although we 
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made several holiday trips home to connect with our indigenous family and community, we have 

always been perceived by our people as being different.     

 

I have lived with this upheaval for many years now, always questioning my indigenous identity and its 

associated beliefs and practices that were completely absent in my early years of upbringing. To 

perform a foreign dance which had the lyrics sung in the language of the former Australian coloniser 

in my Kwahuie village, and especially in front of my people, is an act of colonisation. As I further 

reflect on this experience, I can only imagine the disastrous effects colonisation had on Papua New 

Guinea’s indigenous cultures and our peoples’ way of life. It impacted on our way of dancing, singing, 

speaking, learning and made those of us educated according to their ways being seen as the ‘other’ 

by our very own people. 

 

1.1 Historical inhabitants of Sahul, Papua New Guinea and Australia 
 

The political move to make Papua New Guinea a territory of Australia in the late 1800s was 

influenced by the close historical and geographical connection the two countries shared.  

 

The mainland New Guinea was connected to the continent of Australia (Ballard, 1993) 50,000 years 

ago through one land mass known as Sahul. Historical accounts show that it was during this time that 

the Aboriginal people first settled in Australia. Following this, archaeological findings reveal over 

10,000 years of early agricultural activities in the Kuk area in the Western Highlands province of 

Papua New Guinea (Golson et al., 2017). This early record infers that there may be a cultural and 

genealogical connection between the indigenous people of Papua New Guinea and the Australian 

Aboriginals. Further historical information on this connection is linked to their non-Austronesian 

language speaking status, which informs the opinion that they were the first inhabitants of the Sahul 

land then and were followed by a later wave of migration from the Austronesians who mainly settled 

along the coast of New Guinea (Blust,, 2013).  

 

Given the significant historical and cultural connection between the Australian Aboriginals and Papua 

New Guinea, colonisation of these distinct ethnic groups by the European colony has politically 

suppressed their indigenous location, identity, spirituality and knowledge systems. 
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1.2 Colonisation and decolonisation of Papua New Guinea 
 

Papua New Guinea has a complex political and cultural history. Prior to independence, Papua New 

Guinea was colonised by Germany and Britain in 1884. Germany took control of the New Guinea 

region while Britain administered the Papuan region. Australia then took over from Britain in 1906 and 

made Papua New Guinea its territory until the country achieved its political independence on 

September 16, 1975. These changes had a tremendous effect on the social, cultural, economic, 

health, educational and political status of the people of Papua New Guinea. Given the rich diversity in 

language and culture that belonged to a thousand ethnic tribes, the transition to political 

independence was a challenging process for the complex population of a developing nation that was 

yet to embrace the notion of ‘unity.’ 

 

The decolonisation process was led by the country’s political leaders under the leadership of Sir 

Michael Somare, Papua New Guinea’s first Prime Minister. It included the construction of the National 

constitution which was built on the immense cultural heritage, wisdom and values of our ancestors 

and people of Papua New Guinea. The leaders at that time used culture as a strong force to achieve 

political and national identity. Given that Papua New Guinea is a country rich in resources, the push 

for independence was led by the need to have economic control over the country’s natural resources 

and its relevant government activities.   

 

Although Papua New Guinea gained its independence peacefully from Australia 45 years ago, there 

are many present social and economic problems the country is experiencing that challenges our 

political status as an ‘independent’ nation. For instance, our education system perpetuates a western 

learning structure that was inherited from the former coloniser. During the post-independence era, 

there have been attempts by Papua New Guinea’s philosophers and education scholars to decolonise 

teaching and learning according to our indigenous ways of knowing, understanding, rationalising and 

doing (see 2.2.1). Despite these attempts, 21st century education in Papua New Guinea has not 

progressed much in integrating a holistic learning approach which includes culturally responsive 

pedagogies in its formal education context.  
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As a result of the rapid move to gain political independence and embrace economic and social 

change, the integration of culture in our formal learning schools and institutions is an ongoing process 

of contestation. Unless Papua New Guinea pauses, and reflects upon its many cultural traditions, 

values, indigenous knowledge systems and pedagogies, and recognises their contribution to 

education, the decolonisation process is far from achieving its goals as an independent nation.    

1.2.1 Papua New Guinea cultural learning and education systems 
 

Given the rich diversity of Papua New Guinea’s indigenous languages, cultural heritage and 

knowledge systems, there are existing epistemological and ontological practices of teaching and 

learning. These pedagogical knowledge systems are embedded in ceremonies and rituals involving 

rites of passage and initiations (see 2.6.1). Hence, these rituals provide the occasion for the transfer 

of knowledge and cultural learning across generations. With over eight hundred language and ethnic 

groups, the implementation of a singular culturally responsive pedagogy in formal learning contexts 

remains a contested endeavour.  

 

Moreover, colonial influences have added to the demise of recognising these indigenous learning 

systems as significant in generating new knowledge that is applicable and relevant to our people’s 

social, cultural, political and spiritual contexts. Postcolonial Papua New Guinea is currently enforcing 

an education system that is geared towards a consumerist lifestyle without much consideration for 

Papua New Guinea’s indigenous ways of teaching and learning that supports cultural awareness and 

the holistic development of an individual within a community. 

 

While there is evidence of Papua New Guinea’s diverse and cultural wealth of knowledge systems 

that are embedded in dance ceremonies (see 2.6.1), the inclusion of their educational philosophies for 

both formal and nonformal learning has been overlooked. As discussed in 2.2, the Papua New 

Guinea learning system has adopted a western education framework which excludes cultural content 

and indigenous epistemological, ontological and pedagogical processes of teaching and learning. To 

engage in the decolonisation of learning in Papua New Guinea, an understanding of the present 

education system is important. 
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Despite several attempts to decolonise the heavily colonised Papua New Guinean education system 

(Matane, 1986), teaching and learning in Papua New Guinea continue to follow a western 

pedagogical structure which is aimed at producing an elite human resource for the work force. This is 

seen through the formalisation of English as a language of instruction in schools and the design of 

assessments which seldom represent the multi-lingual and diverse cultures of the people of Papua 

New Guinea (see 2.2.1). The inherited colonial education system (Kukari, 1992) has gained 

dominance in all levels of learning and affects current education reforms that are not consistent in 

developing culturally responsive pedagogies suitable for a Papua New Guinean context.  

 

Given these challenges, education scholars have revisited the Matane (1986) education philosophy 

which advocates for a holistic learning approach that is informed by Papua New Guinea’s indigenous 

cultures, epistemologies and ontologies, which are aimed at integrated human development (Guthrie, 

2014). Narokobi (1990) extends the need for social and spiritual development of an individual based 

on Melanesian values. Moreover, art educators and scholars have explored indigenous theatre, 

drama and performances for socio-cultural and educational development following the Matane (1986) 

report; however, the implementation of these indigenous pedagogical process remains a challenge in 

formal learning contexts (see 2.2.2). 

 

This includes decolonising arts education, by examining indigenous arts pedagogies, not just 

appropriating indigenous artefacts. At present, art and dance in formal Papua New Guinean education 

settings are taught according to western perceptions of art that focus on the product rather than the 

process (see 2.4). The problems of implementing a culturally relevant curriculum that is inclusive of 

Papua New Guinea’s artistic expressions, such as dance, music, costume, storytelling, theatre and 

drama performances, are ongoing (see 2.2.2). Although the challenges of including the arts and 

cultures in formal learning spaces are numerous, the arts have been vibrant in Papua New Guinea’s 

postcolonial history to decolonise and reclaim Papua New Guinea’s cultural identity through the 

literary works of early playwrights (Beier, 2005).    
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Hence, this thesis explores Buai as an indigenous pedagogical knowledge system that fosters the 

teaching and learning of creativity. It addresses the concerns of implementing learning that fosters 

indigenous creativity in its appropriate context. It builds on the challenges of decolonising present 

western frameworks of education using indigenous art in formal learning contexts (Mel, 2012). 

 

In present Papua New Guinean art education situations, the teaching and learning of creativity in 

schools is associated with culture. By learning the arts in schools, cultural preservation and 

sustenance occurs because the arts are an inherent part of Papua New Guinea’s indigenous cultures 

and traditions (Arts Upper Primary Teachers’ Guide, 2003). The Education Department has mandated 

the arts and cultures to be taught in schools and tertiary institutions as part of the process of 

decolonising Papua New Guinea’s foreign education system (see 2.2). However, the teaching and 

learning of culture and the arts in relation to dance, music and design in formal learning contexts 

reveals problems of decontextualising and appropriation of indigenous culture (2.2.2).  

 

Although the challenges of implementing the learning of creativity, dance and culture in schools are 

numerous, the learning of the arts has provided the opportunity for many students such as myself to 

find our sense of belonging and indigenous connection. By learning and participating in the arts, I 

have developed a greater appreciation for my cultural heritage which was absent in my early years of 

growing up away from my village.  

 

1.3 Decolonisation of self 
 

I was born in 1977 in my home in Yangoru, East Sepik province. Both my parents are from Yangoru; 

my mother is from Karapia village and my father comes from Kwahuie village. Following my paternal 

lineage, I am part of the Nemenduon clan and member of the Wangi sub-clan.  

 

My family and I moved to Port Moresby in the late 1970s amid the transition political period for Papua 

New Guinea which had just gained independence from Australia in 1975. I was raised and educated 

in the city following this move and was disconnected from my Yangoru culture. Port Moresby was 

made the capital city and during that time underwent a process of decolonisation where the focus was 

on localising its public and private sectors, which also include the religious and education sectors. 
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Although this process of localising and decolonisation started in the early 1980s, colonised 

educational structures continue to dominate all forms of teaching pedagogy and learning in Papua 

New Guinean schools. Being educated in Port Moresby, from early childhood to tertiary level, I have 

gone through a learning system that imposes western pedagogy and content, making English the only 

language of instruction and assessment. The challenges of finding my indigenous identity as a 

Yangoru and Papua New Guinean in these learning spaces were significant and ongoing. 

 

In January 2019, when I was wrapping up my fieldwork in Rabaul, I received a call from a co-worker 

at the Institute of Papua New Guinea Studies to tell me that my office in Port Moresby was ransacked. 

At that instant, my mind was flooded with unanswered questions as to what may have possibly gone 

wrong to cause this misfortune. As a Papua New Guinean, I am not immune to a belief system that 

associates bad luck with sorcery (Gesch, 2007). My Yangoru culture, and my Christian faith 

acknowledge the coexistence with the metaphysical which determines the way I rationalise, 

understand and make meaning of how certain things occur the way they do. The research on the Buai 

involved a certain amount of unpacking my philosophical understandings of spirituality in relation to 

my worldview. 

Reflecting back on the incident that took place in my office, I was drawn to accept that it was a 

metaphysical experience that was somehow connected to my research on the Buai. This is an 

ongoing dilemma that I could not dismiss easily throughout the course of this study as matters of 

spirituality resonate deep within my innermost thoughts and being. The journey of exploration into 

each of my participant’s Buai experience has shifted my spiritual and cultural perception to a new 

dimension and challenged my indigenous worldview as a Papua New Guinean scholar.  

Since my employment as a dance ethnologist with the Institute of Papua New Guinea Studies in 

2001, I was mandated by my organisation to video record, document, archive, research and publish 

on the country’s myriad dance traditions. I have undertaken this task with passion and dedication over 

the last decade. Although this is an important function of my cultural institution for preserving Papua 

New Guinea’s dance heritage for education and research purposes, I have been further challenged to 

explore my peoples’ cultures beyond their tangible cultural products. While being engaged in 

ethnographic research, I developed a much greater interest to explore dance as a holistic and 

innovative knowledge system. Hence, I have pursued this further in this thesis which explores the 
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Buai as a metaphysical and physical, pedagogical knowledge system for learning dance and creativity 

for cultural regeneration. This is a first step towards decolonising ethnographic research conducted 

within western anthropological structures that perceive indigenous cultures as old relics which need to 

be preserved for the future generations (Clifford, 1989). 

 

Drawing from this anthropological perception of ethnographic research, I have taken a 

phenomenological and indigenous approach to the Buai study which enabled me to bring in my 

Yangoru worldview, Papua New Guinean dance ethnographic and Christian perspectives, and 

experiences of my marital connection to the Tolai and Buai culture (see 3.7).   

The Tolai indigenous people of Papua New Guinea are practitioners of the Buai. Buai in the Kuanua 

indigenous language of the Tolai means betelnut. The term Buai has also been adopted in the Papua 

New Guinean Tok Pisin lingua franca to also mean betelnut. The nut is widely chewed in the country 

at social and cultural events. The small nut grows in bunches on a small palm tree, which is a lot 

smaller than a coconut tree. The distribution of this plant is found in most of the coastal areas of PNG, 

including the islands’ smaller atolls.  

For the Tolai, Buai functions beyond its social and cultural use, and is recognised as an institution that 

generates creativity through the process of initiation (see 2.8). There are four characteristics of the 

Buai institution that are fundamental to the initiation process: the Tena Buai, the Buai itself, tabu, the 

ritual and the supernatural agents. These elements are core to the Buai practice as an indigenous 

learning institution (see 2.8.4). If any of these elements are absent, the institution or practice cannot 

function. 

Buai as an institution is found in clusters in a number of locations on the Gazelle Peninsula. It is 

anchored around an individual who is known as a Tena Buai (adept or master of Buai). The Tena 

Buai is someone who is knowledgeable and skilful in the practice of a number of forms of cultural 

expressions or practices (see 2.8.5). These include both benevolent and malevolent forms of cultural 

expression. In this way a Tena Buai may offer knowledge and skills in music and dance composition 

and choreography on the loga (platform), but at the same time there may be some kinds of taring 

(malevolent potions) on the same platform. 
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For the purpose of my research, I wanted to explore the complexity of the Buai practice and its 

pedagogical structure for teaching and learning creativity. 

 

1.4 Research query 
 

The research explored the processes of acquiring, generating, learning and teaching new dance 

knowledge and creativity embedded in the Buai. The main participants are the Tena Buai and Buai 

initiates who are the knowledge holders and creative practitioners of the Buai culture. In this research 

inquiry, I pursued a qualitative research approach to gather and examine the multifaceted meanings, 

histories and experiences of Tena Buai and Buai initiates’ practice. As part of my reflexive journey to 

decolonise ethnographic methods of undertaking research, I sought to engage an indigenous Talanoa 

Pacific research method to privilege, value and respect my people’s Buai culture and knowledge 

system. Since the study was undertaken in East New Britain, Papua New Guinea, it pursued a 

Melanesian research approach that was informed by a Buai worldview. My pursuit of this inquiry was 

triggered by Clifford’s (1989) observation of western anthropological accounts that perceive 

indigenous cultures as non-creative and unable to innovate or adapt to changes because they are set 

in historical time zones. This western perception of creativity with reference to indigenous cultures has 

challenged me and led me to pursue the research on the Buai. The research addresses this main 

query: How does the Buai pedagogical knowledge system foster indigenous creativity and learning 

amongst the Tolai of Papua New Guinea? This question seeks to challenge the idea of indigenous 

cultures being static, and can reveal not only indigenous creativity, but also indigenous pedagogies 

designed to sustain the learning of creativity across generations. 

 

To expand this line of inquiry to enable me to get a deeper insight into the creative practice of my 

research participants, I explored specific details about the Buai practice which were guided by the 

following questions: What is Buai? What is a Tena Buai? How is the Buai knowledge accessed? What 

is the creative knowledge that a Tena Buai holds? How is this knowledge transferred to a Buai initiate 

and what are the processes involved? 
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I was further led to inquire on how the Buai knowledge was applied as a pedagogy to teach and learn 

creativity including dance. This prompted me to ask the following questions: What indigenous dances 

are created and choreographed by the Buai? How are dances taught and learnt by Buai initiates? Can 

the Buai initiates transfer the dance and creative knowledge to non-initiates? Why do Tena Buai teach 

the way they do? How do Tena Buai innovate, learn and teach creativity? 

 

My connection to Tena Buai and Buai initiates was significant and enabled me to conduct this 

research. 

 

1.4.1 My connection to the Tolai 
 

I am connected to the Tolai through marriage. Although I come from Yangoru, my PhD study focuses 

on the Tolai people’s Buai culture because my children are raised as Tolais and their futures are 

shaped by the Tolai indigenous worldview. Given the diversity of Papua New Guinea’s cultures, the 

Yangoru and Tolai are two completely different ethnic groups with their own indigenous languages, 

metaphysical beliefs and knowledge systems. My exploration of the Tolai was therefore as a new 

migrant to my husband’s land and culture. 

 

In addition, my domestic status as a wife to my husband and mother to our children is recognised 

within the Tolai community, and this has enabled me to participate meaningfully in all my in-law’s 

ceremonial activities. My connection to the Tolai was further strengthened when my son was inducted 

into the Nidok, which is an initiation ritual that males undergo to acquire and access the Buai 

knowledge for the tubuan (male sacred mask dance). By being involved in these ceremonies, I have 

learnt and understood the significance of indigenous land, spirituality, family kin and learning systems 

that are generated by the Buai practice. My further knowledge of the Buai is strengthened through this 

study which has given me the opportunity to delve further into the complexities of the Buai culture and 

the Tolai people’s indigenous worldview practices and thus get a better insight. 

 

1.4.2 Historical background to Tolai and Buai cultural context 
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The Tolai people live in the East New Britain province of Papua New Guinea. Particularly, they are 

located on the Gazelle Peninsula of the New Britain island (see Fig. 1). They share East New Britain 

with two other ethnic groups: the Baining, who are the inhabitants of the interior of New Britain, and 

the Pomios, who live on the southern end of the peninsula. Kokopo became the provincial centre of 

East New Britain after the twin volcanic eruptions in 1994 destroyed the former Rabaul town.  

 

Figure 1. Map of East New Britain province in Papua New Guinea    

 

Earlier accounts were written about the Tolai as being the sophisticated and culturally superior 

indigenous group of people in Papua New Guinea through their music and dance (Webb, 1996). The 

Tolai had a long history of European contact through trade activities, arrival of early Christian 

missionaries and the Australian colonial administration. They have been resilient in the fight for Papua 

New Guinea’s political independence and have been successful in claiming back a large portion of 

their land and plantations (Blythe, 2019; Parkinson, 2010). The Tolai have resisted colonialism and 

sustained their local economy through strong cultural values and belief systems. As a result of their 

perseverance, they are considered a resilient group of indigenous Papua New Guineans who has 

maintained strong cultural values, including their local traditional money tabu as legal tender (Gewertz 

& Errington, 1995). 

While the Tolai have a long history of contact with the outside world and have adopted modern ways  

of life and Christianity into their belief system, they still maintain a large part of their traditional ways of  
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life. The first missionaries arrived on the Gazelle Peninsula in the 1960s and early 1970s, namely 

those of the Methodist Church. They were followed by the Roman Catholic Church and then the 

Seventh Day-Adventists (Maschio, 1994; Newmann,1992). In recent years other denominations have 

arrived and set up congregations in many villages in the province.  

 Indigenous institutions such as the Buai and tubuan were used aggressively by the male Mataungan 

society to fight against colonialism (Epstein, 1971; Errington, 1974). Following these colonial events, 

the Tolai Mataungan society was influential in gaining political independence from Australia. 

Therefore, the maintenance of the cultural institutions such as the Buai, tubuan and tabu are pivotal in 

the present life of the Tolai. They have become resilient cultural institutions that maintain the system 

of preserving, generating and transferring new cultural knowledge, that both resist and respond to 

change (Simet, 1991; Tateyama, 2006; To’Liman Turalir, 2018). The Tolai believe that there are 

certain spirits involved in the creation of artistic works including dance and music. Most common is 

the ingal and turangan (Simet, 1991). 

 

The Tena Buai is responsible for invoking these spirits to take residence in Buai initiates so that they  

can possess the knowledge and skills to create new things. The betelnut they give to initiates  

to eat is imbued with herbs that enable the initiate to access supernatural power. By  

possessing this power, the initiate’s cognitive ability is enhanced so they can learn quickly and create 

and teach new artistic forms. At the same time, these powers can be destructive, and this needs the 

guidance of the Tena Buai to avoid misfortune for the initiate (see 2.8.5). 

An important element of the successful acquisition of knowledge and skill in the Buai is the payment 

of tabu. Like many things in Tolai society, the payment of tabu is the kingpin of success in the pursuit 

of a particular goal.  A person may enter a kunubak or Nidok and partake in the consuming of Buai, 

without paying any tabu. In this situation, he will not acquire the knowledge and skill if he does not pay 

the appropriate amount of tabu. It is said that the Turangan or the Ingal, which inhabits the inert of the 

Buai, will not allow the transmission of knowledge and skill to anyone who does not pay tabu (see 

2.8.3). Hence, the tabu is significant to the whole Buai practice and its transaction completes the Buai 

ritual process and protocols. Without tabu, there is no Buai and creativity. 
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My exploration of Buai and creativity further leads me to situate this intricate knowledge system within 

a wider Pacific context. Does the Buai practice align with or differ from the concept of creativity as 

perceived by other indigenous communities in the region?  

Creativity is an integral part of Pacific art, social and cultural life (Hau’ofa, 2008). Indigenous 

meanings of creativity are holistic and are associated with both the physical and the metaphysical 

(Royal, 2009a). Dance scholars have reiterated the significance of Pacific dance knowledge as 

innovative systems that construct identities and respond to postcolonial situations through the process 

of self-determination and cultural revitalisation (Alexeyeff, 2011; Banks, 2013; Freeman-Moulin, 1994; 

Kaeppler, 2004; Teaiwa, 2008 & 2012).  Although these studies have raised significant attention to 

dance as a medium for generating new creative practices and Pacific identity, the Melanesian aspect 

of defining creativity in the context of Buai remains an unresolved puzzle within Pacific art and dance 

scholarship. This has prompted me to undertake research on the indigenous Tolai of Papua New 

Guinea, to investigate the function of Buai as a pedagogical knowledge system for teaching and 

learning creativity, and new dance practice.   

Given the Tolai people’s long colonial history, cultural resilience and my affinal relations, I have 

selected East New Britain as my research context for the Buai study. My research focused on the 

Buai knowledge system for dance and creativity. 

1.5 Thesis structure 
  

This thesis has eight chapters which examine my personal journey into the metaphysical and physical 

world of Buai and creativity. It explores Buai as a multifaceted indigenous and pedagogical knowledge 

system for fostering creativity and new dance practices. The study critically addresses Papua New 

Guinea’s educational mandate (Matane, 1986) to decolonise art learning. I draw on contextual and 

critical literature, and my phenomenological and theoretical analysis of Tena Buai and Buai initiates’ 

pedagogical practice in the teaching and learning of creativity. 

 

Within this first chapter, I have sought to introduce Papua New Guinea’s precolonial and colonial 

history and give an overview of the country’s colonisation and decolonisation following the post-

independence period. My phenomenological experience as an indigenous Yangoru woman, who was 
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born and raised under a heavily colonised education system, sets the scene for the discussion of the 

decolonisation of Papua New Guinea’s education.  

 

A literature review is undertaken in Chapter 2 which addresses the research query: How does the 

Buai pedagogical knowledge system foster indigenous creativity and learning amongst the Tolai 

people in Papua New Guinea? I draw on postcolonial and critical theory that discuss indigenous 

knowledge, spirituality, and ways of knowing, learning and creativity. In addition to indigenous 

theories on epistemology and creativity, I examine western concepts of creativity, art and dance 

education to enable me to get an insight into how these foreign learning systems impact on 

indigenous cultures and dominated their learning through colonisation. Particularly, I engage in literary 

discussion highlighting Papua New Guinea’s colonial and postcolonial education context. I raise 

critical concerns to decolonise art learning in Papua New Guinea’s formal education system which is 

heavily influenced by western pedagogical structures of teaching. Moreover, I further engage and 

illuminate gaps by other indigenous scholars and draw from their critical perceptions, scholarly 

concerns and examinations of how colonisation by European and western imperialism continue to 

dominate 21st century art learning in postcolonial education contexts. 

 

Chapter 3 discusses the research methodology and frameworks that informed and guided this study. I 

adopted a Pacific indigenous Talanoa research method to foster mutual relationships, co-construct 

meanings, and to enable respect and understanding between me and the research participants. In 

addition to the Talanoa, I engaged a narrative and phenomenological inquiry to gather insights into 

my participants’ personal histories, stories, lived experiences and meanings of their Buai practice. I 

further grounded the qualitative and Talanoa research methodology within a postcolonial and 

indigenous education theoretical framework that is informed by other indigenist research methods 

including the Kaupapa Māori, Fijian Vanua and the Tongan Kakala. As the research was undertaken 

in a Tolai and Melanesian context and concerned the metaphysical aspect of the Buai practice, I 

developed a Melanesian research approach drawing from the Buai cultural protocols to access 

unrestricted information and to respect culturally sensitive information that was withheld. My 

phenomenological perspective of my Yangoru culture, Christianity, Papua New Guinea dance 
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ethnography experience, colonised educational history and marital connection to the Tolai contributed 

to the process of data collection, transcription, translation, interpretation and analysis. 

 

Chapter 4 presents a highlight of my participants’ journeys into their Buai world. Their Buai initiation 

encounters, cultural beliefs and creative practices formed their biographical information which is 

shared in this chapter. They are referred to in this study as Tena Buai and Buai initiates. By profiling 

my participants’ personal Buai experiences, I value each of their contributions to this study. The depth 

of their knowledge, ways of understanding and rationalising Buai as a pedagogical indigenous 

knowledge system for learning creativity enriched my worldview of how indigenous epistemology and 

creativity is perceived among the Tolai people of Papua New Guinea. The Talanoa session held with 

each of them unveiled the complexity of the Buai as both a metaphysical and physical process of 

generating new knowledge, creativity, dance, power and magic. 

 

Chapter 5 examined Buai initiation as a systematic indigenous process for the acquisition, generation 

and transference of creativity and new knowledge. It examined each Tena Buai and Buai initiate’s 

deliberate intention and purpose to undergo Buai induction, the processes involved, the cultural 

protocols that guided these processes and how they value their Buai practices. The chapter further 

discusses the significance of Buai initiation as part of a larger Tolai indigenous knowledge system that 

is shaped using the tabu traditional money, spirituality which includes both Buai and Christianity, 

connection to land, family kin and ancestral lineage. Further the examination is presented of how Buai 

is pivotal to the educational growth of an individual, its healing and protection powers to ensure good 

health and wellbeing of the initiates. A phenomenological and theoretical analysis was done that wove 

my spiritual worldview into my participants’ Buai experiences and practices. This formed the crux of 

the discussion of Buai as a complex and multifaceted indigenous knowledge system for creativity. 

 

Chapter 6 explored in detail the perception of creativity by Tena Buai and Buai initiates. It addresses 

anthropological perceptions of indigenous cultures as non-creative and preserving ancestral tradition 

as old relics that are frozen in time (Clifford, 1989). In this chapter, I examine my participants’ Buai 

metaphysical and physical aesthetic experience in the practice of creativity and new Tolai indigenous 

dance forms. Particularly, I draw from their encounters in how they compose music and song for 
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dance and how they choreograph new dance movements and sequences in isolated areas. 

Interestingly, I emphasise in the discussion on how Tena Buai and Buai initiates innovate new dance 

choreography using stories, historical, cultural and religious concepts. Their ability to extend, adapt 

and develop from existing dance structures added to their interpretation of how they perceive 

creativity. A further examination of how they undertake these creative processes is discussed in their 

encounters of creating new song and dance through imagination, improvisation, composition and 

rehearsal. Following this is the discussion of the validation of their creative composition and 

choreography in ceremonial contexts. In addition to their perceptions, I have included my 

interpretation of creativity according to my phenomenological worldview of spirituality, creativity and 

encounters of performing and researching Papua New Guinea dance, which formed the main analysis 

for the discussion. 

 

Within Chapter 7, I illuminate Tena Buai and Buai initiates’ rationales for their Buai practice as a 

pedagogical knowledge system for learning dance and creativity. I particularly explore the 

construction and function of the Buai na kodakodop/Buai na konom ritual in fostering the integration of 

both metaphysical and physical involvement in the Buai pedagogy. Further examination of how Tena 

Buai and Buai initiates use the Buai na kodakodop in the creation, teaching and learning of dance is 

undertaken. This follows a detailed discussion of their Buai pedagogical process of how they 

collaborate with the metaphysical to instruct, demonstrate, correct and evaluate the teaching and 

learning of dance and creativity. In the final section of this chapter, I draw on the significant function of 

Buai in developing and enhancing individuals with pre-dispositions and talents. My phenomenological 

perspectives on the spiritual aspects of teaching and learning dance and creativity were analysed 

together with Tena Buai and Buai initiates’ accounts of their pedagogical practice.  
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Finally, Chapter 8 highlights revelations of this study according to my phenomenological reflection of 

my academic journey into the Buai world. It identifies my challenges, dillemmas and successes in the 

exploration of the Buai as an intricate and multifaceted knowledge system. Furthermore, this 

concluding chapter uncovers key realisations from the Buai study, which are to be considered for 

future research in the areas of indigenous dance pedagogy, creativity and education.  
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Chapter 2. Situating the Buai Within 21st Century Art and Dance 

Learning Scholarship: A Literature Review  
 
 
 

 

2.1 Introduction 
 

This chapter argues that there is global concern about the marginalisation of indigenous creativity and 

knowledge systems in 21st century formal art learning contexts. I explore how contemporary models of 

art and creative education are dominated by western frameworks of education. From this perspective, 

I argue that colonisation of indigenous knowledge systems has impacted on the epistemological 

process of learning creativity in diverse education contexts. Creativity and learning have been a 

contested space for formal learning. The desire to decolonise education in Papua New Guinea 

includes a mandate to decolonise art learning. I argue, as a first step to addressing this, an 

appreciation and valuing of Papua New Guinea's immense cultural wealth, creativity and indigenous 

ways of knowing is paramount to the decolonisation process. This leads to contextualising the 

research query pursued in this thesis: How does the Buai sustain indigenous creativity and learning in 

the Tolai cultural context?  

There are seven sections in this chapter: The first section (2.2) looks at the mandate for decolonising 

Papua New Guinea's education system which is predominantly situated in formal western art 

education scholarship. I engaged literature that revealed the ongoing global debates on the inclusion 

of indigenous ways of knowing and creativity in formal learning education contexts. Given the 

contested learning situation between indigenous and western concept of art learning revealed in the 

literature, I contended for the contextualising of creativity and learning in its cultural context. My 

argument extends the literary discussion on the emerging problems that have risen, when indigenous 

processes of creativity and culture have been decontextualised in formal learning spaces which are 

set within a western education framework. Therefore, we need to critically consider distinctions 

between western and indigenous meanings of creativity. 
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Following this, the next section (2.3) highlights that indigenous meanings of creativity and 

epistemology are distinct from western meanings. I explore critical theories on indigenous knowledge 

to situate the relevance of the Buai epistemology in wider scholarship on indigenous art learning. 

Particularly, I examine how indigenous epistemological processes of learning creativity can be 

experienced through a regeneration and transference of knowledge. In this scholarly examination 

process, spirituality is revealed as an inherent part of an indigenous epistemology, that enables the 

transference of creative knowledge through dreams and imagination. Given the literary dynamics of 

an indigenous epistemology and creativity, I argue that such indigenous systems as the Buai 

epistemology are thriving learning institutions for creativity and do not preserve a dead past. Such 

indigenous epistemologies for creativity can, however, be stymied by western concepts of creativity 

and arts in formal education. 

In the third section (2.4) I critically examine dance learning and creativity against western theories of 

art as a product. The literature I gathered, presented the Eurocentric view of creativity that has 

impacted early ethnographic studies. Particular concerns that emerged from my literary examination 

is the anthropological accounts which perceive indigenous dance and creativity as artistic products 

frozen in time without much consideration to their evolving nature. Given this concern, I argue for the 

recognition of creativity as an innovative process that is supported by its indigenous dance learning 

context. Furthermore, I discuss the challenges for the implementation of culturally responsive 

pedagogies in formal dance education contexts which affects the processes of learning indigenous 

creativity and dance. In relation to the concerns raised, I explore literature on indigenous processes of 

dance making and improvisation to support my argument of situating dance as a creative process in 

its indigenous learning context. To further understand the concept of creativity, I draw on western 

perceptions of art education and unpack the nuances between indigenous and non-indigenous 

meanings of creativity. 

Section 2.5 discusses creativity as arts activity, distinct from spirituality. In this section, I examine in 

detail art and dance education concepts on creativity to understand the teaching and learning of 

creativity in formal education settings, which are distinct from an indigenous learning context. To get 

an insight into the teaching and learning of indigenous dance and creativity, I focus on the Pacific art 

education situation.  
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In section 2.6, I look at the scholarly and global debates of Pacific dance, education and creativity 

which emphasise the need for these indigenous art systems to be theorised alongside learning in 

formal education. I then situate this concern within a Papua New Guinean context by engaging past 

ethnographic accounts to situate the relevance of dance in indigenous and ceremonial contexts. 

Furthermore, I explore literature on dance adaptation and change to highlight my argument on the 

significance of creativity as an evolving, indigenous artistic endeavour. This leads to the literary 

discussion on the Buai indigenous knowledge system that is explored in this thesis for its pedagogical 

function for teaching and learning creativity.  

The final section (2.7) contextualises Buai as an indigenous nonformal learning institution for dance 

and creativity. As an initial step to understanding the significance of the Buai context, I draw on early 

cultural and historical scholarly accounts of the Buai within the Tolai indigenous and ceremonial 

setting. I explore the use of Buai knowledge in relation to initiation, ownership of knowledge, tabu and 

the purchase of knowledge and the overall Buai education context. The studies further reveal the 

essence of the Buai practice as a response to foreign influence and change as in the adaptation of 

Christianity. My focus was on the Tena Buai, whose creative practices were examined according to 

past ethnographic studies. From the literature gathered, I consider Buai as an indigenous 

epistemology for creativity and dance learning. I further contend that the Buai have the potential to be 

theorised in wider art education scholarship to draw significance to indigenous discourse on creativity.  

In sum, the literary discussions, perceptions, rationalisations and meanings of indigenous creativity, 

dance and education are aimed at exploring the decolonisation of art learning in Papua New Guinea. 

They address the main research question: How does the Buai pedagogical knowledge system foster 

indigenous creativity and learning amongst the Tolai people of Papua New Guinea? 

2.2 Decolonisation of 21st century art learning 
 

Western frameworks for dance and creative education are dominant in contemporary, global 

discourse (Ashley 2010; Banks, 2009; Mabingo, 2018; Martin, 2012). The problems of adapting 

foreign models of creativity for teaching and learning dance in indigenous contexts are issues that 

need to be addressed in 21st century art education scholarship. There has been ongoing discourse by 

indigenous scholars for the inclusion of culturally responsive pedagogies in dance learning contexts 

(Ashley, 2014; Gonye & Moyo, 2015; Mabingo, 2015; Reihana - Morunga, 2013; Whitinui, 2010). The 
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recognition of culture in formal education contexts is an issue discussed by education philosophers 

and academics, particularly in post-colonial situations (Dei, 2009; Freire, 1974; Kukari, 1992; Matane, 

1986; Nakata, 2007; Teaiwa, 2014; Thaman, 2000). These accounts provide us with alternative 

systems of dance and art education, as ways to resolve the dilemma of being left with systems which 

are foreign to indigenous peoples. At the same time, they point to gaps in global art education 

scholarship, and offer insights into how these gaps between indigenous and non-indigenous concepts 

of creativity and education might be understood. 

An understanding of the problems linked to the decolonisation of Papua New Guinea's arts learning 

situation is further discussed. 

2.2.1 Decolonisation of Papua New Guinea's arts learning 
 

Papua New Guinea has an immense cultural diversity of over 800 languages and artistic expressions, 

and therefore the art education environment remains a contested space for learning (Faik-Simet, 

2017; Faik-Simet & Niles, 2012; Litteral, 2001; Mel, 2012; Solon, 2006). Since Papua New Guinea 

gained political independence from Australia in 1975, there has been a number of educational reforms 

to introduce “culturally – specific ways of understanding, learning and knowing in Papua New Guinea” 

(Brownlee, Farrell, & Davis, 2012, p.26).  

One of the criticisms of the earlier education philosophies was that it enforced a colonial learning 

context in the early nineteenth century, which made English the dominant educational language to 

unite Papua New Guinea’s multi-linguistic and culturally diverse population (Kukari, 1992; Smith, 

1987; Solon ,1990). Consequently, a post-colonial educational philosophy for Papua New Guinea 

advocated for the inclusion of cultural pedagogies, epistemology and methodologies to decolonise the 

heavily European colonised curriculum (Guthrie, 2014; Matane, 1986; Mel, 1995; Narokobi, 1990).  

Following this, there has been ongoing educational reforms to decolonise the art syllabus. As 

stipulated in the present 2003 art and culture syllabus, “the arts cover all forms of artistic expression 

including dance, drama and music which are part of Papua New Guinea’s cultural knowledge, skills 

and attitudes essential for nation building” (Arts Upper Primary Teachers’ Guide, 2003, p.2). So how 

are the arts taught and learnt in schools as a way of decolonising the curriculum? Has the inclusion of 

dance learning been successful in the decolonising process? 
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2.2.2 Problems of art and dance learning in formal education 
 

Several art education scholars have advocated for the inclusion of indigenous ways of knowing in 

Papua New Guinea’s formal art learning contexts (Awi, 2014; Hartwig, Wise, & Faik-Simet, 2017; 

Ova-Ah’chee, 2012). However, the inclusion of indigenous pedagogies and methodologies for 

creativity in Papua New Guinea schools has been a challenge. As cited in Faik-Simet’s study, “In this 

situation, some of the students could not value the kunubak and did not understand the rituals that 

accompanied the libung performance. They did not observe fasting and meditation rules and as a 

result, were assessed poorly" (Faik-Simet, 2017, p.80). The implementation of indigenous dance 

learning in schools requires a holistic approach and remains a contested education endeavour.  

Papua New Guinean education philosopher, Paulias Matane stated that cultures “operated within a 

framework of spiritual, social, physical/economic and political needs, which were integrated together 

and were the basis of life itself” (Matane, 1986, p.7). The learning of indigenous art and culture is an 

integral process, influenced by its community and cultural setting. As asserted by Kukari (2004), 

"Papua New Guinean children learn through this holistic perspective. Thus, teaching and learning are 

perceived, practiced and experienced as holistic and integrated spiritual and secular phenomena" 

(p.96).  

Furthermore, in his observation of the Papua New Guinean situation, Rowe (2012) suggested, "for 

dance to be effective as a learning process within Papua New Guinean schools, much further 

research would need to be done into how dance is currently used locally to transfer knowledge" 

(p.81). However, its application in formal education is problematic and limits the learning of creativity 

as a holistic learning process for human integral development.  

The teaching and learning of creativity in Papua New Guinea continue to reflect a western approach, 

as noted in dance teacher Gabriella Ova-Ah'chee's (2012) account: "Dance fosters an embodiment of 

our way of life, its tensions, problems and complexities revealed in its artworks" (p.98). Western art 

has perceived dance as a product that must be learnt without much consideration of dance as an 

evolving art form (Rowe, 2009). So how can dance be used to foster creativity and transfer 

indigenous knowledge for cultural learning? Moreover, how does the Buai indigenous practice 

rationalise this epistemological process for creativity and learning beyond the curriculum?  
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2.2.3 Importance of contextualising creativity  
 

Ethnographic studies have documented indigenous dance and creativity as part of ritualised 

performances in their cultural contexts (Faik-Simet, 2014; Gillespie, Treloyn, & Niles, 2017). Many of 

these dance forms are undergoing change as a result of globalisation and education (Anis, 2012). 

The concerns raised by Papua New Guinea's contemporary dance artist and choreographer Martin 

Tonny (2012) are pertinent: "More dance forms are now adapted for stage performances, as well as 

for modern settings. Do we see these changes as part of a new paradigm in arts education, or do they 

pose threats to many of our dance forms?" (p.33). The problems of decontextualising indigenous 

dance and creativity in formal learning contexts are issues that need to be addressed in 21st century 

art education scholarship.  

There has been resistance within western dance education frameworks (Ashley, 2014; Gonye & 

Moyo, 2015; Mabingo, 2015; Reihana - Morunga, 2013; Whitinui, 2010). For example, Linda Ashley 

(2014) contended that “teaching about a culturally diverse range of dances contextually holds 

theoretical and practical challenges that are different from the previous model of creative dance in 

which Eurocentric values and concepts prevail” (p.255). The recognition of culture in formal education 

contexts is also an issue discussed by education philosophers and academics, particularly in post-

colonial situations (Dei, 2010; Freire, 1972; Kukari, 1992; Matane, 1986; Nakata, 2007; Teaiwa, 2014; 

Thaman, 2000). These accounts highlight the dilemmas that emerge from appropriating indigenous 

dances into formal education content.   

On the other hand, we can see these dilemmas as an extension of Paulo Freire’s humanising 

pedagogy. Humanisation is the process of becoming fully human as social, historical, thinking, 

communicating, transformative, creative persons who participate in and with the world (Freire, 1972). 

2.2.4 Creativity and education 
 

Adopting Freire’s educational worldview provides the basis of liberation for oppressed cultures and 

supports enhanced individual creativity. Furthermore, this aligns with a wider approach to arts 
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learning, as suggested by Eisner (2002). He said, “work in the arts is not only a way of creating 

performances and products, but also a way of creating our lives by expanding our consciousness, 

shaping our dispositions, satisfying our quest for meaning, forging relationships and sharing a culture” 

(p.3). Eisner places a holistic approach to art education that encapsulates cultural values and belief 

systems of an individual and the social engagement with others.  

From this point, this thesis investigates the Buai indigenous epistemology as an alternative, 

indigenous education system that fosters creativity through the process of generating new dance 

knowledge. It addresses the concerns raised in Matane’s report (1986) for the recognition of cultural 

values for human integral development to decolonise Papua New Guinea’s education curriculum. The 

following questions are pertinent: How might we understand an indigenous epistemological system for 

creativity? How is an indigenous epistemology important for social cohesion and how is it maintained? 

Further, how do indigenous education systems transform and adapt to different circumstances?  

We cannot truly decolonise the arts in the curriculum, until we deeply understand indigenous creativity 

within its cultural context.  

2.2.5 Exploring Buai as a nonformal art education system for creativity 
 

As a response to colonisation and the dominant western and Eurocentric content in Papua New 

Guinea’s education curriculum, the study of Buai is explored as an alternate indigenous education 

system for creativity. It addresses the rationale to decolonise the present art education system in 

Papua New Guinea as stipulated in the Matane (1986) report. Although the report called for the 

inclusion of Papua New Guinea's indigenous ways of knowing and learning in the formal education 

system, its implementation has not been feasible (Guthrie, 2012, 2014, 2015). This problem has been 

noted by Papua New Guinea's indigenous art scholar Michael Mel (2012): “There is a need for us to 

re-educate ourselves, in restructuring our education system to suit our own place, our own culture, 

and bring the arts from the periphery and into the centre of our curriculum” (p.69). Given this need, 

how can the arts foster indigenous learning and creativity without being confined to dominant western 

structures of education in Papua New Guinea? How can Papua New Guinea's diverse indigenous 

epistemological systems that foster creativity and learning be valued as an art learning system?  
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To address the questions posed, this thesis explores the Buai as an indigenous pedagogical 

knowledge system that generates creativity and learning through dance in the Tolai context of Papua 

New Guinea. Buai fosters the creation and learning of Tolai indigenous dance. To be "a dance 

composer, a person has to go through a school known as a buai na kodakodop" (Simet, 2012, p.22). 

Tolai anthropologist Jacob Simet (2012) referred to the Buai as an institution where creative learning 

takes place. Such nonformal learning for creativity that occurs in their cultural context is supported by 

community dance scholar Nicholas Rowe (2016): "It is imperative that the complexity of nonformal 

education is explored and its practices theorised" (p.95). Exploring the Buai as a nonformal education 

system for creativity, "may allow associations between formal and nonformal educational philosophies 

to emerge and prompt practitioners, policy makers, and researchers to advance knowledge on 

education that is responsive to diverse cultural locations" (Rowe, 2016, p.95).  

Therefore, there is a need to look beyond formal education as a means of decolonising learning, and 

into the domain of nonformal learning; to acknowledge it, value it, understand it, and help it to thrive. 

This involves understanding indigenous epistemologies for creativity. 

2.3 Indigenous epistemology and creativity 
 

Meanings of the term ‘indigenous’ are multiple as discussed by some indigenous scholars who situate  

their definitions within postcolonial locations (Dei, 2010; Gegeo, 1998; Kovach, 2010; Nakata, 2007;  

Tuhiwai-Smith, 2012; Whitinui, 2014). The term “indigenous knowledge has been a site of  

contestation – one that falls into the colonial paradigm” (Shahjahan, 2005, p.214).   Māori 

indigenous scholar Linda Tuhiwai-Smith (2012) stated, “the term has been used as an umbrella 

enabling communities and people to come together, transcending their own colonized contexts and 

experiences collectively for self-determination on the global and local stages” (p.7). Indigenous 

knowledge identifies people and cultures in postcolonial contexts as both resilient and innovative in 

the face of global change. Resistance to colonialism and western imperialism on local cultures 

(Bhabha, 1994; Fanon, 2008; Said, 1994) have enforced indigenous knowledge concepts to surface 

in many colonised communities.  

Although indigenous communities have moved beyond a colonial era, this shift has affected 

indigenous epistemologies that foster creativity and learning. Indigenous ways of knowing and 

learning continue to be marginalised in 21st century education discourse. As noted in the Papua New 
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Guinean education context, indigenous epistemology is significant to the development of research 

methodologies, education and government policies in the field of culture, dance and the arts (Faik-

Simet & Niles, 2012; Winduo, 2009).  

This leads to a discussion of the contrasted meanings of indigenous and western concepts of 

knowledge. 

2.3.1 Meanings of indigenous and western epistemology 
 

The term indigenous knowledge has been challenged by western perceptions. Nakata (2002) 

distinguished indigenous knowledge as “local” and western as “scientific “knowledge (p.283). Briggs 

(2005) explained, “Western science is seen to be open, systematic and objective. It is dependent very 

much on being a detached centre of rationality and intelligence, whereas indigenous knowledge is 

seen to be closed, parochial, unintellectual, primitive and emotional” (p.102). These contrasting 

definitions place indigenous knowledge in an inferior position with reference to how knowledge is 

measured against western standards. As affirmed by Recht (2009), “Indigenous knowledge often 

embraces values or meanings that appear undermined or threatened by Western-style legal 

structures” (p.233). Briggs (2005) further stated that “western science and indigenous knowledge are 

represented as two different, competing knowledge systems, characterized by a binary divide, a 

divide arguably evolving out of the epistemological foundations of the two knowledge systems” 

(p.102).  

The demarcation of the two knowledge systems, western versus indigenous, is an ongoing debate in 

education scholarship. So how might we understand an indigenous epistemology? What is the 

underlying element that determines an indigenous epistemology that fosters creativity and learning? 

2.3.2 Indigenous epistemology, creativity and learning 
 

As a way of resistance, indigenous cultures have sustained knowledge systems through vibrant, 

innovative and epistemological processes. African scholar George Dei (2010) framed, “Indigenous 

knowledge as dynamic, undergoing constant modifications as a people negotiate the complex 

relations with nature, land, culture and society” (p.75). Dynamism and change are ongoing 

characteristics of indigenous knowledge that have developed new ways of thinking and doing guided 

by a culture and place of origin. Several scholars (Martin & Mirraboopa, 2003; Royal, 2007; To’Liman-
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Turalir, 1995, 2018; Wolfram, 2010, 2017) have written extensively on the concept of creativity as part 

of a dynamic culture in indigenous contexts.  

Moreover, Kishebakabaykwe (2010) argued that indigenous knowledge is not static but is innovative 

and resilient, adapting to change within its cultural contexts. Resilience has shaped indigenous 

communities’ epistemologies to adjust to a world of globalisation and post-colonial challenges through 

the process of adaptation. Barnhardt and Kawagley (2005) stated: “Indigenous knowledge has been 

adapting to the contemporary world since contact with ‘others’ began, and it will continue to change” 

(p.6).  Māori scholar Meijl (2011) asserted that creativity is associated with cultural change that 

captures the past and simultaneously encourages continuity of new traditions relevant to indigenous 

identity. Coombe (1998) stated: “Traditional knowledge is clearly social, innovative, dynamic and often 

tacit in nature. It is often uncodified or codified in forms that may be culturally specific and difficult to 

access” (Coombe, 1998, p.207).  

Although the literature presented highlights the significance of indigenous knowledge and 

epistemology as innovative, there have been early anthropological accounts that perceived 

indigenous knowledge systems as stagnant and as being “tied to inherited structures that either resist 

or yield to the new but cannot produce it” (Clifford, 1989, p.74). Blaut (1993) elaborated further that 

Eurocentric thought asserts that Europeans are superior to those that are seen as non-Europeans 

whose cultures are frozen in time and guided by knowledge systems that reinforce the past and do 

not look towards the future. The contrasting perceptions of indigenous knowledge, preservation of 

culture and creativity against Eurocentric views are an ongoing discourse in anthropological 

scholarship (Busse & Whimp, 2000; Martin, 2009; Moutu, 2009; Strathern, 2001; Wagner, 1981). So, 

what are the differences between indigenous ways of knowing and western perception of a 

knowledge system? And how is an indigenous epistemology significant to creativity and learning? To 

respond to these questions, the next section discusses indigenous processes of learning and 

knowledge transference. 

2.3.3 Indigenous knowledge, learning and transference 
 

The epistemological and ontological processes of generating and transferring indigenous knowledge 

is distinctive to a cultural group’s ways of knowing, creation, expression, transference and 

communication (Gegeo, 1998; Kovach, 2010; Nakata, 2007; Warren & Rajasekaran, 1993; Whitinui, 
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2014). Solomon Islands indigenous scholar David Gegeo (1998) stated, “indigenous epistemology 

refers to a cultural group’s way of thinking and of creating and reformulating knowledge using 

traditional discourses and media of communication” (p.290). The definition by Gegeo situates a 

Melanesian view on how we perceive ourselves as indigenous peoples bounded by cultural values 

that create, inform and communicate indigenous ideas and knowledge. Nakata (2007) explained an 

indigenous epistemological process as “ways of story-telling, of memory-making, in narrative, art and 

performance; in cultural and social practices, of relating to kin, of socializing children; in ways of 

thinking and transmitting knowledge” (p.10).  

Furthermore, Aboriginal indigenous scholars Martin and Mirraboopa (2003) asserted: “Our ways of 

Doing are a synthesis and an articulation of our Ways of Knowing and Ways of Being. These are seen 

in our languages, art, imagery, traditions and ceremonies, land management practices, social 

organization and social control” (p.210). An indigenous epistemological process “assumes a holistic 

approach and finds expression within the personal manifestations of culture” (Kovach, 2010, p.61). 

So, how does an indigenous epistemology foster a holistic learning approach? 

2.3.4 Indigenous epistemology and holistic learning 
 

In understanding the concept of indigenous education as a knowledge system I draw on African 

scholar Elleni Tedla’s following definition: “Indigenous African learning plays a vital role in the 

transmission of values that Africans consider to be essential in understanding and experiencing the 

fullness of life” (Tedla, 1992, p.7). The concept of education in indigenous contexts such as Africa 

looks at a holistic approach of learning that is inclusive of cultural and spiritual values. Learning 

occurs through ontological and epistemological methods of knowledge transference done by elders to 

the young.  Knowledge acquisition and transference in indigenous contexts is intergenerational (Dei, 

2010). African scholar George Dei stated, “Through intergenerational transmission of indigenous 

traditions, the integrity of such knowledge is upheld in communities” (p.76).  

Similarly, Papua New Guinean education scholar Arnold Kukari (2004) stated that “learners are 

usually told and explained in detail how a particular knowledge is produced, for example through a 

dream, vision, or visitations to the spiritual world. It is a cultural norm for the elders to transmit 

knowledge to them” (p.97). Indigenous epistemological processes of learning are valued within 
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intergenerational and ontological relations which are inherently spiritual. So, how can we understand 

an indigenous epistemology which integrates spirituality as an approach for holistic learning? 

2.3.5 Spirituality and indigenous epistemology 
 

Research undertaken by various indigenous scholars validates the coexistence of the physical and 

metaphysical in knowledge creation and transference (Henare, 2001; Marsden, 1992). Indigenous 

knowledge is the “ultimate source of knowledge that lies in the vibrant relationship between the 

people, their ecosystem, and other living beings and spirits that share the land” (Hart, 2007, p.84). 

Indigenous people’s epistemology is shaped by belief systems influenced by spiritual and community 

participation. Knowledge creation and transference is enabled through individual, community and 

ancestral relations.  

Post (2002) observed that, “indigenous people traditionally acquire knowledge from two spheres; via 

an axis from above, that is, from the spirit world, and from the earth below” (p.9). Indigenous 

knowledge is acquired from both the physical and metaphysical worlds, ideas that are constructed as 

a binary to aid western scholars but are more integrated within indigenous worldviews. The 

epistemological process of knowledge creation, acquisition and transference is connected to ancestral 

land and spirituality (Hart 2007; Kishebakabaykwe 2010; Marsden 1992; Royal 2005). 

Kishebakabaykwe (2010) has defined indigenous knowledge according to the perception of the 

indigenous Aboriginal people, “as a living process connected to a body of knowledge that has a 

relationship with life, land, the people, metaphysics that is dreams, vision and spirit” (p.126). This 

illustrates the integral value of indigenous ways of knowing that supports a holistic approach of 

learning.  

In the indigenous Aotearoa context, “the importance of a holistic approach to learning, is knowing  

through the mind, body, and soul” (Hindle et al., 2015, p 87). Learning is focused on the person as a  

conscious being who acquires knowledge through mental, social, physical and spiritual mediums.  

 Māori indigenous scholar Charles Royal (2005) gives a specific explanation: "When the  

illumination of spirit arrives in the mind of the person (that is when understanding occurs), for  

knowledge belongs to the head and knowing belongs to the heart” (p.9). Royal distinguishes  

knowledge from ways of knowing by stating that knowledge belongs to the ancestral realm and is  

transferred to a person’s mind through spiritual transmission while the heart is responsible for  
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knowing, understanding, rationalising and applying knowledge. The relationship between indigenous  

people and the supernatural associates with deep ancestral belief systems that emanate from the  

worlds of Māori cosmology (Marsden, 1992).  

 

The literature refers to spirituality as a core element of an indigenous epistemology, of ways of being 

and knowing. Our indigenous knowledge systems are complex areas in determining how we as 

indigenous people make sense of the world we live in and how the processes of knowledge creation 

are fundamental to our ways of knowing. In contrast to western education, indigenous ways of 

knowing consider spirituality as a core essence that fosters a holistic learning approach. Holistic 

learning considers the individual’s cognitive and spiritual development, which is overlooked in western 

scholarship (Marsden, 1992). Battiste (2005) argued that “Indigenous knowledge benchmarks the 

limitations of Eurocentric theory – its methodology, evidence, and conclusions, reconceptualises the 

resilience and self-reliance of indigenous peoples, and underscores the importance of their own 

philosophies, heritages, and education” (p.2-3).  

As a way of theorising nonformal systems of art and holistic learning, the Buai is explored in this 

thesis as an indigenous epistemology that generates creativity. It extends Tolai ethnomusicologist and 

artist Julie To'Liman - Turalir's (2018) research on the Buai as a creative expression for connecting 

human experiences and their social linkages. It further prompts the question, how does the Buai 

epistemological process generate learning and creativity?  

2.3.6 Buai epistemology  
 

Research on the Buai has identified this practice as a knowledge system for creativity (Enos, 1977; 

Simet, 2000; To’Liman-Turalir, 1995, 2018). Tolai anthropologist Jacob Simet (2000) concluded that, 

there are five ways of acquiring the Buai creative knowledge: “barawon (dream), buai (school), tinbar 

(gift), pinapa (purchase) and waki (inheritance)” (p.64). Acquisition of Buai creative knowledge is 

through an initiation process, which involves the consumption of the betelnut together with other 

herbal substances (Wolffram, 2017). The acquisition and learning of the Buai creative knowledge are 

integrated processes (Wolffram, 2018). Ethnomusicologist Paul Wolffram affirmed that, “music and 

dance is the dominant means of creative expression and creative practice in the Lak region. The 

choreography, melodic structure, lyrics, and costume elements are all potentially attributed to spiritual 
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sources via dreamt visions” (Wolffram, 2018, p.8). Spirituality is a core part of the Buai 

epistemological process and is transmitted through dreams. So how does this transmission occur? 

2.3.7 Dreams 
 

In some parts of Papua New Guinea, dreams enable the transfer of knowledge from the metaphysical 

to the natural world (Lattas, 2010; Lohmann, 2000). In the Buai practice, dreams have been pivotal in 

connecting initiates to the Buai metaphysical world to receive knowledge for the composition of 

tangible and intangible artistic expressions (Enos, 1977; Eves, 1995, 1998; Tateyama, 2006). Dreams 

and visions enable spiritual encounter and communication in the transfer of knowledge and are a core 

element in the construction of indigenous epistemology (Henare, 2001; Kishebakabaykwe, 2010; 

Marsden, 1992; Post, 2002; Royal, 2005). Moreover, discussions on indigenous knowledge and ways 

of knowing connected to spirituality and ancestral land have been significant in indigenous discourse 

(Hart 2007; Kishebakabaykwe 2010; Marsden 1992; Royal 2005). In contrast, McLaughlin (2001) 

stated, “While Western research paradigms focus on what can be known or observable, indigenous 

epistemology may include experiences of visions and dreams as empirical data. This illustrates the 

interconnectedness and holistic experiences illustrating an epistemology which is inherently spiritual” 

(p.7). The concepts of dreams and visions are recognised as creative knowledge systems that 

connect the metaphysical and physical worlds. An indigenous epistemology supports a holistic 

learning approach, which encapsulates the essence of spirituality (Penetito, 2009; Royal 1998, 2003). 

 

The literature identified Buai as an epistemological system that transmits Tolai indigenous knowledge 

for creativity through an integrated physical and metaphysical experience. Studies on the Buai 

focused on the process of knowledge acquisition and transference through initiation for artistic and 

ritual power (Eves, 2004; Nachman 1981; Wolffram 2017, 2018).  Although Buburuv, a Tena Buai, 

defined Buai as "a gift of knowledge that is acquired through inheritance, transfer of heir, is 

purchased, or is learnt knowledge that is transferred" (To’Liman-Turalir, 2018, p.57), there is 

insufficient information on the processes of generating new dance knowledge and creativity. Buburuv 

further stated that "the spirit teaches the knowledge of songs, skills of dance and choreography, the 

garamut, wooden hollowed percussion, and belief" (To’Liman-Turalir, 2018, p.57). So how does the 
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Buai metaphysical realm further generate new dance knowledge? Moreover, how does the process of 

dance composition and choreography generate creativity and learning? 

As a response to the above questions, I discuss critical issues of creativity and dance learning as a 

product from both an indigenous and western art education context. I argue for the need to recognise 

indigenous processes of generating creativity and learning through dance rather than on learning 

focused on dance as an artistic product.  

 2.4 Issues of dance learning as a product  
 

The term dance is a foreign concept to indigenous dance learning contexts, as its meaning is situated 

within western frameworks of art and culture scholarship (Dils & Cooper Albright, 2001; Fraleigh 1999; 

Hanna 1979; Kealiinohomoku 2001; Kaeppler 2007). Although Kaeppler (2007) referred to indigenous 

dance as a "structured movement system" (p.3), there are multiple local meanings of dance as an 

artistic practice in diverse cultural contexts. Each dance tradition defines creativity according to its 

practice. Hamza (2017) gave an insight on the Malaysian igal dance: "Dance learning or dance 

making, the process of creating dance usually takes place before and separately from performing the 

dance. As in the case of the igal dance, the choreographic realisation process is also the product of 

the performance" (Hamza, 2017, p.73). Furthermore, Rowe (2009) stated, "positioning dance as an 

art form within any given cultural group is a contentious endeavour as various functions, values, and 

meanings can be attributed to the physical activities generically referred to in English as a ‘dance’" 

(p.46).  

Given the western predominant history of art as a product (Danto 1964, 2021; Dickie 1969, 1974), 

Rowe (2009) further contended that "it is possible to trace a local history of artistic thought in dance 

that is not necessary determined by foreign/colonial artistic ideals" (p.47). It is within this concern that 

this research on the Buai is pursued. This thesis focuses on the exploration of the processes of dance 

composition, teaching and learning that are generated by the indigenous Buai epistemology. 

Creativity and dance are examined as part of a complex process that is pertinent to the Tolai 

indigenous ways of knowing and being. So, what are the processes involved? 

2.4.1. Dance improvisation 
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Various dance scholars have attested to the use of improvisation that has generated local creativity in 

indigenous dance learning contexts (Ashley, 2010; Backer & Nasuruddin, 2017; Rowe, 2008). Rowe 

(2008) stated, "Improvisation tasks might contribute more to local dance learning when they 

emphasize the use of local dance ideas. Moreover, improving the retention of dance ideas that 

emerge through such improvisation could further the creative complexity of local choreographic 

compositions" (p.16). In distinguishing improvisation from western art, Backer and Nasuruddin (2017) 

asserted that improvisation is "less codified compared to dance techniques of Western classical 

ballet, improvisation is still capable of evoking dramatic and thought-provoking artistic expressions" 

(p.139). Given the relevance of improvisation as a contended dance technique for creative learning in 

indigenous contexts, how has this pedagogy progressed in wider dance education scholarship? 

2.4.2 Challenges of implementing culturally responsive pedagogies in dance education 

contexts  
 

Dance scholars have revealed problems associated with the inclusion of indigenous dance and  

culturally responsive pedagogies in formal, Eurocentric, education contexts (Ashley, 2014; Banks,  

2009; Gonye & Moyo, 2015; Kerr-Berry, 2012; Mabingo, 2015, 2018; Reihana - Morunga, 2013; 

Whitinui, 2010). As contended by Māori indigenous scholar, Paul Whitinui (2010), "supporting schools 

and teachers to work towards becoming culturally responsive is not only a challenging task. It also 

requires a deeper understanding about how to re-calibrate traditional and creative ways of knowing 

and doing (e.g., inner cultural wisdom and intuition) in a world that is often built on external ways of 

knowing (e.g., skills and knowledge)” (p.6). There is an increasing need for greater recognition of 

creative ways of knowing and indigenous dance practice in 21st century global art education 

scholarship. Taking into consideration dance learning in community and nonformal settings (Eddy, 

2002; Khoury, Martin & Rowe, 2013), and for applying "culturally pluralist dance pedagogical practice" 

in dance learning (Ashley, 2014, p.255).  

 

Furthermore, according to dance scholar Kerry Chappell (2007), teaching creativity in formal dance 

learning institutions is an ongoing dilemma for teachers. Chappell contended for the consideration of 

the "role of knowledge in creativity" when teaching dance as a creative process that includes "physical 

imagination; the inter-relationship of generating and homing in on ideas; and an ability to 'capture' 

appropriate ideas using intuition" (p.45). 
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Extending this concern to an indigenous African dance learning context, Mabingo (2015) attested that 

“African dances have been perceived and taught as entities according to Western academic settings 

without consideration of their inherent conceptualization, theorization, histories, philosophies, stories, 

aesthetics, contexts, and pedagogies" (p.132). The learning of dance and creativity in indigenous 

contexts is a complex, epistemological process and cannot be accommodated within formal western 

education systems. So, how are indigenous ways of knowing and fostering creativity understood as a 

distinct epistemological practice within the Buai practice? 

2.5 Creativity as "arts" activity, distinct from spirituality 
 

Studies on creativity are prevalent in western art education scholarship (Craft, 2000, 2002; Feldman, 

Csikszentmihalyi & Gardner, 1994). Csikszentmihalyi’s (1988, 1997) flow concept and creativity 

connect to Howard Gardner’s theory of multiple intelligences (1983 & 1995). Howard Gardner’s 

multiple intelligences theory elucidates creativity as an essential human cognitive and intellectual 

learning process, shaped by its cultural and educational context (Gardner, 1983, 1995). Cognitive 

activity in the arts is stimulated by creative learning through imagination and is considered a form of 

human intelligence (Gardner, 1995). According to Feldman, Csikszentmihalyi, and Gardner (1994) 

creativity is defined “as the achievement of something remarkable and new, something which 

transforms and changes a field of endeavour in a significant way” (p.1). Transformation is the ultimate 

result of creativity.  Csikszentmihalyi (1994) stated, “in order to understand creativity one must 

enlarge the conception of what the process is, moving from an exclusive focus on the individual to a 

system perspective that includes the social and cultural context in which the ‘creative’ person 

operates” (Feldman, Csikszentmihalyi & Gardner, 1994, p.135). An individual produces the “creative 

idea, object or action” that is “provided by the culture and transforms it” (Feldman, Csikszentmihalyi, & 

Gardner, 1994, p.21).  

Furthermore, Csikszentmihalyi and Robinson (1990) noted, “Western philosophy has neglected the 

emotional, the intuitive, and to a lesser extent, the volitional aspect of consciousness” (pp.5–6). 

Hence, the concept of flow was developed to assess aesthetic experience and creativity focused on 

the present moment of human consciousness and intuition (Csikszentmihalyi & Robinson, 1990).  Art 

philosopher Anna Craft (2000, 2002) adopted Gardner’s multiple intelligences theory for the little c 

creativity concept – that of people, process and domain which focuses on possibility thinking and 
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imagination as significant to the creative learning process. Craft stated, “being imaginative is going 

beyond the obvious, seeing more than is initially apparent, or interpreting something in a way which is 

unusual” (Craft, 2000, p.4).  

Moreover, education philosopher Elliot Eisner emphasised “imagination” (2002, p.198) as an 

important creative learning process in art education that utilises the learner’s sensibilities and 

cognitive ability. Art and education philosophers have attested that creativity has boosted a holistic 

approach for learning that is aimed at both cognitive and social human development (Craft, 2000, 

2002; Csikszentmihalyi, 1997; Eisner, 2002; Gardner, 1983, 1995; Warburton, 2003).   

The literature consulted above suggests creativity is an intellectual process, driven by human 

cognition and intuition for socio-cultural development. Csikszentmihalyi’s flow concept of creativity has 

been influential in both non-western and western art education contexts as it focuses on the present 

inner being of human consciousness, imagination and spirituality (Hindle, 2010; Hindle et al., 2015).  

So how might creativity be understood within a dance education context? 

2.5.1 Creativity and dance education 
 

Theorist Rudolph Laban (1948) developed the concept of dance as a creative discipline. Laban’s 

concept of creative dance and education influenced various dance educators’ work and teaching 

methods (Adshead, 1981; ; Smith-Autard, 1994). In addition, dance scholar and educator Ralph Buck 

asserted that art is universal and “exists in a myriad of forms, contexts, cultures and histories. It is 

undisputed that humans dance and that throughout history, peoples all over the world have valued it” 

(Buck, 2006). On the other hand, Soot and Viskus (2014) specifically mentioned that , “in dance, the 

body is the central issue for creativity, imagination, and curiosity” (p.297). Griss (1994) further 

described dance as a medium for learning cultural values, knowledge systems, creativity and human 

expressions.  

In addition, the American dance education pioneer Margaret H’Doubler “believed that dancing 

represented creative self-expression through the medium of movement of the human body. She was 

concerned with a type of dancing that exemplified educational activity, rather than an outer acquisition 

of stimulated grace” (Gilbert, 2005, p.26). Moreover, Howard Gardner’s “MI theory validates dance as 
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a domain of knowledge – as the embodiment of ‘intelligence possible’ – and an argument is advanced 

for the reconsideration of the goals and purposes of dance education” (Warburton, 2003, p.7).  

In diverse dance education contexts, creativity and imagination enhances artistic, socio-cultural and 

cognitive development (Kerr-Berry, 2012; Lloyd, 2014; Sanderson, 2008; Shapiro, 2008; Smith-

Autard, 1994; Stinson, 1998; Wilson, 2016). As noted by dance education scholar Edward Warburton, 

“Gardner argues for viewing the art of dance as fundamentally cognitive; this characterization 

demands appreciation of the complex, multidimensional, and evolving nature of mind and body in the 

context of cultural practices” (Warburton, 2003, p.14). The human mind and body are referred to as a 

complex and evolving phenomenon that is shaped by its cultural context and belief systems. Dance 

scholar Kerry Chappell (2007) explained in regard to Craft’s concept that, “learning processes include 

creative impulse that feeds the unconscious, intuitive, spiritual and emotional; possibility thinking – 

being imaginative, problem finding, solving and play; risk taking; and the importance of seeing 

creativity as cyclical” (p.40). Chappell emphasised the pivotal role of creativity that supports a 

recurring, holistic approach of learning. Creative learning is centred on an individual as a physical, 

mental, spiritual and social being. Creativity is a multifaceted discipline, as dance educator Eeva 

Anttila (2012) contended: “Researchers should realize the complexity of arts education as a 

phenomenon and the need for a more elaborate and comprehensive research paradigm” (p.55). 

There is global concern for research in arts education to consider the diversity and dynamics of 

human phenomenon as the source for creativity. 

These concepts of dance knowledge and creative learning are further pursued by community dance 

education scholars Nicholas Rowe, Ralph Buck and Toni Shapiro-Phim who “respond to the complex 

issues of social cohesion within polycultural and multi-identity social environments of the twenty-first 

century. Particular consideration is on how new dance knowledge may be generated, rather than 

extending old dance knowledge” (Buck, Rowe, & Shapiro-Phim, 2016, p.10).  This thesis seeks to 

explore these concerns within an indigenous dance and art education context.   

The literature identified dance as a medium of creative and intellectual knowledge that is practiced 

across diverse human cultures and histories. Particular focus of this thesis is the dance and art 

education situation in the Pacific. 
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2.6 Global issues of creativity and dance learning in the Pacific 
 

Pacific dance scholar Katerina Teaiwa (2014) observed that “[G]lobalisation and diaspora studies 

often focus on the movement of people, ideas and commodities, and in dance studies on popular or 

classical forms of dance, but less on the exchanges between indigenous, islander and what some 

might term third or fourth world communities” (p.4–5). While this study acknowledges past work by 

both non-indigenous and indigenous Pacific dance scholars, who have researched, notated and 

documented certain indigenous dance cultures (Jablonko,1968; Kaeppler, 1996; Lawson, 1989;; 

Freeman - Moulin,1979; Moyle,1991; Shennan, 1981), these studies were less focused on exploring 

dance as a pedagogical knowledge system for generating new learning and creativity. The South 

Pacific region has a diversity of dance cultures, knowledge systems and practices (Buck & Rowe, 

2014); however, there is scarce scholarly work around the educational aspects of dance teaching and 

learning within an art education framework.  

Furthermore, Ashley and Lines (2016) asserted, “the ways in which cultural diversity is reflected 

through performing arts education in the Oceania region has not been explored to any great 

extent…there is a need for art educators to rethink their pedagogical ideas and strategies” (p.1). This 

concern is echoed by Hau’ofa (1998), who says that ”any lasting sense of unity derived from the 

enjoyment of the variety of music and dances of the region was tenuous because no serious attempt 

was made to translate them or place them in their historical and social contexts” (p.395).  

Although dance is a way of life among Pacific communities, it is not academically grounded in art 

education concepts, which are dominated by Eurocentric scholarship (Dei & Simmons, 2010). As 

explained by Martin (2012), “Western modes of pedagogy are viewed to be ‘enlightened’ and ‘refined’ 

and are assimilated in the colonial context” (p.29). The experiences of colonialism and post-

colonialism continue to affect the way Pacific dance is taught and learnt. The teaching and learning of 

dance as an embodied pedagogy to communicate Pacific epistemology and historical discourse 

needs to be developed alongside western paradigms of art and dance education models. As further 

mentioned by Martin (2012), ‘”it can be observed that the domination of particular Eurocentric modes 

of pedagogy and practice may continue even after a country has gained formal independence from 

colonial control” (p.29). In response to this view, Teaiwa (2014) stated, “the Pacific needs an arts and 

cultural policy environment regionally and nationally that supports dance education and training, 
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including the integration and valuing of community and ritual practitioners” (p.13). Furthermore, 

Teaiwa (2014) contended, “the development of ‘Pacific Dance Studies’ in both the islands and the 

diaspora is critical to expanding the range of research and teaching in Pacific dance” (p.13).  

Dance educator Linda Ashley (2012b, 2013b, 2016) has raised concerns for a culturally responsive 

pedagogy within Oceania that “is not just about which dances we teach but also requires thinking 

deeply about how we teach, who teaches, why and where” (p.4). Moreover, Ashley (2016) situates 

the way dance should be taught in dance educational contexts: “I think about this as expanding the 

way in which dance education understands how it can be ‘creative’, as our legacy has been one of 

seeing creativity as making dances…we can be more creative about creativity in our teaching” (p.13).   

Whitinui (2010) supported the idea of a culturally responsive pedagogy and gives an example from  

the Aotearoa, New Zealand context: “The creative and intuitive potential of kapa haka requires further  

elaboration and is necessary to enable schools and teachers to think about creating culturally  

responsive approaches to teaching and learning in mainstream secondary schooling contexts” (p.8).  

Reihana-Morunga (2012) extended this view in her research in the integration of Māori 

 indigenous dance knowledge in formal art education contexts in Aotearoa. In addition, Smith (2003)  

and Royal (2007) advocated for indigenous Maori arts to be valued as teaching methods embedded  

in  Māori indigenous knowledge and creativity.  

 
Considering the concerns raised by dance and Pacific scholars for the inclusion of dance and 

creativity as a discipline in formal education systems, how does this concern address the issue of 

indigenous dance, creativity and education in the Pacific? How might we understand an indigenous 

knowledge system that generates creativity and dance learning in a Papua New Guinea context? 

2.7 Papua New Guinea indigenous dance context 
 

Ethnographic studies undertaken on Papua New Guinea dance as an indigenous knowledge system 

(Faik-Simet, 2009, 2014) revealed the need for further research on creative learning. Traditional 

dances are performed with purpose and meaning and usually categorised as ritual, folk or ceremonial 

belonging to a cultural or ethnic group (Grau, 2001; Keali’inohomoku, 2001; Nahachewsky, 2001). 

The “performance action of dance are spaces where discursive, political, aesthetic, ritual and cultural 

forms are produced” (Henry, Magowan, & Murray, 2000, p.253).  
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In Papua New Guinea, Chenowath (2000) and Lurang (1999) have observed that ceremonies such as 

mortuary processes, initiations, harvest, marriage and exchange are occasions for the showcase of 

cultural expressions in dance and music performances. Dances are ceremonial and have strong 

connections with ancestral spirituality (Niles, 2000). Gell (1985) documented the ida fertility ceremony 

which involved ritualistic dance. Williams (1940) undertook an anthropological study of the kovave 

ceremonies associated with initiation ceremonies that included exotic dances. Mel (2000) further 

described the significance of the weld dance performed during the Mokail exchange ceremony. Laade 

(1999) provided a thorough account of the function of rai dances performed to commemorate the 

dead during mortuary ceremonies. Crawford (1981) gave an elaborate description of dance 

associated with the aida (canoe) festival performed by the Gogodala to honour ancestral spirits. The 

spirit beings known locally as tambaran or masalai are appeased through musical sounds and dance 

movements by human individuals causing “interaction between the world of spirits and that of 

humans” (Niles, 2001, p.314).  

These exquisite ceremonies were the context of the display of indigenous dance in Papua New 

Guinea. Ceremonial dance was performed as part of a knowledge system that was integral to the 

indigenous peoples’ social, spiritual and cultural life (Faik-Simet, 2009, 2010, 2014). Given the 

elaborate ceremonial dance contexts in Papua New Guinea, how do these dance forms 

accommodate adaptation and change? These changes to Papua New Guinea’s indigenous dance 

forms are perceived as being part of the country’s contemporary situation that holds on to past 

traditions and at the same time respond to the new. 

2.7.1 Adaptation, change and meanings of contemporary 
 

Globalisation has affected the contemporary state of Papua New Guinea, which has seen many of the 

country’s indigenous dances now performed outside of their ceremonial settings (Faik-Simet, 2010, 

2012, 2017). These dances are performed in parallel to the others maintained in their indigenous 

contexts (Shay, 2002). Dance scholars have contested the contemporary situations associated with 

dance. Kwan (2017) inferred that the term 'contemporary’ is associated with western art forms and is 

problematic when applied in non-western dance contexts. Contemporary understandings of dance 

differ with each context and usually refer to the creation of dances in a particular time (Danto, 2021). 

Rowe (2009) stated, "meanings of contemporary are contradictory, a break from the past, a 
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deconstruction of the past, a fusion with the past, an autonomous fusion with foreign cultural forms, 

and an undesired submission to foreign cultural influences" (p.57).   

Further, Grau (1993) stated, “all the dances we see today, be they performed by the Venda people, 

one of the many African nations, or by members of the Royal Ballet, are contemporary dances, in the 

sense that they are performed by present-day people” (p.40). Grau (2001) further contended, “every 

dance says something about the history of people who created it, but every dance is also a 

reinvention” (p.41). Within an indigenous Pacific context, Teaiwa (2014) introduces the term “dance 

remix” to mean contemporary and innovative cultural approaches undertaken by Pacific islanders.  

So, how do meanings of contemporary intersect with the notion of dance reinvention in indigenous 

contexts? In addition, how is creativity and adaptation of indigenous dance valued in contemporary 

Papua New Guinean situations? 

2.7.2 Contemporary Papua New Guinean dance, creativity and adaptation 
 

The term ‘contemporary’ is associated with western art forms and is problematic when applied in non-

western dance contexts (Kwan, 2017). Contemporary understandings of dance differ with each 

context and usually refer to the creation of dances in a particular time.  As Rowe (2009) inferred, the 

term contemporary is confusing according to the context of the Occupied Palestinian Territories where 

“‘meanings of contemporary are contradictory” (p.57).  

Indigenous dance is now a part of global communities and is not immune to change. Neuenfeldt and 

Costigan (2004) discussed the practice of adapting foreign concepts as a form of indigenous creativity 

and change. The concept of innovation and creativity in dance composition has been studied by early 

dance ethnologists as "cultural forms which are manifestations of past and present ethnic identities" 

(Buckland, 2007, p.9). Cohen (2012) asserted the idea of adaptation is explored as a creative practice 

within its cultural context. Hau’ofa (2008) asserted that creativity is a tool that can be used by 

indigenous people to embrace and engage the powers of globalisation. Rowe (2009) proposed the 

term post-salvagism to refer to cultural evolution in the Occupied Palestinian Territories that supports 

local creative and artistic activity. He further stated, “perhaps if the evolution of such dance cultures is 

made more apparent, more dance interventions might be designed to support, rather than diminish, 
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locally evolving cultural knowledge and aesthetic autonomy” (p.48). So, how is the concept of cultural 

evolution and creativity maintained by the Buai practice within a Tolai cultural context? 

 

2.8 Buai culture and creativity 
 

There have been numerous studies undertaken on the Buai practices of the people in East New 

Britain, New Ireland and the Autonomous Region of Bougainville (Eves, 2004; Nachman, 1981; Simet 

2000, 2012; To’Liman-Turalir, 1995, 2018; Wolffram 2010, 2017, 2018). More specifically, research 

on the Buai has focused primarily on its spiritual power as a source for creativity (Eves, 2004, 1995; 

Nachman, 1981; Wolffram 2017). Detailed accounts of the Buai initiation process were written by Paul 

Wolffram, an ethnomusicologist who has undertaken comprehensive research on the Buai culture 

among the Lak people of New Ireland in Papua New Guinea (Wolffram, 2007, 2010, 2017). 

Wolffram’s work on the Buai is used frequently in this thesis. His endeavour to pursue Buai 

knowledge was aided by the consumption of Buai ritual substances (Wolffram, 2010, 2017).  

Other non-indigenous researchers have conducted studies on the Buai. Denner (2010) states “the 

expression Buai is merely a generic term for a whole series of different phenomenon and magical 

powers” (p.284).  Buai is considered a powerful practice for the access of creative knowledge from the 

metaphysical. Eves (1995) has researched the practices of Buai among the Madak people as 

shamanistic and connected to sorcery. Within the Tolai, indigenous scholars Jacob Simet (2000 

,1991) and Julie To’Liman – Turalir (2018, 1995) have undertaken indepth research into their own 

Buai culture as Tena Buai and Buai practitioners. According to literature gathered on the Buai, 

spiritual power and creativity is acquired through the process of Buai induction (Denner, 2010; 

To’Liman-Turalir, 2018; Wolffram 2017). Buai induction is a significant process undertaken by initiates 

and learners of the Buai culture to generate new knowledge. 

2.8.1 Buai ceremonial context  
 

In Papua New Guinea, ceremonies involving mortuary, initiations, harvest, marriage and exchange 

are occasions for the showcase of cultural and artistic expressions (Chenowath 2000; Laade 1999; 

Lurang 1999; Mel, 2000; Niles, 2000). Among the Tolai, ceremonies provide the space for the 
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showcase of Buai creative works through dance. More particularly, the paluka and balabalaguan 

mortuary ceremonies require Buai creative compositions in the form of dance and its accompanying 

music, costumes and magical power (Simet, 2012). Tolai traditional dances that emanate from the 

Buai have deeper meanings. Traditional dances are performed with purpose and meaning and are 

ritualistic or ceremonial belonging to a particular cultural or ethnic group (Grau 2001; Keali’inohomoku 

2001; Nahachewsky 2001). Tolai mortuary ceremonies involving sacred performances of the tubuan 

and dukduk are some indigenous artworks that were created from the Buai (Heermann, 2001; Simet, 

1999; Tateyama, 2006; To’Liman-Turalir, 2001; Wolfram, 2007). These ceremonies provide the 

creative context for the continuity of the Buai practice.   

In her recent study, Tena Buai and ethnomusicologist Julie To’Liman-Turalir (2018), established the 

significance of ceremonies such as the warvakai or balaguan as Tolai indigenous events that gave 

“Tena Buai the opportunity to display their creative artwork or their Buai” (p.49). Ceremonies are 

creative contexts for the transfer and application of Buai creativity and dance knowledge. Simet 

(2012) asserted that Buai ceremonies continue to be the core creative source for the composition of 

Tolai indigenous songs and dances. More particularly, mortuary ceremonies such as the paluka gave 

Tena Buai the opportunity to compose and choreograph a kulau dance as informed by Tena Buai 

Kolias ToKonia (Simet, 2012). Other indigenous ceremonies that provide the context for the 

showcase and learning of Tena Buai’s creative power and dance knowledge are the minamai and 

kunubak (Simet, 2000; To’Liman-Turalir, 2018; Wolffram, 2010, 2011, 2017). 

2.8.2 Ownership of Buai knowledge 
 

Ownership of knowledge is a characteristic of Papua New Guinea’s indigenous people and their belief 

systems (Waldrip & Taylor, 1999). There are protocols that protect and regulate the Buai creative 

knowledge which are important to its existence and power. Ownership of the Buai in the case of the 

Tolai is asserted by Simet (2000): “Ownership of knowledge among the Tolai is highly regulated, and 

the ways of acquiring it are clearly defined. Knowledge is owned either by an individual or a group and 

may be protected by means of pidik (secrecy)” (pp.64–65). Simet (2000) further states, “a particular 

class of spirits known as Turangan is present in the creation, transfer and use of knowledge” (p.65).  

Buai knowledge is seen as a possession highly controlled and regulated by its owner, and strict 

guidelines must be observed before it can be accessed. Usually, it is the Tena Buai who oversees this 
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knowledge and manages its use. As in the case of other ritual performances in Papua New Guinea, 

ownership plays a key role in identifying a particular knowledge to or with its people and place (Muke, 

2000). Failure to observe the Buai processes of ownership in a village or classroom setting may 

cause tensions between the school administration, teachers, student learners and the custodians of 

the Buai knowledge, the Tena Buai. 

However, ownership and copyright issues over the Buai creative knowledge is not a concern among 

the Lak of New Ireland. In comparing the western understanding of copyright over music and songs 

composition to the Lak’s perception of ownership of the Buai creative knowledge, Wolffram (2010), 

stated: 

…in the Western model, creative products are expected to be the result of an 

internal process, the workings of a solo mind with a degree of control over the 

process. The Tene Buai complex, by contrast, positions the ‘composer’ as relay 

agent or messenger only associated with the creative material, not the author of it. 

While Buai ‘compositions’ are original, they are the result of collaboration with an 

external power. While a Western composer claims authorship, ownership and 

prestige, the Buai can claim association, dissemination and, as a result, power 

(pp.183-184). 

The contrasting meanings of creativity and ownership between western and indigenous worldviews 

are articulated by Wolffram (2010), in his account of the Lak. Within the indigenous Lak context, 

creative composition is not an individually owned property but is a result of collaborative work, 

involving both the physical and the metaphysical. Hence, ownership is determined by the Tena Buai 

who is in constant consultation with the supernatural world. The composition of music and dance is 

spiritually inspired through the Buai.   

Since the acquisition of creativity is in collusion with the metaphysical, there are certain cultural 

protocols that must be followed. A key requirement is the purchase of Buai knowledge using tabu. 

Without tabu, the Buai ritual cannot be performed and therefore, no spiritual involvement to inspire 

creativity. So how does this Tolai indigenous transaction work?     

2.8.3 Tabu and the purchase of Buai knowledge  
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Payment for the use of traditional knowledge in Papua New Guinea is a common practice maintained 

in the past and into the present. For the Tolai in East New Britain and some parts of the New Ireland 

province, tabu (traditional shell money) is still used and is accepted as legal tender alongside the 

Papua New Guinea currency, kina and toea. Tabu is mainly used in the purchase of traditional 

knowledge associated with song, music and dance for ceremonial requirements such as mortuary, 

marriage and initiation. Tabu is a main economic property that regulates the cultural and social life of 

the Tolai people (Epstein, 1992; Paraide, 2015; Simet, 1991).  

Proper consent and payment of tabu is required to access the Buai and its related songs and dances 

(Simet, 2012). Others refer to tabu as tambu, as stated by Wolffram (2017): “Payment for Buai is 

usually in the form of tambu, the traditional shell money of the region, but sometimes a small payment 

of Kina (Papua New Guinea currency) is also required” (p.102). However, the tabu is a local currency 

only used in exchange of goods and services in East New Britain, some parts of New Ireland, and the 

Nissan Islands in Bougainville. When tabu is used outside of its context, it loses its meaning and 

value. As in a classroom setting, the use of tabu to purchase the Buai knowledge and its related 

songs and dances has to be understood by teachers and the learners from diverse backgrounds. 

Transactions using tabu to access the Buai creative dance knowledge are important processes and 

will be problematic if the proper cultural protocols are not observed well in a formal learning space. 

2.8.4 Buai education context 
 

The research explores Buai as an indigenous education system for creativity in Papua New Guinea 

and the global art education contexts. Research undertaken on the Buai has drawn significant 

attention to its spiritual power as a source for creativity (Denner, 2010; Eves, 1995, 2004; Enos, 1997; 

Nachman, 1981; Simet, 2000, 2012; To’Liman-Turalir, 1995, 2018; Wolffram 2007, 2010, 2017,). 

Gesh (2007) attested, “Melanesian societies are alive to the spiritual world” (pp.19–20). The Buai 

practice is an initiation process into the metaphysical to access creative knowledge and power (Enos, 

1997; Eves, 2004; Wolffram, 2010, 2017). Ethnomusicologist Paul Wolffram (2010) stated, “Buai 

knowledge is achieved through a revelatory experience in which the initiate enters an unconscious 

state and establishes contact with tanruan, the spiritual being responsible for providing access to 

several types of knowledge and sorcery practice” (p.177). Furthermore, Wolffram (2018) gave his 

personal account of the Buai initiation as an artistic encounter: “I seek to represent these nightly 
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interactions with spirit beings in ways that blend reality with imagination and my own altered state of 

consciousness at the time. The initiation was indeed a profound experience that has deepened my 

own understandings of Lak creative practice and spirituality” (p.17). 

Imagination is a core value of the Buai initiation process that enables the initiate to access creative 

knowledge from the metaphysical realm. So how is imagination seen as both an indigenous practice 

and a concept for creativity in both western and non-western art education contexts? How can 

creativity be valued in a Papua New Guinea education context? 

The Buai induction process involves the consumption of Buai substances to enable spiritual 

encounter with the supernatural to access the creative knowledge (Heermann, 2001; To’Liman-

Turalir, 2018; Wolffram, 2010). Apart from the Buai, ethnographic research on similar practices on 

initiation and rites of passage was extensively conducted in the East Sepik province of Papua New 

Guinea (Faik-Simet, 2014; Lutkehaus, 1995; Roscoe, 1995; Shaublin, 1995). Buai induction, however, 

is a deliberate process that is undertaken to access creative power and knowledge from the 

supernatural and has a different purpose from the other initiation ceremonies in Papua New Guinea.  

Creative knowledge from the Buai can only be accessed through a spiritual encounter, which will 

require the appropriate context and Tena Buai to engineer this process (Wolffram, 2017; To’Liman-

Turalir, 1995). Wolffram described that, “all men and sometimes women are capable of receiving 

music and dance material in this way, however, tena buai undergo initiation in order to create stronger 

bonds with spirits to retrieve creative material on a regular basis through dreamt visions” (2017, p.96). 

In the context of this research, Buai is explored as an indigenous education system that fosters and 

sustains creativity across generations. Buai creativity “refers to creative societies for music, dance 

and the accompanying visual arts” (Denner, 2010, p.282). As Tolai ethnomusicologist, musician and 

Tena Buai Julie To’Liman-Turalir further defines “Buai is a knowledge system” (2018, p.43). According 

to education philosopher Elliot Eisner (2003), knowledge is integral to a people’s culture and way of 

life, and must be discovered rather than being made. ). The Buai phenomenon extends Eisner's view, 

as it is a discovery process undertaken through initiation and the metaphysical. It resonates with the 

Solomon Islands Kwara’ae people’s worldview of indigenous knowledge and epistemology, which is 

bounded by cultural values that create, inform and communicate indigenous ideas and knowledge 
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(Gegeo, 1998). As a discovery process, Buai practice is guided by cultural values and beliefs that are 

part of ritualistic ceremonies as discussed in the next section. 

 

2.8.5 Tena Buai and creativity 
 

Research on the Buai explored its practice in relation to creative knowledge, power and cultural 

significance (Eves 2004; Simet 2000; To’Liman-Turalir, 1995, 2018; Wolfram, 2010, 2017, 2018). In 

his account, entitled Buai: Expressions of Sorcery in the Dance, Steven Nachman observed, “Buai is 

a response to change; it is an effort to revitalize old values and to implement new ones; its mood is 

one both of resistance to an alien culture and acceptance of it” (1981, p.52). This view encapsulates 

the significance of this study in the exploration of the Buai as an indigenous education system that 

fosters creative learning and cultural regeneration. It focuses on the role of Tena Buai as creative 

practitioners of the Buai culture.  

Tena Buai is the key person at the heart of Buai practice. According to a recent study on the Buai 

undertaken by Julie To’Liman- Turalir (2018), her participant Buburuv states,” Tena means master 

and Buai means indigenous knowledge” (p.43). Similarly, Denner (2010) mentions that Tena means 

“head man” (p.282) of the Buai knowledge system according to the Anir people of New Ireland. Other 

accounts have referred to Tena Buai as knowledge holders, song and dance composers, designers 

and makers of costumes, visuals and crafts. Tena Buai are also known as magicians who possess 

the Buai spiritual powers to compose and safeguard the creative knowledge associated with their art 

works.  

The Buai consists of certain creative knowledge processes, which are facilitated by a Tena Buai. 

Eaves (2004) stated, “the Tena Buai has undergone an initiation, and, from the basic power he has 

acquired, the creative ability to produce new forms of magic and new forms of knowledge and artistic 

expression” (p.346). To’Liman-Turalir (1995) categorised the role of the Tena Buai as follows: “Tena 

pinipit (composer), Tena malagene (dancer), Tena kakaila (singer), Tena wama -ong (costume/body 

decorations) and Tena na gugu (the ability to make magic to protect oneself from jealousy and 

destruction but at the same to lure audience to like the dance)” (p.260). Tena Buai are creative 

practitioners, teachers and knowledge holders of the Buai culture and are responsible for the 
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continuity of new Tolai artistic expressions that are integral to the local people's place and identity 

(To’Liman-Turalir, 2018). Tena Buai are eligible practitioners who exert authority over change and 

recreation of their works.  

Anthropologists Elizabeth Hallam and Tim Ingold discussed the changing state of tradition as 

associated with people who “create their own traditions and histories” (2007, p.6). Maree (2008) 

further contends that “tradition changes with time, and everywhere people are wrestling with the 

desire to preserve, critique, and hold onto that which is known while at the same time acknowledging 

that slippage is inevitable” (p.120).  

Amongst other existing indigenous knowledge systems in Papua New Guinea, the Buai is widely 

known by the local people as a creative dance school (Enos, 1997; To’Liman-Turalir, 1995). Wolffram 

(2010) describes the initiation process from the Lak area in New Ireland: “Buai practice, like other 

‘power practices’ in the region, is a pidik (‘secret’) and can only be fully comprehended through an 

initial payment, physical sacrifice and eventual revelation” (p.176).  

Wolffram further says, “Buai knowledge is achieved through a revelatory experience in which the 

initiate enters an unconscious state and establishes contact with tanruan, the spiritual being 

responsible for providing access to several types of knowledge and sorcery practice” (p.177). In the 

Tolai context in East New Britain, the spiritual being tanruan is referred to as the turangan. According 

to the Buai composer Turan, “the turangan possesses the buai initiates and gives the extra power to 

see and do what an ordinary person cannot do. A buai means a school of thought or learning” (Enos, 

1977, p.1). Simet (2000) reiterates that the turangan is responsible for all creative knowledge 

regarding “song, dance or tubuan design” (p.65). This knowledge is transmitted to the initiate through 

the process of barawon (dream) (Simet, 2000, p.65).  

Knowledge ownership and acquisition among the Tolai is categorised into five parts: “barawon 

(dream), buai (school), tinbar (gift), pinapa (purchase) and waki (inheritance)” (Simet, 2000, p.64). 

The initiates consume substances prepared by the Tena Buai which puts them in a deep sleep to 

allow for a spiritual encounter with the turangan. The barawon in this case is important as it allows for 

the initiate to receive the tinbar for the Buai knowledge. Prior to the induction in the Buai, a certain 

amount of tabu (shell money) has to be paid to the Tena Buai to undergo the initiation process. 

Inheritance of Buai knowledge is a significant part of the Buai process as it allows for its continuity. 
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2.8.6 Buai, dance and creativity 
 

Research on the Buai extends concerns by dance scholars on the marginalisation of indigenous  

dance and creativity in art education scholarship. Built on past studies on Buai and creativity (Denner,  

2010; Enos, 1997; Eves, 1995, 2004; Nachman, 1981; Simet, 2000, 2012; To’Liman-Turalir, 1995,  

2018; Wolffram 2007, 2010, 2017, 2018), this thesis critically examines Buai epistemology as an  

alternate art learning system that focuses on the holistic process of generating new indigenous dance  

knowledge, pedagogies and creativity. The Buai indigenous practice integrates both the metaphysical  

and physical creative process for dance learning. Knowledge acquisition and transference in  

indigenous learning contexts involves a holistic learning process. As in the Aotearoa context, " 

Māori pedagogical knowledge draws on holistic perspectives that aim to engage learners at a deeper  

level of knowing - a knowing of the mind, body and soul" (Hindle et al., 2011, p.11). Moreover, holistic  

"approaches advocate an integrated delivery of the arts in education but are at odds with the present  

secondary school system" (p.11).  

 

Indigenous approaches of learning remain a contested educational endeavour in formal school 

settings. These integrated learning systems need to be recognised as formal educational processes 

that are relevant to their cultural context. Hence, the Buai research extends this argument and 

explores the processes of generating creativity for artistic enhancement and cultural sustenance.  

Given the contrasting notions of creativity in western and indigenous art education scholarship, an 

understanding of these tensions is discussed in the next section.  

2.8.7 Dance adaptation and Christianity 

 

Tolai indigenous belief systems are connected to spirituality. The Buai practice is regulated by the 

supernatural and thus has been the basis for the adaptation of other forms of beliefs (Eves, 2004). 
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Christianity has had an impact on Tolai indigenous cultures during the precolonial and postcolonial 

era (To’Liman-Turalir, 2018). Nevertheless, Tena Buai have incorporated the Christian philosophy into 

its indigenous creative practice, especially in the composition of music and dance. As explained by 

Simet (2000), “Holders of knowledge explain that the warwul is the wuwu na nilaun (breath of life). 

This same phrase is used in the Kuanua (Tolai) Bible to refer to the breath of life given by God to 

Adam and Eve” (p.65).  

The adaptation of Christianity into the Buai culture is also a common practice for the indigenous Lak 

people of New Ireland, as observed by Wolffram (2017). In the Tolai and Lak contexts, Christianity 

was absorbed into these indigenous communities and coexisted with the beliefs of the Buai practice 

(Eves, 2004; To’Liman-Turalir 2018; Wolffram 2017). However, in other postcolonial contexts such as 

the Kiwai and Motu Koita in Papua New Guinea, the adaptation of Christianity changed many 

indigenous dance forms which resulted in new compositions as in the taibubu and perovetta dances 

(Niles, 2000). In the context of this research, how have the Tolai indigenous people sustained the 

Buai creative practice across generations? 

2.9 Conclusion 
 

The literature revealed gaps in theories on creativity relating to indigenous dance learning contexts.  

Although there are studies by dance scholars on the relevance of creativity and culturally responsive 

pedagogies to be valued in formal education contexts, there is limited information on how these dance 

pedagogies and methodologies foster creativity and learning in indigenous settings. 

According to the literature gathered, there is still a dominance of Eurocentric perceptions of creativity 

and art learning in western education scholarship. So how can we address this gap in the 21st century 

art learning contexts? How can we foster an appreciation for nonformal systems of creativity and 

dance learning that are part of complex indigenous epistemologies and ontologies? How can these 

indigenous systems that foster creativity and learning be theorised and valued as part of an evolving 

and thriving dance culture rather than being canonised as art relics?  

This research on the Buai is pursued as a response to the concerns raised. It aims to address the 

emerging issues by exploring the Buai as an indigenous epistemology that generates new dance 

knowledge and creativity. Past studies on the Buai have not focused on how creativity is generated 
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through the process of dance composition, imagination, improvisation, choreography and rehearsal. 

Particular focus is on the Tena Buais' practices of generating new dance knowledge and skills and 

how creativity is understood as part of this process. It is hoped that the research on the Buai will fill in 

the gap in dance education scholarship, privileging nonformal and indigenous ways of knowing, 

methodologies, pedagogies and creativity as significant in art academic discourse.  
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Chapter 3. Research Methodology 
 

This chapter discusses my reflexive research journey and the methodological approach taken in this 

study. Given the complexity of the Buai phenomenon, the research methods employ both western and 

non-western qualitative inquiries. These methods are rationalised according to the research objective 

and the status of the researcher. 

 

My position as a Papua New Guinean indigenous woman and dance researcher is discussed in 

section 3.1. In this section, I give a background of my identity in relation to my Yangoru culture, 

Christian worldview, colonised education experience, ethnographic Papua New Guinea dance 

research and my connection to the Tolai people. This section sets the tone for my phenomenological 

research journey explored throughout the chapter. 

 

Section 3.2 discusses the methodological framework that guides the research approach undertaken 

for this study. This section explains the rationales for the research methods that were selected to 

explore my participants’ Buai practice.  

 

In section 3.3, I discuss my initial research approach which was set within a qualitative research 

framework. Being accustomed to a western qualitative and ethnographic research approach through 

my past work on researching Papua New Guinea’s dance cultures, I engaged in the decolonisation of 

this research process in this Buai study. As part of the decolonisation process, this study was guided 

by a postcolonial and indigenous education theoretical framework. 

 

Section 3.4 discusses the postcolonial theory and indigenous education theoretical framework. This 

framework guides the investigation of the indigenous content, philosophy and practice of the Buai 

culture. It gives background information on the colonial and postcolonial situations in Pacific research 

contexts and advocates for the decolonisation of western anthropological research upon indigenous 

cultures. Since my postgraduate study was located in Aotearoa, New Zealand, I was further informed 

by a Pacific indigenist research approach. 
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Section 3.5 discusses my intention to engage a culturally responsive methodology and Pacific 

indigenous research approach as part of decolonising my ethnographic research experience. In this 

section, I draw from scholarly dance works from Aotearoa, New Zealand and the Pacific to enrich my 

understandings of the appropriate indigenous methodologies that need to be pursued when exploring 

indigenous dance knowledge, pedagogy and creativity. This led me to attempt to use the Pacific 

Talanoa research method for the Buai study. 

 

Section 3.6 discusses the philosophical concepts of the Talanoa and how I sought to use this 

Polynesian research method within a Tolai and Papua New Guinean context. I have further explained 

in this section how certain conceptual aspects of the Talanoa allows for the integration of western 

research methods such as the narrative and phenomenological inquiries, especially when exploring 

participants’ cultural, indigenous beliefs, and personal and lived experiences.   

 

Section 3.7 discusses theoretical concepts of a narrative inquiry and how this was selected for the 

Buai study. The narrative research inquiry was important as it was the main method used in this study 

to gather, investigate, examine and delve into each of my participants’ personal history, worldview, 

and beliefs. I combined the narrative inquiry with a phenomenological approach to bring in my own 

perspective to understanding my participants’ deeper meanings and lived experiences of their Buai 

practice. 

 

Section 3.8 discusses the phenomenology research inquiry employed in this research. As the 

research involved a reflection of both the participants’ and researcher’s lived experience, spiritual and 

cultural beliefs, a phenomenology method of inquiry was paramount. This research inquiry was used 

in the interviews, analysing and interpreting of data, and the construction and writing of the thesis.   

 

Section 3.9 proposes a Melanesian research approach that was informed by a Buai worldview. It 

identifies Buai research ethics and cultural protocols encountered throughout the course of the study. 

My personal encounters of being confronted with these protocols are illustrated in this section. These 

protocols guided my research interviews and collection of the relevant data that were used in my 
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thesis. While my work on the development of this Melanesian research method might be considered 

formative, it nevertheless presents a contribution to indigenous research. 

 

Section 3.10 looks at the ethics process that was observed in this study which includes codes of 

conduct during fieldwork and methods of data collection. This also applies to observation of some of 

my participants’ involvement during a Balabalaguan mortuary ceremony in Matupit village. Ethical 

processes are significant, and this section highlights the importance of how I adhered to the ethics in 

gathering research data for this study. 

 

Section 3.11 discusses the process of analysis of the research data. The analysis process was 

undertaken through consultation with my research participants. Their final consent to participate and 

allow their anecdotes to be included in my thesis was done in the final stage of the interviews where 

they were given their transcripts to view. It was a thorough process of seeking their clarification, 

interpretation, understanding and trust.  

 

Section 3.12 discusses the translation, transcription and interpretation of data. As the study respected 

the cultural sensitivity in the process of collecting data, the same respect was accorded in the 

analytical stage of translating from Kuanua and Tok Pisin to English. The transcription and translation 

process of my participants’ data was interpreted simultaneously with the researcher’s 

phenomenological cultural research experience. The process of analysis began in the initial stage of 

the interview process of transcribing, translating and interpreting my participants’ narratives and in the 

writing of the thesis chapters. It was a complex task, and the challenges were imminent. 

 

Section 3.13 highlights the challenges and limitations of the study. Particular concerns discussed the 

gender and culturally sensitive issues of the Buai practice and how these issues are to be considered 

for future research on the Buai. In the final section of this chapter, I conclude by discussing the 

significance of this research to indigenous discourse on pedagogical knowledge systems for teaching 

and learning creativity and new dance practice. 
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3.1 Position of the researcher 
 

I am positioned in this research as an indigenous Papua New Guinean woman who was born in my 

home Yangoru, in the East Sepik province and raised in the capital city, Port Moresby. I was born in 

1977, just two years after Papua New Guinea gained political independence from Australia. In 1978, 

my family and I left our home province and moved to Port Moresby, as my father was offered a senior 

Pastoral role for the Assemblies of God church in the city. This move to the city impacted on my early 

childhood as I was educated through a heavily colonised learning system (see section 2.2), which 

caused me to learn English as my first language. In addition, my belief and spirituality were grounded 

in the Christian faith which distanced me from my own indigenous knowledge systems and ways of 

knowing. 

My connection to my Yangoru cultural heritage began in 1997 when I commenced undergraduate 

studies in Theatre Arts at the Faculty of Creative Arts, University of Papua New Guinea. Studying and 

performing contemporary Papua New Guinean dance and drama challenged my thoughts as an 

indigenous Papua New Guinean to reconnect with my cultural identity, heritage, values and 

knowledge systems.  

This sense of belonging was further strengthened when I joined the Institute of Papua New Guinea 

Studies in 2001 as a dance ethnologist. I was primarily tasked to undertake ethnographic research on 

Papua New Guinea's diverse and indigenous dance cultures. Being involved in the research, 

documentation and archiving of Papua New Guinea's indigenous dance forms for over a decade, I 

have developed a greater desire to explore dance beyond its archival significance, and examine its 

practice as a living, innovative and pedagogical knowledge system for learning creativity.  

Hence, my doctoral study has provided the opportunity to further investigate Papua New Guinean 

dance as a multifaceted knowledge system for creativity, which led me to explore the Buai. Although I 

am an indigenous Papua New Guinean, I am an outsider to the Buai culture, which is practiced by the 

Tolai and the neighbouring New Ireland and Nissan Islanders in Papua New Guinea.  

My access to the Buai information for this study was made possible through marriage to my husband 

Jacob Lengangar Simet, who is an indigenous Tolai and custodian of the Buai practice through his 
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tubuan ToGirgir (see Fig. 2). My affinal relations and ceremonial participation as his wife and mother 

to his children in numerous Tolai ceremonies such as kutu tabu, paluka and balabalaguan (mortuary), 

namata (young male rites of passage), nidok (initiation into the tubuan), matamatam (3rd stage for 

tubuan initiation) over the last seventeen years of marriage, has been transformative (see Fig. 3). I 

am in a constant state of reflection, trying to synthesise and adapt my husband's culture, his ways of 

knowing and doing, into my worldview and my Yangoru culture.  

The research into the Buai has been an intimate process of self-reflection, discovery and 

decolonisation. Given my complex Papua New Guinean indigenous identity, I place myself in this 

research as an inside-outsider to the Tolai and Buai culture. Through my marital and affinal 

relationship with the Tolai, I was able to conduct interview with my research participants and access 

their stories, Buai experiences, practices and histories. As a non-Tolai, I am indebted and grateful to 

my informants who have confidently ushered me into their privacy and Buai spiritual worlds of 

practice. They have entrusted me the responsibility to safeguard and expand their creative knowledge 

in my thesis, and further contribute to wider academic discourse on indigenous dance, education and 

creativity.  

Furthermore, this PhD study has been a reflexive journey for research as I was more accustomed to 

the western anthropological method of undertaking research on my peoples’ dance cultures. This 

study on the Buai has enabled me to shift from ethnographic methods to an indigenous research 

approach. The Buai study has transformed my identity, ways of knowing, and rationalising as an 

indigenous Papua New Guinean dance scholar. 
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Figure 2. Tubuan ToGirgir  
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Figure 3. My son Tagaga Maku's Nidok initiation. 2015. Raluana village, East New 

Britain 

 

3.2 Methodological framework 
 

The research methodology chapter discusses the research methods and frameworks used to guide 

this study on the Buai culture practiced by the Tolai indigenous people of Papua New Guinea. 

Although this study was focused on the Tolai, my phenomenological perspective as a Papua New 

Guinean woman dance scholar and non-Tolai informed the research process for this study.  

As the research was undertaken in the Tolai cultural context and involved the observation of some of 

my participants involvement in traditional ceremonial activities that occurred during my fieldwork, I 

engaged in ethnography research using observation as a method of data collection. Although the 

research pursued an ethnographic approach, it focused more on each Tena Buai and Buai initiate’s 

lived experience of their Bua practice. Hence, I used a narrative and phenomenological research 
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inquiry to gather each of my participants’ Buai encounters, stories, meanings, interpretations and 

rationales of how they have made Buai an integral part of their artistic and cultural lives. This enabled 

me to get a deep insight into their lived experiences, stories, Buai worldviews and diverse postcolonial 

histories. By engaging in a qualitative research framework, I acknowledge that there are multiple and 

complex meanings of the Buai as expressed by my participants.  

3.3 Qualitative research  
 

The research approach taken is qualitative, which differs from quantitative research that pursues a 

numerical method of measuring data (Denzin & Lincoln, 1994; Johnson & Christensen, 2000; Miles & 

Huberman, 1994). Qualitative research “is a form of social inquiry that focuses on the way people 

interpret and make sense of their experiences and the world in which they live. Its aim is to 

understand the social reality of individuals, groups and cultures…” (Holloway, 1997, p.2). Engaging a 

qualitative research methodology enabled me to undertake a social inquiry to "understand and 

explore" my participants’ "social and cultural phenomenon" (Ohman, 2005, p.274) of their Buai 

practice, epistemology and pedagogy.   

As a social inquiry, qualitative research generates data in two ways: one is through observation of 

participants’ behaviour, action or performance, while the other is through face-to-face interviews with 

the participants as part of the research process (Bogdan & Biklen, 1997). I gathered data for this 

research through both interviews and observation of a balabalaguan mortuary and dance feast (see 

3.63). These qualitative research methods enabled me to gather my participants' personal meanings, 

interpretations, reflections and understandings of their Buai practice that were expressed well in the 

interviews (Attride-Stirling, 2001; Holloway & Jefferson, 2000a, 2000b).  

Within this qualitative research approach, indigenous peoples' dance philosophies, methodologies, 

epistemologies and pedagogies (Mabingo, 2018) were examined in relation to the Buai context. As 

this doctoral study addresses the mandate to decolonise learning in Papua New Guinea (Matane, 

1986), it investigated how Buai indigenous knowledge, dance and creativity is generated, taught and 

learnt. Hence, a post-colonial and indigenous education theoretical framework is applied to ground 

the study.  
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3.4 Postcolonial theory and indigenous education theoretical framework 
 

Postcolonial studies respond to the "struggle by the oppressed affected by inequality and injustice"  

(Sorovi-Vunidilo, 2015, p.15), imposed by colonialism and western imperialism (Bhabha, 1994.  

Fanon, 1986; Said, 1993). As this research is aimed at decolonising learning in Papua New Guinea,  

my thoughts resonate with Māori scholar and educator Graham Smith (2003), who advocated  

for the “reawakening of Maori consciousness and imagination” (p.2) as part of the transformative 

decolonisation process that liberates the colonised from the coloniser. It is a further call for indigenous  

peoples' self-determination and the reclaiming of their land, culture, identity and knowledge systems  

(Tuhiwai-Smith, 2012).  

 

The research on Buai and creativity is a process of decolonisation in itself, as it critically responds to 

Eurocentric, anthropological perceptions of research that frame indigenous cultures and knowledge 

systems as relics from the past which lack innovation (see 2.3.2). Fijian scholar Tarisi Sorovi-Vunidilo 

(2015) has observed how research and museums have been a form of "imperialism and colonization" 

(p.16) on local cultures and indigenous knowledge systems. Moreover, Solomon Islands scholars 

Gegeo and Watson-Gegeo (2001) have stated that “anthropological theories of other people’s 

cultures are not indigenous theories of those cultures” (p.58). Pursuing an indigenous research 

approach, this study draws significance to innovative ways of learning and teaching indigenous dance 

and creativity embedded in the Buai practice.    

Although anthropology deals with the study of cultures and is “based on interviews with and 

observations of indigenous communities and individuals”, it is “imagined, conceptualized, and carried 

out within the theoretical and methodological frameworks of Anglo-European forms of research, 

reasoning, and interpreting” (Gegeo & Watson-Gegeo, 2001, p.58). It is within this understanding that 

I have selected an indigenous research approach for the Buai study.  

3.5 Pacific indigenist research 
 

This Buai research approach was informed by critical Pacific indigenous research methods and  

methodologies that are acknowledged here: Talanoa (Vaioleti, 2013), Kaupapa Māori Research  
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(Smith, 1997), the Tongan Kakala framework (Thaman, 1997, 2006) and the Fijian Vanua framework  

(Nabobo-Baba, 2008). As Aotearoa, New Zealand was my learning context for the PhD study, I was  

drawn more to the Kaupapa Māori research methodology as it provided the framework for  

research on indigenous art and culture education. Particularly, I was intrigued in how my female 

Māori dance colleagues used the Kaupapa Māori research framework to conduct  

research on Māori indigenous dance, creativity and pedagogy (Hiroti, 2019; Reihana–Morunga,  

2018; Williams, 2018).    

 

Although I was more informed by the Kaupapa Māori research methodology, I understood that  

this framework was restricted to Māori indigenous scholars. Hence, I sought to use the 

Talanoa research method as it is accepted and used widely by scholars in the Pacific to decolonise  

research and draw significance to the Pacific peoples' worldview and indigenous knowledge systems  

(Vaioleti, 2013). By engaging an indigenous Pacific research methodology, I extend the concern 

pursued by Pacific indigenous scholars (Hau’ofa, 1993; Nabobo-Baba, 2008; Smith, 1997; Thaman, 

2008) who have designed their own research methodologies that suit their cultural contexts as a way 

of self-determination and decolonisation (Sorovi- Vunidilo, 2015).  

 

Furthermore, by undertaking an indigenous research approach, I aim to privilege indigenous voice, 

ways of knowing, understanding and doing as theoretical frameworks that can resist the dominant 

ethnocentric research structures impacted by colonialism (Lester-Irabinna Rigney, 1999). Indigenist 

research fosters inclusivity and gives authority to participants to guide the research process according 

to their post-colonial experiences (Rigney, 1999). It aligns with the UNESCO Declaration of the Rights 

of Indigenous Peoples (2007) which recognises the human rights of indigenous people and states for 

these rights to be valued and respected at all levels of governance, globally and locally (Minde, 2008, 

p.1). The recognition of indigenous human and cultural rights is an act of resistance to colonialism 

(Sorovi-Vunidilo, 2015).  

In extending the concern to develop culturally responsive research methodologies that investigate 

indigenous knowledge embodied in intercultural arts praxis and pedagogy (Reihana-Morunga, 2018), 

I have constructed an indigenous research approach for the Buai study from a Talanoa framework. As 

the Buai indigenous research method projects a Melanesian perspective, it is important to understand 
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the Talanoa as a culturally responsive methodology.  

3.5.1 Culturally responsive methodology 
 

A critical, culturally responsive lens supports representations, interpretations and appropriation that 

can occur in culturally distinct research settings; in particular, relationships that involve transmission 

and facilitation of indigenous knowledge in academic discourse. In this study, I was held accountable 

in how I represented my peoples’ Buai cultures, their beliefs and knowledge systems. Therefore, an 

equitable culturally responsive methodology was paramount to validate how I as an indigenous Papua 

New Guinean dance researcher engaged and built relationships with my participants, their families 

and communities. 

 

Educationalist Mere Berryman (2013) writes that the culturally responsive researcher can promote an 

“uncovering of ideological frameworks to bring forth authenticity of mutual personalities” (p.17). 

Berryman also advances participatory interrelationships as experiences for inquiry, where 

“participants and researchers are encouraged to bring their identities and ideologies to the research 

table so that these authentic selves inform the co-creation of new knowledge in a third space” (p.5). In 

this inquiry, I relate the third space acknowledged by Berryman to my Buai research context in Papua 

New Guinea which occurred as a participatory site-specific study. My own perspective as an 

indigenous researcher fostered an important approach to enable an indigenous intent, specific to 

privileging indigenous knowledge and supportive of indigenous community aspirations. 

 

Reciprocity between myself, as researcher, and the participants was important in establishing trust 

and respect. The value of relationship building in research is discussed by scholars Berryman, 

SooHoo and Nevin (2013), who advance a co-creative culturally responsive research approach, which 

involves “reciprocity, dialogue and relationship building” that is “mutually evolving”, and where “the 

same concerns and issues also become those of the researchers, and the participants become part of 

the common purpose and group that drives the research” (p.12). Berryman, SooHoo and Nevin 

emphasise a relational discourse where research intent and process are informed by the needs of 

participants.  
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It is within this understanding that I have considered the needs of my participants and attempted to 

explore their Buai phenomenon, culture and practice through a Pacific indigenous research method 

that responds to indigenous values and identity. I have selected Talanoa as it is used widely in the 

Pacific to give prominence to indigenous knowledge systems, philosophies and methodologies.  

 

3.6 Talanoa research framework 
 

Talanoa is an indigenous Pacific methodology that is qualitative and comprises of “ethnography, 

grounded theory and naturalistic inquiry” (Vaioleti, 2006, p.25). It is a Pacific oratory tradition that is 

used by Tongans, Samoans, Fijians and the wider Pacific diaspora in New Zealand, Australia, the 

United States and other Pacific communities in the world (Vaioleti, Morrison, & Veramu, 2002; 

Vaioleti, Morrison, & Vermeulen, 2002). Talanoa is a Polynesian term (Suaalii-Saun & Fulu-

Aiolupotea, 2014), which has two conceptual meanings: "'tala' means to tell, inform, relate, and 'noa' 

means of any kind, ordinary, nothing in particular" (Vaioleti, 2006, p.23).  

Furthermore, Talanoa can be understood as both an informal and formal indigenous method of 

reporting, gathering, sharing and exchanging knowledge, information, thoughts and ideas (Vaioleti, 

2006). It is a conversational and informal process of verbal interaction (Fa'avae et al., 2016), which is 

mutual and does not encourage dominant hierarchy between the researcher and their participants. 

This method was selected as it “removes the distance between researcher and participant and 

provides research participants a human face they can relate to” (Vaioleti, 2006, p.25). It encourages 

trust, respect and forges valued relationships between the participants and the researcher.   

As an indigenous Papua New Guinean scholar and dance researcher, I attempted the Talanoa 

framework within a Melanesian - Tolai research context to explore my participants' Buai 

epistemological practices, histories, cultural beliefs, dance learning experiences and pedagogical 

knowledge systems. By taking this approach, I submitted to my participants' Buai philosophies, beliefs 

and personal experiences, and ensured mutual respect and understanding was maintained 

throughout the course of the interviews. 

Information gathered on the Buai was collaborative and allowed us to share and co-construct 

meanings of our perceptions and understandings of the Buai practice. The Talanoa research 
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framework ensured the valuing of both the researcher and the participants' relationship, which 

extended to include their community and the local surroundings.   

Moreover, a Talanoa method suited my research on Buai creativity and dance learning as it engaged 

with culturally appropriate ways of gathering, informing and sharing knowledge with my participants 

(Vaioleti, 2003, 2006, 2011). By engaging Talanoa, the interviews were conducted in an informal 

manner. There was no set structure followed in the interviews to access information, rather the 

approach was conversational, allowing the participants to tell their story (Frengley-Vaipuna, 2007; 

Halapua, 2000).  

A narrative inquiry was used as part of the Talanoa research methodology as it resonated with the 

local participants' oral culture, which allowed them to engage freely in telling and sharing their 

experiences, practices and histories through stories.   

3.7 Narrative inquiry 
 

According to Smith (2000), a narrative is an “oral, written, or filmed account of events told to others or 

oneself” (p.328). The term "narrative is a western methodology based on peoples' own stories while 

narrative inquiry is stories lived and told” (Clandinin & Connelly, 2000, p.20). Narrative inquiry is an 

interpretive research approach to social reality based on cultural experiences. Such research inquiry 

is explained by Barret and Stauffer (2009) as follows: “The emergence of narrative as an enquiry 

process is a relatively recent phenomenon, its lineage may be traced through the varied disciplines of 

anthropology; the arts, historical, literacy, and cultural studies; psychology; sociology; and more 

recently, educational inquiry’” (p.7).  

By using narrative inquiry within a qualitative Talanoa research framework, I was able to access 

personal stories of my research participants that highlighted their cultural and historical experiences of 

their Buai dance practice. In addition, a narrative inquiry enabled me to co-construct meanings with 

my participants about their life experiences. Meaning making and interpretation of personal life stories 

as data is a significant narrative enquiry and research process (Bishop, 1997; Bowman, 2006; 

Cortazzi, 1993; Wilson, 2008). As attested by Graham (2009) “the recounting of stories, personal and 

collective, is premised on the idea that the lives and relationships of persons are shaped by the 

stories that communities of persons negotiate and engage in to give meaning to their experiences” 
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(p.72).  

Engaging a narrative inquiry allowed the researcher to delve into the participants’ cultural, personal 

and historical experiences through storytelling and mutual conversation. Narratives and personal life 

stories of my participants provided insights into their indigenous pedagogical knowledge systems, 

dance practice and creativity associated with the Buai. 

As this thesis is concerned with unpacking the pedagogical process contained in the participants' 

stories and their dance making, teaching and learning creativity experiences, a narrative inquiry 

provided the space for self-reflexivity. Participants were able to engage in deep thought and individual 

histories of their practice. Furthermore, their lived experiences and Buai practices were revealed and 

discussed through a phenomenological inquiry as part of the Talanoa research method employed in 

this thesis.   

3.8 Phenomenology  
 

A phenomenological research method aligns with indigenous understandings of culture, people and 

places. Kingsley’s (2010) description of “phenomenology as means to discuss human experiences of 

indigenous people who have ‘traditional’ knowledge and a strong relationship with the landscape” 

(p.3) is relevant for this research. The phenomenological concept used in this research focused on 

the existential need and lived experiences of Tena Buai, Tena malagene and Buai initiates as dance 

composers, learners and teachers.Since my study was aimed at privileging Tena Buai and Buai 

initiates’ voices and human encounters of their Buai creative practice, I used an indigenous Talanoa 

research framework that was guided by a phenomenological inquiry. As Moustakas (1994) posited, a 

phenomenological research addresses the whole human experience and seeks for the essence of 

that experience. Phenomenological research inquiry “illuminates the specific, to identify phenomena 

through how they are perceived by actors in a situation” (Lester, 1999, p.1). By merging a 

phenomenological inquiry within a Talanoa, I was able to delve into my participants’ Buai cultural, 

spiritual, intellectual, pedagogical and creative experiences. I was further led by Vaioleti’s (2013) 

explanation that Talanoa researchers “being in the world of the participant is vital for the authenticity 

of Talanoa research methodology outcomes as the participants are entrenched in their worlds and the 

researcher is the one that must travel there" (p.206).   
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I analysed and interpreted my participants’ Buai phenomena through a process of self-reflexivity that 

privileges Indigenous ways of knowing, being and doing (Martin & Mirraboopa, 2003). As knowledge 

holders and practitioners of the Buai culture, their lived experiences were analysed and interpreted 

according to how they rationalised their Buai pedagogies for teaching and learning dance and 

creativity.  

As the aim of this study is to decolonise art and dance learning in Papua New Guinea, I looked at 

indigenous African dance scholar Mabingo (2018) existentialist philosophy, to reveal how indigenous 

learning and dance pedagogical systems can be driven by existential human needs, purpose, and 

how they can follow a thought process embedded in practice. I contend in the analysis that Tena 

Buais’ aim to posses Buai knowledge is an existential endeavor that focuses on their individual being, 

ways of knowing and understanding, meaning making and becoming in the world. 

In addition,  I also positioned my own lived experiences of my Christian faith, Yangoru culture and 

dance research experience in Papua New Guinea. My phenomenological perspective of my Christian 

faith, Yangoru culture and dance research experience in Papua New Guinea were part of the self-

reflexivity process undertaken throughout the interview, analysis of data and the construction of my 

discussion chapters. 

Although the phenomenological inquiry was guided through a Talanoa research methodology, it 

pursued a Melanesian research approach (Vallance, 2007) that investigated the complex ontological 

and epistemological experiences of the Buai practitioners within the Tolai indigenous context of 

Papua New Guinea.  

3.9 A Melanesian research approach informed by a Buai worldview 
 

There have been attempts to develop a Melanesian research methodology (Vallance, 2007), 

however, this has been a challenging endeavour given the complex cultures and knowledge systems. 

Despite such attempts, Melanesia, and particularly Papua New Guinea, has provided the ideal 

context for social, cultural, anthropological and linguistic research on its wide range of diverse cultures 

and traditions (Kauli & Thomas, 2020). It is within this concern, that I have joined other scholars to 

decolonise Pacific research (Suaalii-Sauni & Fulu-Aiolupotea, 2014) by attempting to construct a Tolai 

Indigenous research method that addresses the query: How does the Buai pedagogical knowledge 
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system foster indigenous creativity and learning amongst the Tolai of Papua New Guinea? 

To progress a relevant research method for the Tolai and Buai context, interviews and data analysis 

for this study was guided by the relevant Buai ethics and cultural protocol. Plessis and Fairbairn-

Dunlop (2009) stated, “Pacific ethics processes integrate epistemological, pedagogical and 

methodological considerations. For Pacific people, as these articles illustrate, each daily life event is 

seen through a lens of ethical values, mores and codes of conduct that have developed over many 

years" (p.110). Buai protocols are constructed by practitioners of the Buai culture who acquire and 

generate new knowledge for learning dance and creativity through ontological, epistemological and 

pedagogical knowledge systems as means of transmission (see 2.3.6).  

There were some challenges in engaging a Talanoa method of interview given the complex 

knowledge systems embedded in the Buai, and how these systems differ from the Polynesian and 

wider Pacifict. As explained by Tunufa'i (2016), "the concept of Talanoa is predominantly Tongan, 

Fijian, Tokelauan and Samoan; it does not resonate with epistemological processes of most 

Melanesian and Micronesian cultures" (Tunufa'i, 2016, p.234). Although the Buai research was 

conducted within a Talanoa research framework, the process of accessing data was highly culturally 

sensitive because it involved sacred and secret information that was withheld or not communicated 

openly. Nevertheless, I pursued the Talanoa method as it was used widely by Pacific indigenous 

scholars to decolonise education, research and learning in the region. However, during the course of 

the fieldwork, my interviews were guided by Buai cultural protocols given the issues of secret and 

sacred knowledge involving the metaphysical.  

Furthermore, as this doctoral research explored Buai as a pedagogical knowledge system for learning 

dance and creativity, it is framed within a research paradigm fundamental to a Melanesian philosophy. 

Papua New Guinea's early statesman and philosopher Bernard Narokobi (1983) clearly defines a 

Melanesian worldview:     

As Melanesians, we are a spiritual people. From our spirituality, we had a 

communal vision of the cosmos. Our vision was not and still is not an artificially 

dichotomized and compartmentalized pragmatism of the secular society. Ours is a 

vision of totality, a vision of cosmic harmony. Our vision sees the human person in 

his totality within the spirit world as well as the animal and the plant world. (p.6) 
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The Melanesian way of life integrates both physical and spiritual worlds, which impacts on the 

peoples' indigenous ways of knowing, perception, understanding, rationalising and doing. This 

Melanesian philosophy encapsulates the spiritual essence that is fundamental to indigenous 

epistemologies, ontologies, pedagogies and methodologies articulated in other Pacific research 

frameworks: Fijian Vanua (Nabobo – Baba, 2008), Tongan Kakala (Thaman, 1997, 2006), Talanoa 

(Vaioleti, 2006, 2011) and Kaupapa Māori (Smith, 1997).     

To understand the Buai research context, I applied a Melanesian philosophy, taking into consideration 

issues of secrecy and sacred knowledge (Sanga & Reynolds, 2020) associated with the Buai practice. 

My research was guided by the relevant Buai ethics and protocols.  

As evident from my participants’ narratives, their Buai experiences involving participation with the 

metaphysical is a daily life routine. It is an ongoing process of coexistence with the supernatural 

established through Buai initiation. Induction into the Buai enables the strong interconnectedness 

between the human and the supernatural world and is an integral part of the wider Tolai community 

and knowledge system (see 5.2). 

My participants were Tolais and Melanesians who saw themselves and their lives as intrinsically 

woven with the metaphysical world (see 2.7). Nothing happens in the human sphere without the 

involvement of the supernatural world. This belief is accepted and respected by both Tolai and non-

Tolai individuals in East New Britain, and Papua New Guinea. Hence, this Buai worldview dictates 

that there are certain protocols, which must be observed. Given this understanding, it is ethical to 

respect this knowledge system when undertaking research on the Buai culture.  

 

3.9.1 Buai research ethics 
 

As a non-Tolai, my ethical conduct in establishing the initial connection with my participants 

considered the political and cultural protocols. I had to request ethics approval from the East New 

Britain Provincial Administration to undertake research on the Buai. The East New Britain Provincial 

Administration then extended my request in a written letter to the Local Level Government (LLG) 

Managers for the three wards Kombiu, Raluana and Toma-Vunadidir where the research took place. 

Having gone through this process, I was then able to meet directly with my informants who were 
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practicing Tena Buai and Buai initiates and introduce the research intent of this study. 

The first meeting with my participants was an informal and introductory session that fostered comfort, 

respect and understanding. I had to create an environment that enabled my participants to trust that 

my research intention was genuine. As part of this initial meeting, I brought betelnut to chew or Buai 

and cigarettes for those who smoke to engage in mutual discussion and friendship given the 

sensitivity involved in the Buai practice. Following this, interviews for the Buai research were 

scheduled on a one-to-one basis given the highly secretive and culturally sensitive information 

contained in each participant’s account. I explained to each participant the objective of the research 

and allowed them the liberty to participate or withdraw from the study.  

My participants were both practitioners and knowledge guardians of the Buai culture who were to a 

certain extent restricted to release deep information concerning their intimate Buai practice with the 

supernatural. As part of the Talanoa research method, respect and trust was maintained throughout 

the course of the interviews when it involved the access to or non-access of restricted knowledge.  

Given the culturally sensitive nature of the study, I had to adhere to certain Buai cultural protocols that 

enabled the access of the data.   

3.9.2 Buai cultural protocols  
 

As a female dance researcher, I had to observe strict cultural protocols relating to the Buai practice. 

Buai is a complex Tolai cultural phenomenon and knowledge system that is not discussed in public or 

in everyday conversations. There is always a time and place to discuss matters of the Buai which is 

usually done in privacy. An important protocol that I had to observe was the non-discussion of the 

male secret tubuan ritual, which is significant in the entire Buai practice and epistemology. The 

information on the tubuan was restricted all throughout the interviews. In addition, some of my 

participants withheld information relating to their metaphysical Buai experiences and informed me that 

they will lose their power and creative skill if they release all the information of their encounters.  

By observing the Buai cultural protocol throughout the course of the interviews, I became more aware 

of my participants’ relationship with the metaphysical. For them, it is a very personal matter, which 

they aim to safeguard as much as possible and do not discuss openly with anyone. Any discussion on 

these matters must be done on a person-to-person basis and in a place that is as secluded as 
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possible, away from the public.  

Possession of Buai knowledge is through initiation (see 5.1), which establishes the 

interconnectedness and relationship between the human and metaphysical worlds. Not everyone can 

be connected to the world of spirits, but only certain people who have gone through the necessary 

Buai initiation processes. There is also the restriction on uninitiated people accessing Buai knowledge 

and experiences without proper arrangements and permission. In the case of this study, my 

participants drew a line as to where they must stop and where I was not allowed to probe in the 

interviews. They also advised on the kinds of information that could be recorded, and other sensitive 

information that can be orally discussed but not recorded.   

The protocols governing the research were informed by the Buai epistemology (see 2.3.6) which  

categorised knowledge in the Tolai and wider Melanesian contexts, including the Solomon Islands as  

either “public, specialized or sacred” (Sanga & Reynolds, 2020, p.3). Issues of sacred knowledge  

involving spirituality have been expressed and discussed in arts education contexts by Māori 

dance scholar Tia Reihana Morunga (2018). Given these categories of knowledge, I have 

endeavoured to adhere to the Buai protocols as per my position as a doctoral student, dance 

researcher and my marital connection to the Tolai.       

3.10 Ethics and fieldwork 
 

Ethics approval was granted from the University of Auckland Human Participant Ethics committee 

before conducting field research. Informed consent was received from informants. It included the right 

to withdraw from the research and acknowledged participants’ identity. Fieldwork was conducted in 

three local level government areas in East New Britain: Kombiu, Raluana and Toma. This study was 

undertaken with ten Tena Buai and five Buai initiates; eleven were males and four were females. 

Interviews were done over a six-month period, from September 2018 to February 2019.   

Main data was gathered from my research participants' personal narratives through interviews and 

observation of their involvement in a balabalaguan mortuary dance ceremony in Matupit village. I 

analysed the narratives and observation of their dance activities according to the following themes: 

Buai pedagogy, indigenous knowledge, post-colonialism, decolonisation, education, dance and 

creativity. The narratives were both audio and video recorded.   
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Observations of the choreographic process of teaching indigenous dance was done with Tena Buai 

and Tena malagene. This was undertaken at the Balabalaguan mortuary feast in Matupit village in 

September 2018. Based on this observation, I co-created conversations with the Tena Buai and Buai 

initiates to access information on their experience of the teaching and learning of Tolai dance. 

Particular focus was on the pedagogical processes of acquiring, generating, teaching and learning 

new dances, compositions and creativity. 

 

The narratives were transcribed, translated and interpreted as data. According to Catherine Reissman 

(2005), narratives have to be interpreted as data to fullfill this research method of unpacking and 

making meanings from the stories told. Thus, this research process has enabled me to focus on 

narratives as a way of analysing my research participants' personal accounts through their stories, 

meanings, life experiences and histories of their Buai practice. 

I engaged in a lengthy process of data analysis which involved "transformative and complex decision-

making" (Martin, 2012, p.74). A selection of specific moments in the narratives were identified and 

thematically analysed according to the main themes of indigenous knowledge, Buai, creativity, dance, 

pedagogy and education. As explained by Reiley and Hawe (2005), narrative inquiry examines the 

way a story is told and is based on real life situations that allow the researcher to unpack and analyse 

specific moments according to the researcher's interpretation.  

In this research process, a specific moment of an encounter was selected and interpreted 

thematically. Theories relevant to the themes identified were analysed and woven together with the 

data for further critical research discussion and reflection. 

 
Throughout the course of processing and analysing fieldwork data, I discovered that some information 

gathered from the interviews contained culturally sensitive information that required the final consent 

from my participants to be included in my thesis. In August 2019, I returned to East New Britain to 

meet with these participants to get their approval.  

It was during this time, that some information was withdrawn while some was given consent to use in  

the thesis. This was all part of observing the Buai ethics and protocols, which not only apply in the  

initial fieldwork but also throughout the process of transcribing, translating, analysing and presenting  
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data. As suggested by Māori scholar Masoni (2017), “everything in indigenous communities  

has a story and a purpose. Everything responds to protocols and is generally controlled by elders,  

holders or guardians” (p.55).  

 

Given the culturally sensitive information embedded in the Buai, challenges and limitations in the 

research were encountered. In addition, the interviews were conducted in the Papua New Guinea Tok 

Pisin lingua franca and had to be transcribed, translated and interpreted into English. This added to 

the existing challenge of undertaking indigenous research which involves a fair amount of 

understanding the culture and language of the people that are being studied.  

3.11 Translation and interpretation of Papua New Guinea Tok Pisin language to 

English 
 

The Papua New Guinea Tok Pisin lingua franca was used as the language of communication for the 

interviews conducted during fieldwork. It is one of Papua New Guinea’s three national languages 

developed in the “north east New Guinea from 1931” (Cass, 2000, p.4). The other two official 

languages are Motu and English. Given the complexity of Papua New Guinea’s indigenous 

languages, which number over 800 different dialects and language groups, English was imposed 

upon the local people by the British and Australian colonial administrators with the aim to educate and 

unite the multi-linguistic population (see 2.2.1). However, Tok Pisin became more convenient to use 

as it was indigenised by many ethnic groups making it the common language for communication and 

research involving Papua New Guinea’s indigenous people, knowledge and culture. Hence, the 

interviews for the research on the Buai were conducted in Tok Pisin, English and the indigenous 

Kuanua language. 

 
 

Interviews were conducted in an interactive, conversational, Talanoa session using unstructured 

questions. Although I did not follow a set list of questions, I was guided by key questions that 

addressed the overall research query: How does the Buai pedagogical knowledge system foster 

indigenous creativity and learning amongst the Tolai of Papua New Guinea? 
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The language used in the interviews was selected according to each participant’s preference. While 

English and Kuanua were selected by some, the rest of the participants preferred to converse in Tok 

Pisin. Interviews were held in privacy and on a one-to-one basis, except for two elderly participants, 

Tagaula and Henry, who spoke in Kuanua and Tok Pisin, respectively, and needed additional local 

translators. 

Given the high cultural sensitivity of the Buai practice, interviews were held in three rounds. The first 

session was more introductory which involved general interaction and meeting of each participant and 

my explanation of the research project. In the second meeting with participants, I had to get each one 

to sign the relevant consent forms which I translated from English to Tok Pisin. Participants who 

agreed to take part in the research project were then interviewed and recorded. The third and final 

part of the interview process involved the final consent and approval from participants who had the 

opportunity to view their transcripts. During this time each informant was given the liberty to withdraw 

information.   

Throughout the course of the interviews, my personal interpretations of each participants’ Buai 

worldview was complex and was analysed according to my phenomenological reflections as an 

indigenous Papua New Guinean dance researcher, a Yangoru woman and a Christian.  

 

 
 

The process of interpreting my participants’ narratives began from the interview sessions and 

continued throughout the transcribing, translating and analysing of data. As most of the interviews 

were done in Tok Pisin, I had to examine and rationalise my English interpretations of my participants’ 

anecdotes according to their initial expressions, which were either communicated in the local Kuanua, 

English or Tok Pisin versions. It was a tedious task; however, it was significant as part of the Pacific 

Talanoa research method undertaken in this study, which values my peoples’ indigenous knowledge 

and their cultural practices. By engaging a Talanoa framework, my phenomenological interpretations 

and meanings of the Buai as a pedagogical knowledge system for learning dance and creativity was 

explored together with my participants’ personal experiences and histories of their Buai practice. 
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Although I had collected enough data for the construction of my thesis, the process of my personal 

reflection, rationalisation and interpretation of the data is ongoing and raises more issues for further 

research. My challenges and limitations as a non-Buai practitioner are significantly considered in this 

research process. 

3.12 Challenges, limitations and significance of the research 
 

The challenges experienced in this research study were inevitable for several reasons. As a non-Tolai 

and Buai initiate, my personal understanding of the Buai phenomenon was very limited. I depended 

heavily upon my informants’ rationalisations, judgements, descriptions, experiences and knowledge of 

their Buai practice. Although the interviews were conducted in the Papua New Guinea Tok Pisin 

lingua franca, my informants preferred to express their ideas, stories and thoughts in the indigenous 

Tolai kuanua language, which required some level of understanding.  

Furthermore, personal accounts of my participants’ Buai experiences had to be deeply processed by 

both my mental and spiritual being. This is an ongoing process of reflection, understanding and 

transformation. Given the complexity of the Buai culture, it was a challenge to divert attention to the 

pedagogical focus of this research query: How does the Buai sustain indigenous creativity and 

learning across generations? Meanings of creativity through dance composition, teaching and 

learning had to be understood holistically as part of the Buai multifaceted knowledge system.  

 

Apart from my non-Tolai ethnicity, I faced additional challenges as a female traversing through a 

male-dominated domain, as matters of initiation into the Buai are highly gendered. For instance, I was 

not given information on the male tubuan ritual and performance, which is part of the Buai practice 

and highly controlled by men. Any information relating to the tubuan throughout the interview was 

withheld. In addition, I was restricted from inquiring further on matters relating to the maravot or taraiu, 

which are the male hubs for accessing Buai knowledge relating to the tubuan. This is one example of 

the challenges experienced in relation to how some knowledge of the Buai cannot be shared.      

 

 

The research will benefit local and indigenous ways of understanding dance as a pedagogical 
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knowledge system for learning and teaching creativity embedded in the Buai practice. Results of this 

work will privilege indigenous pedagogies that sustain creativity through dance composition, teaching 

and learning in postcolonial informal and formal education contexts. It will contribute to teacher 

competency in delivering culturally responsive pedagogy as a way of decolonising education in Papua 

New Guinea. The Buai pedagogical framework can be transferrable to other art and dance learning 

contexts to assist the development of indigenous pedagogies that support creative learning. It can 

further strengthen and contribute to indigenous discourse and research that explore creativity and 

dance as pedagogical knowledge systems that are innovative, constructed, taught, learnt and 

sustained across generations. 

I fully acknowledge my research participants who are Tena Buai, Buai initiates, and practitioners of 

the Buai culture. Their knowledge of the Buai and their willingness to share their Buai initiation and 

practice contributed invaluable information on how indigenous cultures such as the Buai evolve, 

innovate and generate creativity. Despite the highly culturally sensitive areas involving Buai rituals 

and protocols, the research was undertaken through a guided Talanoa session that respected the 

participants’ decisions to withhold certain secret information.   

In the next chapter, I present my informants and the context of our Talanoa.  
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Chapter 4. Tena Buai and Buai Initiates  
 

4.1 Introduction 
 

This chapter profiles the biographical information of my research participants. In this section, I 

highlight my participants’ complex dance learning and teaching experiences attributed to their Buai 

initiation. Their stories are told in both English and Tok Pisin and respectively interpreted and 

translated by the author throughout the chapter. 

Drawing from their histories, epistemologies and pedagogies of the Buai as a metaphysical practice 

for creativity, I include my phenomenological experience of my understandings of spirituality in 

relation to the Christian faith and Yangoru belief systems. I make this connection to get a deeper 

insight into my participants’ metaphysical world, and how their spirituality impacts on their dance and 

creative practice. It is through their stories and lived journeys of the Buai practice that I have enriched 

my understanding of how indigenous meanings of spirituality, dance and creativity are constructed. 

Furthermore, this chapter aims to provide background information on my research participants’ 

individual Buai initiation experiences, their dance pedagogy and how their dance knowledge and 

creativity is an integral part of the wider indigenous Tolai knowledge system.  
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4.2 Introducing Tena Buai and Buai initiates 
 

4.2.1 Francis Keta 
 

 

Figure 4. Francis Keta  

 

I first noticed Keta during a balabalaguan mortuary dance feast in Matupit village in September 2018 

during my fieldwork. Keta was leading a female patete and parpari dance into the main performance 

arena. He was singing in the local Kuanua language and beating the kundu. What struck me was the 

fact that he was a male and leading the women dancers and shouting at them to dance correctly and 

sing louder. I was standing in the crowd as part of the audience and was curious about Keta’srole in 

that women’s dance. So, I asked Helen, a local Matupit woman and my fieldwork assistant, who Keta 

was. She immediately responded that he was known in Matupit as ‘cloud man’ – someone who 

makes rain. She went on to say that he was both a Tena Buai and Tena malagene, who is a Buai 

practitioner, dance composer and teacher. Upon hearing this, I wanted to discover more of Keta’s 
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Buai experience and dance pedagogical practice. I waited until the dance performance was over and 

walked across to Keta. When I reached him, I extended my hand to shake his hand and congratulated 

him for a successful dance show. It was there that we made contact, and he agreed to have an 

interview with me to share his Buai dance experience.  

The interview with Keta took place at his family residence in the beautiful Rabaul town. We conducted 

this interview in English, as that is how he wanted to express himself. I spoke in Tok Pisin, he 

responded in English. His introductory remarks contained a lot about his cultural beliefs, ways of 

knowing, understanding and doing as an indigenous Tolai and Buai practitioner: 

 

My name is Francis Keta and I am from Matupit Island. I am 65 years old and I am 

grateful that I was initiated into the Buai. During the early years when I was in 

school, many ceremonial activities were taking place. These traditional and 

customary activities occurred in the village. I was very fortunate to participate in 

these activities and learn from the older generation, which is how I gained 

knowledge. I’m happy that I will share a part of my knowledge and experience I’ve 

gained through Buai initiation and other ceremonial activities that I was involved in. 

During the interview, Keta expressed deeply his desire for his cultural heritage and the importance for 

its continuity. Keta claimed that young people today are not growing up in the village and their lives 

are being affected by modernisation and formal education which imposes a lifestyle of consumerism. 

He expressed that such introduced lifestyles have eaten into the indigenous fabric of the Tolai society. 

Hence, Keta emphasised the significance of Buai initiation and its associated rituals that sustain Tolai 

indigenous dance pedagogy. He reflected on one of his many encounters: 

We were sitting in the taraiu (secluded place for males) and the men wanted a 

particular song and that song was composed a long time ago. As they were 

figuring out the song, one of the men stood up and did a dance movement to that 

song, and at that instant, I immediately recalled that song and identified its name. 

Everyone agreed and confirmed that it was the correct song, so I ended up 

teaching its appropriate dance. 
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Keta’s initiation into the Buai has enabled him to be a teacher and custodian of Tolai indigenous 

dance knowledge. As a cultural advocate, Keta shared his views about dance teaching and learning: 

“We don’t acquire Buai to teach people how to dance in a classroom. We acquire Buai to teach 

according to our traditional ways of learning and doing. You see it and do it.”  

As a Tena Buai, Keta considered himself to be a cultural expert and attributed his skills, power and 

knowledge to his Buai practice. Given my non-Tolai identity and outsider to the Buai culture, I was 

fascinated to learn from Keta the underlying essence of power associated with Buai, dance, creativity 

and the metaphysical. I wanted to probe him more to get a deeper insight into how he constructs his 

dance pedagogical knowledge and how this knowledge relates to power. Unfortunately, this was not 

possible as it involved secret knowledge that could not be discussed. However, at the end of the 

interview, Keta gave an illustration of his power by sprinkling bits of kabang on a leaf of a particular 

dark purple coleus plant that instantly turned green (see Fig. 4 & 5). Upon seeing this, I was shaken 

and asked him about that act. He smiled and told me that it was “magic.” We then ended the interview 

and I left that day, feeling a bit frightened because I had attempted to intrude into someone’s world of 

the unknown, knowing fully the consequences involved if the protocols were not followed in accessing 

such knowledge. 
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Figure 5.  Dark purple coleus plant  
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Figure 6. Bits of kabang on a leaf of a particular dark purple coleus plant that instantly 

turned green. 
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4.2.2. Kaminiel Taragau Tovue 
 

 

Figure 7. Kaminiel Taragau Tovue 

 

It was during the preparation of the 2018 September Balabalaguan mortuary feast that I heard of 

Taragau’s role as a Tena Buai and Tena malagene. Taragau was born and raised in Matupit village, 

Rabaul. His initiation into the Buai began when he was a young man and was just getting ready to 

learn a wutung dance. He recalled being initiated together with the other dancers: 

Mi bin go insait long Buai long fes taim long ples Matupit. Mipela bin lainim 

wanpela niupela wutung danis blong To Depit husait em wanpela Tena Buai. Long 

dispela taim To Depit i givim Buai long mipela husait i bin stap long dispela danis. 

Behain long initiation blong mipela nau, Buai i stat long wok insait long mipela na i 

helpim mipela long lainim danis hariap. 

 

 

 

I was initiated for the first time into the Buai in Matupit village. We were learning a 

new wutung dance that belonged to To Depit who was a Tena Buai. Buai at that 

time was prepared for those of us who were involved in the dance. After we got 
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initiated into it, the Buai began to work in us and helped us to learn the dance 

quickly. 

 

Taragau attested to Buai as a pedagogical knowledge system that assists the learning of 

dance. While I listened to Taragau explain the significance of Buai in the dance learning 

process, I wondered how the Buai actually works in the dancers. It was a difficult place for 

me at that time as I sat there trying to absorb Taragau’s account of the Buai. As a female 

Papua New Guinean dance ethnologist and being involved in research on dance in the 

country, I felt so limited in my understanding of the Buai phenomenon as it is beyond dance.  

 

Furthermore, it was during the interview that Taragau mentioned the segregation of 

knowledge between men and women which added to my discomfort of traversing this highly 

culturally sensitive and gendered space. Taragauexplained that a key function of the Buai is 

to maintain the male sacred tubuan ritual and performance. As a custodian of the Buai 

practice, Taragau is tasked to look after the affairs of his clan’s tubuan, the most respected 

cultural icon in the Tolai society who is responsible for maintaining social order and justice.  

 

Having such a status at the age of 43, Taragau considered himself to be fortunate to 

possess the Buai knowledge as it has enabled him to teach and transfer the appropriate 

knowledge to the younger generation. More particularly for Taragau, the transference of 

dance knowledge is usually passed down through family lineages. His dance knowledge 

and skill were inherited from his mother: 

 

Mi bin kisim dispela long mama blong mi bikos long kalsa blong mipela, mipela i 

save behainim ol mama lain. So, mi behainim bulut blong pupu meri blong mi. 

Tupela mama na pupu meri blong mi i bikpela insait long klan blong mipela na ol 

tu Tena Malagene. Mi gro ap wantem ol na lainim gut hao long wokim danis, hao 

long danis na hao long lainim ol narapela long danis.  

 

 

 

I got this from my mother because we are a matrineal culture, so I follow my 

grandmother’s bloodline. Both my mother and grandmother are elders in the clan 

and are Tena malagene. I grew up with them and learnt well the skills to 

choreograph, perform and teach a dance.  

 

Taragau’s expertise in composing songs and dances was considered important for this study. He was 

selected because of his perseverance in practicing the Buai as an emerging Tena Buai who has built 

his reputation by working closely with the elders from both his mother and father’s clan. I also 
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observed Taragau’s participation in my husband’s matamatam (3rd tubuan initiation stage) in 2016. I 

have seen him choreograph and perform his first male wutung dance at the 2018 balabalaguan 

mortuary feast in Matupit village. 

Taragau expressed that as an emerging Buai initiate and Tena Buai, he also has a passion for music 

and the composition of songs. Aside from his participation in traditional ceremonies and rituals, he 

uses his Buai knowledge and creativity to lead the Methodist church choir. Moreover, Taragau also 

prepares the Buai to give to women, children and school students to help them develop their 

cognisance and preserve memory to enable effective learning. By doing this, he believes that he is 

extending the Buai knowledge to others and keeping this practice alive. His concern is summed up 

here: “I don’t think its good to hold back the Buai knowledge. I have to pass it on to the next 

generation. If I keep this knowledge to myself and I die with it, my custom and culture will finish.”. 

 

4.2.3 Isaiah ToOrim Burangat 
 

 

 

Figure 8. Isaiah ToOrim Burangat 
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Burangat is a Tena Buai who is specialised in design and the construction of dance costumes. The 

first wutung dance that he composed and choreographed was performed at his father’s village in 

2011, in Lungalunga village. He also specialises in the making of babet for social protection against 

sorcery related attacks and herbal medicine to cure the sick. His Buai knowledge is regularly sought 

to make and stop rain. Burangat stressed that Buai initiation enabled him to have a lifelong 

relationship with the metaphysical.  

 

Given his relationship with the metaphysical, Burangat claimed that he had some level of authority in 

ceremonial activities as his expertise and participation in several Tolai mortuary ceremonies, kutu 

tabu, paluka and balabalaguan, was beneficial. He also revealed that he has the knowledge to either 

bring good or bad luck upon a certain situation because the Buai has enabled him to possess 

metaphysical powers that do not exist in the human realm. I was fascinated at how he expressed his 

role as a Tena Buai: 

Mi ken save mi Tena Buai. Em ol samting yu mas wokim, yu mas kaikai Buai 

pastem insait long ol malagene long tubuan tu. Insait long malagene em bikpela 

samting tru bikos em kalsa em long peles blong mipela na ol singsing bai yu ken 

lidim. Ol singsing blong malagene, yu lainim ol singsing bikos yu Tena Buai. 

 

 

 

I can know I am a Tena Buai. Those are the things you must make; you must eat 

the Buai first in the dance of the tubuan too. In the dance, that is a very big thing 

because that is our culture here in our place and you can lead all the songs and 

dances. You can teach all the songs for the dance because you are a Tena Buai. 

 

I recalled Burangat attributing all his creative knowledge and skills to his status as Tena Buai. 

Throughout the interview, he was adamant that all knowledge to make new things including songs for 

dance, new dance choreography and the male sacred tubuan performance come from the Buai. He 

expressed that the Buai has always been a significant part of Tolai culture and life. Although Burangat 
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attested to the gains of his Buai practice, he also served as a Methodist pastor to uphold the Christian 

faith. However, prior to his pastoral role, Burangat was initiated into the Buai by his grandfather 

ToDepit, who was a Tena Buai and Tena malagene and was specialised in the male wutung dance. 

So, Burangat would simultaneously serve God and the church and also conduct his Buai activities. 

Eventually, he decided to leave the church and his pastoral duties and served full time as a practicing 

Tena Buai. He recalled how he was being criticised for making this decision: 

 

Taim yu kaikai Buai, yu daunim tewel. Em poroman blong yu nau, i wok long wok 

wantem save blong yu. Sampela ol Kristen man ol i tok mipela ol Satan bikos 

mipela kaikai Buai tasol mipla i no wokim wanpela samting i rong. Em samting 

blong kastom, long hamamasim ol man. 

 

 

When you eat the Buai, you swallow the spirit. It is your friend now; it will work with 

your intellect. Some Christian people they say we are Satan because we ate the 

Buai but we did not do anything wrong. That is our custom, to please the people. 

 

  

As a Christian and cultural dance researcher, I tried to understand Burangat’s decision to abandon his 

ministry in the church and advance his Buai practice. He explained that these are two different 

spiritual worlds that need one’s entire commitment. Burangat added that by possessing Buai 

knowledge, one can either have direct access to God or Satan’s power. So as Tena Buai, Burangat 

must choose between the good and bad practice of the Buai and be prepared to undergo the 

consequences of his decision. It is a risk taken by Tena Buai to test their powers which will either 

bring destruction or blessing. 

Throughout the interview, Burangat testified of the power of the Buai and attributed his knowledge 

and creativity to a metaphysical source that has both good and bad powers. As a Tena Buai and 

“since my initiation into the Buai, I have been able to create many new things. I don’t know, I just do it 

according to the way the Buai spirit instructs me.” Burangat describes how the decision to choose the 
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good over the bad has always been his battle. His induction into the Buai exposed him to a whole 

spectrum of knowledge and power that belongs in the metaphysical.  

 

4.2.4 Tagaula Pennington 
 

 

Figure 9. Tagaula Pennington 

 

Tagaula is 82 years and is the oldest of my informants. She was born in Matupit village a few years 

before World War 2 and has lived through the era when Rabaul and Papua New Guinea were in 

transit from a colonial to an independent state. Given Tagaula’s vast experience of these historical, 

political and cultural events, her views as a Buai initiate and Tena malagene was important for this 

study. 
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Tagalau is a mother, grandmother and great grandmother to a big family. She lived all her life in 

Matupit village. I was first introduced to her by Ruth Voi, the Ward member for Matupit village during a 

dance rehearsal for an upcoming balabalaguan mortuary feast in 2018. It was during the interview 

with Tagaula that I learnt of her passion for the Tolai women’s patete dance.    

 

Mi bin stat long lainim hao long danis taim mi bin liklik meri. Mi bin lainim planti 

samting long dispela patete danis long Tigal. Tigal em anti blong mi na em 

wanpela Tena Malagene tu. Mi save behainim em long olgeta hap em i save go, 

long ol warwakai i save kamap long ples. Long wanpela blong dispela ol taim, em i 

bin givim mi Buai na kodakodop long kaikai long helpim mi long kisim sapot long 

Buai long lainim danis. So nau Buai i givim mi strong long danis na long lainim 

danis long ol narapela tu.  

 

 

 

I started to learn how to dance when I was a very young girl. I learnt a lot about the 

patete dance from Tigal. Tigal was an aunt who was a Tena malegene. I used to 

follow her everywhere she went, especially during ceremonial events. It was 

during one of those times that she gave me the Buai na kodakodop to eat to 

enable me to have a spiritual experience when learning a dance. So, the Buai has 

given me confidence to perform and teach the dance to others.  

 

Tagaula’s early dance experiences were generated from her participation in ceremonial 

activities and learning from the older generation. She believes that for a traditional dance to 

maintain its indigenous value and identity, it must be learnt well. While providing direction to 

the dance teachers of the women’s’ patete dance, Tagaula expressed a deep concern for 

the younger generation who seem to lack the appropriate ceremonial dance knowledge. By 

being initiated into the Buai, Tagaula is the living custodian of the patete dance: 
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Taim Tigal i bin dai pinis, i nogat narapela meri i bin stap husait i ken lainim patete 

danis. Mi tasol i stap na kisim Buai blong danis long Tigal. So mi holim danis 

longpela taim inap nau ol i kam lukim mi long lainim ol blong dispela balabalaguan. 

 

When Tigal passed away, there was no other women left who could teach the 

patete dance. I was the only remaining person that got the Buai for the dance from 

Tigal. So, I kept the dance for a long time until I was approached to teach it for this 

balabalaguan mortuary feast.  

As the oldest Tena Malagene in her Matupit community, Tagaula believes that the correct teaching of 

Tolai dance is important. While listening to her speak, I thought about the problems brought about by 

colonisation that changed our peoples’ lifestyle and cultures. Although these changes have impacted 

on our learning systems, the Buai practice for teaching and learning indigenous Tolai dance exists in 

the lives of Tena Buai and Tena Malagene like Tagaula. For the Buai knowledge to be kept alive, it 

has to be passed on to the next generation. In that way, Tolai indigenous dance cultures and 

knowledge systems are sustained throughout time.   
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4.2.5 Nancy Kava Tameyan 
 

 

Figure 10. Nancy Kava Tameyan  

I met Kava during a family Christmas dinner. Kava is from Matupit village and has been initiated into 

the Buai by her father during her childhood days. She has led traditional dances such as the pinpidik 

and was immersed in the Buai practice in her growing up years: 

Nem blong mi em Nancy Kava Tameyan na mi gat 56 pela krismas. Mi save stap 

long Sikut tasol mi blong Matupit peles. Taim volcano i bin pairap long Matupit 

ailan, mipela i bin ronowe na kam stap long hia. Mi bin kisim Buai long papa blong 

mi taim mi stat long lainim pinpidik danis. Mi bin askim papa blong mi long givim 

mi Buai so mi ken tromoi gut han blong mi na danis gut. 

 

 

My name is Nancy Kava Tameyan and I am 56 years old. I live in Sikut but I 

originally come from Matupit. When the volcano erupted on Matupit island, we ran 
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away and came to live here. I got the Buai from my father when I started to learn 

the pinpidik dance. I asked my father to give me the Buai so that I can move my 

body and do the dance movement well.  

 

During her childhood days, Kava participated in numerous ceremonial activities in the village, 

including dance. Since her father was a Tena Buai, Kava considers herself fortunate as she learnt 

well how to dance and discovered the value of Buai that helped her know many things: 

Buai i bin helpim mi long holim gut inaba taim mi danis. Mi ken tromoi han blong 

mi long direction blong Buai na Buai i wokim mi long muvim han blong mi hariap 

long bit blong kudu. 

 

The Buai helped me to correctly hold the inaba (dance props) while dancing. I can 

throw my hands in the direction led by the Buai and the Buai enables me to move 

my hands quickly in tune to the kundu. 

 

Kava also shared other encounters of Buai related incidences which she witnessed as a young 

woman growing up in Matupit. She described an uncle who was a Tena Buai and Tena iniet who 

would sleep outside in the kitchen area because of his night activities. He would leave his body for a 

day or two and go into trance, and it was one morning when she went to the kitchen and found him 

lying there with his mouth open and covered with flies. As a Tena iniet, his uncle had left his body and 

travelled somewhere to accomplish his mission. Kava’s knowledge and experience of the Buai are 

complex, and from my Christian perspective, involve both good and bad practices. The powers 

embedded in the Buai emanate from the metaphysical which are accessed by Tena Buai such as 

Kava’s father for dance learning purposes.  

Kava described her contemporary self as “more than a wife, mother and grandmother”, but also a 

woman who possesses much knowledge about the world of dance, her culture and indigenous ways 

of knowing, understanding and doing. 
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4.2.6 Mainge Vuat 
 

 

Figure 11. Mainge Vuat 

 

I noticed Mainge during a puar lama (dress and technical rehearsal for the patete dance). The dance 

was for the Balabalaguan mortuary feast which was held in Matupit village. Mainge was the lead 

dancer in the patete. I was attracted to her level of confidence and dance skill as she led the 

coordination of dancing and singing. 

Nem blong mi em Mainge Vuat na mi gat 42 pela krismas. Mi blong Matupit peles. 

Mi marit long To Vuat na mitupela i gat faifpela pikinini. Buai em bikpla samting tru 

insait long femili blong mi. Papa blong mi na man blong mi, tupela wantem Tena 

Buai. Buai mi gat em blong anti blong mi husait i susa blong papa blong mi. Em 

wanpela Tena Malagene. Behain long em i bin givim mi Buai, em i lainim mi long 

hao long danis. Taim mi lukluk i go bek, mi hamamas long kisim Buai bikos em i 

helpim mi long planti samting. 
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I am Mainge Vuat and I’m 42 years old and come from Matupit village. I am 

married to To Vuat and we have five children. The Buai is a special part of my 

family. Both my father and husband are Tena Buai. The Buai I have was from my 

paternal aunt who was a Tena malagene. After initiating me into the Buai, she 

taught me how to dance. When I look back, I am being thankful for that experience 

which has helped me to pursue the Buai practice. 

Coming from a family of Buai practitioners, Mainge describes how she grew up learning about its 

benefits to dance composition, learning and performance. Prior to her initiation into the Buai, Mainge 

was involved in church activities as a Sunday school teacher for young children. She taught Christian 

songs and dances for those classes and also for other church-related activities. Her initiation into the 

Buai occurred when she was involved in learning a traditional patete women’s dance.  

Since taking the Buai for dance, Mainge has not only performed as one of the dancers in these 

ceremonial performances but rose to be a leader in dance. Her expert dance knowledge has been 

required by her community for several occasions in the village. Mainge attributed her community 

leadership skills to the Buai and is grateful to Tena Buai such as her aunt who recognised her 

potential to lead dance and gave her the Buai:  

Ol petuana blong mipela bilip long Buai olsem na ol i givim mipela long halivim 

mipela lainim ol samting hariap na kisim mo save. O bilip olsem Buai bai i no inap 

halivim mipela long lainim danis tasol, em bai halivim mipela tu long lidim ol 

narapela cultural, church na sports activity insait long peles.   

 

 

Our elderly leaders believed in the Buai and that is why they gave it to us to help 

us learn quickly and increase our knowledge. They believed that the Buai will not 

only help us to learn a dance, but it also enables us to take leadership and 

participate meaningfully in other cultural and social activities in the village.  
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Furthermore, Buai has not only helped her in acquiring the leadership status in dance, but also 

enabled her to lead and coordinate many other activities in the village, both for contemporary church 

and ceremonial gatherings.  

 

4.2.7 Burbur Tovue 
 

 

 

Figure 12. Burbur Tovue 

 

Burbur is 45 years old and comes from Matupit village. She is a practicing Buai initiate and Tena 

malagene. She choreographs and teaches dance for ceremonial activities. Burbur has inherited her 

dance skills and knowledge from both her mother and grandmother: 

Mama na pupu meri blong mi, tupela wantem Tena Malagene na save go pas long 

danis insait long ples. Pupu meri blong mi i bin initiatim mi i go insait long Buai na 

behain long dispela mi bin go pas long planti danis long planti yia nau. 
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My mother and grandmother were Tena malagene and were both leaders of the 

dance culture. I was initiated into the Buai by my grandmother and have been 

involved in dance performances for a very long time. 

 

Being the daughter of a Tena malagene, Burbur explained that she has acquired the necessary dance 

knowledge and learnt so much about Tolai dance and its significance in preserving Tolai culture and 

identity. She began dancing at an early age and provided guidance and leadership to other women 

who wanted to learn. Burbur’s knowledge goes beyond the actual songs and dance movements and 

includes the Buai rituals involved. Her knowledge of the Buai is deep and goes back to her childhood 

days: 

Mi lusim skul taim mi bin stap long grade 4 na go stap wantem pupu meri blong mi 

long haus blong em long Rainatum. Taim mi bin stap wantem em, mi bin joinim old 

danis we em i bin wokim na em lainim mi long kalsa na danis blong mi. Em long 

dispela taim, em i bin givim mi Buai na kodakodop long halivim mi lainim tumbuna 

danis blong mi gut. Taim mi kisim Buai na kodakodop, mi ken lukim ol spirit we ol i 

kam na halivim mi long lainim stretpela paten blong danis na tu ol i bin strongim mi 

long singsing wantem bel na olgeta tingting. 

 

I left school in Grade 4 and went to live with my grandmother in her home in 

Rainatum. While living with her, I participated in her dance activities and learnt my 

dance culture from her. It was there that she initiated me into the Buai na 

kodakodop to help me learn my dance tradition well. The Buai na kodakodop 

connected me to the metaphysical as I believe that the Buai spirit helped me to do 

the correct dance pattern and to sing with meaning and confidence. 

 

To this day, Burbur’s knowledge, skill and experience of teaching the Tolai pinpidik and 

parpari dance has earned her the respect from her community. Her expertise has been used 

within and outside of her village context. She was brought to Port Moresby to teach dance to 
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her extended family members living there. She describes how her dance knowledge has 

taken her to new places where she built relationships with others and shared her Buai 

experience in those spaces.    

Burbur was also instrumental in organising the womens’ kubak which is an overnight ritual 

held to prepare dancers for their performance the next day. I was part of that kubak, which 

was held in September 2018 just before the balabalaguan mortuary feast. The women had 

to go through certain rituals prepared by Burbur to strenghthen them to perform the patete 

dance at the mortuary ceremony.  

As part of my fieldwork observation of the preparations leading up to the balabalaguan 

mortuary ceremony, I recall being given a piece of burnt coconut by Burbur to eat along with 

the other woman dancers the next day. This happened before the dancers proceeded into 

the main performance arena. Burbur mentioned that the burnt coconut was sort of a Buai na 

kodakodop given to the dancers to help them perform confidently. That night, I had a 

strange dream that my right arm fell off my body and turned into a snake! I am still disturbed 

by that dream to this day, as it is just one of those experiences of my constant imaginations 

of how the Buai actually functions in its initiates. The encounter with Burbur is all part of 

merging this Tolai indigenous practice into my Christian and Yangoru worldviews.  
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4.2.8 Michael Kakia 
 

 

Figure 13. Michael Kakia  

 

Kakia comes from the village Vunamurmur and is 56 years of age. He has been a practising Tena 

Buai and Tena malagene for the last 15 years. Kakia’s experience and knowledge as a Tena Buai for 

dance, medicinal knowledge and tubuan has been valuable to his family and kin relations. Kakia 

inherited his Buai from his father, who was a Tena Buai. “My father initiated me into his Buai. My 

father is Tura Davai and he got this Buai from a place called Tavuiliu from another Tena Buai called 

turarung.” According to Kakia, Buai is an ancestral gift from the supernatural that must be shared with 

others and passed across generations; it is not to be kept hidden as its knowledge, creativity and 

practice benefits the entire community.  

Kakia specialises in the composition and teaching of the Tolai male wutung dance. His style of 

choreography is attributed to his Buai initiation history: 

Mi bin go insait long tripela narakain Buai long tripela peles. Behain long mi kisim 

Buai, mi bin stat long wokim ol niupela singsing na danis. Mi bin kaikai pastem 

Buai na kodakodop long halivim mi wokim ol singsing na danis. Taim mi wokim 
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danis, mi stap mi yet na wok tasol wantem spirit. Taim mi stap namel long wokim 

singsing blong danis, mi les long ol man i distebim mi. 

 

 

I got initiated into three types of Buai in three different places. After being initiated, 

I started to compose new songs for the dances that I choreographed. I had to eat 

the Buai na kodakodop first to help me compose. The composition of music for 

dance is a lonely process between me and the Buai spirit. When I was in the 

process of composing a song for the dance, I did not want to be disturbed by 

anyone. 

 

Kakia’s dance composition is an intimate and personal Buai experience. Like other Tena 

Buai and Buai initiates, dance composition is a lonely process and requires the initiate to 

develop a long and lasting relationship with his or her Buai spirit. As Kakia explained the 

value of sustaining his personal relationship with the metaphysical, I tried to connect Kakial’s 

Buai experience with my own understanding of my intimate relationship with God and 

spirituality. There were similarities in these metaphysical and human relationships as 

revealed in Kakial’s anecdote: 

 

Taim yu go insait long Buai, bai yu silip long nait na wanpela man bai kam na 

singsing, bai yu harim na taim yu kirap long moning, yu bai behainim dispela 

singsing na bai yu no inap lus tingting. Bai yu singsing wankain olsem dispela man 

long driman na bai stat long wokim singsing nau. 

 

 

When you have been initiated into the Buai, you will sleep at night and one man 

will come and sing, you will hear, and then when you wake up in the morning, you 

will follow the song, you will not forget the song.  You will sing exactly like that man 

in the dream and will start to compose a song from that Buai experience.  
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Kakia’s dance composition skills are a result of his Buai and the relationship he has with the 

metaphysical. As a Tena Buai and Tena malagene, Kakia has been involved in the teaching 

of his wutung dance to young boys both in his village and in school settings. Because of the 

different Buai, each Tena Buai’s dance composition must be different from one another. 

Given this rule within the Buai practice, Kakia claims that his male wutung dance has a 

completely different composition and style from other Tena Buai in East New Britain. His 

extensive Buai and dance knowledge has contributed to the preservation and continuity of 

the Tolai male dance culture.  

 

4.2.9 William Tokom Kiare 
 

 

Figure 14:  William Tokom Kiare  

Tokom  is 67 years old, and he comes from Raluana village. He was first initiated into the 

Buai in 2001 and since then has been active in his Buai practice. “I’ve initiated many people, 

including children and young people. The demand on my Buai knowledge is extensive and 

goes beyond Raluana village. Even non-Tolai people come and see me for my Buai.” 

Tokom’s vast use of his Buai has earned him his reputation as an expert healer and the man 
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responsible for good-luck charms and the making of new songs and dances. His 

multifaceted knowledge and skills are attributed to his Buai initiation and metaphysical 

power as described here: 

Mi sidaun long hia na kaikai kavavar na spetim wara blo em i go long Mt Vasin, em 

ples we kaia i stap. Mi kolim displa kaia, ToLagulagu. Displa smel blo kavavar i 

pulim kaia ToLagulagu long kam long mi. Na taim em i kam long mi, mi bai askim 

em long wanem samting mi laikim na behain long nait bai spirit ya i kam na givim 

mi ol samting we mi laikim. Em i ken givim mi wanpla danis, o pisin garas, o pawa 

blo pulim ol samting. 

 

I sit down and chew the ginger plant, and then I spit the juice out in the direction of 

Mt Vasin. That is where the deity ToLagulagu lives. The smell of the ginger 

attracts the deity ToLagulagu to come to me, and when it comes, I ask it for 

anything I want. Later in the night, it comes and delivers the exact things that I 

asked for. It can give me a dance, a feather or the power to attract things. 

As a practicing Tena Buai, Tokom describes how his connection with the metaphysical has 

given him the opportunity to possess certain powers which he used to transform his family 

and community. In addition to his creative skills, he explains how he has used his divine gift 

to help his wife earn a surplus income from selling goods at the market. He has given Buai 

to his children and says that they do not need to go to school as all the knowledge they 

need for their human needs is contained in the Buai.  

Tokom described how he has also used his knowledge to heal very serious illness and said 

that his Buai is a gift from God that brings blessing to himself and others. I wondered how 

this could be, because my understanding of God as the supreme source for all knowledge 

and power resonates with Tokom’s belief in his deity ToLagulagu.  

Tokom’s Buai practice has given him extraordinary powers that are drawn from his deity, 

which is similar to my Christian faith where God manifests his powers through his Holy spirit 
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to bring blessing and transformation to humans. Tokom’s account and the many 

experiences of his Buai practice has challenged me to explore deeply my spirituality as an 

indigenous Yangoru woman and the relationship I have with my God.  

4.2.10 Samson Tangot 

 

Figure 15:  Samson Tangot 

 

 Tangot is 57 years old and comes from Raluana village. He had to be initiated into the Buai to qualify 

him to compose and teach dance. I recalled Tangot saying, “before you acquire the status of Tena 

Buai, you have to be initiated into the Buai. That is part of our custom. In that way, you receive the 

required knowledge to do many things including the composition of dance”. Having gone through this 

process of initiation, Tangot refers to himself as both a Tena Buai and Tena malagene. He has 

composed and taught numerous Tolai dances such as the wutung, parpari, pinpidik and libung. 
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Through his variety of dance compositions and the organising of Buai initiations for other candidates, 

Tangot is recognised as a cultural leader in his community. 

A significant event in Tangot’s life as a Tena Buai was when he curated one of the largest male 

initiation ceremonies known locally as the nidok. A nidok is a form of Buai initiation, however, it only 

involves young boys, teenagers and adult males to be inducted into the tubuan male secret society. 

Buai knowledge involving the tubuan is highly secretive and is restricted to women. The nidok was 

staged by Tangot in his village in 2015 and involved about five hundred male initiates. I vividly recall 

this occasion as my 9-year-old son was among the initiates.  

At that time, I did not fully understand the connection of Buai to the male tubuan ritual when my son 

had to undergo this initiation as an heir to his father’s tubuan ToGirgir. Tangot was involved in the 

early development of my husband’s tubuan, therefore my son had to be in that nidok to acquire the 

appropriate Buai for his father’s tubuan. Although my role as a wife and mother to my husband and 

son’s tubuan, I lacked the knowledge of Buai and its associated rituals concerning the tubuan. This is 

because I am a woman and an outsider to the Tolai culture.  

Nevertheless, I consider myself fortunate to be discussing matters of the Buai with Tangot in this 

research. As I reconnected with him, my understandings of the Buai and its associated rituals became 

clearer. Aside from its cultural significance, Buai practice for Tena Buai such as Tangot is a way of 

generating an income. Tangot explains: 

Yu mas baim pastem na behain yu go insait long Buai. Mi save redim Buai insait 

long bus long ol lain we ol i laik kisim Buai. Ol save kam na baim tabu long mi na 

mi save givim ol Buai. Mipela kolim long tokples Kuanua olsem yu ‘dok’. Yu dok 

em min olsem yu nau go insait long Buai. 

 

You must pay to be initiated into the Buai. I prepare the Buai in the bush for the 

initiates and then they come and pay tabu before being initiated. We call it in 

Kuanua language as ‘dok’. You dok means to be initiated. They pay one param of 

tabu to access the Buai spirit. 
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Tangot is a living testament to the Buai’s multifaceted practice in the generation of new 

ways of knowing and learning creativity. Most importantly Tangot has attested to the Buai as 

a source of income for practicing Tena Buai as it sustains the use of the Tolai traditional 

tabu shell money.  

In recent times, Tangot has travelled to the capital city of Port Moresby to teach his libung 

dance to male students attending the Don Bosco Technical school for their cultural day 

show. This is how Tangot extends his Buai knowledge to others who are non-Tolai but are 

eager to learn about this unique cultural practice. According to Tangot, the Buai is not 

confined to the Tolai indigenous context but its practice can be extended to others who are 

willing to learn and apply it well. 

 

4.2.11 Jack Kalama 

 

 

Figure 16. Jack Kalama 
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Kalama comes from Raluana village and is 44 years old. He is married with four children. He has 

been initiated into the Buai by his grandfather. His grandfather was a Tena Buai and was specialised 

in the composition of songs. As a Buai initiate, Kalama loves participating in traditional dance 

performances and composing songs. He has a passion for traditional dance. He recalled in English 

his first metaphysical experience of receiving a dance after his Buai initiation: 

 

I see things when I am alone. For instance, when I was studying at the University 

of Technology, I was curious about these things that I saw. I usually see a man 

dancing a libung in the night. I hear the man sing the song clearly while he does 

the libung dance. So, the next day, I called my grandfather and asked him about it 

and he told me that that libung dance was now mine. That is how I got my first 

dance. 

 

Kalama has since then been active in teaching his libung dance to especially young children 

in his village. He admits also that, although he received the libung, it took him quite a while 

to be a dance expert. As part of the learning process, Kalama had to work closely with his 

grandfather to master the necessary dance skills so that he wasable to teach it to others: 

 

I can teach traditional dances to other children. I can correct them and show them 

how to beat the kundu, how to put the mapina malagene or dance movement. I 

picked this up just from following my grandfather who has passed on. 

 

Apart from his dance skills, Kalama has acquired the gift of singing, which he referred to as 

kakaila. He can compose songs in the local kuanua language for both traditional and 

contemporary performances. Kalama is also a custodian to a tubuan and manages its 

associated Buai rituals. Although having gained the Buai knowledge, Kalama said that there 

is still more to discover about the Buai, so he observes and learns from other expert Tena 

Buai. One of the ways of achieving this is by being involved in various ceremonial activities. 

He argues that you learn by participating.  
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In his concluding remarks, Kalama said he feels privileged to possess all this knowledge 

from the Buai which enables him to have access to the metaphysical and to obtain certain 

creative powers that an ordinary human does not have.    

 

4.2.12 Clement Todi Turagil 

 

Figure 17. Clement Todi Turagil  

 

Todi is originally from Matupit village but has moved inland with his family to the Sikut resettlement 

area after the volcanic eruptions in 1994. He is 56 years old and married to Margret Todi Turagil. 

They have 13 children and 7 grandchildren. Todi is unemployed but is a qualified carpenter who 

occasionally does building and construction work for others, upon request. Both he and his wife are 

culturally grounded and at the same time industrious as they strive daily to meet the needs of their big 

family.  
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Being the son of a Tena Buai, Todi was initiated into the Buai by his father when he was a 

young boy: 

Mi bin kisim Buai long papa blong mi long 1975 taim mi bin stap long grade 6. 

Behain long mi kisim Buai, papa blong mi lainim mi ol pasin blong Buai. Wanpela 

samting we mi bin wokim em mi composim wanpela singsing long wanpela niupela 

libung danis. Mi bin danism dispela libung fest aim long peles Matupit long paluka 

blong pupu man blong mi. Na behainim dispela taim, mi stat long wokim planti 

niupela libung danis long ol narapela lain long usim long ol warwakai blong ol. 

 

Buai was given to me by my father in 1975 when I was in Grade 6. After being 

initiated, my father taught me the ways of the Buai. One of the first things that I did 

was compose a song for a new libung dance. I performed this libung dance for the 

first time in Matupit village for my late grandfather’s mortuary feast. Since then, I 

began creating new libung dances for others who want to use them in their 

ceremonies.    

As part of continuing his Buai knowledge, Todi has also inducted his elder son into his Buai 

and taught him the libung dance. Todi attested that a main function of the Buai was to assist 

him to help his son learn better: 

Taim mi bin givim pikinini man blong mi Buai na kodakodop, em i bin halivim em 

long lainim olgeta mapina malagene na ol singsing tu. Buai na kodakodop halivim 

em long tingim tu olgeta mapina na singsing na taim mi paitim kudu, em i save 

hariap tru long behainim bit na wokim danis steret. Em hao Buai save wok long ol 

danis; tripela main pat insait long danis em bit blong kudu, singsing na mapina 

malagene. Husait i go pas long danis mas wokim gut dispela ol tripela pats bai 

danis i kamap gut. Buai na kodakodop save halivim husait i go pas long danis long 

wokim gut. 
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When I gave my son the Buai na kodakodop, it helped him learn all the mapina 

malagene and the song lyrics. The Buai na kodakodop enabled him to remember 

all the dance movements and songs so when I beat the kundu, he immediately 

was tuned to the beat and moved accordingly. That’s the way it is done; the three 

main parts in a dance is the beat of the kundu, the singing/lyrics and the mapina 

malagene. These must be coordinated together by the dancer and mastered well 

throughout the performance. So, the Buai na kodakodop helps in mastering this 

process. 

Being initiated into the Buai does not make one become an expert dancer overnight. It involves a 

process of constant learning and practice guided by the expert Tena Buai and Tena malagene. As 

described by Todi, learning a traditional dance according to the rules and expectation of the Buai 

culture is a complex learning process.  

In this interview, Todi expressed his appreciation for the knowledge and skills he acquired from his 

father’s Buai which has helped his cognisance to perform tasks beyond dance and be involved in 

church choirs, more carpentry work and other social and community activities.  

 

4.2.13 Henry Tirupia 
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Figure 18. Henry Tirupia 

 

Tirupia is 73 years old and is a practicing Tena Buai from Toma village. He has initiated a lot of 

people into the Buai. They include women, men, children, students, young boys and girls, and 

aspiring musicians and dancers. Tirupia belives that the Buai is for everyone and should be shared. 

He has a big family consisting of his children and their children, and he has inducted them into the 

Buai. Tirupia states that Buai was given to him by an elderly Tena Buai when he was a young boy: 

Mi bin kisim taim mi stap long skul yet long Paparatava. Mi behainim ol Catichet 

olsem ol Tena Buai ol man blo save long lainim ol pikinini long skul. Buai i stap 

pinis long dispela taim long wanem mipela liklik yet na ol papa i givim. Ino givim 

taim mipla bikpela pinis nogat, mipla liklik yet na ol i givim na mipla bikpela 

wantem samting i stap insait pinis. 
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I got the Buai when I was in school at Paparatava. I followed elderly leaders in the 

Catholic church who are like Tena Buai; they teach children at school. They 

prepare the betelnut with some herbs and give us to eat.  That is when we receive 

the Buai, at a very young age. They did not give us when we were adults, we were 

young when they gave us when we were kids and we grew up with it. It was 

already in us. 

 

Given his elderly status and experience as a Tena Buai, Tirupia is quite well-known in the Toma area 

for his Buai. He is a specialised Tena kakaila, a Tena Buai who is gifted to compose new songs. 

Tirupia has helped many young male artists to incease their talents which they have used to fuse 

traditional songs with contemporary Tolai music. 

Tirupia further believes that the Buai is not only for traditional use but can also be utilised to enhance 

the Christian faith, especially for the Catholic and Methodist church members. I found it interesting to 

learn that the Buai practice is not limited to its indigenous function but also embraces and transforms 

western belief systems such as Christianity and other foreign innovations. Tirupia explains: 

Save blong ol wait man em long Tok Englis blong ol. Wanem kain danis blong ol o 

long yumi sa lukim ol long video o CD. Yumi sa lukim ol, ol save danis. Em save 

blong ol, yumi ken kisim tu long wanem em bai wok insait long bel blo yu, dispela 

Buai. 

 

The white man’s knowledge is in their English language. The kind of dance they 

have, we watch on video or CD. We watch them dance. That is their knowledge; 

we can get it too, because it can work deep within you, this Buai. 

 

As a Tena Buai and practitioner of the Buai culture, Tirupia attests to the multifaceted 

function of the Buai as an indigenous practice and knowledge system that enhances one’s 

ability to be receptive to both Tolai indigenous and western creative knowledge. Just like the 

Christian faith, which is an integral part of the Buai spiritual practice.   
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4.2.14 Augustine Pitia 

 

Figure 19. Augustine Pitia 

 

Pitia is 43 years old and is from the inland Toma area in East New Britain. He resides in Warangoi. 

Pitia is a practicing Tena Buai and Tena malagene and has vast, multifaceted Buai knowledge. He 

composes and teaches new libung dances and makes babet (security) for these dances. Pitia also 

has herbal and medicinal skills for healing. He also possesses the knowledge to prepare Buai na 

konom to give to his dancers, his children and others to help develop their cognisance to learn better. 

Pitia is also a custodian to his tubuan which involves male sacred Buai rituals, and he composes 

songs particularly for tubuan performances.  

As an aspiring Tena Buai, Pitia has composed and choreographed numerous libung dances which 

were performed in ceremonial activities in the village and also for shows and festivals in Kokopo town. 

He speaks highly of his Buai experience: 

Dispela Buai i halivim mi long wokim ol narakain singsing na danis. Mi save wokim 

libung danis na ol tabaran na pinpidik danis blong ol meri na ol man na ol parpari 
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danis tu. Ol pupu blong mi i save lainim ol parpari danis long taim bifo na nau mi 

stat long lainim ol niupela parpari danis tete. I gat ol lain we ol i save kam na baim 

ol tumbuna danis long mi. Sampela bilong dispela ol lain i hamamas long kisim 

dispela ol danis long mi bikos ol i narakain long ol danis we ol tumbuna blong 

mipela i wokim. 

 

 

This Buai helped me to compose and choreograph different kinds of traditional 

dances. I not only compose libung dances, I can do tabaran and pinpidik dances, 

pinpidik for women and pinpidik for men, and parpari dance too. My grandparents 

used to teach parpari dance in the early days, and I have started to teach new 

kinds of parpari dance today. There are people who come and buy these 

traditional dances from me. Some of these people are happy to get these 

traditional dances from me because they are different from the older people’s 

version. 

 

While Pitia acknowledges the older generation’s dance compositions, he believes that his Buai has 

enabled him to innovate new versions from the old dance structures maintained by past generations. 

His wealth of Buai knowledge has benefited his family and the wider community in Toma village. 

However, Pitia admits that there are challenges from other members of the church that perceive the 

Buai as evil. This has not affected Pitia’s practice as he states clearly in his closing remarks:   

 

Sampela ol lain i bin kam na tokim mi long stop long usim Buai na senism laif 

blong mi. Tasol mi tokim ol olsem, Buai em i wanpela presen we ol tumbuna blong 

yumi i givim long mipela na tu God i mekim long yumi long hamamasim laif blong 

yumi. Laif blong mi i orait bikos mi save long God. 
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Some people have come and told me to stop practicing the Buai and change my 

life. I tell them that the Buai is a gift from our ancestors, and God created it for us 

to enjoy in our human life. My life is okay because I know who God is.  

 

I reflected on Pitia’s explanation of God in relation to his Buai practice, and as he was my 

final informant, I began to undertstand the significance of the metaphysical according to my 

Christian faith and its connection to the Tena Buai. According to the Christian faith, God is 

spirit and is the source of life, knowledge and wisdom (Bhana, 2015). For humans to have 

access to God’s knowledge and power, they have to develop and maintain a close 

relationship with God; just like the way Pitia expressed the Buai as a gift from God, who is 

the sole creator of knowledge. I found the connection between God and the Buai fascinating 

as it explains the appropriation of Christianity into the Buai culture, an area which needs to 

be explored.  

 

4.3 Conclusion 
 

This chapter has provided background information on my research participants’ Buai experiences, 

philosophies, practices and pedagogical knowledge system for learning dance and creativity. Each of 

the participants’ Buai initiation journey revealed the complex nature of the Buai as a multifaceted 

knowledge system that is an integral part of both the metaphysical and physical realm. Although the 

Tena Buai and Buai initiates shared some similar Buai practices, each individual’s Buai experience is 

different. The research on the Buai has uncovered their diverse dance knowledge attributed to their 

Buai initiation and how they have used this knowledge to transform their Tolai indigenous ways of 

knowing, learning, teaching, understanding and doing. 

 

Although the chapter focused on highlighting each individual Tena Buai and Buai initiate’s Buai 

phenomenon, it revealed both challenges and successes of their practice. Their beliefs and 

perceptions of how they use the Buai is a personal matter. However, this study has explored their 

personal worlds of their Buai practice and uncovered unique information on how knowledge systems 

such as the Buai continue to thrive in a post-colonial Papua New Guinea context. The study has also 
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added a sense of awareness and confidence to the Tena Buai and Buai initiates who are recognised 

beyond their Buai initiates’ roles as learners, innovators, teachers, practitioners and custodians of the 

diverse Tolai dance knowledge.  

 

The profiles of the Tena Buai and Buai initiates have provided the opportunity for further examination 

of the Buai as an indigenous pedagogical knowledge system for learning dance and creativity. Their 

perceptions, meanings, and reflections of their Buai practice will be discussed in Chapters 5, 6 and 7 

of this thesis. 
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Chapter 5. Buai is a Complex and Integral Part of Tolai Indigenous 

Knowledge Systems, Important for Generating New Knowledge 
 

5.1 Introduction 
 
This chapter discusses the multifaceted experiences of Tena Buai and Buai initiates within the Buai 

cultural system in East New Britain. Each of their experiences is told in the Tok Pisin lingua franca 

and interpreted by the author in English. Addressing the mandate to decolonise learning in Papua 

New Guinea (Matane, 1986), I contend that the Buai system provides a pedagogic structure (Billett, 

1996) that is encountered by the Tena Buai and Buai initiates. In order to support my rationale of Buai 

as a systematic learning approach for knowledge aquisition and creativity, I illustrate their intention to 

undergo initiation, how they adhere to cultural regulations, how they construct meanings, and how 

they evaluate and value their Buai learning experiences.  

 

To frame the Tolai indigenous and precolonial knowledge system for creativity and power (Simet, 

2000), I critically analyse Tena Buai and Buai initiates’ learning perceptions through a postcolonial 

and indigenous lens (Tuhiwai-Smith, 2012). In addition, I bring my phenomenological experience of 

my Christian faith and Yangoru culture into the discussion to understand the metaphysical 

significance of Tena Buai and Buai initiates’ Buai epistemology and pedagogical practice.   

 

Furthermore, I engage an epistemological and ontological learning approach guided by socio-cultural 

theory (Scribner, 1990) to examine Tena Buai and Buai initiates’ human and cognition needs. I do this 

by locating their learning experience within a Heideggerian perspective, to reveal how indigenous 

learning systems can be driven by existential human needs, purpose, and how they can follow a 

thought process embedded in practice (Mabingo, 2018).   

 

The first section explores the intentions of Tena Buai and Buai initiates to undergo Buai initiation, and 

how they observe and value cultural protocols as a learning pathway to acquiring knowledge from the 

metaphysical. The section is followed by a discussion of how Tena Buai contextualise their learning 

and pursuit for knowledge, both individually and community driven. At the end of the section, I analyse 

Tena Buai and Buai initiates’ personal reflections according to how they have rationalised Buai as a 
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systematic learning practice that generates new dance knowledge and creativity and fosters cultural 

regeneration and lifelong learning.  

The second section presents Tena Buai and Buai initiates' meanings of their Buai practice as part of a 

larger and complex Tolai indigenous knowledge system. I analyse Tena Buais’ perceptions of how 

they integrate their Buai knowledge with other Tolai cultural activities involving economics/tabu, 

religion/spirituality, ancestral knowledge, land, kin relations, education, medicine and social security.  

 

5.2 How is Buai methodical as indigenous knowledge? 
 
This inquiry investigates indigenous epistemological and ontological processes (Gegeo,1998) of 

learning creativity that are connected to the Buai system. Particularly, I explore Tena Buai and Buai 

initiates' personal experiences of undergoing Buai initiation to find out why they want to be initiated 

and further to establish how they generate new knowledge and creativity. To expand the discussion, I 

address the following questions: (1) What is the Tena Buai and Buai initiates' purpose that drives 

them to pursue Buai knowledge and initiation? (2) How is Buai initiation seen as a learning process 

for Tena Buai and Buai initiates? (3) How are these initiations or Buai learning processes regulated? 

(4) What values and meanings do Tena Buai and Buai initiates draw from their Buai practices?  

The above questions are posed in order to rationalise the Buai as a learning institution for dance and 

creativity that follows a structure, and whose practice is organised and coordinated. This process 

helps evidence its rationality as an indigenous learning system, which can be important in gaining 

recognition for indigenous learning systems (Mabingo, 2018). 

5.2.1 Purpose of the Buai 
 

The fieldwork findings revealed that the Tena Buais' aims of acquiring Buai knowledge are 

multipurposed. As rationalised by my informants, their pursuit for Buai knowledge through initiation 

addresses the following key aims: to have access to the ancestral realm, to acquire new dance 

knowledge and creative power, and to preserve cultural heritage and regenerate Tolai indigenous 

ways of knowing. Tena Buais' pursuits for Buai knowledge are epistemological and ontological 

learning processes “that address their emotional, relational, intellectual, and existential need” 

(Matusov, Baker, Fan, Choi, & Hampel, 2017, p.465).  
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Moreover, Buai educational philosophy of knowledge acquisition and learning is rationalised 

according to the cultural-authorship concept (Brownlee, Farell, & Davis, 2012) and socio-cultural 

theory (Edwards, 2003) that identify the learner as an inherent being connected to his or her cultural 

context. Cultural authorship enabled the theorising of Tena Buai’s learning and ways of knowing as 

culturally specific, holistic, complex, connected to intra/inter spiritual and personal identity, and 

community values. 

In connection to the theories identified, this section explores motives of acquiring Buai knowledge 

expressed by Tena Buai. Tena in Kuanua means "master" (To’Liman-Turalir, 2018, p.43), and Tena 

specifically refers to a skillful and knowledgeable person (Epstein, 1999). The Tena Buai and Buai 

initiates who participated in this research are mainly creative practitioners in dance, music and other 

artistic expressions. As both practitioners and lifetime learners of the Buai culture, only Tena Buai can 

induct others into the Buai. 

My informants suggested that there are several ways of acquiring Buai knowledge and skill. As 

revealed by Tena Buai and Buai initiates, one of these ways is through induction, some acquire the 

knowledge and skill through other means such as inheritance (through the matriline or patriline). 

Others acquire Buai knowledge through mere association with a Tena Buai, or through simply being 

given the Buai without the recipient's knowledge. However, what is of interest, is the revelation by 

Tena Buai and Buai initiates' that although they are perceived as expert and skillful persons, they are 

constantly seeking, learning and generating new knowledge. 

Burangat explains: 

Long wei blong mipela ol Tolai, mipela mas go insait long Buai. Em nambawan 

samting long kisim save blong ol tumbuna blong mipela. Dispela ol samting i stap 

wantem ol tewel na i kam long Kaia blong mipela. 

According to the Tolai way, we must be inducted into the Buai. That is the first step 

to access the knowledge that belonged to our ancestors. These things lie in the 

spiritual world and come from our Kaia. 

Burangat rationalises Buai induction as an ontological learning pathway to access ancestral 

knowledge from the kaia which is considered among the Tolai as the more powerful deity (Simet, 
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1991). Burangat’s intention reveals his need for undergoing Buai induction to seek ancestral 

knowledge and maintain Tolai beliefs and indigenous ways of knowing. As a Papua New Guinean 

woman and coming from a Yangoru cultural background, we acquire and learn certain knowledge 

from our ancestors through participating in ceremonial activities and rituals involving rites of passage 

(Roscoe, 1995). Hence, Burangat’s claim that knowledge belongs to the ancestral realm and the kaia 

is deeper than my own indigenous understanding of the spiritual essence of knowledge. To further 

unpack Burangat’s explanation of Tolai ancestral knowledge and spirituality, I engage Tolai female 

Tena Buai and researcher, Julie To’Liman-Turalir’s (2018) view that "indigenous people are 

connected to their ancestors' spirits and their beliefs are part of their epistemologies" (p.68). The 

significance of ancestral knowledge and spirituality informs indigenous ways of knowing and is an 

integral part of the social and cultural life of indigenous people in post-colonial communities (Barton, 

2004; Henare, 2001; Marsden, 1992). 

Burangat further explains the significance of the Buai in accessing creative knowledge:  

Bai mi toktok long hao mi save long wokim ol samting; ol samting blong singsing 

na danis, hao ol save mekim ol na hao mi save long mekim ol bilas blong danis. 

Fes samting em yu bai i no nap save long ol dispela ol samting long save blong 

yu. Yu mas go insait long Buai blong ol tumbuna blong mipela. 

 

I will speak of my experience on how to do things; things for song and dance, how 

they are composed, and how I know how to make costumes, props and body 

decorations for the dance. First thing, you cannot know these things according to 

your own knowledge; you must be initiated into the Buai of our ancestors. 

In his view, Burangat alludes his creative knowledge and skill as aquired from the Buai. According to 

Burangat, creativity needed for the composition of song, dance and the associated art works is a Tolai 

ancestral practice sustained across generations through Buai initiation. Upon reflection, I have 

performed and studied Papua New Guinea dance and creativity as inspired by culture, human 

imagination and intuition. As I tried to comprehend Burangat’s personal experience of undergoing 

Buai initiation to access the creative knowledge, to compose song, dance and to make art, I 
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immediately knew that this was an extremely complex world of creativity that needed to be 

understood in its totality. As Burangat rationalised his Buai initiation practice as an indigenous Tolai 

ontological and epistemological learning system that harnesses ancestral knowledge for creativity, I 

slowly became aware of the significance of Buai to Tolai dance and creativity. 

To further settle my thoughts on the complexity of Buai spirituality and creativity, I draw from Paul 

Wolffram’s (2010) observation of his Buai practice in the Lak area of New Ireland. He says, "while 

Buai compositions are original, they are the result of collaboration with an external power" (p.184). 

Although Wolffram is non-indigenous to the Lak, his personal Buai initiation experience resonates with 

Burangat’s intention to undergo Buai initiation as a way of aquiring ancestral knowledge to foster 

creativity and learning.   

Moreover, Burangat explains a key purpose of acquiring the Buai knowledge:  

Pupu man blong mi em Depit. Depit save long olgeta samting na gutpela tru 

wanpela ankel i kisim dispela Buai long em bifo long em i dai. Em wanpela 

petuana na lida long peles. Em i save lainim ol tumbuna danis olsem wutung, a 

libung, parpari na goigoi. Na bikos em i save long Buai, em i bin go insait pinis 

long Buai, em ken soim yu olgeta samting. Buai em samting blong Kaia. Ol lain i 

no save, yu bai save bikos yu save long ol pasin blong Kaia. Kaia em save long 

olgeta samting. 

My grandfather’s name is Depit. Depit knows everything and luckily one of his 

uncles had got this Buai from him before he passed on. He is an older man with 

status here. He teaches traditional dances such as a wutung, a libung, parpari and 

goigoi. And because he knows about the Buai, he has been initiated into the Buai, 

it can show you everything. The Buai belongs to a Kaia. People don’t know; you 

will know because you know the ways of the Kaia. Kaia knows everything. 

Burangat stressed that the significance of transferring Buai knowledge across generations is to keep it 

alive. In addition, Burangat states a key purpose of acquiring Buai knowledge is to possess the same 

knowledge of the Kaia.  Kaia is among other spirits valued by the Tolai that continue to dwell in the 

land to provide protection, creative expression and good livelihood to the people during the 
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precolonial, colonial and postcolonial eras (Simet, 1991). As I listened to Burangat explain the 

importance of Kaia, who is the supreme spiritual being known locally as a deity or God, I immediately 

made the connection to the God I know according to my Christian faith. I further linked the kaia to my 

biblical understanding of God who is the creator of life on earth and giver of knowledge (Genesis 1 & 

2). For me, matters of spirituality resonate with a superior metaphysical being. I was raised to accept 

this belief according to my indigenous Yangoru culture and Christian values.  

Furthermore, as a dance researcher, I tried to understand Burangat’s description of how certain Tolai 

dances such as the wutung, libung, parpari and goigoi are connected to the kaia. According to 

Burangat, these are cultural creations that emanate from the Buai and can only be composed, 

choreographed and taught by Tena Buai who possess the creative knowledge from the kaia. To 

further understand the connection of sprituality to creativity, I draw from Tolai female Tena Buai and 

music researcher  To’Liman–Turalir’s explanation that spirituality is “manifested through the Buai 

knowledge. If there is no spirituality, there is no creativity" (2018, p.68). The urge to posses Buai 

knowledge and creativity is embedded in spiritual practice and Tolai indigenous thought systems 

(Mabingo, 2018). 

Moreover, the possession and control of spiritual knowledge in indigenous communities are held by 

"elders, holders or guardians" (Masoni, 2017, p.55). Likewise, cultural power is influenced by personal 

possessions and individual ownership of dance knowledge (Lewis-Harris, 2011). The possession of 

Buai knowledge enables control over Tolai dance and creativity as affirmed by Burangat: “People 

don’t know, you will know because you know the ways of the deity…deity knows everything.”    

Central to this process of Buai knowledge acquisition through induction, Tena Buai need to attract the 

creative power from the Buai metaphysical realm. Todi explains:   

Sapos yu kaikai Buai, yu i nap pulim wanem wanem i kam insait tasol. Osem em 

way blo Buai sapos yu kodakodop yu kaikai pinis, displa Buai na kodakodop, em 

bai kainkain bai i kam insait. Em Tabaliwana ol kolim. Tabaliwana, em ol man 

nogut long bus. Tabaliwana em olsem ol masalai nambaut. Em ol sinek nambaut. 

Sapos yu sidaun long nambis em bai ron long sol wara na wisel.  
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When you eat the Buai, you can attract creative knowledge from the spirit named 

Tabaliwana. Tabaliwana is a free spirit, also referred to as a Kaia who lives in the 

bush and takes the form of a snake. When you are alone on the beach, you will 

see it swim on top of the sea and it will whistle. So, because you have been 

initiated into the Buai, it will be easy for you to catch the creative power of 

Tabaliwana when it appears. You can also attract other spirits when you are alone 

on the beach especially at night.   

Todi highlights that a key purpose of Buai initiation is to enable the attraction of supernatural power. 

Simet (1991) attested: "To the Tolai, it is important that supernatural power or force is there, where 

and when it is required" (p.134). Given this need, Tena Buai, as in Todi's case, rationalise Buai as a 

learning system that attracts creativity and power from the metaphysical to meet their existential need. 

I was particularly astounded to learn of Todi’s encounter with the supernatural in the form of a snake. I 

tried to imagine how this could possibly be. While I acknowledge that our Papua New Guinean and 

Melanesian ways of knowing and belief systems are deeply entrenched in spirituality (Narokobi, 

1983), my knowledge and understanding of the Buai world is limited. However, as a Christian, I am 

led back to the book of Genesis to acknowledge God’s supreme knowledge and power to creation 

and how he has created humans, and gave them dominion over his creation, which includes his 

knowledge and power.   

Furthermore, I tried to understand Todi's Buai practice as an existential need for creativity and power 

that is drawn from the metaphysical. Todi’s Buai acquisition and epistemology pursues a Tolai 

indigenous and socio-cultural learning approach (Edward, 2003) for creativity that is culturally specific 

and connected to his intra/interpersonal identity and belief. The attraction of knowledge by Tena Buai 

from the supernatural is a key part of Buai initiation that rationalises this ongoing ontological and 

learning experience.    

Tokom further explains the Buai ontological learning process for creativity:  

Displa smel blo kavavar i pulim Kaia, ToLagulagu long kam long mi. Na taim em i 

kam long mi, mi bai askim em long wanem samting mi laikim na behain long nait 

bai spirit ya i kam na givim mi ol samting we mi laikim. Em i ken givim mi wanpla 

danis, o pisin garas, o pawa blo pulim ol samting. Bai spirit ya i blessim ol samting 
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na givim long mi. Sapos mi no kisim blessing, em bai hat long mi long kisim pawa 

na save long mekim ol samting. 

 

 

The spirit is our deity so when it appears, we ask it to give us a song or dance or a 

costume/body decoration, or even magical charms. Later, in the night, the spirit 

comes and deliver the items that I requested. The spirit will bless these items and 

give them to me. Without the blessing I will not receive the power and creative 

knowledge to make things.   

 

In this encounter, Tokom established the significance of personal relationship with the Buai 

metaphysical. He mentioned that it is through his relationship with his Buai spirit that he acquired the 

creative knowledge that specifically met his need. I was drawn to this idea of relationship that Tena 

Buai such as Tokom have developed with the metaphysical. As a Christian, I related this practice to 

my spiritual world where I have a constant relationship with my God and can ask him through prayer 

for anything I need. It is a practice of faith to have that trust in a supernatural being to give you what 

you want. As Tokom explained, he goes after his Buai spirit to deliver and bless his creative power so 

that he can use it to transform his practice and others that need his knowledge.     

 

In addition, the intimate relationship that Tokom has with the supernatural through his Buai can be 

seen as both an ontological and epistemological process of acquiring and learning creativity in Papua 

New Guinea where knowledge is transferred to the learner from the metaphysical (Kukari, 2004). The 

pursuit of knowledge to create new things is the expectant goal of the learner in the Buai practice 

(Simet, 2000). Buai creativity is not only a visual manifestation of art itself but is a process of seeking 

consented knowledge from the supernatural to make art, as Tokom said. It is a reciprocal process 

embedded in human and metaphysical relationships that perpetuates the complexity of indigenous 

knowledge which is "innovative, uncodified and culturally specific" (Coombe, 1998, p.207).   
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The act of acquiring knowledge from the supernatural is communicative and assists in developing a 

relationship between the initiate and the Buai spirit. Tangot further describes his own personal 

encounter as both human and spiritual: 

 

Mi ken lukim man ya em bai i kam na bai i tokim mi na bai mitupla i toktok wantem 

long wanem em man ya. Mi ken lukim man i kam na bai tokim yu, wanpla samting 

ya mi givim long yu. Tasol yu silip, yu silip longlong. Yu no nap save. Behain nau 

sapos i lusim yu nau, okay het blo yu nau bai i klia. Hey wanpla samting ya, okay 

yu hariap nau, taim het blo yu i klia nau, dispela taim yu kirap, yu wokim. Bai yu 

mas lukim, okay em i tokim mi lo samting ya olsem. Okay yu mas wokim, em pasin 

blo Tena Buai osem. 

 

 

The spirit appears in human form in my dream. It presents the whole dance and its 

accessories and how it should look on the dancers. He is a man who came and 

spoke with me. In that conversation he tells me that he has given me the creative 

power to compose and create things. He shows me how to do it, but it all happens 

in my dream. It is only when I wake up and recall what was revealed, I immediately 

start to work on my composition. I must not delay, otherwise I’ll lose the creative 

spirit. 

 

Tangot highlights the intimate relationship that coexist between a Tena Buai and the Buai 

metaphysical in enabling the transfer of creative knowledge. While I sat next to Tangot and listened to 

him share his encounter with his Buai spirit, I tried very hard to imagine how this had happened. How 

would a man appear in a dream and pass on creative knowledge? How is creativity, power and 

knowledge transmitted in a dream? These are some of my unanswered questions as I remain in a 

constant state of awe, interpreting, understanding and making meaning of how this spiritual encounter 

generates knowledge and creativity.  
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My thoughts are further extended as Tangot mentions the value of dreams in enabling spiritual 

encounters. According to my dance research activities in Papua New Guinea, I have discovered that 

dreams are considered as empirical data and are part of our peoples’ indigenous epistemology (see 

2.3.7). In the case of Tangot’s experience, dreams are a significant part of the Buai practice, as they 

provide the space for spiritual transcendence and for receiving of knowledge to compose tangible and 

intangible artistic expressions (Aime, 2008; Enos, 1977; Eves, 1995, 1998; Tateyama, 2006).  

Tangot further states that learning takes place in a dream and needs immediate application to affect 

the creative spirit. Given my limited knowledge of the Buai, I extended Tangot’s interpretation of 

learning creativity through dreams and spiritual revelation to the concept of flow, to undertstand how 

indigenous creativity is generated through human consciousness and intuition (see 2.5). This is just 

one way of unpacking my understanding of the Buai practice and how it relates to other indigenous 

creativity and epistemological concepts.  

Burangat shares a personal insight of his learning experience: 

 

Sapos Buai nogat em mipla longlong ya…mipla no inap save how long lainim ol 

singsing, how long wokim ol samting blong singsing, ol bilas, ol babet…kainkain 

na yu mas save. Taim yu silip, dispela Buai em bai tokim yu, bai soim yu insait 

long screen o wanem. Bai yu lukim long nait, em nau yu lukim yu raitim long pepa, 

yu wokim. Em samting steret ya. 

 

 

 

I started seeing apparitions of the Buai spirit after initiation, the decorations of the 

different types of dances, costume, headdress, feathers, body paint, etc. were 

revealed in a dream. Everything is displayed on a screen. l see it at night, and then 

I write down exactly what I see on a paper. From there, I follow the instructions of 

the Buai spirit and do it.  
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Burangat reveals the process of learning creativity through apparitions. He discussed the significance 

of dreams in enabling ontological transmission of creative knowledge from the metaphysical that 

follows a pedagogical structure for learning. During the interview, I found Burangat’s personal account 

of his Buai experience intriguing. I have not encounterd such information relating to the composition of 

dance and creativity in collaboration with a metaphysical being over the last decade of researching 

Papua New Guinea’s indigenous dance forms.  

Although there are other ethnographic accounts of dance being associated with spirituality (see 

2.6.1), these accounts do not show clear processes of spiritual intervention in the transferrence of 

creativity and dance knowledge. As seen in Burangat's description, learning creativity is more than 

just acquiring and generating new dance knowledge, it is a communicative act between the Buai spirit 

and the Tena Buai which fosters holistic learning of "non-choreographic components such as 

expression, verbal utterances, props, costumes and social rules" (Giurchescu, 2001, pp.109-111).  

As a learning process, Burangat observed the revelation and documented every creative work 

revealed by the Buai spirit. The process described by Burangat is in depth and focuses on his creative 

learning experience. In addition, Wolffram’s (2018) account of his Buai initiation describes the spiritual 

encounter as a "blend of reality with imagination and altered state of consciousness” that only 

"deepened his undertstandings of Lak creative practice and spirituality" (p.17). While Wolffram's Buai 

experience is perceived through a non-indigenous lens, he refers to Buai supernatural process of 

learning creativity as an act of imagination (Eisner, 2002) relevant to utilising the learner's sensibilities 

and cognitive ability. Burangat's account shows as a lifelong learning process for him as an 

indigenous Tolai and Buai practitioner.  

Pitia further attests to his lifelong Buai learning experience as a practitioner for creativity and dance: 

Em sa kam yet long driman. I no long own save blong mi. Em sa kam yet long 

displa Buai yet em tokim mi olsem, yu mas wokim olsem. Na sampla taim sapos 

mi putim extra blo mi i go, em bai no nap kam gut.  
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This libung that I am teaching was revealed to me in a dream. I was shown the 

libung and told to follow the pattern and design of the dance. It is not done with my 

own knowledge. It comes from this Buai which tells me to do it this way. And 

sometimes when I put in extra movements from my own thoughts, the dance is not 

done well. 

Pitia stressed the structural order of dance existent within the Buai. He alluded to the Buai spirit as the 

master teacher, choreographer and giver of the dance knowledge. As I listened to Pitia explain his 

relationship with his Buai spirit, and how he relies upon the metaphysical direction to compose and 

choreograph his dance, I wondered deeply about how this is done. It is a complex place for me as a 

Papua New Guinean dance researcher who knows little about the collaborative activity between the 

human world and the supernatural in the creation of dance. Pitia's account draws significance to the 

epistemological value of Buai as an integral indigenous system for learning and applying new dance 

skills. The personal insight shared by Pitia extends Wolffram's (2018) description of Buai as the 

source for Lak dance and creativity. 

Pitia further presents a case for Tolai indigenous dance and creativity which follows a complex 

metaphysical system that is beyond Kaeppler's (1993) simplification of Papua New Guinea's dances 

as either "dances of impersonation and dances of participation" (p.62). The connection between 

dancers and a metaphysical realm expands the functions and experiences of dancers in a libung 

dance and other Tolai traditional dances (To’Liman-Turalir, 2018).  

An important function of the Buai is the retention of knowledge in sustaining Tolai indigenous dance 

and creativity. Taragau shares his experience in the use of the Buai na kodakodop: 

Buai we mi kisim long em, em wanpla kain buai…displa buai em blong opim mind 

blong man, tingting blong man na displa kodakodop we mi bin kisim long em, 

wanem man i bin givim long em na wanem singsing i bin kam wantem em, em 

olsem magnet ya…suwim tasol i kam na mi kisim pinis so ol i mekim dispela.  I 

nogat mun or wik i go bai yu traim long lainim samting, wanem kain man i lainim 

wanem kain danis na em singim tasol i kam, em het blong yu i op pinis. 
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The Buai I got is a type of Buai that opens the mind of people and helps memory. 

This Buai is the kodakodop. It works like a magnet and causes fast learning. It 

does not take long to learn a dance as our minds grasp it quickly. You hear the 

song sung and you got it. As I’ve said before, there are many kinds of Buai. Some 

Buai are good and some are bad, but the Buai that I was initiated into is for the 

composition and maintenance of traditional dances. These are dances belonging 

to our elderly who have died a long time ago. We can hold onto those dances 

because of the Buai na kodakodop. 

We were in Matupit village where the interview with Taragau took place. As Taragau explained the 

different types of Buai, I immediately realised that I had no knowledge of these Buai practices. 

Although being part of the Tolai community through my marital connection for the last 17 years, Buai 

was not a subject for discussion in any conversation. Particularly shocking for me was to learn from 

Taragau about the Buai na kodakodop and its metaphysical and pedagogical significance in the 

construction, teaching and learning of Tolai dance.  

The subject of dance as a knowledge system for preserving culture has been my area of interest in 

the study and documentation of Papua New Guinea dance (Faik-Simet, 2009). However, according to 

Taragau, Buai unpacks layers of epistemological understandings of dance as an ancestral 

pedagogical system for sustaining Tolai indigenous cultures across generations.  

Taragau testified as to the function of the Buai na kodakodop in retaining memory of present and past 

indigenous Tolai dances. According to his experience, the Buai na kodakodop does not only generate 

new dance knowledge but preserves it across generations through learning and practice. In addition, 

Tolai anthropologist Jacob Simet (1991) attests to the Buai na kodakodop's cognitive function in 

generating the learning of magic to sustain Tolai culture, creativity and indigenous ways of knowing 

and understanding.  

Reflecting upon Taragau’s description of the Buai na kodakodop and its holistic learning approach for 

dance, I tried to understand the metaphysical experience in relation to my Christian faith which 

focuses on learning to use the power of the Holy spirit. I see the Buai na kodakdop as a Tolai 

ritualistic process to engage with the supernatural for the learning and retention of cultural dance 

knowledge. Similar holistic learning approaches involving spirituality are practiced in other indigenous 
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contexts that utilise the human mind, body and soul to preserve and sustain ancestral knowledge (see 

2.3.5).  

While cognitive learning in indigenous contexts pursues a holistic approach, this form of learning 

challenges educational systems that compartmentalise spirituality as a separate, intellectual 

phenomenon (see 2.5). Furthermore, To’Liman-Turalir (2018) attests that the Buai enables effective 

cognitive activity for dance learning and preservation of Tolai indigenous knowledge and identity  

In summary, the Buai is pursued by Tena Buai to generate new dance knowledge and creativity. 

Accessing of the Buai knowledge leads to acquiring knowledge that belongs to the ancestral realm. 

Tena Buai believe that the Buai assists them to possess knowledge that belongs to their ancestors 

and deity. By possessing this knowledge, they can control and exercise creative power over others. 

This section discussed that attracting the creative spirit to enable composition of Tolai artistic 

expressions is a significant aim of the Buai induction. Not only do Tena Buai attract knowledge from 

the Buai metaphysical, they tend to seek the blessing as well. They believe that without the 

endorsement from the Buai spirit they are not able to create new art forms. The spiritual endorsement 

is done through dreams which are avenues that foster the intimate relationships between the Tena 

Buai and the Buai metaphysical. It is through dreams that creative knowledge to compose a song or 

dance is transferred and given to the Buai learner. 

In the final part of this section, an emphasis is placed on the significance of the Buai epistemology as 

an integral Tolai indigenous system for learning, preserving and applying new dance skills. Tena Buai 

refer to the Buai spirit as the master teacher and giver of the dance knowledge. Further to this, the 

Buai is undertaken to enhance cognitive ability to retain and keep past dance knowledge from the 

early generation to apply in the present.  

Cognitive learning within the Buai context pursues a holistic approach which ensures the continuity of 

Tolai traditions and knowledge systems. The Buai initiation is further examined in the next section as 

a systematic learning process for creativity. 

5.2.2 What are the initiation/learning processes of Buai? 
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According to Tena Buai and Buai initiates, there are many types of Buai acquired for different 

purposes; however, the process of initiation is the same. Tena Buai have reflected upon their practice 

which involves the consumption of Buai substances to enable spiritual and cognitive encounters (see 

2.7). I explore Buai initiation as a systematic, epistemological and ontological learning concept for 

acquiring and generating creative knowledge, guided by a socio-cultural approach for fulfilling human 

needs and cognition, as theorised by Scribner (1990).  

 

To rationalise Buai initiation as a cultural learning process, I examine Tena Buai initiates' personal 

experiences of undergoing initiation within the framework of cultural authorship (Brownlee, Farell, & 

Davis, 2012) and socio-cultural theory (Scribner, 1990). Tena Buais’ accounts are analysed according 

to their learning and personal intentions to acquire creative knowledge from the Buai metaphysical. 

Knowledge acquisition from the spiritual and ancestral realm is their main purpose of undergoing the 

Buai initiation.  

 

Given the secret rituals involved in the Buai initiation, the initiation is done in secluded areas and 

away from public space. Tena Buai collect and prepare certain herbs to give to the initiates to eat as 

part of the initial initiation process. Keta explains: 

 

It begins with what we call a Buai na kodakodop. Buai na kodakodop is given to a 

group of people who want to be initiated into the Buai society. So, the first thing 

that must be done is to be initiated into the Buai na kodakodop. A Buai na 

kodakodop prepares you for initiation. You eat the Buai na kodakodop to enable 

induction into the Buai society.  

 

Keta states the significance of the Buai na kodakodop for supporting the acquisition of Buai 

knowledge. According to Keta, the kodakodop is seen as a Tolai indigenous tool that prepares the 

Buai learner for initiation. Studies on the Buai have referred to the kodakodop as a form of Buai 

epistemology for creativity; however, its initial function to aid Buai learning through initiation has been 

overlooked (Wolffram, 2017). As Buai is a complex knowledge system, I wondered about the role of 

the Buai na kodakodop and its function in assisting the learning process of initiates. Although being 
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born and raised in Papua New Guinea, I have not experienced an initiation ritual that required me to 

consume certain substances to help me learn better. The Buai na kodakodop was a completely new 

learning phenomenon that I had to digest throughout my discussion with Keta.  

 

According to Keta, the Buai na kodakodop is part of the Tolai epistemology that aligns with Gegeo's 

(1998) perception of indigenous ways of knowing by an ethnic cultural group that innovates using 

indigenous knowledge systems. Keta asserts: "You eat the Buai na kodakodop to enable induction 

into the Buai." Keta further states: 

 

What comes after that, is a wer we i vaur vaba. You are directed to go into a 

secluded place called a taraiu or a maravot. A maravot or a taraiu is a secret place 

where people go into and are introduced into the society, a society which is 

spiritual.  

Keta describes the initiation as a sacred process which is done in isolation to connect the learner to 

the Buai metaphysical. Learning associated with the Buai is highly secretive as with the wider 

Melanesian culture that values sacred knowledge and spirituality (Sanga & Reynolds, 2020). Being a 

Papua New Guinean dance and cultural researcher, I have studied dance as part of a female initiation 

cereomony practiced by the Yangit people (Faik-Simet, 2014). However, the Buai initiation is beyond 

my human comprehension as it is heavily connected to the metaphysical. While engaging with Keta in 

this interview, my spirituality as a Christian and an indigenous Papua New Guinean woman has been 

challenged, as I reflected on some of my work, studying Papua New Guinea dance in schools which 

omit processes of spiritual induction (Faik-Simet, 2017). Keta stressed that, 

 

You got to be initiated into the secret place and be initiated into that society. The 

people with that knowledge and with everything they know, will give it to you and 

you will acquire it with tabu. 

 

Keta emphasised the value of initiation that enables the transference of knowledge. He stated that the 

main requirement of initiation involves the payment of tabu. Tabu is a Tolai indigenous currency that 

is used to purchase goods and services in East New Britain (see 2.7.4). Buai initiations require tabu 
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for the exchange of creative knowledge (Simet, 1991, 2012; Wolffram, 2017). This financial 

requirement is similar to learning that occurs in formal educational contexts that require the payment 

of tuition fees. Buai initiation follows that process of learning and is aimed at producing successful 

Tena Buai who become eligible members of the Buai society.  

 

Buai initiation is a highly spiritual process and its organising depends upon the competent knowledge 

of the Tena Buai. The Tena Buai leads this process and is responsible for invoking spiritual 

sanctification. Taragau explains how this is done: 

 

Ol i save long wanem spirit ol i singautim i go insait. Olsem taim yumi laik beten 

long kaikai, yumi singautim big man long blesim displa kaikai, em wainkain long 

displa we ol singautim wanem kain spirit long kam insait long displa Buai. 

 

 

Within the Buai and during preparation of the initiation process, the Tena Buai 

knows about this spirit. They prepare the Buai and invite that spirit. It is just like 

when we put food on the table and say a prayer to God to bless it. In doing this, 

we invite God’s spirit upon the food we eat. Similarly, the Tena Buai does that with 

the Buai but uses another spirit to come into the Buai. 

As Taragau explained, the Tena Buai has a relationship with the supernatural and knows the Buai 

spirit. When I heard Taragau speaking about the role of Tena Buai in seeking spiritual blessing upon 

the Buai rituals, I immediately made the connection between the Buai practice and Christianity. I 

began to undertstand how Christianity coexisted alongside the indigenous belief systems of my 

people. For some, like my Yangoru culture, Christianity has had a big impact and thus changed many 

things and resulted in the cultural genocide of important indigenous systems such as initiations. 

Taragau’s description tells me that Tena Buai are aware of who God is and the power he holds that 

can be available for human use. We have to seek God to access that power and knowledge, and that 

is the purpose of the Buai initiation.  
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Moreover, studies on the Buai have revealed that this indigenous knowledge system has appropriated 

the Christian faith because of its highly metaphysical practice (Nachman, 1981; To’Liman – Turalir, 

2018). The coexistence of Christianity and indigenous belief systems and the seeking of spiritual 

involvement is a way of life for many indigenous communities (see 2.3.5). Indigenous knowledge 

systems and ways of knowing that involve spirituality have alluded to a divine source that gives 

knowledge and power for things on earth, thus have compared this to the Christian faith and God 

(Marsden, 1992).   

The Buai practice operates on the same principle; however, it has a deeper reverence to its ancestral 

deities (To’Liman-Turalir, 2018). Although this is seen to be the case, there are earlier references of 

the Buai integrating Christianity and God's divinity into their practice (Nachman, 1981). It is within this 

practice that Tena Buai have been entrusted the responsibility to act as mediums between the Buai 

physical and metaphysical worlds to ensure the continuity of spiritual power to its inititates (see 2.7.6).   

In contrast to women and children’s participation in the Buai, Burangat suggests that men’s initiation 

is much more involved, and the process is highly spiritual. He gives a brief insight: 

Yumi mas go insait pastem long Buai, yumi mas kaikai Buai. Em ol ya i save putim 

long bet na bai yu kaikai. Yu choosim wanpla Buai. Planti Buai…olsem long side 

blong mipla ol man long taraiu. Em no samting blong ol meri. Nau bai yu kaikai 

Buai nau i go i go hamas mun nau em ol samting bai kamap. Bai yu lukim na bai 

yu kamapim nau ol bilas blo ol malagene na ol singsing em long displa ol 

malagene. 

 

 

They usually put the Buai on a platform and we select each one and eat in 

secrecy. You select one Buai. There is more than one prepared for us men in the 

taraiu. It is not prepared for women. We eat the Buai and after some months, we 

see apparitions and revelations from the metaphysical showing us the dance, song 

and its costumes and how to make them.  
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Buai consumption is a key part of the initiation process, and, as Burangat described, the Buai 

substances are displayed and are selected by initiates. The types of Buai prepared are only for men 

and are aimed at acquiring supernatural power for male secret rituals (see 2.7.5). According to 

Burangat, consuming the Buai substance enables the chances of having a spiritual encounter and to 

receive from the metaphysical the knowledge to choreograph dance, compose music, construct 

dance costumes and make magic.  

As described by Burangat, the Buai initiation is a gendered activity when it involves male secret rituals 

that restrict the participation of woman. In other cases, female Buai initiate Burbur states that Buai is 

also an inclusive activity and can be undertaken by men, women, young people and children. Some 

initiations do not follow a process but involve mixing Buai substances with food and giving them to 

initiates during family meals. Women and children can be inducted into the Buai this way. Burbur 

explains: 

Mipla bin stap antap long Rainatum na pupu blo mi bin wokim wanpla bikpla ku 

osem kokonas i bin wokim na mixim wantem rice na mipla kaikai wantem banana 

so mipla sidaun antap na mipla kaikai. Mipla kaikai nau, osem mama em kaikai 

bikpla steret na mipla olsem mipla kisim ol liklik liklik tasol.  Olsem na mama i bin 

kisim bikpla na em save go pas long danis. 

 

The Buai na kodakodop I took was the first for me. I got it from my grandmother 

who was a Tena Buai. She passed on this Buai to my mother and now onto me. 

We were living at Rainatum with my grandmother, and she prepared a big ku and 

mixed it with the Buai substances and rice. She gave it to us to eat with banana. 

My mother had a bigger portion of it while I had just a little. As a result, my mother 

became a leader in traditional dance. It was only when she was getting old that I 

took over from her. 

Burbur’s initiation into the Buai was unintentional. She explained that she had inherited it unknowingly 

while living with her grandmother. Since Burbur’s grandmother and mother were Tena malagene and 

custodians of their clan’s dance, they had to pass on their Buai and dance knowledge to Burbur so 
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she can continue the practice into the next generation. According to Burbur, many women get initiated 

this way without having to go to secluded areas to have an encounter with the supernatural.   

As I listened to Burbur’s Buai initiation experience, I recalled being part of the kunubak ritual which 

was organised by Burbur for women performing the patete dance. Burbur prepared special herbs 

which involved Buai na kodakodop and gave it to the women to eat at night before they danced at the 

balabalaguan mortuary ceremony the next day. I was part of that experience and felt a bit strange that 

day but as I returned to this interview with Burbur, I began to understand that dance has become an 

avenue for many women to be inducted into the Buai.  

Furthermore, as a Papua New Guinean woman scholar, I extend my interpretation of Burbur’s Buai 

initiation experience to other studies I have sighted on women’s active participation as custodians and 

procreators of indigenous knowledge in their role as mothers, sisters, daughters and in-laws in 

initiation ceremonies in Papua New Guinea (Faik-Simet, 2004). In the case of the Buai, women have 

taken the role as Tena Buai and were instrumental in the regeneration of Tolai art and creativity 

involving dance (To’Liman-Turalir, 1995, 2018). The scenario presented by Burbur illustrates the 

gendered role of Buai initiation which is inclusive of both men and women in dance leadership.  

In summary, this section examined the Buai phenomenon as a learning process for initiates who 

undergo Buai initiation to acquire and transfer creative knowledge across generations. Tena Buai's 

perceptions of the Buai initiation was explored to uncover the complex process involved in accessing 

Tolai indigenous knowledge through initiation. Traditional transactions involving the purchase of Buai 

knowledge with the local tabu currency maintains the resilient identity of the Tolai, strenghthened by 

Buai initiation.  

In further exploring Buai initiation as an educational process, the next section analyses learning 

undertaken by Tena Buai which are guided by certain rules and regulations. 

5.2.3 What are its regulations? 
 

Tena Buai/initiates have discussed their experiences of adhereing to cultural rules governing Buai 

initiation. As a systematic practice for Buai knowledge acquisition, cultural regulations are "conceptual 
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and procedural" (Billett, 1996, p.265) and grounded in a socio-cultural learning framework, guided by 

educational, economic and familial/social protocols. 

This section highlights regulations that guide the Buai initiation process and the codes of ethics in 

place for initiates to observe prior, during and after the initiation process. The importance of 

transaction using tabu is a further point of discussion. The rules for initiation are set by the Tena Buai 

who ensures that they are followed according to the expectation of the Buai. These rules do not 

guarantee successful outcomes, but adherence to set protocols is essential. Taragau explained: 

Insait long Buai, i gat ol rules i stap. Husait i go pas long Buai bai tokim yu olsem, 

displa noken wokim, displa noken wokim. Sapos yu kisim Buai na yu brukim 

wanpla liklik hap, ol warkurai that ol husait ol i givim, yu no behainim na yu wokim 

hait, em bai soim ples klia yet. Yu no nap long kisim wanpla samting long em, 

because yu yet yu asua long em. 

 

 

There are certain rules that apply in the Buai. For the Buai spirit to work in you, 

you must observe these rules. When you eat the Buai you must stay for one week 

in isolation in the bush. You must sleep in the bush and you are allowed to eat 

only certain foods. You are not allowed to drink ordinary water but only the special 

one prepared for you by the Tena Buai. You have to sleep on your own mat and 

not share with others. Also, you are not to share your food with others within that 

period. If you break one of these rules, you will not experience the Buai spirit at 

work in you.  

As emphasised by Taragau, all rules set by Tena Buai for the initiation process must be followed and 

applied to ensure successful completion of the initiation process. Initiation ceremonies in Melanesia 

and the wider Pacific context involving spirituality are guided by certain codes of ethics which are 

aimed at honouring the metaphysical world (Gegeo, 1998; Lutkehaus & Roscoe, 1995). I understood 

this according to my Christian faith, where I follow certain rules when I fast and pray to God for a 

miracle. Tak Bhana (2015) clearly explained the supernatural power of fasting and prayer as a direct 

petition to God to meet one’s needs. Having been grounded in my Christian belief of who God is, I 
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relate my divine experience to the Buai to understand such cultural protocols that are set to draw 

spiritual intervention.  

As Tolais and Papua New Guineans, Buai practitioners like Taragau are part of a larger indigenous 

community in Melanesia who adhere to certain cultural rules that cause them to have a metaphysical 

experience (Gesch, 2007). Ethnographic studies on music and dance in Papua New Guinea have 

observed that there is "interaction between the world of spirits and that of humans" (Niles, 2001, 

pp.308-314), whereby humans appease and live according to the expectation of the metaphysical 

world. In the case of the Buai, Taragau warned that "if you break one of these rules, you will not 

experience the Buai spirit at work in you." 

Without proper observation of the regulations governing the process, initiates cannot acquire the Buai 

knowledge and power. It is important to note here that the Tena Buai controls this process and will 

know if something is not done right.     

Following on from here is a key requirement that is part of the regulation for the Buai initiation 

process. This involves the payment of tabu. Kakia describes how this is done: 

Sapos mipla kaikai Buai na kodakodop em mipla save baim ya, baim long wanpla 

param tabu. Em olsem long pulim spirit blo em. Mipla baim olsem diwai blo em 

mipla kisim em bai spirit blo em bai i kam. Ol mangi i kaikai em bai spirit i stap 

insait long em. 

 

 

We pay with tabu before undergoing Buai initiation. You don’t acquire the Buai just 

like that. You must pay with tabu to attract the Buai spirit. So, we pay one param 

tabu to the Tena Buai. Some pay two param, some pay five param depending on 

the Tena Buai.  

Payment of tabu is important to the potency of the Buai. This potency links back to the involvement of 

the spiritual element in the Buai substances that is consumed by initiates (Epstein, 1992; Paraide, 

2015; Simet, 1991). So, by rule, each initiate must pay two or five fathoms of tabu to the Tena Buai 

before undergoing the initiation process (see Fig. 20). Without payment, the initiate will not acquire 
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the Buai knowledge (see 2.7.4). As I listened to Kakia explain the significance of tabu to Buai 

initiation, I became more aware of my lack of knowledge of tabu and its metaphysical function. 

Although I have been involved in my in-law’s many traditional ceremonies that involved the distrubtion 

of tabu, my study on the Buai has led me to explore tabu and its deeper connection to the 

supernatural world.  

 

Figure 20.  Tabu on display at Tamtavul, Wairiki village. September 2021.  

 

Moreover, the requirement of tabu in Buai initiations fosters wider recognition and support from family 

and kin relations. Tabu are usually amassed together by the initiate’s maternal uncle(s), and this is 

part of the cultural protocol for Buai initiation. Keta explained:   

You go in there with the approval of your maternal uncles. That is because your 

relatives want you to be initiated into the Buai society. They approve of it and 

support you by giving tabu for the initiation. 
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The role of maternal uncles prior to initiation is pivotal as their support to the initiate signifies the 

initiate’s link to his or her mother’s clan. Maternal uncles' roles in any initiation ceremony in Papua 

New Guinea are pivotal (Faik-Simet, 2014; Moutu, 2013). According to Keta, a maternal uncle’s role is 

influential in gathering support from other family members who contribute tabu to the initiate. By 

amassing tabu, the family show support and value the initiate’s educational pursuit for Buai 

knowledge. Keta's explanation illustrates the pursuit of indigenous knowledge as communal and 

supported by kin relations and valued by the wider community (see 2.3.4). 

To further understand the significant role of maternal uncles in the Buai initiation process, I draw from 

my Yangoru cultural experience, which strenghthens my connection to my mother’s brothers from 

birth. It is a cultural obligation that when I reach womanhood, my father’s family and his kin must 

make some form of payment to my mother’s brothers and their children to honour that maternal bond. 

However, this was not done immediately as I lived outside of my village setting and in the city. It was 

in 2008 after the birth of my two children that I returned to Yangoru together with my husband to 

complete this cultural obligation to my maternal family. It is a reciprocal relationship and requires the 

ongoing support of my maternal uncles in every pursuit of my life’s endeavours. So, the relationship 

between a child and their maternal kin is pivotal in any Papua New Guinea ceremonial situation but 

more significant in initiation involving rites of passage (Lutkehaus & Roscoe, 1995). 

In the Buai context, and according to Keta, Buai initiates must be supported by their immediate and 

external maternal family. As  Keta explained, an initiate is endorsed by his or her family to undergo 

the initiation process. The Tena Buai giving the Buai does not maintain a selection criterion of talent. 

Main requirement for the Buai initiation is the payment of tabu by initiates, which is seen as a 

commercial enterprise. Financial support is then given through family and extended clan members 

who contribute tabu to the initiate to pay for the Buai knowledge. It is a gesture that symbolises family 

collaboration and participation in an individual’s pursuit for Buai knowledge.  

 

Extending beyond the initiation setting, Kakia further spoke of his experience of applying Buai creative 

knowledge according to certain regulations: 

Mi behainim papa blo mi stret, Tura davai so papa i kisim long Tavuiliu na em 

givim mipla. Em displa Tena Buai Turarung, mipla behainim dialect blo papa nau 
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na papa em dialect blo Tavuiliu. Mipla no save behainim singsing nating nating 

nogat, mas behainim dialect blo Buai. 

 

 

My father initiated me into his Buai. So, my father Tura Davai got this Buai from a 

place called Tavuiliu and gave it to us. He got this from the Tena Buai turarung.  

We follow that Buai turarung and the dialect that comes from Tavuiliu. We don’t 

just follow any type of dance; we follow the dialect of the Buai.  

 

After being initiated into his father’s Buai turarung, Kakia’s dance compositions must follow the dialect 

of this particular Buai. In his case, the Buai was given to him by his father who got the Buai turarung 

from Tavuiliu. Hence, all his dance compositions and songs must connect to Tavuiliu and the Buai 

turarung through the dialect. In this situation, social/familial protocol is observed by Kakia, and this 

portrays the indigenous value of Buai practice being regulated by family lineages.  

 

As I listened to Kakia emphasising the significance of dialect in a song and dance performance that 

connects family lineage, I immediately realised that the Buai is not only about dance, creativity and 

the metaphysical, but it also fosters a strong sense of belonging and cultural identity amongst Tena 

Buai and their family, clan and extended kin relations. By following his Buai’s cultural protocol, Kakia 

sustains his Tolai indigenous identity which is embodied in his dance. Like other Papua New Guinean 

indigenous dance cultures, cultural identity is of greater importance in connecting people to places, 

families and histories (see 2.6.1). My exploration of the Buai has unpacked the significance of dance 

and its wider genealogical connection.  

 

By upholding the rules in place for the Buai practice, initiates can continue to receive new knowledge 

from the supernatural world to enhance their physical knowledge and skill. As expressed in this 

section, rules govern the existence of Buai practice during initiation and follow educational, economic 

and familial/social protocols. These protocols add meaning to why it is valued. The next section 

discusses insights by Tena Buai and how they value their practice.   
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5.2.4 How are Tena Buai and their Buai valued? 
 

As a systematic pursuit for Buai knowledge, I examine Tena Buai and Buai initiates’ lifetime 

commitment to learning from a Heideggerian perspective, which focuses on their existential being, 

ways of knowing and understanding, and ontological ways of making meaning and valuing their 

learning systems of practice. I analyse Tena Buais’ learning experiences within a cultural-authorship 

and socio-cultural framework (Edwards, 2003) that supports a holistic approach to learning relevant to 

a Tolai and Papua New Guinea context. Tena Buai and Buai initiates’ learning process rationalises 

Buai educational concept as an existentialist knowledge endeavour and a lifetime learning 

commitment that is valued within its educational, social, economic and cultural context. 

Reflections of Tena Buai and Buai initiates have drawn attention to the benefits of their Buai learning 

experiences as fulfilling and rationalising the continuity of the practice. Their views and practice 

project the value of the Buai as an important source for cultural regeneration, identity and lifelong 

purpose. It emphasises moral choices of Tena Buais’ experiences as educational processes of 

learning.  

Although the Buai is used widely for its cultural, social and economic gains, it is also recognised for 

both its good and bad properties. When Buai knowledge is acquired, it is believed that both good and 

bad powers are received by each Tena Buai, and the Buai control their practice. They are believed to 

have the ability to destroy, kill and bring bad luck to people or they can choose to support individuals 

for cultural enrichment, prosperity and healthy livelihood.  

An example of a valued practice of the Buai is the creative skill to compose songs and dances.  

Tangot attested to this:  

Em interest blo mi long dispela olsem long Tena Buai, interest blo mi, mi lukim em 

gutpela long mi long wanem mi holim dispela samting kalsa, na soim ol man ken 

long peles, nau ol man ol i holim na ol I behainim mi ken. 
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I have the creative spirit of my Buai and have initiated others into it. They have 

received my Buai's spirit to compose traditional songs and dances for ceremonial 

occasions and for the sacred tubuan dances, too. So, that is my interest as a Tena 

Buai. I see this as a good thing because I hold onto my culture and at the same 

time show people in the village. The people then take it and follow me. 

By initiating others into the Buai, Tangot was able to transfer the Buai creative knowledge 

oftcomposing ceremonial songs and dances to others. Tangot attests that creativity is inspired by the 

Buai metaphysical and used for the creation of both sacred and secular art forms. By engaging in the 

Buai creative practice, Tangot engages in Tolai cultural regeneration and preservation.  

 

Cultural regeneration and transference of creative knowledge is an inherent way of life for many 

indigenous communities (see 2.3.5). According to Tangot, learning creativity is a holistic process that 

integrates spirituality as a main force that supports his cultural leadership and continuity of Tolai 

indigenous and artistic heritage. 

 

Furthermore, Keta discussed the Buai as a valuable source for cultural identity: 

In our tradition and culture, the Buai is valued because it is life. The life that we 

live, has meaning. It’s all to do with the Tolai way of life because everything that 

we do in our cultures and traditions has meaning. And the meaning is what we do, 

like the dances, the feastings and the way we live; the initiation, the matamatam, 

the namata or the warkukul. We value them because it is the way we live; it is the 

identification we have as Tolai. 

Keta rationalised the Buai learning concept as part of a wider Tolai ceremonial life that generates 

cultural meaning, preservation of Tolai indigenous identity and social values. Keta projected a 

postcolonial view (Tuhiwai-Smith, 2012), drawing significance to the Buai practice as a significant 

cultural learning concept that is integral to the life of the Tolai people’s identity, ways of knowing, 

doing and being.  

Keta’s account contrasts with the Eurocentric perception of the Tolai people who are said to preserve 

a past culture, as discussed by Martin (2009). Keta asserted that by participation in the Buai and the 
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associated ceremonies, Tolai identity is strengthened as a living cultural phenomenon across 

generations.  

As a living phenomenon, Buai has become an integral part of Tena Buai’s lives. Many have made a 

lifelong commitment to its practice. Pitia reflected on his experience: 

Mi gat sampla ol herbs, diwai mi sa kisim na givim long ol man taim ol i sik. I gat ol 

kainkain Buai tasol bubu man blo mi i tok displa tupla Buai bai stap wantem mi 

inap mi dai. Sampla ol man kam tokim mi long stop na tanim bel na lusim nau ol 

displa samting ya. Osem bai mi tok, em tru em ol pasin blo bipo tasol em God i bin 

creatim ol long hamamasim bodi blo yumi. Laif blo mi orait, mi save long God.    

 

 

I have the knowledge of treating the sick. I give herbs to people when they are 

sick. There are different kinds of Buai, but the two Buai that were given to me by 

my grandfather are the Buai Toinara and Buai na konom. My grandfather told me 

to keep these two Buai until I die. I will not end this because this Buai awakens me 

to create more of these things. Only death will put an end to this. Some people 

have come and told me to stop and change my life and leave this thing. I tell them 

that it is true that these are things from the past, but God created them for us to 

enjoy in our human life. My life is okay, I know God. 

According to Pitia, Buai practice is a lifetime learning commitment and a gift from God that generates 

new skills and knowledge. When Pitia told me that he knows God, I was at ease as I felt a connection 

between his metaphysical Buai experience and my Christian perception of God and divinity. As a 

herbalist, Pitia relies upon his Buai that was given to him by his grandfather to cure illness. Relating 

this to my Christian faith, I pray to God to heal any sickness I have and so I tried to understand Pitia’s 

metaphysical healing powers according to my divine experience. As I engaged with Pitia, I discovered 

that the Buai is a multifaceted knowledge system, and such knowledge involving medicine and 

healing are specifically inherited from the older generation through their Buai. Simet (1991) 

rationalises this intergenerational process of knowledge transference and learning as a lifetime 

"profession" undertaken by the Tena Buai in constant engagement with his Buai (p.140).  
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Having attained the qualification from his grandfather to practice Buai, Pitia is an apprentice who has 

to regenerate and learn new knowledge every time he has an encounter with his Buai. It is a lifelong 

Buai learning experience that is common in indigenous education contexts (see 2.3.4). According to 

Pitia, both good and bad powers of the Buai are acquired by the Tena Buai, and they decide the kind 

of powers they want to practice. Pitia further highlighted:  

Sampla Buai olsem Buai iniet blo bagarapim ol man, kilim ol man. Displa ol kain 

Buai ya em mi nogat. Mi gat ol gutpla tasol blo niupla danis. 

 

 

Some Buai like the Buai iniet is taken to kill or destroy another person’s life. I don’t 

have that kind of Buai. I only have the good Buai for creating new dances. 

As Pitia was telling me about the good and bad powers of the Buai, I immediately interpreted this 

practice according to my biblical understanding of what is good and what is evil. I recalled a verse in 

the bible, Genesis 2:9, where God placed “a tree in the garden of Eden that gives knowledge of what 

is good and what is bad” and related this tree to the Buai practice. I did not want to be seen as being 

judgemental as I was an outsider to the Buai culture and had limited knowledge of its function.  

However, given its metaphysical activity, I could only relate this to my understanding of God as the 

supreme metaphysical being.   

Pitia went on to express in the interview that possessing the Buai knowledge is a challenge because 

of the power that emanates from it, that can cause blessings or destruction to human life. He claimed 

that he only draws the creative power from his Buai to compose new dances. He further adds that it is 

a lifelong learning process for Tena Buai who must make moral choices for their practice. 

 Burangat shared his experience: 

I gat ol narapela kain Buai blong kilim ol lain. Sapos yu choosim rait Buai, yu bai 

orait tasol sapos yu pikim nogut Buai, yu bai bagarap. Sampela ol lain save kisim 

Buai blong bagarapim and kilim laif blong ol man. Dispela Buai mi kaikai long New 

Ireland i narakain long Buai mi kisim long Rabaul, em laikim mi long wokim ol 

nogut samting tasol. Mi save lukim ol nogut spirit i save kam long mi na givim mi 
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tingting blong kilim man, tasol mi les long behainim dispela Buai. Taim mi kam bek 

long Rabaul, mi go lukim wanpela arapela Tena Buai long rausim dispela nogut 

Buai long mi. Mi les long spirit blong dispela Buai long wok long mi. 

 

 

There are certain types of Buai to kill people. If you choose the right Buai, you are 

lucky. Sometimes some people choose the Buai for witchcraft to harm others and 

destroy life. This Buai I ate in New Ireland is so different from the one I took in 

Rabaul, it wants me to do bad things. The power it reveals is to kill people, but I do 

not want to practice that. When I returned to Rabaul, I sought help from another 

Tena Buai to give me some special herbs so I can get rid of this Buai. I don’t want 

the spirit of this Buai to work in me. 

 

In this account, Burangat testified that the kind of Buai he consumed gave him the power to bring 

destruction upon human life. In his struggle to comprehend the practices associated with his Buai, he 

admitted the misfortune involved which he believed has caused him to be ill. Although a Tena Buai, 

Burangat attested to the ongoing dilemma faced with the decision to hold onto destructive powers or 

to let it go. Past research conducted on the Buai focused on its ritual and creative power without much 

consideration to Tena Buais’ learning experiences and personal challenges (see 2.7). According to 

Burangat, Tena Buai are lifelong learners of the Buai culture who can apply the Buai knowledge or 

unlearn it based on their own circumstances. 

Burangat’s account of his Buai experience frightened me, particularly to learn of its destructive powers 

and how this has tormented Burangat’s life. His conviction led him to refuse to keep the knowledge 

given by the spirit of the Buai that he consumed in New Ireland. He looked terrified while he shared 

his experience, which I have not seen expressed by other Tena Buai in this study. As part of my 

Christian faith, I felt the urge to pray for Burangat and asked him if this was possible. To my surprise, 

he agreed, so I prayed with him for his healing and to be liberated from all oppression. At the end of 

the prayer, I saw tears run down from Burangat’s eyes. From that moment, I knew that there was so 

much going on in his Buai world which was beyond my human comprehension, and he needed God 

for his solace.  
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This scenario presents similar situations experienced by other Tena Buai as they are faced with good 

or bad choices on how they practice their Buai. It is all part of their lifelong Buai learning process. 

Keta further attested: 

Once everything is done, then we eat certain things and will start to see 

apparitions. You will have contact with them, you will start to interact with them 

now, and it’s up to you to either accept or deny. 

According to Keta, the Buai experience enables Tena Buai to fully absorb a whole spectrum of 

knowledge from the supernatural through apparitions. Keta stated that spiritual interaction is an 

ongoing learning process for Tena Buai which involves personal decisions of acceptance or rejection 

of Buai practice.  

Moral and personal choices of Buai practice are influenced by the Buai epistemological system which 

gives meaning to Tolai indigenous ways of knowing and rationality. Buai practice is integral to the 

cultural regeneration and identity of Tolai heritage. Therefore, Buai encapsulates a wider practice of 

Tolai culture, spirituality and ways of knowing. A further overview of Buai as part of a larger Tolai 

knowledge system is discussed in the next section. 

5.3 Buai is part of a bigger Tolai indigenous knowledge system 
 

This section explores Buai as a systematic and pedagogical practice that is part of a wider Tolai 

knowledge system. To understand the complexity of Buai, I draw on Tena Buai and Buai initiates’ 

interpretations of how their Buai initiation experience impacts on their Tolai indigenous identity and 

ways of knowing, learning, understanding and doing. I further contend that the Buai pedagogical 

knowledge system is integral to a whole indigenous Tolai worldview that is experienced by Tena Buai 

and Buai initiates.  

To get a deeper understanding of the Buai as part of a larger Tolai indigenous knowledge system, I 

examine Tena Buai and Buai initiates’ encounters in a wider Tolai socio-cultural context. Particularly, I 

discuss in each sub-section accounts of Tena Buai and Buai initiates’ Buai practice that connect to 

economics, religion/spirituality, maintaining ancestral knowledge, connection to land, connection to 

people/kin, education, medicine and protection/security.  
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5.3.1 Economics 
 

Tabu has been used by the Tolai people for many generations as legal tender for the exchange of 

goods and ceremonial transactions. It is little nassa shells strung onto lengths of cane (Fig.19). Its 

value has been significant through its distribution in occasions involving mortuary, marriage and other 

ceremonial events. Each tabu is measured for its value in fathoms. Tabu is very important to the Buai 

initiation process as its transaction connects initiates to the supernatural. 

 

Figure 21. Tabu shell money on display during a mortuary ceremony, Mat upit village  

 

This section discusses the economic and cultural value of tabu according to Tena Buais ’ experiences.  

It examines the significance of tabu transaction during initiation and the purchase of Tolai traditional 

dance. Further discussion highlights the role of tabu in the distribution among kin and its symbolic 

gesture in commemorating personal achievements.  
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Taragau explained the use of tabu in Buai initiation: 

Mi baim wan param tabu pastem na mi kism Buai. 

 

 

I paid tabu to be initiated into the Buai. When we were initiated into the Buai, we 

paid one fathom each of tabu.  

 

As Taragau explained the significance of tabu in the Buai initiation and described the local Tolai 

measurement of “one fathom,” I was amazed at how such local economic transactions can still be 

maintained, while in most parts of Papua New Guinea, the use of traditional money in ceremonies is 

replaced with the modern currency of kina and toea. 

In addition, Taragau states the importance of tabu for the exchange of Buai knowledge. The use of 

tabu is an integral part of the Buai initiation and illustrates the resilience of the Tolai people in 

maintaining its functions in their contemporary society despite the historical suppression of 

colonisation (Tuhiwai-Smith, 2012).   

Pitia illustrateed further the significance of tabu in the purchase of dance:  

Displa lastpla libung mi bin lainim ya, em ol i baim long 10 param. 5 param long 

danis, na narapla 5 param em blong dressing blo em. Long paint long lek blo em, 

kam long pur, behain i go long tokatokoi. 

 

 

This libung dance I taught was bought for ten fathoms of tabu. Five fathoms were 

for the actual dance and the other five fathoms were for the body accessories and 

paint, dance costumes the pur and the tokatokoi. 
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According to Pitia, the libung dance is his creative work and must be purchased with tabu. He 

evaluates each dance property for exchange with tabu. I found it fascinating how Pitia measures the 

aesthetic composition of each dance property against the value of tabu. My understanding of dance in 

relation to the Yangoru lomo is a communal traditional performance that allows for wider participation 

and is not commercialised. However, as stated by Pitia, Tolai dances are the possession of Tena Buai 

who can transfer their dance composition to other persons through the exchange of tabu. 

Tipia’s explanation of tabu and its economic role in the purchase of Tolai dance reveals issues of 

ownership over his intellectual property, involving his tangible and intangible creative knowledge. The 

practice of tabu as a ritual object used for economic transaction of dance associated with Buai is 

deeply associated with Tena Buai’s ownership and transfer of dance knowledge (see 2.7.3). Even 

after the dance is performed, family members of the dancers distribute tabu to them to show their 

appreciation (see Fig. 22).    
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Figure 22 . Tabu distributed to dancers after the  performance. Tamtavul, Wairiki 

village. September 2021.   

Ownership of dance knowledge is linked to the distribution of tabu among kinship relations. Burbur 

shared her experience of the distribution of tabu: 

Wanpla erip na tambu olsem wanpla tenpla param ya ol givim mi okay mi bai 

tingim ol sista because em blo mipla olgeta long clan blo mipla. Ol man bai mi no 

nap tingim ol, ol meri tasol. 

 

 

I lead the dance according to the way I want it to be performed, and if people want 

this dance showcased at their ceremony, they pay tabu to me before they can use 

it. So, they pay ten fathoms. Upon receiving the tabu, I then distribute to other 

sisters of my mother’s clan.  
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As a custodian of the dance knowledge, Burbur explained the function of tabu in the relationship 

between individual and communal ownership of Tolai dance. According to Burbur, individual 

ownership of dance is determined by the custodian's choreographic and artistic skills. In addition, 

Burbur emphasised that Tolai dance is a commodity, and its performance is authorised by the 

exchange of tabu. The user rights in indigenous Tolai dance practice aligns with the western concept 

of copyright, however, the western composer claims full "authorship" while creative works associated 

with the Buai can be for communal “dissemination" (Wolffram, 2010, pp.183-184). As Burbur stated, 

tabu distribution to members of her maternal kin is a significant way of acknowledging clan and 

communal ownership in dance.   

In summary, the role of tabu is beyond initiation requirements. It is used as legal tender for the 

purchase of dance and Tena Buai’s creative art works and knowledge. It is a Tolai indigenous object 

that has multiple roles which are not limited to its economic and cultural use.  

To further understand the broader connections of Buai to Tolai epistemology, the next section 

explores spirituality within the Tolai belief system. It discusses Tena Buai’s experiences of engaging 

with spirituality as part of their Buai practice.    

 

5.3.2 Religion/spirituality 
 

The Buai system is an integral part of the Tolai cosmology, which is highly spiritual. Tolai belief 

systems maintain strong connection to the metaphysical and are grounded in Buai practice. These 

belief systems influence various social, cultural and religious activities undertaken by the Tolai.  

This section accentuates the wider perception of Tolai spirituality connected to Buai initiation. It 

discusses spirituality as a lived experience by Tena Buai and the relationship between human and the 

Buai metaphysical world. Further discussion looks at the impacts of Buai on religion. Given the deep 

spiritual connection the Tolai have to their cosmological world, they have used the Buai epistemology 

to adapt other forms of faith such as Christianity. Taragau explained: 
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Spirit olsem matana kaia ol i singautim na kam tromoi antap long buai. Olsem mi 

tok, buai i no wankain. I gat buai we mipla kisim long displa man but the very 

important thing insait long displa buai, em ol i kolim buai na kodakodop. 

 

 

The spirit can be from somewhere else and can be sourced by the Tena Buai. The 

spirit such as the Kaia or deity which they call to come. 

 

Taragau established the coexistence among the Tena Buai and the Buai metaphysical. He stated the 

significant role of Tena Buai as mediums who harness the power of spiritual beings. As Taragau 

discussed Tena Buais’ act by attracting supernatural power, I immediately wondered about the kinds 

of spirits that were summoned. I was tempted to ask Taragau about these spirits, but I hesitated given 

the Buai protocols that restrict the discussion of such culturally sensitive information.    

Knowledge of the Buai is possessed by the Tena Buai, whose responsibility it is to maintain their 

relationship with the Buai supernatural world. Burangat spoke of his relationship with the Buai spirit: 

Spirit blong Buai i soim mi planti samting tumas. Ino blong ol samting blong danis 

tasol. Taim mi bin kaikai Buai, mi bin wokim planti niupela samting. Mi no save, mi 

save behainim tasol spirit blong Buai. Em save soim mi long hao long wokim ol 

samting. Mi save wetim em long kamap long mi. Em i olsem tisa blong mi. 

 

 

The Buai spirit reveals many things to me apart from just dance. Since my 

initiation into the Buai, I have been able to create many new things. I don’t know, I 

just do it according to the way the Buai spirit instructs me. I wait for the revelation 

from the spirit, it is like my teacher.   

 

As a Tena Buai, Burangat asserted the personal relationship with the Buai spirit who gives instruction 

for the creation of new art works. Burangat highlighted the ontological and epistemological process of 
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learning creativity that is led by the Buai metaphysical. I wondered as to how the Buai spirit teaches 

Burangat to create new things. As an outsider, this will always remain a mystery for me. Burangat 

claimed that he can only generate new works if he gets a revelation from his Buai spirit. He further 

affirmed that creative knowledge lies in the Buai metaphysical and is only made available through 

initiation.  

 

In the wider Papua New Guinean contexts, initiation ceremonies enable the connection between 

humans and the supernatural world (see 2.6.1). In the case of Buai initiation, the aquisition and 

generating of new knowledge for creativity is an ongoing learning process undertaken by Tena Buai 

such as Burangat. It is an indigenous epistemological process for creativity that is prevalent in some 

indigenous communities (Hart 2007; Kishebakabaykwe 2010; Marsden 1992; Royal 2005).  

 

Moreover, Buai initiation forges intimacy between Tena Buai and the Buai metaphysical. Kakia further 

shared an insight into his experience:  

Nau long avinun mi kaikai Buai, nau yet long nait mi lukim Buai spirit. Even mi 

wokabaut tasol, samting ya mi lukim pinis tasol bai mi no inap tok aut.  

 

 

I ate the Buai this afternoon and then during the same night I saw the Buai spirit. 

Even when I am walking, I can see the spirit in human form but will not tell others 

who are there with me. 

According to Kakia's experience, the Buai practice is a private matter between him and the Buai 

metaphysical. In this scenario, Kakia discussed Buai spirituality as a living phenomenon that is 

embedded in everyday human activity. Kakia presented another dimension of spirituality as a lived 

human experience that deepens Kishebakabaykwe’s (2010) definition of indigenous knowledge "as a 

living process connected to a body of knowledge that has a relationship with life, people, metaphysics 

that is dreams and vision" (p.126).  

As I tried to understand Kakia's Buai and lived metaphysical experience, it became more complicated 

to understand. Kakia’s spiritual encounter resonated with my world, and particularly my Christian faith, 
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which emphasises God’s Holy spirit that he sent to help Christians persevere in their faith in this 

earthly world. However, Kakia’s experience is both human and spiritual in nature and emphasised the 

initimate connection between the Buai physical and metaphysical realms.  

Furthermore, in the Tolai contemporary scene, the Buai practice allows for the integration of spirtuality 

that emanates from the Christian faith. Tirupia explained:  

Buai i givim save tu long lotu. Kain kain lotu, yu laik stap long Catholic orait yu bai 

yu behainim Catholic. Olsem laik blo wanwan. Na turu Buai i ken go long olgeta 

man i ken daunim olsem a kaikai Buai tasol insait long save blo ol man nau, i save 

behainim bilip.  

 

 

Buai strengthens Christian faith and enhances individual beliefs to be committed to 

one church group or religion.   

Tirupia’s statement supports the use of Buai for engaging with foreign belief systems and religion 

such as Christianity. Buai knowledge is not confined to supporting cultural activities but extends to 

assisting the development of Christian faith. Tena Buai have adapted the practice of Buai to embrace 

other beliefs associated with different religions. This practice extends the notion of adaptation of 

introduced religion from early western missionaries (see 2.7.8) by indigenous people. Christianity is 

the dominant religion in many indigenous communities in the Pacific. Being highly spiritual in their 

cultural practices, the Tolai were able to adapt the Christian faith into the Buai practice (To’Liman-

Turalir, 2018). 

In this section, key areas of Buai spirituality were highlighted based on each Tena Buai’s experience. 

Their perceptions of their practice emphasised the deeper connections of Buai cosmology to Tolai 

indigenous knowledge systems. The Buai further provides the foundation to embrace other belief 

systems to enrich its practice in a Tolai contemporary context. 

Buai spirituality has strong connections to ancestral lineage as explored in the next section. 
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5.3.3 Maintaining ancestral knowledge 
 

 

This section discusses how the Buai system of teaching and learning is regulated by ancestral 

connection. It focuses on ancestral methods in the creation of Buai na kodakodop to assist dance 

learning and other cultural activities. Emphasised in this section is the validation of ancestral 

knowledge embedded in Buai and the need to continue this practice across generations.  

   

Taragau rationalises the Buai na kodakodop as a systematic practice that can be classified as both 

local and scientific knowledge that supports cognitive rentention and Tolai epistemological ways of 

knowing and learning dance. Although this indigenous knowledge system may be challenged by 

western perceptions of what is 'scientific' and what is 'local' knowledge (Nakata, 2002), the Buai na 

kodakodop evidences the cognitive and scientific aspects of human intelligence in dance learning that 

is prevalent in western art education scholarship (see 2.5). It is a Tolai ancestral practice maintained 

for many generations which continues in the present. Taragau explained:  

Ol ancestors blo mipla i bin lukim olsem i bin hat long ol. I bin hat long ol lo kisim 

hariap wanem samting we ol lapun i bin lainim long em laik a long teachim ol man 

long danis, how yu putim mapina malagene osem ol pattern inside long displa 

danis. So insait now em taim lukluk blong ol i bin olsem nau ol i start long givim 

displa Buai na kodakodop long helpim mipla lainim gut danis. 

 

 

Buai na kodakodop was used by our ancestors to help us learn the dance 

movements quickly. They saw that without the Buai na kodakodop, it was difficult 

to learn a dance the correct way. From their observation, the dancers were not 

doing the dance movement properly. The dancers were also not creating the main 

pattern of the dance well. So, they created the Buai na kodakodop and gave it to 

the dancers to help their memory to remember the dance movements and 

memorise the songs.  
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As a Tolai ritual substance, the Buai na kodakodop is part of the complex Buai pedagogy that was 

devised by the ancestors to support dance learning. It epitomises an indigenous learning system that 

is guided by ancestral knowledge (see 2.3.5). Hence, Taragau rationalised the significant function of 

the Buai na kodakodop in advancing the cognitive ability of the dancers for preserving and learning 

the appropriate Tolai dance culture. 

According to Taragau, ancestral knowledge passed on through the Buai na kodakodop is a crucial 

part of the Tolai dance learning process. This links in with the notion of cultural knowledge 

preservation being a significant aim of indigenous dance pedagogy and practice (Grau, 2001; 

Keali'inohomoku, 2001; Nahachewsky, 2001; Mabingo, 2015), and a significant practice maintained 

across generations in postcolonial learning contexts (Mabingo, 2018)  

Mainge shared her personal experience: 

Ol petuana blong mipela bilip long Buai olsem na ol i givim mipela long halivim 

mipela lainim ol samting hariap na kisim mo save. O bilip olsem Buai bai i no inap 

halivim mipela long lainim danis tasol, em bai halivim mipela tu long lidim ol 

narapela cultural, church na sports activity insait long peles.   

 

 

 

Our elderly leaders gave us Buai to increase our knowledge and help us learn the 

dance quickly. The Buai also helped us to participate meaningfully in other cultural 

activities in the village.  

 

Mainge extended Taragau's account of the significance of the Buai in maintaining ancestral 

knowledge in the dance learning process. Although the Buai was given by her elders to assist 

learning the dance, Mainge further attested to the multifaceted function of the Buai in fostering 

community participation and social cohesion. In this account, we can see the value of the Buai as a 
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distinctive knowledge system that reflects a holistic learning approach common in indigenous contexts 

(see 2.3.4). 

Given the value of ancestral knowledge encapsulated in the Buai practice, Taragau emphasised the 

need for its continuity: 

Sapos mi holim passim displa tasol na mi die wantem em kastom wok blong mi, 

kalsa bai pinis tu…so mi yet mi redi na hamamas long husait man i laik kisim long 

mi because mi tok pinis ol ancestors i bin pasim i kam long mipla em taim blong 

mipla long pasim i go long next generation. 

 

 

I am ready and happy for anyone who wants to get the Buai from me because, as I 

said earlier, our ancestors have passed this on to us and it’s time for us to pass it 

on to the next generation. 

In Taragau’s view, Buai was gifted to him by his ancestors and therefore must be transferred to the 

next generation. As a practicing Tena Buai, Taragau believed that it is important to pass on the Buai 

knowledge so that it lives throughout the next generation.  

This section explored the fundamental significance of ancestral knowledge to Buai practice and how 

the process of knowledge acquisition through Buai initiation enables ancestral linkages to the Tolai 

physical world. According to the narratives shared, ancestral knowledge is embedded in Buai 

epistemology and assists the teaching and learning of Tolai culture and its application in dance and 

other ceremonial activities. Passing of Buai knowledge to the younger generation is an ancestral 

legacy that is continued. 

The next section examines Buai practice and its connection to land. For the Tolai, land is an important 

cultural resource and the dwelling for the Buai cosmology.  

 

5.3.4 Connection to land 
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Land is an important asset to Tolai cultual identity and history. The significance of land to the 

maintenance of Buai practice in Tolai indigenous contexts is explored in this section, and the Buai 

source from its place of origin and its transportation through the movement of people from one place 

to another is acknowledged.  

Pitia shared his perception of a historical account: 

Long Namatanai. Displa man ya Toinara, em i bin go lo painim displa wanem ya 

masalai ya To pupu ongono em bin kisim displa Buai long hap. Displa Toinara em 

wanpla man blo bipo yet. 

 

 

This Buai Toinara is from Namatanai. It is from the place where the satellite is in 

Namatanai. They call it To puapuaongono. This Buai came from a Buai Toinara. It 

was taken from there, the place of the spirits at the top.  

According to Pitia, his Buai Toinara is linked to the Namatanai coastline in New Ireland. By tracing the 

origin of his Buai, Pitia connects his practice to the initial dwelling place of his Buai Toinara which is 

To puapuaongono. This scenario presents the connection of the Buai metaphysical and knowledge 

system to land and resonates with Dei’s (2010) perception of indignous knowledge having a 

relationship with "land, culture and society" (p.75).  

Pitia further gave an example of his dance composition to illustrate the importance of location to his 

Buai practice: 

Ol man lo Toma sa tok, hey ol libung blo yu i olsem stret ol lain long nambis. Na mi 

sa tok, em nau tasol mi no bossim em displa spirit blo Buai mi kaikaim em i tokim 

mi long lainim yet osem. Na ol dressing blo em tu, em osem ol lain yet long hap. 

Ol tanget, ol buai long bus ya. Long Tolai, ol i kolim kavivi. 
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The people in mainland Toma say that my libung dances are like the ones from 

the coast. I tell them that it is because of the Buai I ate that comes from there. My 

Buai wants me to teach the libung dance that way. Even the dressing and costume 

are like the ones from the coast. Because, according to history, we are not from 

here, we are from New Ireland.  

Pitia’s explanation of his dance composition has a strong connection to the original place of his Buai.  

The experience shared by Pitia highlights the role of human migration within indigenous locations that 

results in the transportation of knowledge systems such as the Buai. Despite these movements, 

Pitia's personal account has evidenced that although the Buai has moved to new locations, it has 

continued to maintain its original identity. The Buai indigenous practice resonates with Hsieh’s (2011) 

perception of indigenous creativity that embraces past traditions and at the same maintains present 

indigenous pratices that respond to new changes in time and place.  The historical connection of Buai 

to a place is an important part of the Tolai indigenous knowledge system and epistemology. 

The next section discusses the Buai knowledge system as part of the wider Tolai kin relationships.  

5.3.5 Connection to people/kin 
 

Kinship relations play a pivotal role in the transference of Buai practice across generations. 

Transference of Buai knowledge among the Tolai is usually passed down through family lineage. This 

process of knowledge transference has contributed to the maintenance of Buai culture as a living 

practice within Tolai indigenous communities.  

The Tolai determine kinship through the matrilineal line which is organised through clan groups, 

known locally as vunatarai (Fingleton, 1985).  Each vunatarai is subsumed under one of two moieties, 

known as Marmar and Pikalaba (Fingleton & ToLopa, 2008). In this system, a person belongs to his 

mother's clan and is a member of her moiety. It is from his or her mother's vunatarai that a person 

inherits land and its associated properties.  

Similarly, a person also inherits important cultural items through his vunatarai, such as the tubuan 

(mask figure), pal na pidik (ritual house) and other cultural expressions such as dance (To’Liman-
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Turalir, 2018). This includes knowledge and skill of the Buai. A person's rights of ownership over 

these properties are allude to his or her legitimate status as members of the vunatarai (Simet, 2000). 

However, sometimes a person may aquire some of the above properties through the patrilineal 

vunatarai. In the case of land, the father may give land to his children as a gift (tinabar) or through 

purchase (kunukul). The same goes for other cultural ritual properties, including Buai knowledge and 

skill. It is through both these means that a person may acquire land and other cultural properties and 

expressions without having to inherit through the matrilineal lineage. However, these traditional 

aquisitions are recognised as being legitimate and are accepted in the Tolai society. This is clearly 

revealed in some narratives of Tena Buai.  

This section discusses personal experiences by Tena Buai and Buai initiates of their inheritance of 

Buai knowledge through family lineage. It emphasises the process of Buai knowledge transference 

through intergenerational relationships. Aspects of Tolai matrineal culture are further discussed 

according to kin relations that support Buai practice. And in sum, the idea of ownership is emphasised 

in the practice of Buai and is structured within individual and extended clan relations.  

Pitia speaks of his initial experience of acquiring the Buai: 

Mi bin yangpla yet na mi bin kisim displa Buai long bubu man blo mi long 1992 

taim mi Grade 6. So i bin stap long pela taim mi no bin ah kamap displa Buai 

because tingting blo yangpla i bin stap yet i go inap long 2014 nau, em displa Buai 

i bin start long ah leadim mi long wokim sampla ol traditional dance. Before tubuna 

blo mi sa lainim parpari, na mi tu mi startim long lainim ol niupla parpari nau. 

 

 

I was very young in Grade 6 when I got this Buai from my grandfather in 1992. It 

took a long time for the Buai to work. It was only in 2014 that this Buai started to 

work and led me to compose new traditional dances. The dances I taught were 

different from the parpari dance taught by my grandparents.  

Pitia reveals the creative potential of the Buai which develops and adapts throughout generations. In 

Pitia's account, family kin are seen as the basis for the regeneration of the Buai practice. Creativity 
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and composition of new dance knowledge is measured against what has been done in the past. 

Ethnographic studies of indigenous dance and creatvity have asserted that "cultural forms are 

manifestations of past and present ethnic identies" (Buckland, 2006, p.9).  

According to Pitia, kinship relations, especially the older generation, pass on Buai knowledge to the 

young and at the same time encourage change. Transference of the Buai knowledge is 

intergenerational and mainly involves the passing of knowledge from a father to a son, grandfather to 

grandchildren, mother to a daughter or and uncle to a nephew. This is done to strengthen family 

relations and maintain the Buai knowledge and practice within the family.  

As with other indigenous communities, the idea of transferring knowledge across generations is 

fundamental for the survival of indigenous ways of knowing, belief systems and practices such as 

traditional dance (see 2.3.4). 

 Kalama further shares his early encounter of receiving the Buai: 

My grandfather taught dance and pounded betelnut to chew. So, sometimes I 

pounded his betelnuts using a stick, and then I put that same stick in my mouth. 

Maybe some parts of the stick that had betelnut on it must have passed onto me. 

Following this, at a young age, I could teach traditional dances to other children. I 

could correct them and show them how to beat the kundu, how to put the mapina 

malagene. I picked this just from following my grandfather who has passed on. 

Maybe I used his lime to chew Buai, we chew together and some of these things 

have passed on to me. 

As Kalama’s account shows, transference of the Buai knowledge is unintentional for some initiates 

who have acquired the Buai without undergoing the initiation process. Kalama unintentionally 

acquired the Buai from his grandfather. Kalama’s father was a Tena Buai and taught traditional 

dance. Similarly, Jack’s close relationship with his grandfather led him to receive the Buai and the 

associated creative dance knowledge as a child. They received the knowledge through consumption 

of the Buai substances that belong to their elders. This way of acquiring knowledge and learning is 

common among other indigenous communities where cultural knowledge is transferred cross 

generational from the elderly to the young (see 2.3.4). 
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Buai practice is a lifetime learning process that is guided by the elderly. Teaching and learning of 

dance associated with the Buai is an ongoing process and requires the elderly Tena Buai who are 

cultural experts to guide the progress.   

 

Kinship relations play an important role in the way Buai is acquired. In the wider Tolai context, kinship 

relations follow matrineal lineage which influences Buai practice. Taragau explained: 

Em long mama bikos mi behainim blut blong ol pupu blo mi, ol bikpla blo mi yet 

long clan em ol Tena malagene. Mi gro wantem ol i kam nau. 

 

 

I got this dance from my mother because I follow the blood of my grandmother, my 

mother's mother. They are my elders in the clan and are Tena malagene, experts 

and teachers of dance. I grew up with them and held onto this dance. 

Taragau attested to the Tolai matrineal connection to Buai knowledge acquisition. In his case, both 

his mother and grandmother were active practitioners of the Buai dance culture and were known as 

Tena malagene (Tena Buai specialised in dance). In Tolai indigenous contexts, women are 

custodians of land and customary practices (see 2.7), and therefore Buai activities are conducted 

through the mother’s clan. Taragau’s experience gives an overview of how these maternal 

relationships influence the way Buai knowledge and its associated activities are transferred across 

generations. 

 Todi gives another perspective of his inheritance of Buai:  

Taim mi bin grade 6 a ting long 1975 nambaut olsem, na ol papa i bin givim mi 

dispela Buai, na mi yet mi redim wanpela singsing olsem libung ya em long 

Matupit yet. So long displa taim nau yet, ol givim mi displa Buai, osem em kirapim 

mi nau so olgeta wanem ya singsing sos husait man i laikim ah wanem singsing 

blo em, mi sa kirapim long ol libung nambaut. So mainly em mi yet mi kirapim em 

niupla. Mi bin liklik so ol wok long ting osem bai mi no inap mekim inap mi pinism 
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displa singsing. So ol sidaun na wok lo lukluk lo mi osem lida. Mi lidim displa 

singsing nau, mi putim ol mapina malagene nau na i go go nau na long taim blo 

murmur nau, pinis blo singsing ya, olgeta papa i kam nau na hapim mi. Osem ol 

hamamas stret. 

 

 

This Buai was given to me by my father. He taught me about the ways of the Buai, 

so I now compose songs for the libung dance. So, when I was in Grade 6, I think 

in 1975, I got this Buai from my father and composed a libung dance which was 

performed in Matupit village. Everyone who watched thought that I was not 

capable to complete the dance but to their surprise, I danced from the beginning to 

the end and added each mapina to complete the dance. It was during the murmur, 

the end part of the dance that all my father’s family and clan members ran towards 

me and carried me. They were so proud! 

The above scenario presented by Todi projects the value of individual and external participation of 

Buai related activities within Tolai kinship. As Todi explained, he received the Buai from his father 

when he was a young boy and developed his creativity for dance. He grew up practicing the Buai 

through his composition and performance of the libung dance. The libung dance belonged to his 

father’s Buai therefore it represented the history and cultural connections of his paternal clan. In this 

situation Turagil inherits the Buai knowledge through his paternal linkage. Turagil’s situation 

demonstrates the kinship appreciation bestowed by immediate and extended family members towards 

an individual’s Buai achievement. This gesture is common among other indigenous communities 

where individual achievements are communally recognised and celebrated (see 2.3.4).  

As explored in this section, Buai inheritance and practice is intergenerational and is endorsed by 

kinship relations through individual and communal ownership. This complex system contributes to the 

wider functions of the Buai practice and Tolai knowledge system. 

The next section discusses the broader function of Buai to Tolai epistemology and education. 
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5.3.6 Education 
 

The educational value is a common purpose for Buai practice among other multifaceted functions in 

Tolai indigenous context. The Buai knowledge system has been the basis for the growth and 

development of Tolai worldviews and epistemology.  

 

This section discusses key functions of the Buai in the enhancement of education in both informal and 

formal learning Tolai contexts. It focuses on the role of the Buai na kodakodop as a source for the 

absorption and application of knowledge. Personal accounts of Buai initiate and Tena Buai are 

examined according to their initiation, dance learning and formal educational experiences.   

 

Taragau attested to the educational role of Buai na kodakodop: 

So wanpla bikpla samting insait long buai, long mi yet long experience blo mi, mi 

lukim olsem, buai, traditionally em wokim bikpela samting. Before pikinini o man i 

go insait long skul, em teacher just kam forwardim tasol long what buai em i stap 

insait pinis. So by the time sapos mi wokim osem, pikinini bai kisim by papa o man 

or tubuna bai i no nap toksave long em osem em i givim wanem samting long em, 

just givim hait tasol. So once em i go long skul, em i lukim olsem pikinini wok long 

growim save blo em i wok long hariap. 

 

 

When a child or adult goes to school after being initiated into the Buai, the teacher 

just builds on the foundation laid by the Buai. Usually, the Buai is given to the child 

without his or her knowledge. It is mixed with food prepared as a normal meal and 

given to a child to prepare him or her for school. So, when the child does well in 

school, then the Buai is working.  

Buai is usually prepared with the aim to help young children and adults excel in school. This type of 

Buai induction does not involve secluded areas. As described by Taragau, the Buai is consumed 

unintentionally as part of a meal and is expected to function from then on. This process of initiation is 
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common among the Tolai as it enhances an individual’s intellectual ability to perform well in their 

village communities and in formal school settings (To’Liman-Turalir, 2018). The description by 

Taragau extends the discussion on the educational function of Buai and creativity (see 2.7.5).  

Although Tena Buai and learners undergo Buai induction to generate new knowledge, Taragau 

asserts that they are open to attract other knowledge to pursue formal education in schools. The Buai, 

therefore, provides a foundation base for learning where all other knowledge is built on (see 2.3.6).       

Keta gave a personal insight of his experience of the Buai na kodakodop: 

The kodakodop was from my dad. He gave it to me with the intention that it was 

going to assist my learning in school. He knew the process of doing the 

kodakodop, so he did it, and then he just initiated me into it. 

By initiating Keta into the Buai, his father believed that he would do well in subjects such as Maths 

and Science. Although the Buai na kodakodop is seen here as a Tolai indigenous tool to support 

learning across generations, its purpose is extended beyond its indigenous context to assist learning 

in other formal educational contexts.  

Moreover, Tangot offered a practical example of the Buai enhancing western forms of learning: 

Buai na kodakodop bai mekim tingting blo yu save long ol olgeta mapina 

malagene. Meaning blo kodakodop, em bai bringim olgeta samting i kam bai stap 

ples klia. Em blo helpim ol man tu na ol pikinini tu long lainim ol danis tu blo ples. 

Wanpla samting bai kamap long skul, ol mangi sa laik long danis tu so mipla sa 

givim ol displa Buai na Kodakodop bai ol i kisim mapina malagene hariap na 

singsing. Yu kisim nau em bai wok long em, bai wok, bai skul. Mi lukim long 

dispela, long wanem mi experiencim. Nau mi givim long em, tomoro, hap tomoro 

long em, em ol i kisim save pinis long wanem wanpla samting em ol i skul pastem. 

 

 

I gave this Buai na kodakodop to them to help them learn the dance quickly and to 

also assist their learning in school. This Buai basically clears the mind and helps 
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mental development to remember correctly things that are taught. So, it did benefit 

the students in both the dance learning and in their schoolwork.  

In the above account, Tangot initiates his dancers into the Buai na kodakodop to assist them learning 

better. He claims that the Buai enabled mental development that not only helped the dancers learn 

the dance well but also supported their formal learning. The intersection of Buai and western 

knowledge systems adds significance to the broader practice of Buai that extends the educational 

goals of a formal learning system within a Tolai context (see 2.2).    

The next section discusses medicinal functions of the Buai, which is part of the Tolai knowledge 

system. 

 

5.3.7 Medicine 
 

The acquisition of multifaceted knowledge and creative power from Buai is an aim for Tena Buai. This 

section discusses specific examples of medicinal knowledge generated by the Buai and applied by 

Tena Buai. Examples of Tena Buai's experiences of using their Buai to heal ailments and promote 

wellness are analysed as part of the complex Buai indigenous knowledge system. Kakia stated: 

 

Taim mi silip long nait behain long mi kaiakai Buai, bai mi lukim long driman olsem 

wanpela man bai i kam na soim mi long kangal blo danis. Insait long driman tu bai 

mi lukim ol kainkain marasin blong stretim sik. Buai i no blong dance tasol, em 

blong olgeta samting. 

 

 

Tena Buai will sleep and see in a dream the kangal for use in a dance, but at the 

same time will also see medicinal plants to heal the sick. This Buai, it is not only 

for dance, it is for everything. 

Kakia infers that although a Tena Buai pursues Buai to acquire creative knowledge, he is 

receptive to other knowledge including medicinal power. It is here that we see Buai as a 

system of multifaceted knowledge that extends beyond its purpose to generate creativity 
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(see 2.3.6). According to Kakia, the Buai complexity adds to the value of the Buai practice 

as a divine enterprise gifted to Tena Buai to simultaneously create art and undertake healing 

of sickness.    

Burangat shared an insight into his medicinal practice: 

Mi go insait steret long tupela Buai, hao bai mi wokim ol sik, mi no bin save. Mi 

wanpla longlong man tasol Buai tasol i bin givim mi save na ol lain long Matupit ol i 

kirap nogut. Mama, ol brata ol i kirap nogut how bai mi kisim ol kabang ol kawawar 

or wanem ol kirap nogut long mi mi wokim ol dispela tasol buai tasol. Okay namba 

tu buai em blong singsing na ol samting mi save long wokim because ol soim yu 

long how long wokim singsing. 

 

 

Since my initiation into the Buai, I have been able to create many new things such 

as medicinal herbs to heal the sick. I also make costume and props for dance. 

Burangat further affirms the medicinal power of the Buai, which has enabled him to possess creative 

and herbal knowledge. The multifaceted Buai epistemology adds to the value of indigenous 

knowledge systems, which are dynamic and innovative and are not limited to creativity and dance 

(see 2.3.2).  As part of a complex practice, Buai presents a holistic approach of knowing that does not 

sit within the scientific and western framework of a knowledge system (Oguamanam, 2006).  Western 

meanings of a knowledge system have disregarded indigenous epistemology and ways of knowing as 

being unscientific (see 2.3.1). However, according to Burangat, the Buai initiation addresses this 

misperception and evidences the existence of such indigenous practices that are valued as 

systematic in their context.   

Tokom gave a practical example: 

Ol man meri husait i gat sik save kam painim mi long stretim ol bikos mi gat Buai. 

Taim ol i save kam painim mi, mi save givim ol wanpla spesel wara i gat sampla 

herbs i stap insait. Mi bilip olsem God i wokim displa ol samting na givim save 

insait long Buai long halivim ol narapela. Na behain long ol man save dringim, mi 
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sa tokim ol long go long hausik na taim Dokta sa sekim ol, ol sa orait. Dokta i no 

save painim wanpla sik stap insait long ol.  

 

 

People who are sick because of sorcery-related activities caused by jealousy, 

come to me for healing. I give them a type of special water, which contains certain 

herbs. I believe that God created these things and gave us the knowledge through 

the Buai to help others. I tell them to go to the hospital after they drink this herb. 

So, after they come back from the hospital, they testify that they are well and that 

the doctor was not able to detect any sickness.  

 

Tokom attributed the cause of an illness to jealousy, which has prompted him to bring healing to the 

victims through the Buai medicinal gift from God. Tokom's account rationalises between evil practice 

such as sorcery and the divine power of God entrusted to him through the Buai to bring healing. 

Although other accounts of the Buai have focused on its creative power and sorcery related practices, 

knowledge to heal has been overlooked (Eves, 2004; Nachman, 1981; Wolffram, 2017). The 

sentiment shared by Tokom attests to the significant role of the Tena Buai in mitigating between the 

good and bad practices of the Buai and at the same time acknowledging the healing power they 

possess in these situations. 

 

This section highlights the multifaceted functions of Buai and the medicinal benefits it has to Tolai 

communities. It is a complex indigenous knowledge system that inspires creativity in dance and Tolai 

art works but also generates new herbal skills and knowledge. 

 

Given the imminent Tolai beliefs associated with sorcery, the next section examines Tena Buai's 

practices in ensuring protection against this act.   

 
 

5.3.8 Protection/security 
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In Tolai indigenous communities, the Buai practice has been used extensively as a basis for individual 

protection. The security element created from Buai is locally referred to as the babet. Babet is used 

generally as an antidote against any kind of evil magic or spell. It is a Tolai belief to have babet at 

hand and never far from a person. The men carry them in their baskets (robong) and the women carry 

them in their sling baskets (rat na kakawai). It is protective magic, which is imbued with the powers of 

the supernatural, often the kaia. These are small items that fit discreetly into baskets and even small 

enough to fit into wallets. Some are worn around the neck as necklaces. 

Apart from personal protection, some babet are also kept around the home, planted around the house 

or discreetly placed in the plants near the house. Today, babet is also maintained in some vehicles. 

Babet in houses or homes and vehicles is to provide protection from evil persons who may want to 

bring harm to a household and keep vehicles safe from evil persons. The main function for the babet 

is always to provide protection from malignant magic and spells. 

In the case of dance, babet is used to protect the dancer from evil and jealous persons who may 

intentionally want to harm a person individually or spoil a dance performance. They do this by 

harming the dancer with malignant spells and magic called kuara and kumkubu. 

 Burbur explained: 

Ol i kubak osem ol i babetim ol meri long kainkain man i save kamap long displa 

taim. Sampla ol i save usim kwara, sampla i save usim kambang, sampla i save 

usim maus so ol i kubak long babetim ol meri bai ol i kaikai ol displa samting na 

husait man i laik bagarapim ol bai i hat. 

 

 

Before the dance, we go through an all-night preparation of rituals to protect and 

strengthen our dancers. We call it a kunubak. So, during this time, the Tena Buai 

prepares herbs known as babet to give to the women to eat. These herbs protect 

them from jealous men in the audience. 

As a Buai initiate, Burbur attests to the power of babet, prepared by Tena Buai to protect dancers 

from malicious persons who may want to cause them harm. Burbur reveals an ongoing situation 
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among the Tolai that is led by jealousy towards Tena Buai's creative works including dance. In this 

situation, Burbur further highlights the protective role of the Tena Buai over his dance and dancers 

through the use of babet. So, the role of Tena Buai in Tolai indigenous contexts extends beyond their 

status as creative practitioners to include custodianship of powerful Buai substances that ensures the 

safety of their practice and participants (To’Liman-Turalir, 1995).  

Tena Buai engage in elaborate rituals such as the kunubak, which is seen as equivalent to an all-night 

dance rehearsal, except that it is aimed at developing the babet as part of the protective power for the 

dance (Simet, 2000; Wolffram, 2018). Such complex processes of Buai indigenous art learning 

involving dancers' safety is difficult to execute in a formal dance and art education context (see 

chapter 2.2.2).  

Pitia attested to this practice:  

Tasol sampla ol nogut samting, ol narapla man lo sait ol laik wokim lo bagarapim 

ol man we ol i danis tasol bai nogat bikos displa Buai i bin givim mi yet wanpla 

babet long putim long ol lain blo danis na ol lain i paitim mambu na kundu olsem ol 

sa kolim a kum ku bu we ol sa bagarapim ol man.  

 

 

There are some bad people who try to use magic to destroy the dancers, but this 

Buai that I have, protects them. I give the babet to my dancers and musicians to 

eat or wear in their headdress as a form of protection against people who want to 

do a kum ku bu on them. So, when the kum ku bu is done it will not be effective. 

They will try to do it, but it will be powerless.  

 

As a Tena Buai, Pitia emphasised in detail his role to protect his dancers and musicians during a 

performance. He attested to the sorcery practice "a kum ku bu," which is prevalent in Tolai indigenous 

dance contexts, and the power of his babet to withstand this evil act. Pitia's experience draws 

significant value to the Buai as a body of knowledge that is applicable to the artistic concerns and 

well-being of the indigenous Tolai people. Given the complex function of the Buai knowledge system, 
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Tena Buai are seen to be the key players in the process of generating new knowledge as a safety 

measure such as the babet (see 2.7.6).  

This section has identified babet as a product of the Buai knowledge system. It emphasised the Buai 

creative knowledge and power possessed by the Tena Buai in the making of babet. The babet is 

pursued by the Tolai for social protection against opposing powers of destruction. Tena Buai are the 

sole practitioners of babet as they have attained the relevant knowledge and skills from the Buai 

initiation.   

While the Buai indigenous system resonates with critical theories on indigenous knowledge and 

creativity (see 2.3.2), Tena Buai's multifunctional Buai practice adds another dimension, which is that 

of an integrated and living knowledge system.   

5.4 Conclusion 
 

This chapter provides personal reflections of Tena Buai and Buai initiates’ complex experiences of 

their Buai practices in East New Britain. Drawing from their Buai initiation encounters, I argue that the 

Buai presents a systematic, pedagogical process for generating new dance knowledge and creativity. 

I rationalise my argument by illustrating in this chapter Tena Buai and Buai initiates’ intentions to 

undergo initiation, their adherence to cultural protocols, and how they construct meanings and 

evaluate and value their Buai learning experiences.    

As a Tolai indigenous knowledge system for creativity and power (Simet, 2000), I critically analyse 

Tena Buai and Buai initiates’ Buai encounters through a postcolonial and indigenous lens (Tuhiwai – 

Smith, 2012). In addition, my phenomenological perspective of my Yangoru culture, Christian 

worldview and Papua New Guinea dance research experiences were threaded into the discussion to 

explore the multifaceted function of the Buai in the acquisition, generating and learning of new dance 

knowledge and creativity. Moreover, I explored the Buai pedagogical structure as part of a complex 

and integral Tolai knowledge system to understand its function beyond initiation, and how it impacts 

on the wider social, economic, spiritual and cultural aspects of Tolai life. 
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In addressing the mandate to decolonise learning in Papua New Guinea (Matane, 1986), this study 

draws from the rationales of Tena Buai and Buai initiates experiences and examines the Buai as an 

indigenous pedagogical knowledge system for learning dance and creativity.  

This further gives rise to the following questions: How do Tena Buai and Buai initiates’ ways of 

knowing, doing and learning creativity such as dance understood as a pedagogic structure? How can 

we evidence this complex, ontological and epistemological process as pedagogy for teaching 

creativity and dance? 

To address the questions asked, Chapter 6 explores meanings of creativity according to Tena Buai 

and Buai initiates’ metaphysical and physical practice of how they compose music for dance and 

innovate new dance choreography. Their use of the Buai to adapt, extend and incorporate historical 

and religious concepts to their indigenous dance repertoire is a way of enriching their creativity. 

Furthermore, Chapter 6 examines Tena Buai’s creative processes according to how they envisage, 

improvise, compose and rehearse, and how they validate their creative processes in ceremonial 

contexts.  
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Chapter 6. Buai and Creativity 
 

6.1 Introduction 
 

This chapter explores Buai as an indigenous knowledge system that generates creativity through the 

aesthetic and innovative dance practices of Tena Buai and Buai initiates. Their lived experiences of 

their practice are told in the Tok Pisin lingua franca and interpreted in English by the author. Drawing 

on their experiences, I contend that Buai presents an indigenous and complex epistemological system 

for creativity that challenges anthropological perceptions of indigenous cultures as non-creative, 

which are trapped in historical time zones that “either resist or yield to the new but cannot produce it” 

(Clifford, 1989, p.74). I evidence my argument by illustrating how Tena Buai and Buai initiates engage 

with the metaphysical to innovate and adapt historically and culturally and include foreign concepts 

such as Christianity for the composition and choreography of new dances. Based on their creative 

processes of interpreting, composing, envisaging, improvising and rehearsing their song and dance 

compositions, I further argue that the Buai culture extends indigenous discourse on dance and 

creativity as an evolving art form (Rowe, 2009).  

 

Furthermore, I acknowledge past research on the Buai that examined its practice as a knowledge 

system that maintains cultural identity, creativity and power associated with Buai initiation rituals (see 

2.7). Although these studies discussed creativity as part of the Buai practice, there is limited 

information on how creativity is experienced, perceived, innovated, interpreted and constructed in 

relation to dance. Hence, my research focuses on Buai as an indigenous, evolving knowledge system 

that generates new dance and creativity according to Tena Buais’ creative processes of pedagogy 

and composition. It addresses the concerns raised by Papua New Guinean art educators, dancers, 

artists, policymakers and researchers to recognise dance and creativity as learning systems to 

decolonise present art education systems that continue to perpetuate western learning structures of 

creativity (Faik-Simet & Niles, 2012).    

 

The first section discusses Buai as an aesthetic practice for dance and creativity. It focuses on Tena 

Buai’s metaphysical and physical experiences of engaging in creativity to compose music for dance 

choreography. In this section, I analyse Tena Buai’s encounters together with my phenomenological 
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reflections of how I perceive creativity in relation to dance in Papua New Guinea. This is followed by 

an examination of Tena Buai’s interpretation of creativity according to how they innovate dance using 

historical, cultural and religious concepts. Further in this section, I discuss Tena Buai’s interpretation 

of their dance choreography in ceremonial contexts and how they associate change with creativity. 

Their meanings of change and creativity are reflections of how they enhance their dance 

choreography skills to suit present ceremonial and non-ceremonial activities which are different from 

the past. In the concluding section, I examine the creative processes within Tena Buai’s practice, 

which highlight their experience in how they interpret, compose, envisage, improvise and rehearse 

their song composition and dance choreography. These evidence that the dance choreography 

processes of the Tena Buai are deliberately creative and rationalised by the Tena Buai as an 

indigenous approach to creativity. 

 

6.2 Buai as an aesthetic practice 
 

According to the perceptions presented by Tena Buai, the Buai knowledge system facilitates the 

innovation of new indigenous art works. To’Liman-Turalir (2018) defined Tena Buai as creative 

practitioners, indigenous knowledge holders and teachers of the Buai creative culture that encourage 

new innovations and compositions of Tolai artistic expressions. Knowledge acquired from the Buai is 

used by Tena Buai to stimulate and create a variety of artworks that are representative of Tolai 

aesthetic culture and identity.  

This section explores the notion of creativity as understood within this Tolai indigenous context. It 

examines creative products and aesthetic composition of dance, music, costume and Tolai physical 

and metaphysical art compositions by Tena Buai. The Tolai believe that there are certain spirits such 

as the Ingal, Turangan and Tabaliwana that are responsible for transferring creative knowledge to the 

Buai initiates and Tena Buai (Simet, 1991). As discussed by Tena Buai and Buai initiates, their 

physical innovative skills are inspired by their Buai practice which enables them to have access to 

these creative spirits. In the case of this study and this section, the focus is on Tena Buai and Buai 

initiates’ engagement with the metaphysical to create, adapt and extend new dance compositions and 

Tolai art using historical, cultural and religious stories and concepts.  
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6.2.1 Tena Buai’s metaphysical and physical aesthetic experience  
 

The pursuit and accomplishment of Buai as an aesthetic practice for dance is experienced by Tena 

Buai. As revealed in this study, a Tena Buai’s aesthetic encounter with the creative spirits such as the 

ingal, turangan and tabaliwana results in the transfer of creative knowledge and the construction of 

the appropriate dance costume, props, body adornment and composition. Tangot explained: 

Yes, olsem Tabaliwana o tewel, masalai, em ol nem ya. Em ol kamapim dispela ol 

kainkain samting ya blo ol danis ah, bai ol i givim. Nek blo ol singsing, em ol ia 

masalai o Tabaliwana o Ingal. Em ol sa kamapim dispela ol samting ya. Ol sa 

givim spirit long ol man.  

 

 

These spirits are identified as tabaliwana or ingal. They are responsible for the 

creation of dance and its associated costume and song which they give to the Buai 

initiate. They possess the initiate to create these art works. 

 

As I listened to Tangot describing the creative role of the spirits in Tok Pisin, I interpreted his referral 

to the spirits as divine sources for creativity and wondered how these spirits create dance according 

to his expression “ol kamapim dispela ol kainkain samting ya blo danis…ol sa givim spirit long ol 

man.” Do these spirits deliver a full dance composition to the Buai initiate or do they possess the 

initiate and the initiate then composes a dance? This is a complex area for me to unpack as I have 

studied Tolai dances in their physical appearances but have not explored their composition process 

which is very much connected to the metaphysical.  

Tangot further described his aesthetic dance encounter: 

Wanpela spirit bai kam, em bai kam long wanpela bilas, ah osem uniform blo 

danis. Start long antap long tokatokoi, parparia long wanem ya ol samting blo 
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bilasim yumi blo danis. Bai ol i no nap givim wanpla haf tasol. Em ful dres ya bai ol 

i givim.   

 

When one spirit comes, it will present one type of costume for one dance, starting 

from the tokatokoi to the parpari. The powdery stuff it gives to decorate the 

dancers are kabang, tar, charcoal or the green or yellow mixture. The spirit does 

not give incomplete dance, costumes or its related accessories, it presents the full 

dance with its accompanying properties. 

 

Within English, I interpreted Tangot as meaning that the spirit delivered to him the whole features of 

the dance which included the costumes and the dance movements. He stated, “bai ol i no nap givim 

wanpla haf tasol, em ful dres ya bai ol i givim.” I was dumbfounded as to how this could be. How did 

the spirit deliver each of these dance items? Did the spirit give the items in a tangible way or did it 

verbally describe to Tangot the correct way to make these costumes, or demonstrate the 

choreography of the dance? What was said in the conversation between the spirit and Tangot? While 

I am aware that dance in Papua New Guinea is informed by spiritual and ancestral heritage (2.6.1), 

and costumes are an integral part of the dance composition, Tangot’s encounter is beyond my 

imagination. I tried to understand his aesthetic and metaphysical experience in connection with 

another Tena Buai, Toarbusai who is cited by Wolffram: 

 

The man carries a basket. His skin is covered with a mixture of tar, red ochre 

powder, and langaron, a fragranced substance rubbed over the skin, usually 

adorned in preparation for a dance performance. This man, the Lingal spirit in the 

form of a man, carries a basket which contains Buai magic and knowledge… 

(Wolffram, 2017, p.105).   

 

According to Toarbusai, the Lingal is the creative spirit who appears in human form and delivers the 

dance items to the Buai initiate. It is a lived moment experienced between the initiate and the 

metaphysical. Furthermore, as I tried to comprehend Tangot’s description of his encounter, I reflected 

on Paul Wolffram’s (2017) description: “Buai knowledge is achieved through a revelatory experience 
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in which the initiate enters an unconscious state and establishes contact with the tanruan, the spirit 

responsible for providing access to several types of knowledge” (p.177). The creative spirit referred to 

is the Tanruan from the New Ireland context, while Simet (2000) describes the spirit as the turangan 

according to the Tolai: “The turangan is responsible for all creative knowledge for song, dance or 

tubuan design. This knowledge is transferred to the initiate through the process of barawon (dream)” 

(p.65). Although I consulted with Wolffram and Simet’s explanation of the creative spirits to 

understand Tangot’s encounter, my knowledge of the Buai, the metaphysical and the aesthetic 

experience for the composition of dance remains a puzzle that needs further unpacking to fully 

comprehend this complex Tolai indigenous and metaphysical phenomenon for creativity.    

 

In addition to Tangot’s creative Buai experience, Burangat shared his Buai knowledge and aesthetic 

practice in the construction of dance costumes: 

Bai ol i kirap nogut long husait man i wokim tasol 

ol bilas blong ol man na ol meri mi ken save, mi Tena Buai 

 

 

People were surprised when they saw that I made dance costumes/props for 

women and men’s dances. I have the knowledge because I am a Tena Buai. 

 

Within the English translation, I interpreted Burangat as meaning that the people in his 

village were surprised at how he created the different dance costumes and props for men 

and women’s dances. He expressed the significance of his aesthetic knowledge as 

attributed to his Tena Buai status. I could see the excitement in his eyes as he expressed 

this throughout the interview. He was adamant in his view as a Tena Buai that the creative 

knowledge that he received enables him to create dance costumes and its related 

accessories whenever there is a request for it. Burangat claimed that the creative 

knowledge to construct the appropriate adornment, costumes and props for both male and 

female dancers is alive within him.  
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As a female dance researcher and being involved in research concerning male and female 

dance in Papua New Guinea, I found Burangat’s explanation of his Buai knowledge as a 

male dominant force that has control over women’s creativity and aesthetic ability within a 

Tolai matrilineal society. I further wondered about the segregation of Tolai men and women 

dances (Simet, 2012), and how the role of Tena Buai is negotiated in these gendered 

situations. Although I observed Burangat’s role as the Tena Buai responsible for making the 

necessary tokatokoi (headdress) and ainiba (hand props) for the women’s patete dance that 

was performed at the 2018 balabalaguan mortuary ceremony (see Fig. 20 & 21), it was still 

a complicated area to understand. It needed further research to explore the aesthetic role of 

male Tena Buai such as Burangat who possess the knowledge for women’s dance and its 

associated properties, and how they foster these relationships in a highly segregated and 

gendered dance context (Bradely, 1982). 

 

Figure 23. Burangat making a tokatokoi   
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Figure 24. Women's patete dance. Balabalaguan mortuary ceremony. Matupit village. 

September 2018.   

 

6.2.2 Isolated areas support aesthetic encounters 
 

Tena Buai’s creative contexts are important areas to generate new thinking, skills and artistic 

compositions including dance and music. According to Tena Buai and Buai initiates, their private 

locations or ceremonial gatherings are places where they draw spiritual inspiration for the creation of 

their artworks. Their constant Buai practice enables them to innovate and create new music, song, 

dance, costume and other artistic expressions. It is an involved process of engagement with the 

supernatural that is held in both secluded and public spaces.  

In this section, personal encounters of Tena Buai’s interaction with the Buai spirit is examined 

according to how creative knowledge is acquired and applied in secluded and ceremonial locations 
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which are referred to in this section as creative contexts. These contexts are used by Tena Buai to 

compose and apply their new music and dance compositions.  

Creativity is stimulated by public and isolated performance areas (Craft 2000, 2002; Csikszentmihalyi 

& Gardner, 1994). In some indigenous communities, creativity emanates from individual spiritual 

encounters (Post, 2002). According to the Tena Buai in this research, isolated areas provide intimate 

connection with the metaphysical that is enabled through their Buai induction. These areas or places 

are not only isolated and/or secluded, but they are also the abode of the Buai spirits. The Tena Buai 

seeks places of solitude to connect with these spirits, which inhabit these places (Wolfram 2006, 

2010, 2017). Secluded contexts support creative learning for Tena Buai who access the creative 

knowledge for the song and dance composition in private. 

Burangat stated: 

Olgeta samting em Buai sa kirapim tasol. Buai yu kaikai ya, nau bai yu composim. 

Yu yet bai sidaun long nambis, em nau bai yu singsing. Ol samting kam bikos i no 

yu, Buai ya. 

 

 

Everything is inspired by the Buai; you will compose according to the Buai’s 

revelation by sitting alone on the beach.  

 

In the English text, I interpreted Burangat as meaning that everything including dance is inspired by 

Buai. Buai inspiration only occurs in quiet and lonely spots such as the beach. My further 

interpretation of Burangat’s description is the act of singing as an initial step to the process of 

composing a dance. When he mentioned that he can only compose after receiving a revelation from a 

spiritual source, I immediately wondered as to what was revealed that enabled Burangat to compose. 

Did the spirit sing a song with the accompanying lyrics and expected Burangat to imitate him? Did 

Burangat compose instantly after his encounter with the metaphysical? These are questions that have 

remained with me throughout the interview and will continue to be a mystery as I can only imagine 

how this occurs. 
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I gathered from Burangat’s description that isolated locations are ideal for the transfer of creative 

knowledge and power from the supernatural. By being isolated and intimate, Burangat draws the spirit 

to him and engages with the learning of creativity through composition. To further understand this 

Tolai indigenous practice for acquiring knowledge and learning creativity, I draw from other 

indigenous scholars who have associated creativity with inherent cultural and spiritual epistemology 

(see 2.3.5).  

Moreover, there are special sites according to Tena Buai that provide the creative context for 

innovative learning inspired by the Buai. Taragau shares his personal insight: 

Taim yu wan i sidaun em nau, ol bai kam long yu. Em nau bai yu lukim wanem 

samting laik mounten Kabiu, lukluk long mountain Kabiu. Bai mi lukluk long 

mounten Kabiu na bai mi paitim isi isi tasol na em bai tingting i kam. Mi wok long 

pulim samting ya i kam klostu. Em nau em kam bai mekim klia long yu olsem 

wanpla wanem ya, yu olsem, olsem. Em wok blong buai. 

 

 

When you sit down alone, the spirits will come to you. You will focus on such 

spiritual sites as Mt Kabiu. So that is what I do; I look at Mt Kabiu and slowly beat 

any object to create rhythm and then I start to imagine my creative song 

composition and dance choreography. When I am deep in my thoughts, that is 

when the spirit starts to work. The spirit appears and tells me what to do. That is 

the work of the Buai. 

 

In the English translation, I interpreted Taragau as meaning that he draws the creative spirit to him 

when he is alone. Listening to how he expressed it, “Bai mi lukluk long mounten Kabiu na bai mi 

paitim isi isi tasol na em bai tingting i kam” (I will look at Mt Kabiu and will slowly beat it and my 

thoughts will come), Taragau’s Tok Pisin expression did not directly inform his encounter with the 

creative spirit, however, he acknowledges sites such as Mt Kabiu that are, according to locals in 

Matupit village, the abodes of their deity, the Kaia, and the creative spirits. By beating a stick or kudu 
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or creating some sort of rhythm, he draws the spirit towards him which enables him to imagine the 

song and dance that he will compose. 

As stated by Blain, sacred sites are hubs for spiritual engagement with “nonhuman persons, 

ancestors, gods, goddesses and spirits” (2004, p.241). Spiritual interaction is a “transformational 

process and involves a connectedness to oneself, others and nature. It is strongly associated with 

creativity and sense of oneness” (Staude, 2005, p.256). Sacred sites become creative contexts for 

spiritual activity that stimulate creativity and imagination in both in western and non-western 

communities.   

The significance of isolated areas for spiritual engagement and creative inspiration is emphasised by 

Tena Buai and Buai initiates. It is in these locations that they can have a metaphysical encounter and 

begin to engage in their music and dance compositions and choreography. 

 

6.2.3 Composition of music for dance 
 

According to the Tena Buai who participated in this research, a key function of the Buai is to generate 

new knowledge to compose a variety of dances which are different from the dance compositions done 

by earlier Tena Buai. By engaging in their Buai practice, Tena Buai refer to their present locations as 

sites for creative learning and innovation. Burangat explained: 

Taim yu stap yu wan, bai yu harim ol lain singsing na bai yu behainim ol singsing 

blong ol. Em nau bai yu stat long wokim ol niupela singsing na danis. 

 

 

When you are alone, you will hear people singing and will follow the songs. These 

people are spirits and when your hear them, you will begin to compose a new 

song or dance. 

 

I interpreted Burangat saying “ol lain singsing” as meaning spirits singing, which he had to follow to 

compose new songs and dances. He had to be alone to receive this spiritual and creative revelation 
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from the supernatural and imitate their singing in his new music and dance composition. While 

listening to Burangat, I began to see how he imitates the spirits to compose his creative work. The 

process of cultural imitation is discussed by Seitz (2002) and Rowe (2008) who stated, “cultural 

imitation might be more fully understood as the transferring of instructions related to a cultural idea 

that provide it with meaning and context” (p.4). The concept of cultural imitation within the Buai 

practice is complex as Tena Buai are expected to imitate specific revelations from the metaphysical to 

compose their creative works accordingly (see 2.7.1). In the Buai context, learning and the 

composition of music and dance choreography is undertaken by the Tena Buai and Buai initiates (see 

2.7.6).   

Buai is also a method of teaching the choreography of dance, not just the performance of dance. This 

creative practice is central to the metaphysical aspect of the Buai. The application process of the Buai 

knowledge to choreograph a dance or music takes a longer period after initiation. Burangat gave an 

insight into how this is done: 

 
 

Taim mi kisim buai, olgeta samting i kam. Yu lukim pinis, i no wokim yet, i no 

wokim yet. Mi sidaun isi. Mi lukim ol experience ol man ol i save…mi lukim ol na 

mi tingting ai, i stap long buk. Mi ken wokim ya…i go mi lusim hamas mun, 4, 5,6 

em nau man ya i bin givim mi buai i tok, ‘yu wetim wanem? Wokim!’. Em nau bai ol 

man kirap nogut long mi, ‘Hey !’ Nau bai ol i askim, ‘husat givim yu Buai?’  

 

 

When I got the Buai, I saw everything including the dance, but did not choreograph 

yet. I had to sit down and observe from experienced men who had the Buai 

knowledge. When I see their choreography, I recall my dream and revelations from 

the Buai spirit which I’ve noted in a book. I retrieve that information and tell myself, 

‘I can do it!’. So, it takes me 4 – 6 months to work on my music composition and 

dance choreography. It is only when the person who gave me the Buai asks me, 

‘what are you waiting for? Do it!” That is when I showcased my dance and the 
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people in the village were surprised to see it and asked me, “Who gave you the 

Buai?” 

 

Listening to Burangat tell of his first Buai revelation, “Taim mi kisim Buai, olgeta samting i kam” (When 

I got the Buai, I saw everything come including the dance), his induction into the Buai had made it 

possible for him to receive all kinds of creative knowledge from the metaphysical. For the purpose of 

this study, Burangat specifically discussed how he used a part of this knowledge to compose and 

choreograph his first dance. He mentioned that the process of composition takes a longer period and 

must be done with the approval of and expert Tena Buai.  

 

I found Burangat’s music composition for dance experience quite different from the way other Papua 

New Guinea dances are created. Although indigenous Papua New Guinea dances are main forms of 

cultural expressions that interact with the metaphysical (see 2.6.1), their choreographic processes are 

different to Burangat’s description. Burangat’s dance choreography process is lengthy and requires 

the collaborative effort from the metaphysical and from experienced Tena Buai to give him the 

clearance before he can display his dance. 

 

Burangat’s music composition and dance choreography is seen as a collaborative creative process 

which involves both the metaphysical and physical. As identified from Burangat’s encounter, before a 

dance can be created, the music or song must be composed first. Innovation of new dance 

movements are significant in highlighting Tena Buai and Tena malagene creative dance skills.  

 

6.3 Innovation of dance movements 
 

Tena Buai and Tena malagene discussed their perception of creativity based on how they innovate 

Tolai music composition and choreography. According to their experiences, being innovative is to 

extend dance compositions, patterns and choreography that were created and taught by the earlier 

generation. 

Tangot explained: 
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Ol mapina em ol putim ol dispela ol mapina tasol, ol save long ating ol tubuna blo 

yumi tu bifo ol sa paitim buai. Ol sa kisim sel kokonas, o ol i sa wokim ol diwai blo 

paitim buai ah, blo kaikai. Em wanpla mapina malagene tu ya. 

 

 

The kind of mapina malagene that was done by our grandfathers and mothers 

depicted their time and activities. One of their main activities was pounding 

betelnut in a coconut shell using a stick and that was a form of mapina malagene 

in those days. Today, the kind of mapina I use relate to present events both in the 

village and town settings. 

 

In the English translation, I interpreted Burangat as meaning that in the past, his ancestors were also 

creative in innovating new dance movements that were inspired by local activity. He described one of 

those main activities: “Ol tubuna blo yumi tu bifo ol sa paitim buai. Ol sa kisim sel kokonas, o ol i sa 

wokim ol diwai blo paitim buai blo kaikai” (Our ancestors in the early days used to crush the betelnut. 

They use the coconut shell; they use wood from trees to crush the betelnut to chew). As for the Tolai 

and other ethnic groups of people in Papua New Guinea, the chewing of betelnut is a cultural activity 

that has become a way of life for social interaction. I was intrigued to learn from Tangot that the action 

of putting the betelnut in a coconut shell and crushing it with a stick was adapted as a mapina 

malagene by the older generation of Tena Buai and Tena malagene. This made it easy for me to 

visualise how Tangot innovates new dance movements as an extension from the movements 

choreographed in the past.  

 

As further explained by Tangot, the composition of his dance movements is enhanced by his 

observation of contemporary activities that are occurring in the present. According to his practice, the 

creation of new dance movements depicts present day experiences that can be either influenced by a 

foreign or a Tolai cultural activity. Tangot articulates the idea of innovation as a creative dance 

practice that embraces the present activities as different from the past.  
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As I continued to listen to Tangot speak about how he innovates and extends his dance concepts as a 

way of knowing and expressing personal events through creative movement (Snowber, 2012), I 

immediately became aware of the significance of the Buai practice that enables Tena Buai to not only 

preserve past dance cultures but create new compositions for the present generation. In my fieldwork 

work experiences as a dance researcher, recording, documenting and studying Papua New Guinea 

indigenous dance forms which emphasise preserving a past dance identity, the research on the Buai 

has enlightened my thoughts to perceive Papua New Guinean dance as an innovative and creative 

indigenous practice that evolves with time. However, this can be an area for further dance research 

that can examine how past dance traditions and concepts can be maintained through creative dance 

works that articulate the different eras. As stated by dance ethnologist Theresa Buckland (2007), 

“cultural forms are manifestations of past and present ethnic identities” (p.9). 

 

Moreover, Todi discussed the concept of innovation associated with change: 

Mi Tena Buai mi inap long senism dispela ya. Em fes wan bai mi putim olsem, 

seken wan bai mi tanim, namba tri wan bai mi wokim osem. Em mi save, wei blo 

em osem. Ol mapina malagene, mi inap senism. Fes mapina, em ol pisin nambaut 

ya. Olsem long ples, bai yu sidaun long nambis na bai yu lukim ol pisin sa 

behainim ol pis ia, ol tun ia, em kita ia, em wanpla fes mapina malagene. Seken 

wan ya osem taragau sa flai antap. Ol miligula nambaut ia. Na lastpla tupla ya bai 

mi no inap kliarim tumas, yu save pinis em ol lo side blo tubuan. 

 

 

I can change the mapina malagene. I put the first movement this way, I do the 

second movement that way and turn my hand this way. I then do the third 

movement like this. The first mapina shows the movement of a bird called a kita. 

When you are in the village and on the beach, you will see these kitas flying down 

to the water, looking for tuna fish. Their movement is my first mapina in the dance. 

The second mapina is the action of another bird called the taragau which flies high 

in the sky. The third and fourth mapina I cannot say, because the movements are 

connected to the sacred performance of the tubuan.   
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According to my English interpretation, Todi draws creative inspiration from his natural 

surroundings to innovate new dance movements. He gave specific examples of how he 

constructs his mapina malagene by incorporating movements of certain birds, fish and the 

performance of the sacred tubuan. Todi believes that by adapting these different 

movements to create his dance sequence, he engages in creativity and change. As Tena 

Buai, he had the authority to change certain mapina according to his interpretation.  

Given my past dance experience, I have always associated change and creativity with the 

fusion of traditional and modern dance movements and perceived Papua New Guinean 

indigenous dance as maintaining a tradition that is not prone to change. I thought that if 

there are changes, then they are minimal given the circumstances with the shift in time and 

space.  

However, Todi’s description of how he creates new dance movements that depict his 

indigenous setting and tubuan performances contrasts with my perception of creativity and 

dance. His creative practice further extends Clifford’s (1989) argument against depictions of 

culture that do not yield to changes but continue to preserve a past culture.  

Moreover, to understand Todi’s perception of creativity, I draw on Maori scholar Meijl’s 

(2011) explanation that creativity is associated with cultural change that reflects the past and 

at the same encourages continuity of new traditions and Maori indigenous identity. Within 

the Buai context, innovation of new dance movements is undertaken by Tena Buai. As 

explained by  To’Liman-Turalir (2018), Tena Buai are creative practitioners, teachers and 

knowledge holders of the Buai culture and responsible for the continuity of new Tolai artistic 

expressions that are integral to the local people’s place and identity.  

According to the informants and participants in this research, Tena Buai are led by the 

creative spirit to compose new dance forms. The next section discusses the influence of 

stories and concepts relating to historical experiences that inspire certain dance 

compositions. 
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6.3.1 Tena Buai seeks to innovate stories and concepts through dance and music 
 

The innovation of stories and historical concepts to create new dance movements have been 

described by Tena Buai as part of their creative practice. This section discusses historical and 

contemporary migration stories that inspire Tena Buai to create dance.  

A common story that is portrayed in Pitia’s dance composition and choreography is the early 

migration of the Tolai people from New Ireland to their present location in East New Britain (Allen, 

2013; Ross, 1989). Pitia describes how he incorporated the performance of the tubuan into his libung 

dance to illustrate the historical journey of his ancestors who brought the Buai culture to East New 

Britain: 

Em ol mapina mi save usim em sapos yu lukim ol tubuan danis em ol mapina blo 

mi long lek tasol, i no long han.  So bai behainim wokabaut blo histri blo Toinara. 

Osem mi bin tok pinis, dispela man Toinara em displa Buai ya i bin kam long New 

Ireland na i bin kam osem. Histri blo ol bubu ya, sampela i dai pinis na ol las las 

bubu ol i stap. So ol mapina blo mi, i no long han, em long lek tasol. Behainim 

kalap kalap blo ol tubuan. Wanpela main mapina blo mi em kinavai, behainim ol 

tumbuna i bin kam na i bin a sua long arere long nambis.  

This Buai that I have is from New Ireland. Our ancestors came from there and 

settled here in East New Britain. The libung dance I composed show this ancestral 

journey which was believed to be led by a tubuan dancing on a canoe over the 

sea, which eventually reached the shores of East New Britain. So, my dance 

composition focuses on the feet and leg movements which reflect the performance 

of the tubuan. The movements are jumps using the legs that show how the tubuan 

danced on the canoe until it reached the beach. 

 

In the English rendition, I interpreted Pitia as meaning that his creative inspiration to innovate new 

dance movements is drawn from historical stories of migration which tell of where he came from. He 

referred to the sacred tubuan’s performance as significant in tracing this historical journey from New 
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Ireland to the shore of East New Britain, and he perceived his creative dance practice as a way of 

preserving his migration history.  

While I listened to Pitia describing his dance composition, I immediately reflected on a student 

production called the Dancing Flames where my dance colleagues and I performed the historical 

blackbirding event that took place in the Pacific during the colonial era. We were tasked to create 

dance movements that resembled the harsh slavery treatment that was experienced by the islanders 

at that time. Relating my dance experience to Pitia’s use of historical and cultural events to innovate 

new dance compositions, I was amazed at how Tena Buai like Pitia are being inspired by historical 

accounts to create dance that reveal their history, culture and indigenous identity. As in many 

indigenous communities, places of origin determine a people’s culture and sense of belonging 

(Ramirez, 2007; Moreton-Robinson, 2003). 

Moreover, I wondered about how Pitia used the movement of the tubuan as a form of creative 

adaptation to enhance his libung dance. As asserted by Cohen (2012), the idea of adaptation is 

explored as a creative practice within its cultural context. On the other hand, Grau (1993) stated that 

all dance is a reinvention as created by people within a certain time. This prompts questions relating 

to the notion of adaptation and reinvention in relation to creativity. Does adaptation and reinvention of 

historical dance concepts enhance creativity? Are dances by Tena Buai reinventions of historical 

accounts? How is creativity measured as an outcome of adaptation/reinvention? And to what extent 

does adaptation/invention of indigenous dance concepts define creativity?     

Some concepts that influence present innovations of Tena Buai are linked to contemporary life and 

experiences. Tangot illustrated his composition with specific examples: 

Ol i putim katres i go insait na ol i go tata tata! tata tata! Kudu em bai behainim 

dispela ah olsem mabel tu. Yu tromoi na yu ron i go long em na kisim ken na 

tromoi i go em, em wanpla.  

 

 

One of my popular movements that I use in my dance is the action of machine 

guns spraying bullets in the air. The dancers enact how soldiers load bullets into 

their guns and shoot into the air. The tatatata tatatata sound of the machine gun is 
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created by the beat of the kundu and is followed by the dancers. Another mapina 

follows the game of marbles by small kids where they throw marbles and run 

towards them, pick them up and throw them again.  

In English, I interpreted that Tangot’s innovative dance practice is inspired by current contemporary 

situations that relate to their everyday activity and inspiration drawn from the outside world. As in the 

first description, Tangot’s most common mapina is the action of machine guns spraying bullets in the 

air. The dancers enact soldiers armed with guns and loading bullets to fire in the air. In this scenario, 

Tangot uses his expertise as a Tena Buai to adapt historical accounts of military activity experienced 

in and during the colonial and pre-independence era in Rabaul, East New Britain (Gamble, 2006).  

The inclusion of western concepts of war and military action in his dance movement enhances his 

creative ability to compose and choreograph. Although this dance composition adapts a non- 

indigenous military concept, it projects a postcolonial dance recovery and pedagogy “using dance as 

a political tool for claiming diverse cultural expression and body empowerment” (Banks, 2009, p.356). 

The idea of adapting foreign concepts as a form of creativity to support cultural continuity is discussed 

by Neuenfeldt and Costigan (2004). 

Tena Buai’s ability to create and adapt both historical and contemporary activities into their 

indigenous dance repertoire extends the concept of post–salvagism (Rowe, 2009) that supports local 

creativity such as the Buai as an evolving indigenous practice that does not only preserve a past 

tradition but is an innovative and living cultural phenomenon. So, how does the concept of post-

salvagism address the creative compositions undertaken by Tena Buai in a Tolai context? This 

innovative work may raise questions of identity in relation to how the Tolai perceive creativity in such 

compositions that promote a foreign concept not relevant to the Buai indigenous context. How do 

Tena Buai negotiate the adaptation of foreign concepts to innovate their dance compositions, and 

how may this affect or advance the Buai creative practice?  

Tangot described other mapina that he uses in his dance: 

Wanpela mapina em yu sidaun na kisim kom na yu putim galas na yu kom. 

Wanpela tu yu brasim tit, putim galas na brasim tit em ol kainkain mapina 

nambaut, ol kainkain aksen bai yu wokim. Na wanpela mapina malagene tu, yu 
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save long kada long bus ah? Em wanpela mapina malagene. Yu pulim tasol i go 

antap osem, osem i go antap na pulim i go daun. Behain yu putim action ken. 

 

 

Another mapina is the action of combing your hair, brushing your teeth while 

holding the mirror. Other mapina show traditional activities in the village as in the 

action of pulling kada (rope vines) in the bush, you pull it up and pull it down. You 

can create a mapina or dance movement from this. 

In English, I interpreted Tangot’s creative work as being inspired by both traditional and contemporary 

everyday activities as seen in the diverse construction of each mapina. I have documented Tolai 

indigenous dance in my past field work activities, however, did not understand the significance of 

each mapina in a dance that is created to reflect a creative idea or situation. As I spoke with Tangot, 

many things about Tolai dance composition and choreography became clear. The contemporary 

actions in the dance that Tangot referred to, do not reflect Tolai indigenous belief systems, however, 

they portray the adaptation of foreign concepts, which have become a way of life for the Tolai.  

In addition, the practice of adapting these foreign concepts to enrich creativity in Tolai indigenous 

contexts is controlled and regulated by Tena Buai. I draw from Lewis-Harris (2011), who discusses 

cultural power as personal possessions in relation to individual ownership: “The ownership and 

knowledge of the dance unit, as well as the consequent gifting of costume material, reinforces the 

status of the dance group leaders and performing artists” (p.210). These concepts are used by Tena 

Buai to enrich their innovative skills in the composition of Tolai indigenous dance forms.   

Other creative compositions by Tena Buai are motivated by foreign belief systems such as 

Christianity, which is discussed in the next section. 

6.3.2 Dance adaptation and Christianity 
 

As revealed by Tena Buai in this study, Tolai indigenous belief systems are connected to spirituality. 

The Buai practice is regulated by the supernatural and thus has been the basis for the adaptation of 

other forms of beliefs (Eves, 2004). Christianity has been a main influence in indigenous Tolai 

communities during the precolonial era and has had an impact on the Buai culture (To’Liman-Turalir, 
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2018). Nevertheless, Buai has thrived through this challenge and incorporated Christianity as part of 

its belief system in present times. The adaptation of Christianity into the Buai culture is also common 

for the indigenous Lak people of New Ireland, as observed by Wolffram (2017).  

 

This section highlights accounts by each Tena Buai who attests to the adaptation of Christianity into 

their Tolai dance repertoire. Their resilient methods in dance composition and choreography are 

discussed as ways of adapting to change. By engaging deeper in their Buai practice, they maintain 

the creative dance knowledge of their Buai in these new compositions.  

Keta shared his experience: 

 

The first time I was there when they created a dance, it was done by my uncle To 

Depit. That was an experience for me. He composed a song that was called a 

gara na pidik. That gara na pidik was specifically composed for the death and 

resurrection of our Lord Jesus Christ. It was called a gara na a lili but it was a gara 

na paska. It was a song and dance made for the scourging, the crowning of the 

thorns and the scourging of Christ, the carrying of the cross, the crucifixion, the 

death and resurrection.  

Keta stated three types of creative compositions done by his uncle To Depit to commemorate Easter: 

gara na pidik, gara na a lili and gara na paska. As a Christian, I thought about the adaptation of 

Christianity and its biblical events such as Easter that are now celebrated as part of the Tolai peoples’ 

cultures. It dawned on me that this foreign belief system was introduced in Papua New Guinea during 

the colonial era and resulted in the banning of many indigenous practices associated with dance 

(Niles, 2000). However, To Depit is an example of a Tena Buai appropriating the whole Christian 

concept of Easter into his dance composition by using Tolai indigenous songs such as the gara and 

other cultural expressions. As discussed by To’Liman-Turalir (2008), the gara is a sacred tubuan song 

and also a women’s mortuary song, but according to Keta, it has been used to commemorate the 

foreign and non-indigenous events such as Easter.   
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On the other hand, adapting the Easter concept into the local song and dance composition of the 

Tolai raises issues of cultural appropriation. Gormly (2003) wrote about evangelising as a form of 

appropriating Christianity in music. Similarly, Heekeran (2011) raises the concern of the appropriation 

of Christianity in the Vula’a dance and songs of Papua New Guinea. Creating dances and songs to 

commemorate occasions such as Easter may come into conflict with other Tolai indigenous concepts. 

Given this concern, Keta explained throughout our interview that the prerogative to appropriate 

Christianity into Tolai indigenous dance repertoire lies in the hands of Tena Buai. They decide on 

what dance and the type of movements to use in these situations as a way of advancing their 

creativity.  

Keta explained:  

The gara na paska, was composed by my uncle To Depit who was a specialised 

choreographer for parpari, a wutung and a libung dances. The patterns are there. 

All we must do is introduce something new but following the original pattern, not 

deviating from it. 

Keta stated the importance that Tolai dance must be maintained according to their original forms 

when adapting foreign concepts. His idea of creating new compositions but at the same time retaining 

the fundamental dance patterns resonated with me, as this is a common concern for other Papua 

New Guinea dance cultures. I recalled asking Keta whether these new compositions do retain the 

original Tolai dance forms or whether the original structures change. Keta’s direct response was, 

“there are main structures and patterns of the following Tolai indigenous dance: a parpari, a wutung 

and a libung. They are specifically choreographed according to Tena Buai’s creativity and must 

maintain the identity of the Tolai and Buai culture.” Keta’s response prompted a further concern held 

in my thoughts: How do Tena Buai handle issues of indigenous dance authenticity in the adaptation of 

Christianity as a foreign concept in their creative practice? 

The adaptation of Christianity as a way of enhancing Tena Buai’s creativity is further explained by 

Pitia: 

Ol man bai composim ol singsing blong lotu we mipla bai danis behainim pain na 

dai blo Jisas Krais. Mipla kolim a pinpidik, pinpidik a lotu.  Olgeta eksen blo em bai 
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behainim pain na dai blo Jisas Krais, blo big man blo yumi yet…bai ol i paitim em i 

go inap ol i nilim em antap long diwai kros inap em kirap ken osem mipla actionim 

displa. 

 

 

Another experience we see is how people in the village compose songs for church 

activities such as Easter where traditional dances are choreographed according to 

the new songs to portray the suffering and death of the Lord Jesus Christ. We call 

the dance a pinpidik, a pinpidik a lotu.  

 

In the translation, I interpreted Pitia’s adaptation of the Easter concept to create his new pinpidik 

dance as a form of innovative practice for dance that incorporates both foreign and indigenous 

spirituality. As I listened to Pitia describe his new composition for his pinpidik dance to commemorate 

Easter, I wondered about the impact of Christianity upon Tena Buai’s practices and how the Buai is 

used to accept or reject certain aspects of this foreign culture. It is quite a complex area for me to 

unpack as a non-Tolai. Given the destruction that Christianity had on my Yangoru culture during the 

precolonial and colonial periods, I am intrigued at the way Pitia has accepted this introduced belief 

system to innovate and enhance new composition and choreography of his pinpidik dance. In my 

quest to settle my thoughts, I draw on observations by Webb (1996) and Toliman-Turalir (2018) who 

attested to Christianity as being widely accepted and integrated into the Buai culture because of its 

belief in a superior metaphysical being that is God and his son Jesus Christ. As Melanesians, the 

Tolai are alive to the spiritual world and thus have incorporated aspects of the Christian faith into their 

indigenous belief systems such as the Buai. Historian and anthropologist Klaus Neumann sums up 

the coexistence of Christianity with the Tolai and Buai indigenous worldview:  

Tolai are reputed for their malagene (traditional dances) and for the powerful and 

dangerous magic associated with them. They are reputed for their hymns, which 

are also sung in other parts of New Britain and New Ireland, where Tolai 

missionaries had been proselytising. (1992a, p.307)  
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The Tolai, and particularly Tena Buai like Pitia, have used Buai to innovate and change colonial and 

foreign faith systems such as Christianity to advance their dance and creative practice. As in many 

indigenous Pacific communities, the introduction of Christianity during the pre-colonial and colonial 

era has impacted the composition of traditional music and dance compositions. In the Tolai and Lak 

contexts, Christianity was absorbed into these indigenous communities and coexisted with the beliefs 

of the Buai practice (see 2.7.8). However, in other contexts such as the Kiwai and Motu Koita in 

Papua New Guinea, the adaptation of Christianity changed many indigenous dance forms which 

resulted in new compositions, as in the taibubu and perovetta (Niles, 2000).  

Taragau’s Buai practice contrasts with Pitia’s experience. He merges both indigenous and Christian 

concepts of Easter into one new dance composition and maintains the original structure of his pinpidik 

dance.  

Taragau shared his perception of Buai culture and the absorption of Christianity: 

Buai i wok olsem wanem. Taim lotu i bin kam, kastom em i stap pinis. Taim lotu i 

kam, kalsa blo yumi em i stap pinis. So taim lotu i kam tasol, em jas fol in tasol 

long wanem samting ol man i bin save pinis long hia. 

 

 

I’ll explain the work of the Buai and how it works. When the Gospel came, our 

culture was already there. So, when the Gospel came, it just fell in line with what 

the people had already known. 

 

 

In the English translation, I interpreted Taragau’s explanation of Christianity as a spiritual and faith 

system that had existed in practice among the Tolai people prior to the arrival of early missionaries. 

Hearing Taragau explain the connection of Christianity to the Buai culture further settled my thoughts 

about the adaptation of Christianity to innovate new Tolai indigenous dance forms (see Fig. 25). 

However, as a Christian and cultural dance researcher, I have had constant challenges of applying 

my Christian perspective upon my peoples’ cultural and indigenous ways of knowing, understanding, 
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believing and doing. This will be an ongoing personal dilemma for me as my own Yangoru cultural 

experiences were heavily colonised by Christianity. My research on the Buai unpacks many layers of 

Christianity and its coexistence with the Buai culture that enhances cultural creativity.  

 

 

Figure 25. Christianised kulau dance  performed at the pina pa na pal (opening of the 

Talatala/Pastor’s new house) in Matupit village. September 2021.  
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Figure 26.  Dancer holding the dance prop designed like a bible  in the male kulau 

dance. Matupit village. East New Britain. September 2021.  

 

As I continued to listen to Taragau connect the Christian faith to his Buai practice, I reflected on 

Nachman’s (1981) account of the Buai and Christianity from the Nissan Island context in relation to 

Catholicism: 

Buai is a source of inspiration to its participants, especially of religious inspiration, 

whether one defines religion as a way of approaching the supernatural or as a way 

of affirming fundamental truths. Buai even provides an alternative to Catholicism, 

as represented by the Marist Mission, one that takes Christian belief into account 

but incorporates it into a world view compatible with traditional values and present 

needs. (Nachman, 1981, p.54) 

Nachman’s observation of the Buai and its relationship to Christianity supports Taragau’s view that 

“when the Gospel came, our culture was already there. The Gospel just fell in line with what the 
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people already knew.” Although these separate explanations of the Buai and Christianity by Nachman 

and Taragau cleared my thoughts on the connection of the Buai with Christianity, it remains an area 

for further research to unpack the multifaceted functions of the Buai in the adaptation of the Christian 

faith.  

This section has discussed Buai as an aesthetic practice for dance and its related art and craft work. 

It examined Tena Buai’s practice in the innovation of new dance movements and compositions and 

how Tena Buai create dance from historical concepts. The final part of this section explored the 

adaptation of Christianity to enhance Tena Buai’s creative dance skills. Each of the Tena Buais’ 

accounts of their dance works were analysed according to how they constructed and perceived 

creativity. So, what are the creative processes they engage in? 

6.4 Creative processes 
 

The creative process is complex and multifaceted and is significant in showing how Tena Buai and 

Buai initiates perceive their Buai innovative experiences of creating dance through imagination, 

improvisation, composition and rehearsal. 

Tena Buai are practitioners of Tolai art expressions that emanate from the Buai and there are deep 

processes of acquiring and applying creative knowledge from the Buai metaphysical. According to the 

research informants in this study, this process of acquiring and applying the Buai creative knowledge 

is a learning process for creativity which involves the acquisition and dissemination of the Buai 

knowledge to learners or Buai initiates. Tena Buai are known to be cultural teachers of the Buai 

culture who are responsible for the transferring of the Buai knowledge to new initiates through set 

creative processes.  

The next section explores Tena Buai’s teaching and learning experiences through the process of 

envisaging, improvising, composing and rehearsing. Discussions of these Tolai indigenous art 

educational processes are examined according to the Tena Buai’s perception on creativity. 

 

6.4.1 Envisaging 
 
Imagination is a significant learning process for creativity in indigenous communities that engage with 

spirituality as an inherent part of their epistemology (see 2.3). In the Tolai indigenous context, 
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imagination is a significant creative process in the Buai practice that supports the composition of song 

and dance. Taragau stated: 

 

Em wok blong Buai. Mi laik wokim wanem samting blo bilas blo danis, wanem 

samting i kam long het, em mi behainim tasol na wokim. 

When I feel the presence of the Buai at work in me, I start to imagine how the 

dance will look with its costume, tokatokoi, music, mapina and lyrics. I just follow 

whatever that comes to mind. 

In the English translation, I interpreted Taragau’s spiritual inspiration as a process of imagination in 

the creation of a new song and dance and its associated accessories. Taragau attested to the 

process of imagination that is vital in the song and dance composition, costume making, and body 

adornment inspired by the Buai. Jankowska and Karwowski (2015) stated that “visual imagination 

encompasses creating, interpreting, and transforming vivid mental representations” (p.1). In relation to 

dance, it is a creative skill that engages imagination as a learning process, either individually or 

collectively as a group (Press & Warburton, 2007).  According to Taragau, he engaged in the process 

of imagination to create a dance and its accompanying accessories which included the costumes and 

the songs for the dance. Imagination is a significant part of the acquisition and transfer of the Buai 

creative knowledge, as observed by Wolfram (2010, 2017).  

The process of imagination is followed by the composition of songs which is undertaken through 

improvisation. 

6.4.2 Improvising 
 

Improvisation is an essential song and dance teaching method in art education contexts that explores 

creativity. It is part of the creative learning process that results in artistic works. The improvisation 

technique is commonly applied by Tena Buai in song composition. Taragau explained: 

Bai mi lukluk long maunten Kabiu na bai mi paitim kudu isi isi tasol na em bai 

tingting i kam. 
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I focus on Mt Kabiu and continue to slowly beat the kundu until the song comes in 

my mind. 

 

In the English translation, I interpreted Taragau’s song and dance composition as a form of 

improvisation that does not follow a written script. He is led by the creative spirit to compose and to do 

this, he must focus on Mt Kabiu to draw creative inspiration. He improvises using imagination and 

rhythmic sounds. The process of improvisation is triggered by mental creative activity which is 

connected to a spiritual location. 

 

In addition, Kalama shared another experience of using improvisation in the composition of a song: 

 

My grandfather was good at composing songs. When we used to sit down on the 

beach, I would be surprised at a new song that he composed just by looking out to 

the sea. He will take his basket and chew his Buai and start to hum and sing a 

song. I won’t disturb him. And then I’ll ask him, what’s that? And then he will say, 

that’s a new song. 

In Kalama’s account, his grandfather did not have to be alone to compose a song. He was in 

the company of Kalama, and the lyrics just came casually as they were sitting on the beach 

and looking out to sea while he was chewing his Buai. Kalama stated that being alone was 

not necessary to stimulate creativity in this context. This scenario presented another 

understanding of creativity that is manifested through improvised song compositions. The 

action of improvisation is seen in the humming of a tune where a song script is not used. 

Kalama’s’s grandfather composed a new song without a written script and attested this to 

the Buai creative power. 

 

The method of improvisation is common in other Tena Buai’s practice. Tangot gave an 

insight into the use of improvisation in his song and dance composition: 
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Bai mi sidaun mi yet, mi no inap sidaun wanpela taim tasol nogat. Ating klostu wan 

mun bai mi wok long sidaun. Wan mun bai mi wok long lainim dispela singsing na 

putim ol mapina insait i go long malagene, mi no nap putim hariap. Em i hard ya. 

 

 

I sit down alone and do this several times. I think it took me a month to sit down 

and work on the song composition for my dance. It takes one month to learn this 

new song and to choreograph the dance movement according to the song. This 

process does not happen quickly. It is hard.   

 

In Tangot’s account, he stated the difficult process involved in the initial stage of composing a song 

for his dance. Tangot’s description of the composition process aligns with western understandings of 

improvisation where the creation of a song does not follow a structurally written method. Composition 

takes effort through humming and making rhythm from beating a piece of wood. Another interviewee, 

Samson, stated that by being engaged in this process of improvisation, he eventually comes up with a 

song and creates dance movements according to the song.  

 

To get a deeper understanding of the composition process, the next section provides some examples 

of Tena Buai’s experiences. 

 

6.4.3 Composing 
 
 

According to Tena Buais’ explanations, the process of composition is spiritual and is a combination of 

music and song lyrics composition together with the dance choreography. In every Tolai and Papua 

New Guinean ceremonial performance, music and dance movement cannot be separated and are 

integrated as one performing art (see 2.6.1). These creative processes of music composition and 

dance choreography are explained by Tena Buai in this section.   

 

Taragau described his music composition for dance: 
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Em nau mi pilim em i wok blong displa Buai insait long mi. So taim i kam, wanem 

kain singsing i kamap, em mi hariap long kisim. Em nau mi traim long singim, mi 

traim long pulim singsing, em osem i kamap hariap tasol. Wanem ol toktok long 

matchim, wanem kain toktok long how mipla wokim singsing, em mipla i no save 

go direct. Singsing i narapla kain, i haitim wanem samting em insait long singsing 

ya. Tru ol man bai i no nap long understandim bikos em i haitim wanem samting 

mi composim… 

 

 

The Buai works in a mysterious way when it comes to composing a song for a 

dance. So, when the spirit comes and gives the song, I pick it up quickly. I try to 

sing the lyrics and put in movements and it just happens. What words to match, 

what words or lyrics needed for the dance is not all straight forward because the 

lyrics are spiritual. The people will not understand the song because the meaning 

is hidden. 

 

The composition of lyrics inspired by the Buai is spiritual, as stated by Taragau. He was led by the 

Buai to compose songs and apply dance movements according to the lyrics. In Taragau’s description, 

the lyrics are initially composed and provide the base for the creation of dance. Movements are 

formed according to the lyrics which are given by the Buai spirit. In this account, the composition of 

song lyrics is distinct to the Buai practice and indigenous identity of the Tolai people. By connecting to 

their Buai, they can understand the meanings of the lyrics. This creative process is an essential part 

of the Buai culture that connects to the wider belief systems of the Tolai people.   

Taragau described how he used his newly composed song to choreograph a dance: 

Taim mi statim nau long lainim ol mangi long singsing pastem, singsing i go i go 

nau taim ol mangi ol i kisim displa nek blo singsing em nau osem mi lukim olsem 

nogat, i wok long strong nau. I wok long go gut nau, em nau mi kalap kam bek 

wantem mapina malagene na putim nau na danis i complete. 
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When I first started to teach the boys how to sing, they sang until they were 

confident with the lyrics. So, when I was happy with their progress in picking up 

the song, I then choreographed the dance movements and sequence until the 

whole dance was complete. 

 

Taragau explained how he choreographs dance movements, patterns and sequence for the 

whole dance performance. He emphasised that the dance is created from a song which has 

to be mastered well by the performers before they are able to learn the new dance. 

Taragau’s description shows the structure of music composition for dance that must be 

followed according to the Buai practice. It is a Tolai indigenous way of dance choreography 

and performance that must happen with every music composition. Dance cannot be 

separated from music  

 

Tangot described his experience of composing after the acquisition of the Buai creative knowledge:  

Taim blong wokim malagene nau, mi no nap singautim ol man i kam na sanapim 

ol na bai yu lainim ol long singsing nogat, yu mas sidaun pastem, yu yet wan. Yu 

mas sidaun, yu mas sidaun long bus o long nambis o long haus na yu sidaun na 

yu lainim. Yu lainim singsing na behain yu putim ol mapina malagene. Dispela ol 

mapina malagene em bai inap long a libung, a wutung, a pinpidik, a parpari em 

wankain tasol, tasol voice blong ol tasol na paitim kudu em i different.  

 

 

At the beginning of choreographing a dance, I don’t call the dancers to come and 

see my choreography work. I have to be alone to create the dance movements 

and its patterns. I must create the dance movements and learn it myself first away 

for everyone. I can do this alone at the beach or in the bush. I must learn the song 

first before I add the dance movements to it. These dance movements are for 

these traditional dances: a libung, a wutung, a pinpidik, a parpari, the movements 
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follow the lyrics/songs and the beat of the slit-drum. The rhythm and song lyrics for 

each dance are different. 

 

According to Tangot, the composition of lyrics for each of the correct Tolai dances is a challenging 

experience. I recalled his expression in the way he described the tedious process of finding the 

perfect tune to compose songs for the construction of dance. Tangot stated that the creation of a 

dance comes after a song has been composed. He said that it takes several days, weeks or months 

for the process of composing. As Tangot described, he had to hum a tune while beating a piece of 

wood to create rhythm until a song comes to mind. It is okay to create a mapina malagene (dance 

movement) because the movements follow the song. Tangot further mentions the main Tolai 

traditional dances that are created and choreographed in this way: libung, wutung, pinpidik and 

parpari. These are the dances that are choreographed according to the lyrics and beat of the kundu. 

No lyrics are the same, and this influences the construction of dance.  

In this section the set style of composing applied by Tena Buai in the making of music and dance 

were identified. Creation of Tolai indigenous music, dance and art works are inspired by the Buai 

spirit, and so for these compositions to occur, isolated areas are required to engage with Buai 

spirituality. In these art works, song lyrics provide the base for the composition of dance.  

 
After the composition of song lyrics is done and the choreography of its associated dance is created, 

the Tena Buai engages in the process of dance rehearsals, which has been a significant part of the 

Buai pedagogical structure for learning creativity.  

 

Pitia explained his dance composition and choreography: 

 

Bifo tubuna blo mi sa lainim parpari, na mi tu mi startim long lainim ol niupla 

parpari nau, ol man sa kam, ol baim ol traditional dance long mi. So sampla ol i 

hamamas tru lo kisim ol displa traditional dance lo mi bikos i no osem ol lapun blo 

bipo, how mi composim ol singsing ya em i narakain long ol lapun we ol i bin 

mekim. 
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My parpari dance is new and different from the parpari dance that was 

choreographed by our ancestors. People like my dance choreography and come 

and buy my dance. My music composition and dance choreography are unique 

and suit the present times. 

 

Pitia stated that the parpari dance he choreographs has an appeal for today’s audience and 

his style of choreography is new and distinct from the compositions done by the earlier 

generations. Dance composition by Tena Buai change with time and space. In this context, 

Tena Buai construct dance according to their contemporary settings. This ties in with Martin 

(2012), who stated that there are multiple meanings of contemporary within dance, and with 

Dils and Albright (2001), who discussed meanings of contemporary as dance innovations 

that are created within their cultural contexts.  

Moreover, Kaeppler (2000) referred to dance composers as “choreographers, dancers, and 

viewers of dance who are socially and historically placed individuals who operate according 

to socio-cultural conventions and aesthetic systems” (p.116). These social-cultural and 

aesthetic systems determine the creative practice of Tena Buai who are contemporary 

dance artists. Dance and music compositions inspired by the Buai are contemporary 

innovations that emanate from creative contexts in a time and place. 

According to the perception of Tena Buai in this study, creativity is the making of new dance and 

music compositions connected to the Buai metaphysical world. Particularly, new dance movements 

are created against old structures, known as ur na malagene. Pitia explained: 

So ol start blo ol singsing ya em wanpla pattern tasol. Bai i wankain tasol, long first 

singsing, second, third. Behain insait long displa namel long displa tupla singsing 

we important long displa danis, tupla singsing tasol. Hamaspla special mapina i 

stap na wanpla pattern tasol. Em long tokples mipla kolim olsem a ur na 

malagene. Wanpla bun tasol na mapina tasol save senis. Displa mapina mi putim 

long narapla libung, mi noken putim ken long niupela libung. 
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There is only one main structure in the whole dance sequence. This structure is 

the ur na malagene which remains the same for every dance performance. There 

are two particular songs that are important and that follow this structure. I can 

change the mapina or the dance movements but must not change the ur na 

malagene which is the main structure of the dance that gives its identity. If I 

choreographed a certain mapina and dance movement for a previous libung 

dance, I cannot do the same mapina for the new libung dance that I am 

choreographing now.   

 

Pitia stated that among the various artistic forms, dance composition is the main form of creative work 

that maintains the cultural identity of the Tolai people. He refers to the ur na malagene as the main 

structure that holds the pattern of the dance. When I listened to Pitia explain the significance of the ur 

na malagene, I was fascinated to learn of this local Tolai term that unveils deeper importance of 

indigenous dance compositions and their set structures. I was further interested in how Pitia 

differentiated the function of the ur na malagene from the mapina. He stated that the mapina is the 

actual dance movement and body action that can be changed to allow for creative dance innovations, 

however, the ur na malagene remains unchanged as it holds the identity of the dance. 

The significance of the ur na malagene that holds the structure and identity of any Tolai dance is 

further attested by To’Liman-Turalir (2018), who quoted a Tena Buai reflecting on her early dance 

learning experience: “Tete taught me the sequence of the libung and the choreographic movements 

within a structured pattern” (p.4). There is a structured pattern in all Tolai dances that gives them their 

identity, and this is closely observed throughout the learning process. In differentiating between 

western and non-western dance forms, Kaeppler (2007) demarcates indigenous dance forms as 

“indigenous structured movement systems” (p.3). Within these structured movement systems, there is 

allowance for the creation of new dance movements, however, many indigenous dance creations are 

aimed at maintaining cultural identity (Nor, , 2020). The issue of identity is a significant part of the 

Buai creative culture.  
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6.4.4 Rehearsing 
 
As part of the creative process, Tena Buai have emphasised the significant role of rehearsals during 

the period of song and dance composing. According to Burbur, the enhancement of creativity takes 

place during rehearsed dance sessions:  

 

 
Puar lama em osem em bai hamas wik, 3 wiks o 4 wiks bai mipla wok long lainim i 

kam i kam nau, bai dei nau blo displa wok bai mipla puar lama long displa dei ah 

second last dei bai mipla puar lama and then last day nau bai mipla go through 

long balabalaguan nau long danis. Tasol behain long puar lama bai mipela kubak 

long strongim ol meri husait bai danis. 

 

 

Puar lama is the final dress and technical dance rehearsal that takes place a day 

before the actual public performance. Prior to the puar lama, dancers rehearse for 

up to 3 – 4 weeks. 

 

 

In the English translation, I interpreted Burbur’s explanation of the puar lama as a technical dress 

rehearsal that is held a day prior to the actual dance performance. I recalled having to observe the 

puar lama for the women’s patete dance that was to be staged at the balabalaguan mortuary feast in 

Matupit village. During this final dance rehearsal, I observed Burbur’s role as both a Buai initiate and 

Tena malagene who was instrumental in making sure that the women danced correctly and according 

to the tradition. Following the puar lama was the kubak that required the dancers to camp all night and 

undergo certain rituals to give them the confidence to perform well at the mortuary ceremony. Burbur 

described this process: 

 

Ol i kubak osem ol i babetim ol meri long kainkain man i save kamap long displa 

taim. Sampla ol i save usim kwara, sampla i save usim kambang, sampla i save 

usim maus so ol i kubak long babetim ol meri bai ol i kaikai ol displa samting na 
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husait man i laik bagarapim ol, ol i gat nat, ol i save kolim olsem mi gat nat. Yu laik 

wokim wanem samting, yu taraim mi. em olsem na bai ol i kaikai pastem displa 

long taim blo kunubak em nau bai ol i sanap lain nau long go danis nau ol i kolim 

kal kal. Em nau bai ol i kaikai ol kokonas. Kokonas ol i kukim pastem ol i go ol i 

wokim liklik toktok long em behain ol givim long ol meri kaikai.  

 

 

 

The kubak is held to prepare certain babet for the women dancers to guide them 

against any malicious attacks from the audience that can be caused through 

sorcery. There are certain rituals that take place during the kunubak that are 

undertaken by the dancers to strengthen them for their performance the next day, 

and to protect them from jealous men who may want to harm them during the 

dance performance. The kubak is the final stage of the dance rehearsal and is 

undertaken to physically, mentally and spiritually equip the dancers so that they 

can be confident to perform the next day without fear or shame.  

 

Burbur facilitated the rituals that took place at the kubak and being part of it, I was fascinated with the 

processes that was involved. As I observed with interest, I realised the significance of this dance 

rehearsal which occurred in its indigenous context and is a pivotal part of the Tena Buai’s creative 

knowledge to make indigenous substances such as the babet and the dried coconut for the dancers 

to eat before their dance. Having encountered this experience with Burbur and the women dancers in 

Matupit, I feel that there is multifaceted dance knowledge that needs further unpacking in relation to 

how the kubak is used to support and protect the personal welfare of dancers. How does this complex 

dance rehearsal practice extend the discourse on indigenous creativity, epistemology and spirituality?  

 

Central to Tena Buai’s creative dance compositions are the contexts in which they work. Their 

creative contexts are significant to the outcome of their innovative works. 
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6.5 Ceremonial contexts can be important means of validating creative processes 
 

In Tolai indigenous contexts, ceremonies are significant events for the showcase of music and dance 

compositions by Tena Buai. According to my research participants, a common ceremony that features 

in Tena Buai’s compositions is the balabalaguan. The balabalaguan is a traditional occasion held by 

the Tolai people to commemorate their deceased family members. Tena Buai use this event to 

enhance their creative interpretation by composing music and dance specifically for the occasion (see 

Fig.27).   

 

Figure 27. Male Kulau dance, Matupit village . October 2005 

 

6.5.1 Tena Buai enhances creativity in balabalaguan ceremony 
  

Keta reflected on his new dance choreography during a balabalaguan ceremony in Matupit village: 
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In the last balaguan feast held last year, I had to change some of the names, the 

names of the places like Kikila, I had to put in the words to fit in with the pattern of 

the dancing and the occasion. Because if the pattern doesn’t fit, then the people 

who are beating the garamut won’t follow that. It will go wrong somewhere. 

 

Keta attested to his status as Tena Buai which gives him the authority to change song lyrics to suit the 

dance for the balabalaguan feast. I recall being part of this mortuary dance ceremony in September 

2018 during my fieldwork in Matupit village. Although I have participated in other mortuary ceremonies 

in Matupit as an in-law, I did not pay much attention to how the dances for these ceremonies were 

composed. The interview with Keta and my reflection of his role as a Tena Buai and Tena malagene 

who was active in leading the composition and performance of the patete and parpari women ’s dance 

at the balabalaguan feast was overwhelming. 

According to Keta, he was qualified to change and add new song lyrics for every dance movement 

that he created to suit the occasion. Keta emphasised throughout the interview that no one else can 

do this because they do not possess the creative knowledge from the Buai. He added that such 

ceremonies as the balabalaguan provide the space for him and other Tena Buai to display their 

creative skill, whether it is in a dance, a song, costume, dance prop or the associated magic, 

compositions, and to compose songs and choreograph dances according to the ceremonial occasion.  

Furthermore, to strengthen my understanding of ceremonial occasions as creative contexts for the 

showcase of Tena Buai’s artwork, I draw from other Tolai accounts. According to Tena Buai and Tena 

malagene Kolias ToKonia, the paluka mortuary ceremony has given him the opportunity to compose 

and perform his male kulau dance (Simet, 2012). In addition, To’Liman-Turalir (2018) established the 

significance of ceremonies such as the warvakai or balaguan as Tolai indigenous events that give 

“Tena Buai the opportunity to display their creative artwork or their Buai” (p.49).  

Given the dominance of creativity and power demonstrated by Tena Buai at these ceremonies, I 

wondered about the role of the dancers and the Buai initiates who are tasked to perform these dances 

composed and choreographed by Tena Buai. Do they accept these changes as part of their Buai and 

dance learning process or can they challenge the creative interpretation of the Tena Buai?  These are 
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queries that can be pursed in further research on the teaching and learning of dance and creativity 

associated with the Buai.  

To further explain the dominant role of Tena Buai in the creation of new dance forms for ceremonies, 

Keta shared his experience: 

 

I had to put two together. The beginning was the parpari and then it continued to 

the patete. It was an important occasion because they had to do the monument for 

the deceased clan members, the dead people that we had to have the feast for. 

They were important people, old pela man ol i dai long time and older women, 

yeah, so that occasion was very important. So, I had to compose, I had to do that 

because it is important. I had to start with the parpari and then continue to the 

patete. Tena Buai must do things in accordance with the feasting. They saw that 

this was new. It was those two, it begins with a parpari and then to the patete. So, 

when they saw that, everybody just opened their mouths and started dancing… 

 

As I listened to Keta describing how he combined two different women’s dances into one final 

performance during the balabalaguan mortuary ceremony, I reflected on how I reacted to his new 

dance composition that day as I watched with awe. It was the first time for me to see a combination of 

two completely different Tolai dances merged into one performance at the finale. Keta’s extraordinary 

dance composition not only surprised me but also the other local Tolai people who watched in 

astonishment.    

Keta used the occasion to display his creative concept and new dance composition. It is during such 

occasions that recognition is drawn to the status of Tena Buai as expert artists and cultural teachers 

responsible for the innovation of new tradition. Tena Buai’s role as creative practitioners and teachers 

of the Buai culture which include dance, music, song, costumes/body decorations and the associated 

magic (see 2.7.6) were evident in Keta’s participation at the balabalaguan ceremony.  

Keta further explained that he had the authority to change and synthesise different traditional dances 

into one dance sequence because of his creative power and his possession of the Buai knowledge. I 
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was amazed at how he did this, because in all my dance research experience in Papua New Guinea, 

traditional dances are performed as separate entities to maintain their individual identity and are not 

fused with other dance traditions. In my understanding and dance performance experience, Papua 

New Guinea traditional dance can only be transformed into a contemporary or hybridised 

performance (Faik-Simet, 2012) when it is mixed with other modern elements. Keta’s innovative 

approach to change the dance sequence of indigenous Tolai dance in its cultural setting has paved a 

new dance research inquiry to investigate whether this invention of indigenous dance and creativity is 

relevant to the sustenance of the Tolai and Buai cultural heritage. Does this new invention maintain 

the culture or does it change it?  

Anthropologists Elizabeth Hallam and Tim Ingold discussed the changing state of tradition as 

associated with people who “create their own traditions and histories” (2007, p.6). Maree (2008) 

further contended that “tradition changes with time, and everywhere people are wrestling with the 

desire to preserve, critique, and hold on to that which is known while at the same time acknowledging 

that slippage is inevitable” (p.120). The idea of change in tradition is evident in the Tolai indigenous 

Buai practice and Tena Buai are known to regulate and administer this process in ceremonial 

contexts. 

Todi gave an account of another case when his dance composition was performed at his clan’s 

balabalaguan ceremony:  

Displa taim mi kirapim long ples nau em olgeta lain olsem vunatarai blo papa na 

vunatarai blo mi tu ol i kirap nogut. Osem displa singsing nau em i niupla singsing 

blo papa stret na i no sa kirap. Em mi tingim hamas yia nau na displa yia nau ating 

namel long 2008 na 2009 em mi kirapim bek displa singsing. Olgeta i kirap nogut. 

Osem ol tingim papa, long wanem i gat nem blo papa i stap insait, nem blo tubuan 

blo ol i stap insait long displa singsing ya so ol i kolim displa singsing em a liu na 

kaba kavir. 

 

I’ve developed this dance from my father’s composition and added my own 

mapina. My father’s composition is from the past and he gave me the dance to 
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move forward into the future and create new movements as I go along. So, I 

performed this dance in the village and surprised my paternal clan members who 

could not believe that I extended my father’s version and incorporated my new 

version of his dance. The only element of the dance that connected with my 

father’s dance is the mention of his name and the name of his tubuan in my song 

lyrics. The name of the song and dance performance is a liu na kaba kavir. 

 

According to Todi, creativity shows in new dance and music compositions that are an extension from 

the past. By composing new mapina for his father’s dance, Todi claimed that he has enhanced his 

father’s dance from its original movements. In this creative process, one may ask if the change is a 

dance revival (Nahachewsky, 2001). Whatley (2005) raised the question whether this would be a 

dance recreation, re-presentation or re-invention. It can be further perceived as a dance 

reconstruction of the past (Thomas, 2003). Moreover, Banks (2009) stated that although dance 

functions as an ancestral tradition, it connects the past to the present. The Buai practice applied by 

Tena Buai enables creative dance compositions that carry past traditions to enhance the present and 

future cultural identity of the Tolai people (To’Liman-Turalir, 2018). 

 

The same principle of composition applies to other Tolai dances choreographed by Tena Buai. Tena 

Buai tend to create new forms of dance that are developed from past compositions and dance 

structures, as seen in Todi’s composition: 

Mi bin front man long dispela singsing. Mi bin liklik so ol wok long ting osem bai mi 

no inap mekim inap mi pinism displa singsing. So ol sidaun na wok lo lukluk lo mi 

osem leader a? Mi idim displa singsing nau, mi putim ol mapina malagene nau na i 

go go nau na long taim blo murmur nau, pinis blo singsing, olgeta papa i kam nau 

na hapim mi. Osem ol hamamas stret long wanem mi winim dispela singsing from 

start to finish. 

The libung dances I compose are new and slightly different from my father’s. I took 

the lead role in this dance when I was young. Everyone who watched thought that 
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I was not capable to complete the dance but to their surprise, I danced from the 

beginning to the end and added each mapina (dance movement) to complete the 

dance. I also put in the end part referred to as the murmur. At the end of the 

dance, everyone came and carried me to express their excitement over my new 

dance choreography. 

Todi choreographed new movements in the process of performing the libung dance, meaning the 

performance space provided the context for Todi to explore his creative ability. Creativity in this 

scenario is not generated from secluded environments and spiritual meditation but occurs during the 

actual performance. This act of creative dance composition is defined by Lloyd (2014) as “a unique 

self-expressive art form which blends rhythmic movement and aesthetic expression that is selected by 

participants to communicate their ideas, thoughts, and feelings. The goal is to communicate through 

movement” (p.1). Communicating creative ability in dance adds recognition to the Tena Buai’s status. 

By publicly displaying his choreography skills, Todi draws attention to his competent and artistic role 

as Tena Buai.  In such dance contexts, how is creativity perceived? Is the extension of new dance 

choreography from the old a form of creativity? Or does the combination of old and new choreography 

enhance creativity?  

Pitia commented about ceremonial composition: 

 

So nau ol i kisim dispela niupela long mi nau em bai mi redi long kirapim niupela. I 

kamap pinis. Wanpla taim ken, wanpla warwakai long hia o wanem ken blong lotu 

o school graduation nambaut em or ol bai lukluk ken long mi long go long show, 

bai mi lainim ken. Niupla i stap pinis. Bai mi lainim ken. 

 

 

So, every time I give out my new music composition and dance choreography to 

perform at a traditional village ceremony, a school or church event, I tend to 

create, learn and teach new dance choreography. 

 

Within the English translation, I interpreted Pitia’s perception of creativity according to how 

he choreographs and teaches his new dance compositions. He stated the significance of 
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warwakai (Tolai traditional ceremonies that feature a range of activities including dance) that 

provide the context and opportunity for him to showcase his new dance creations. Pitia’s 

creative dance compositions are not only perceived according to the way he composes but 

also in the way it is taught and learnt. He claims that the more he creates new dance and 

transfers the knowledge to others, his Buai reveals new creative knowledge to him. That is 

how the Buai works.    

 

6.6 Conclusion 
 

This chapter has explored Tena Buai and Buai initiates’ perceptions of creativity according 

to their physical and metaphysical experiences. My phenomenological perspective and 

English interpretations of Tena Buai and Buai initiates’ Tok Pisin accounts of their practice 

formed the main discussion of how creativity is innovated and composed. To understand the 

concept of indigenous creativity, I analysed Tena Buais’ aesthetic practices in the 

composition of dance and Tolai artworks and how they innovate new dance and music using 

historical and cultural concepts. Further in the discussion is the adaptation of Christianity to 

enhance Tena Buais’ creativity in the integration of foreign spiritual concepts with the Tolai 

indigenous dance repertoire.   

 

Drawing on Tena Buai and Buai initiates’ meanings of creativity, I argue that Buai presents an 

indigenous and multifaceted epistemological system for creativity that challenges anthropological 

perceptions of indigenous cultures as non-innovative,  frozen in time and as seemingly preserving a 

past tradition (Clifford, 1989). I evidence my argument by illustrating how Tena Buai and Buai initiates 

undertake creative processes through imagination, improvisation, composition and rehearsal to 

compose new music for dance. To further understand how Tena Buai apply creativity, an examination 

of their creative contexts was done which investigated isolated and ceremonial locations as sites for 

creative inspiration, interaction, practice, teaching, learning and application of new dance and music 

compositions. An extension of the discussion on composition and choreography of Tolai dance was 

explored according to how Tena Buai define specific Tolai dance structures that encourage change 

and creativity.  
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The chapter further contends that the Buai culture extends indigenous discourse on dance and 

creativity as an evolving art form (Rowe, 2009). It prompts the following questions: How do these Buai 

pedagogical structures for teaching and learning dance enhance the growth of creativity? This further 

gives rise to these questions: How can Tena Buai and Buai initiates’ ways of knowing, doing and 

learning creativity such as dance be understood as a pedagogic structure? How can we evidence this 

complex, ontological and epistemological process as pedagogy for teaching creativity and dance? 

To address the questions asked, we need to look closer into how these pedagogies function 

according to Tena Buai and Buai initiates’ teaching and learning experiences. In particular, their 

pedagogic dance teaching and learning methods will be discussed in Chapter 7.     
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Chapter 7. Buai is a Complex Pedagogy for Fostering Creativity  
 

7.1 Introduction 
 

This chapter discusses Buai as a complex learning process according to Tena Buai and Buai initiates ’ 

experiences. Their reflections of their practice are told in the Tok Pisin lingua franca and interpreted in 

English by the author. Drawing on their dance teaching, creation and learning experiences, I argue 

that the Buai system is guided by a pedagogical structure (Billet, 1996) that generates and retains 

Tolai indigenous dance knowledge. This involves fostering a sense of creative ability through 

collaboration with the metaphysical. I evidence my argument by illustrating how Tena Buai and Buai 

initiates use rituals such as the Buai na kodakodop to retain cultural knowledge, support the learner's 

cognitive ability, undertake pedagogical instruction, demonstration, correction, evaluation and 

enhance individual talents. 

Previous research has explored Buai as a knowledge system that supports creativity, dance, music, 

power and cultural identity (see 2.7.1). This previous research has not, however, focused on the 

pedagogical function of Buai as a learning process for dance and creativity. Hence, I dialogue with 

Tena Buai and Buai initiates on dance teaching and learning practices as a process of co-constructing 

Buai philosophies, epistemologies and ontologies, with an aim to decolonise dance learning 

(Mabingo, 2018) in a Tolai indigenous context. 

The first section discusses the preparation of the Buai na kodakodop, which is then followed by its 

function in the teaching and learning of Tolai dance. In the third section, I examine Tena Buai and 

Buai initiates' application of the Buai na kodakodop which is embedded in their dance pedagogical 

practices of instructing, demonstrating, correcting and evaluating the learning process. Fourthly, I 

discuss the application of the Buai na kodakodop as a significant part of the Buai pedagogy for dance 

learning that purposefully identifies and enhances individual talents.  

7.2 Preparing the Buai na kodakodop 
 
According to Tena Buai interviewed for this study, the Buai na kodakodop consists of the betelnut, 

kakulai (daka leaf) and kambang (powdered white substance from coral or shells). It is ritually 
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prepared together with other herbs that are imbued with supernatural powers (see 2.7.5) and given to 

the initiates to consume. As revealed by my informants, the Buai na kodakodop is instrumental in the 

whole initiation process as it stimulates and prepares the learner's cognitive ability to grasp new 

knowledge and skill. In addition, scientific research has discussed the betelnut to have positive effects 

on a person's well-being, as it "increases alertness and enhances capability to work" (Garg, 

Chaturvedi, & Gupta, 2014, p.2).  

Moreover, during fieldwork interviews, I raised questions with Tena Buai and Buai initiates on how 

they use the Buai na kodakodop to learn and teach dance. They revealed that the Buai na kodakodop 

supports the learner’s cognitive ability to preserve, recall, create and perform dance sequences 

accurately. The Buai na kodakodop is given to the learner to eat before they learn or perform a dance. 

They believe that the Buai na kodakodop harnesses supernatural engagement which supports 

creative learning and retention of knowledge. 

7.2.1 Buai na kodakodop   
 

During my fieldwork interview with Kakia, a Tena Buai and Tena malagene, he talked about the 

ingredients involved in the construction of a Buai na kodakodop. We sat under a tree by the beach, 

watching waves roll in, and he described how he made the Buai na kodakodop: 

Dispela ol lip mipela sa kisim em ol nem blo ol yet tasol bai mi no nap tokaut long 

ol. Nem blo bodi blo ol stap long displa ol lip. Sapos mipla kaikai em stap yet long 

bodi blo yumi. Mi kolim pinis olsem long ai, het na kuru, iau, nus, ai, tang displa ol 

lip.  

 

 

The Buai na kodakodop is made from a certain leaf called kakulai and Buai 

substances. It comprises of a young betelnut, lime, mustard and is given to the 

dancer together with the kakulai leaves to chew. The betelnut is young and 

contains lots of fluid to symbolise a young child's developing brain. The kakulai 
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comes in a set of leaves that is designed according to the human facial features: 

the eye, head, brain, ear, nose and tongue.  

I was fascinated by the way, that Kakia described this process. It reflected a teacher's role in 

supporting the early development of student cognition and creative learning (see 2.5). His 

representation of the child's brain as symbolised in the young betelnut (see Fig. 28) provoked many 

questions that went unanswered in our meeting. How might the design of a child's face relate to the 

specific student? How did this deliberate design process make him, as the teacher, feel towards each 

student?   

 

Figure 28. Kakia holding a young betelnut  

 

As illustrated by Kakia, the construction of the Buai na kodakodop clearly resembles the human mind 

and its purpose to develop the dancer's mental ability. Listening to Kakia reveal his innermost 

knowledge and creativity added to my curiosity as to how this indigenous practice for cognitive 
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development functions as a pedagogy for learning dance and creativity. Kakia's description of the 

Buai na kodakodop projects a wider indigenous perspective on knowledge systems that integrates 

holistic learning involving mental, social, physical and spiritual mediums (see 2.3.5). As a non-Tolai 

and being educated through a heavily colonised, western system of schooling, I was astounded to 

learn of the Buai na kodakodop’s function in supporting learning and cognitive development. 

As I dialogued with Kakia, his insights as well as the insights of the rest of my informants gave me a 

clear perspective of the integrated belief systems and the coexistence of human and supernatural 

worlds that were there long before the introduction of colonisation and Christianity. The use of the 

Buai na kodakodop in developing human cognition for learning, preserving and regenerating new 

dance knowledge has been sustained as a Tolai indigenous epistemology over many generations 

(see 2.7).  

Buai is also a method of teaching the dance composition, not just for the performance. This creative 

practice is central to the metaphysical aspect of the Buai na kodakodop. Kakia explained: 

Mi putim tasol ol na toktok i stap insait pinis. Mi putim shapim het na bodi blo ol 

man. Em dispela Buai na kodakodop. Buai na kodakodop em bikpela samting, 

bikpela toktok long em. Sapos mi tokim em yu wokim olsem, em save pinis em bai 

wokim olsem, paitim kudu olsem, putim mapina malegene olsem. 

 

 

After I design the Buai na kodakodop, I invoke the spirit to come into it and take 

effect. Once this is done, I give it to the dancers to eat, to help them learn the 

dance. Therefore, when I instruct my dancers to beat the kundu this way and do 

the dance movement, the spirit in the Buai na kodakodop helps their mind to learn 

the dance and do the movement in a particular, innovative way. 

I found it difficult to understand Kakia’s explanation of his engagement with the metaphysical and how 

that connects to the Buai na kodakodop. The only way I could come close to understanding this 

practice is by relating Kakia’s spiritual act to my Christian faith where I seek God’s Holy spirit to give 

me the knowledge and guidance to learn well. However, my metaphysical understanding of the Buai 
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and its function is limited. Kakia rationalises the Buai na kodakodop as a more effective way of 

advancing learning that involves a metaphysical and creative experience. This metaphysical creative 

experience helps initiates to confidently bring new interpretations of more general movement ideas 

into a dance. He refers to the Buai na kodakodop as a key substance within the wider Buai practice 

that integrates his metaphysical and physical pedagogical practice in the teaching, composing and 

learning of Tolai dance.   

Kakia attested to the value of this Buai pedagogical practice to support the learner's cognitive ability to 

learn the dance well. In this scenario, Kakia's Buai pedagogical practice is part of a whole process of 

preparation prior to the learner's induction into the Buai na kodakodop and during the composing and 

learning of dance. It establishes the intimate connection the teacher has with his students to advance 

their learning.  

Furthermore, Kakia's harnessing of spirituality as part of the Buai pedagogical practice, enforces 

indigenous belief systems and ways of knowing founded on strong relationships with the metaphysical 

(see 2.3.5). The Buai pedagogical process is holistic and integrates spirituality as the ultimate force 

for supporting the learning of dance, creativity, intellectual and cognitive development.  

Although the consumption of Buai ritual substances such as the betelnut is considered a health risk 

and causes “oral and oesophageal cancer” plus “liver and chronic kidney” diseases in other Asia-

Pacific contexts like Taiwan (Chang et al., 2013, p.1204), Tena Buai interviewed for this study have 

attested to its value in harnessing supernatural power for the learning of dance and creativity (see 

2.7.6). As discussed by Kakia, the betelnut is a significant element of the Buai na kodakodop and has 

been used for many generations by Tena Buai for teaching and learning purposes without much 

consideration to its chances of causing illness.  

As I examined Kakia's pedagogical teaching method, I reflected on my work documenting Papua New 

Guinea's dance cultures (see 2.6.1) as only scratching the surface of deeper knowledge systems. 

Much has to be explored regarding pedagogical knowledge systems such as the Buai. Hence, it is 

emphasised in this thesis that the Buai provides a metaphysical experience that is vital for learning 

and composing dance.  
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The valuing of the metaphysical extends the pedagogical function of the Buai na kodakodop beyond 

western conceptualisations of cognitive improvement in learning (see 2.5)., Rituals such as the Buai 

na kodakodop revealed by Kakia extend the discourse on indigenous ways of knowing, learning, 

understanding and doing relevant to the Tolai context. 

7.3 The function of the Buai na kodakodop in the creation, teaching and learning of 

dance 
 

According to Tena Buai and Buai initiates, a Buai ritual involves much more than just consuming the 

Buai na kodakodop. It functions as part of the learning process that connects the learner to the 

metaphysical and is used to aid cognitive retention of dance and creative knowledge. It is given to 

“initiates to chew, evoke, stimulate and inspire the sleeping talent in a person” (Enos, 1997, p.3).  

The substances contained in the Buai na kodakodop are given to the dancers by the Tena Buai 

before they learn a new dance. The dancers consume the ingredients, which are imbued with 

supernatural power to heighten their awareness to reach a level of consciousness required for 

creativity. The creative spirits that are harnessed by Tena Buai to assist in the learning of dance and 

music are the turangan and the ingal (Simet, 1991). It is only when the learners consume the Buai na 

kodakodop that they become receptive to these spirits.    

7.3.1 Buai na kodakodop and dance learning 
 

Taragau explained the cognitive function of the Buai na kodakodop: 

So Buai we mi kisim long em, em wanpela kain Buai. Dispela Buai em blong opim 

mind blong man, tingting blong man na dispela kodakodop we mi bin kisim long 

em. Wanem man i bin givim long em na wanem singsing i bin kam wantem em, 

em olsem magnet ya, suwim tasol i kam na mi kisim pinis so ol i mekim dispela. 
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This type of Buai that I have, it opens the minds of my students, opens their 

thoughts. When I give it to them, whatever dance comes to their mind, their mind 

is like a magnet and grabs it all the way to the end. 

Taragau claimed that the Buai na kodakodop connects the learner to the metaphysical. He 

rationalises this Buai substance as beyond the teacher's pedagogic ability as the dancer is receptive 

to the metaphysical and open to a creative process. I wondered about this learning process and how 

the Buai na kodakodop attracts and absorbs knowledge. What are the indicators to measure the 

outcome of each Buai learner’s encounter? As I had limited time for the fieldwork, I was not able to 

explore this complex and metaphysical learning experience.  

In addition, Taragau stated that the Buai na kodakodop enhances cognitive retention which might be 

considered its core function if viewed from a western paradigm. The use of Buai na kodakodop 

rationalises the Buai learning process that "utilises the learner's sensibilities and cognitive ability" 

(Eisner, 2002, p.198) for dance learning. As described by Tena Buai in this study, the Buai na 

kodakodop is a Tolai indigenous substance that is imbued with supernatural power aimed at enabling 

the learner to co-create a song and dance with the metaphysical.  

Tena Buai and Buai initiates have rationalised the Buai practice as a life-long learning process for 

dance and creativity that follows a pedagogical structure explored in the next section. 

 

7.4 Process: Buai pedagogy 
 

This section illustrates methods undertaken by Tena Buai in the teaching and learning of dance. It 

shows the diverse ways of conveyingknowledge to learners and initiates. According to Tena Buai and 

Buai initiates, there is a pedagogical process involved in the teaching and learning of Tolai dance and 

creativity. Tena Buai utilise the Buai na kodakodop on Buai initiates and learners to assist them learn 

the dance correctly. They follow a pedagogical process of instruction, demonstration, correction and 

evaluation.   

7.4.1 Instruction – practical 
 

Pitia shared his teaching experience: 
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Taim mi wok long lainim ol, mi wok long tokim dispela man i baim. Yu sidaun 

klostu, na u mas traim best blo yu bai yu mas keepim displa danis long tingting blo 

yu. Na taim mi handover long displa danis i go long em, em mi givim wanpela Buai 

long em. Buai na konom, long tingim na noken lus tingting long dispela danis. Em 

nau olsem blo dispela Buai ya em kaikai blo displa danis ya ol pattern blo em bai 

noken lus tingting lo tingting blo em. Bai stap long hap na tingim nau. Hamaspela 

yia bai stap, bai stap bai sa tingim yet. 

 

When I am teaching the dance to the person who will buy it, I tell him or her to sit 

down close to me and follow everything that I do. I tell them to try their best to 

store this dance in their mind. Hence, when I hand over the dance, I give them the 

Buai too. I give the Buai na konom to help their memory, so they do not forget the 

dance. 

As I listened to Pitia explain the significance of the Buai na konom in storing the appropriate dance 

dance knowledge, I wondered how this might happen. My experience of learning Papua New Guinean 

dance did not require me to undertake Buai na konom. I learnt through participation and imitation. I 

tried to understand Pitia’s teaching approach that uses the Buai na konom as an extension of Rogoff’s 

“guided participation" which explains learning as "an integral" (1991, p.8) part of the learner's social 

and cultural world.  

Pitia’s dance teaching experience is driven by his cultural and economic needs and the desire to 

transfer and sustain accurate knowledge of his dance. His pedagogical and ontological approach 

focuses on the process of instructing, cognitive retention, making and learning dance, rather than 

learning that focuses on dance as a finished product (see 2.4).   

Furthermore, I illustrate Buai as a complex pedagogical process for dance learning by drawing on 

Kakia's teaching experience: 

Long danis sapos tupela mangi i laik sanap long front, bai mi givim tupla long 

displa, Buai na kodakodop. Sapos mi toktok, tupela i save pinis na bai mi tokim ol 

osem, bai yu tupela wokim olsem, wokim olsem na wokim olsem, na tupela i save 

pinis ya. Sapos mi sidaun long wantem mambu long paitim nau, em tupela i save 
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pinis. Tupela i ken harim save long displa mambu mi paitim na behain bai mi tok 

olsem, yu wokim olsem tupla step o tripela step bai mi wokim tasol long mambu 

em em i save pinis, em bai danis nau. 

 

 

If two of my male dancers want to stand in the front, I will give the Buai na 

kodakodop to both of them to eat, so when I talk and give instructions for the 

dance, they are able to follow me without any difficulty. So, when I sit down now to 

beat the girgir, they will know what they are supposed to do. They must dance 

according to the beat of the girgir. I beat the girgir and tell them how to dance, you 

do it this way, put two steps or three steps and they know, they will pick up quickly 

and dance.  

According to Kakia, the Buai na kodakodop is central to his teaching practice. It is a Tolai ritual 

substance that mediates a socio-cultural learning approach (Edwards, 2003) and human cognition 

(Scribner 1990. As a dance researcher, I was overwhelmed to be informed by Kakia that there are 

indigenous ways such as the Buai that are still being used today to develop human cognition for 

dance learning purposes.  

The development of human cognition for effective dance learning is a key aim of Kakia's pedagogy.  

thnographic studies on cultural dance have revealed that "’music’ and ‘dance’ are cognitive categories 

applied to specially marked sound and movement systems within specific cultural traditions" 

(Kaeppler, 1996, p.133).  

Moreover, Kakia's Buai pedagogy aligns with a cultural-authorship learning approach, which grounds 

the learner as inherently connected to his or her intra/inter spiritual and personal identity and 

indigenous values. Through dance teaching, knowing, doing and learning, both Kakia and the learner 

engage in the discovery of new dance knowledge and composition that is relevant to their cultural 

context (Mabingo, 2018).   

 

Moreover, Pitia gave a detailed explanation of the Tolai dance structure: 
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Bun bai wankain tasol. Em bai wankain tasol osem pattern. Tasol mapina tasol em 

bai senis. Mapina em displa main part insait long danis. Sapos mi putim pinis 

wanpela mapina osem, putim lek i go, i go daun em next libung mi noken putim 

displa, mi mas wokim long han nau bikos i mas narakain yet long ol narapla 

libung.  

 

 

The main bone of the dance must be the same. It will be the same as the pattern 

of the dance, however, the dance movement will change. The dance movement is 

the main part inside the dance. If I choreographed one dance movement like this, 

where I use the leg to crouch down, in the next libung, I must not use this 

movement. Instead, I must use the hand now because it must be different from the 

other libung dance. 

 

According to Pitia, Tolai indigenous dance such as the libung has an original structure or pattern that 

must be maintained in every new choreography. Pitia engaged in the creative process of 

choreography where he maintains the libung dance culture and at the same time creates new dance 

movements for each libung. I recall asking Pitia about this choreography process and whether it 

upholds the Tolai dance tradition. He responded confidently telling me that as a Tena Buai he must 

create new movements for each of his dance choreographies to maintain his status as a Tena Buai 

and Tena malagene. I was fascinated to learn that there was actually a main structure of the libung 

dance that preserves its identity and also allows for innovative movements to be created such as the 

mapina.  

 

Although I have conducted numerous studies on Papua New Guinean dance that are associated with 

tradition and change, there has been very limited information on the difference between a dance 

movement and the main structure that guides and maintains the identity of the dance. Pitia 

emphasised throughout the interview that the main structure or the “bone of the dance” is known 

locally as the ur na malagene, which is an important structure of every Tolai indigenous dance. 
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By way of understanding Tolai dance learning as part of the Buai pedagogy, I draw on Mabingo’s 

(2018) argument that indigenous dance composition follows a structural process that is a 

"configuration of systems of thinking and knowing, methods of cultural practice, and means of creation 

and expression" (p.24). 

I further contend that the Buai system is guided by a pedagogical structure (Billet, 1996) that includes 

demonstration of dance.  

7.4.2 Demonstration – practical 
 

This section discusses demonstration as a teaching method and the intimate relationships forged 

between Tena Buai and the Buai initiates to enable effective learning of Tolai dance. It explores the 

practical sessions held by Tena Buai with initiates and the concerns associated with the learning 

process.  

Kava recalled her initial dance learning experience: 

Papa blo mi givim diwai wantem Buai na mi kaikai. Buai yet wantem lip ol i putim 

wantem na mi kaikai wantem Buai na kambang. Mi kaikai Buai olsem, Buai ya i 

wok long laif blo mi, em i remindim mi long ol wanem ya mi holim, wanem ya 

inaba. Em blong tingting blo mi stik long mi singsing tu na diwai tu. Diwai ya mi 

holim, inaba, bai han blo mi bai mi tromoi olsem wanem. Samting ya i soim mi 

blong wokim hariap.  

 

 

My father gave me some herbs together with the Buai to eat. I chewed the Buai 

together with the leaf and the kambang. This is how I ate the Buai. The Buai 

worked in my life, it reminded me of the things that I held, the inaba. It made my 

thoughts focus on the dance and the inaba. I held the inaba and thought about the 

direction of my hand movement. This thing showed me to do it quickly. 
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Kava’s experience illustrates how she engages in the collaborative creative process which uses her 

physical dance ability and the metaphysical power. This is seen in the way she held the inaba and 

moved with it according to her supernatural experience. She claimed that this was only made possible 

after her induction in to the Buai. It also portrays a socio-cultural view of learning (Wenge, 1998) 

which "conceptualised learning as coming to know how" by participating in a "community of practice" 

(Lambson, 2010, p.1661). 

Learning undertaken through “intergenerational transmission of indigenous traditions" for dance 

learning is aimed at “upholding such knowledge in communities" (Dei, 2010, p.76). For me, traditional 

dance learning was not a childhood activity. My parents were not custodians of the dance knowledge 

and practice, unlike Kava. I had to learn western forms of dance before I started to learn Papua New 

Guinea traditional and contemporary dance from other dance teachers during my early primary school 

years.  

As I listened to Kava telling of her dance learning experience, I began to value this indigenous 

practice not only for engaging the Buai na kodakop to help learn the dance but also for its complex 

function in the transfer of the appropriate dance across generations and within a family lineage.    

To further understand Kava’s Buai learning experience, I engage with Papua New Guinea’s education 

scholar Arnold Kukari’s (2004) observation of learning in the wider Papua New Guinean education 

context: "Teaching and learning process involves the learners observing and memorizing what the 

elders do" (Kukari, 2004, p.97). Although this can be perceived as a similar approach to a western 

authoritarian pedagogy (Green, 1999), Buai learners integrate both a metaphysical and physical 

pedagogical experience that does not require them to rely upon the teacher but are expected to be 

guided by the Buai spirit. Tagaula shared another scene from her dance learning experience: 

Tigal i go we long kisim lip o wanem, mi sa behainim, that’s wai na Tigal i bin givim 

strong wan long mi bai mi mas tingim pattern na movement blo danis, how yu 

moving han blo yu long tromoi lif lo danis.  So ol meri ol bin danis wantem em, ol i 

lus tingting, so wok long kam bek ken long mi long lainim ol. 
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When I was young, I followed Tigal everywhere she went, especially to 

ceremonies that involved dance performances. Tigal would know the type of leaf 

or plant to use for the dance. She would show me how to dance and move my 

hand while holding the leaf. She was a Tena malagene and gave me the Buai to 

strengthen my memory to remember the pattern and movement of the dance. 

Tagaula illustrated a legitimate peripheral participation learning approach (Lave & Wenger, 1991) that 

engages both the learner and expert in communities of practice. According to Tagaula, dance learning 

is a socio-cultural practice embedded in the Tolai ceremonial life and Buai knowledge system. Being 

involved in the study and documentation of Papua New Guinea ceremonial dance, I had not 

previously explored how intergenerational learning occurs in the transfer of dance knowledge.  

As I connected with Tagaula’s Buai and dance learning experience, I was informed of the role of 

ceremonies as sites for the learning and transfer of dance knowledge. Tagaula rationalised the 

process of Tolai dance learning as an integral part of the Buai culture that is taught by the elder 

generation through the process of demonstration, imitation and memorisation. Learning by 

memorising what the elders do and engaging in practice is a common pedagogical practice in Papua 

New Guinea (Kukari, 2004). 

Furthermore, I examined Tagaula’s dance learning experience according to Mabingo’s (2018) 

rationale of indigenous dance knowledge as, “complex and diverse as the communities that create, 

perform and celebrate them" (Mabingo, 2018, p.24). Dance in postcolonial contexts, "is a potent 

transmitter of cultural knowledge" (Banks, 2009), hence in the Buai practice, knowledge is possessed 

by the Tena Buai or Tena malagene who transfer this knowledge to the learner through the process of 

imitation (McKeon, 2001). 

Todi elaborated more on his pedagogy, which illustrates his creativity when teaching a dance: 

Mi lidim dispela singsing nau, mi putim ol mapina malagene na i go go nau na long 

taim blo murmur nau, pinis blo singsing.   
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I led this dance now. I choreographed the dance movements from the beginning to 

the end of the dance.  

Todi engaged in creating new dance movements while in the process of leading a dance. I found his 

interpretation of creativity interesting, as he described how he leads and creates new movements and 

at the same time teaches these movements to the dancers who are following him. Todi rationalised 

that his dance teaching instruction is undertaken through demonstration and participation with his 

dancers who learn by imitating his dance movements. The process of learning through imitation 

(Lakes, 2010) is a systematic indigenous method of doing, knowing and understanding. Todi 

illustrates the significance of learning creativity through the process of imitation in the way he 

innovates and teaches the movements simultaneously to his dancers.  

Hence, Todi used a "teacher-centred approach that emphasised kinesthetic memorisation of dance 

movements" (Mabingo, 2018, p.149), where he transmits the appropriate dance knowledge to his 

learners. Indigenous pedagogical dance knowledge is not confined to just body movements, but 

encompasses a whole knowledge system, cultural values and heritage (Mabingo, 2015).  

Moreover, Pitia reflected on how he teaches dance by participating and demonstrating at the same 

time: 

Fes libung mi bin lainim em mi bin kisim hat taim. Het blo mi i bin pen. Bai mi go 

lusim kudu or mambu long hap, bai mi go soim ol ken long front osem, yupla 

wokim osem. Sampela taim bai mi kirap wantem mambu, sapos het blo mi pen 

nau bai mi kirap wantem mambu bai mi paitim na bai mi danis wantem ol na 

singsing. 

 

 

The first libung I taught gave me a difficult time. My head ached. I go and leave the 

slit-drum or the bamboo instrument over there and then I go and show them in the 

front to do it this way. You do it this way. Sometimes I will get up with the bamboo 

instrument when my head aches and beat it and dance with them and sing. 
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Pitia demonstrated the significance of his participation together with the dance learners as his 

teaching method. He believed that by combining both verbal instruction and practical demonstration 

he can teach well. Pitia also mentioned the important function of the use of traditional musical 

instruments such as the bamboo and kudu (slit drum) in the dance teaching process (see Fig. 29). 

Through demonstration and participating in the dance learning process, Pitia used music and sound 

in his dance pedagogy, which illustrates the connection of musical sounds to dance movement in 

many Papua New Guinean performances (see 2.6.1). Other Tena Buai in this study have reiterated 

the signifincance of music and dance as one performance. They have mainly appeared alongside 

their dancers or remained in the orchestra to guide their dancers throughout the entire performance 

(see Fig. 30). 

 

Figure 29. Francis Keta beating his kundu for the parpari dance . Matupit village. 

September 2021.  
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Figure 30. Pitia in the orchestra in Tamtavul,  Wairiki village. September 2021. 

 

In addition, dance composition and learning generated from Pitia’s pedagogical practice evidences 

demonstration as a Tolai indigenous method for teaching and learning dance. By examining the 

dance teaching experience of the Tena Buai and Buai initiates, I further investigate their pedagogical 

approach to learning through corrections.      

7.4.3 Corrections 
 

Tena Buai’s pedagogical practice has been a Tolai indigenous way of teaching, correcting and 

learning dance, which follows a teacher-centred approach that integrates metaphysical involvement. 

As in the wider Papua New Guinea education context, "learners’ practice what is being taught under 

the guidance, direction and correction of the elder" (Kukari, 2004, p.97). Tena Buai and Buai initiates’ 

teaching and learning experiences are discussed as a cultural norm that requires learners to show 

respect and accept corrections from their elders throughout the learning process.  
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 Burangat recalled his first learning experience: 

Na em bai koros, bai tok nogut, sampela taim bai paitim mipla, sutim mipla 

wantem garamut o wanem, ah i mas wokim gut we i lainim. Noken wokim nating, 

em bai sanap, man ya Tena Buai i lainim yumi, em lukim yumi, ‘hey yu sidaun i go 

daun!’ Putim han blong yu olsem! Yu mas behainim dispela a, bikos dispela Buai 

ya em i no laikim olsem yu mas wokim long save blong yu yet, yu mas behainim 

wanem em i soim yupela long em. 

 

 

My uncle, a Tena Buai, would get very cross and swear at us, and sometimes hit 

us with the garamut (slit drum) if we did not dance well. He shouts at us to follow 

his instructions, ‘Hey, don’t just do anything! You sit down! Put your hand like this! 

You must follow according to the Buai revelation and do not just follow your own 

way of thinking’.  

Burangat illustrates the serious nature of the dance learning process that is guided by a Tena Buai in 

collaboration with the metaphysical. As an initiate and learner of the Buai culture, Burangat’s dance 

learning experience was not easy. When I listened to Burangat recalling those harsh moments of his 

dance learning experience, I realised the complexity of unpacking this pedagogical practice, which is 

not only aimed at transferring the dance knowledge to learners, but also to serve a metaphysical 

realm that is integral to the physical construction, learning, understanding and performance of Tolai 

dance.  

In the Buai practice, Tena Buai posses both knowledge and power (Foucault, 1997) that emanates 

from the metaphysical. Dance composition and learning are a "collaboration with an external power" 

(Wolffram, 2010, pp.183-184), as Tena Buai rely solely upon the supernatural for creative direction.  

Burangat's dance learning experience of strictly adhering to elderly Tena Buai’s discipline, rationalises 

Tena Buais’ pedagogy as grounded in their "teacher identity, values, philosophies, and practices that 

are situated historically and culturally" (Dragon, 2015, p.26). Hence, this has given Tena Buai the 

authority to enforce harsh corrections and instructions, as seen in Burangat's learning experience. 
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Moreover, Kalama engaged correction as a significant dance teaching method, that he had inherited 

from past generations:  

I started teaching traditional dances to other children at a young age.  I can correct 

them and show them how to beat the kundu, how to put the mapina malagene. I 

picked this just from following my grandfather who has passed on. 

According to Kalama, learning dance through correction and demonstration from the elders is an 

inherited teaching pedagogy. Learning the correct way to do the mapina malagene (dance movement) 

and beating the kundu to create rhythm is a Tolai indigenous pedagogy for learning dance, 

maintained across generations. As a Buai initiate and dance teacher, Kalama rationalised musical 

rhythm as part of his pedagogy for correcting, guiding and teaching the young the right way to 

construct dance movements.   

Moreover, Tagaula discussed how she applies corrections as a pedagogy in the teaching of dance in 

a Tolai ceremonial context.  

Taim Tigal i dai na ol wan lain blo em i dai, nogat ken wanpla meri i bin lainim inap 

nau long displa balabalaguan. Sampla yet i gat tasol ol i no kisim gut. Olsem ol i 

faul namel ken. Ol meri ol i kam bek ken long mi long kisim gut. Mi givim gut 

pattern blo vuvue, blo trome danis na muvment blo hao long wokim peten. Em ol 

bin wok long kam ken long mi bikos long displa Buai ya Tigal i bin givim long mi.  

 

 

When Tigal died along with her contemporaries, there was no other women who 

learnt the dance up until this balabalaguan. Some of them got it but they did not 

learn it well. Like they were confused again. Those women came back to me to 

learn it again. I gave the right pattern for the dance for them to follow. They come 

and see me from time to time because of this Buai that Tigal gave me. 

As a Buai initiate and Tena malagene, Tagaula rationalised the value of corrections as an important 

teaching pedagogy that helps learners to compose, choreograph and perform dance accurately. This 

is important in maintaining the authentic identity of Tolai dance culture from the past to the present. 
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Pursuing excellence is a key aim of the Buai dance pedagogy that is illustrated by Tagaula (see Fig. 

30). I tried to understand Tagaula’s dance teaching method as a form of authoritarian pedagogy that 

involves correction, however, this pedagogy has been used extensively by professional dance 

teachers in western dance education institutions over the last century (Green 1999), and contrasts 

with the Buai indigenous pedagogy that engages both the teacher and learner in the learning process.  

Drawing on Tagaula’s illustration and rationale for using corrections as a significant dance teaching 

pedagogy, (see Fig.28) in maintaining the Buai indigenous knowledge system, I further explore how 

Tena Buai have engaged in evaluating the learning outcomes of their Buai dance practice.  

 

Figure 31. Tagaula endorsing the performance of her male kin in the kulau dance in 

Matupit village. September 2021. 
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7.4.4 Evaluation  
 

The application of evaluation as a Buai pedagogical approach by Tena Buai is the final part of the 

dance learning process. Tena Buai have attested to this pedagogical process that assesses the skills 

and knowledge of new initiates and learners.  

According to Kakia, the evaluation process for the teaching and learning of dance takes a longer 

period: 

Sapos mi wokim singsing, em bai wan lain blo mi yet bai ol i kam na mi singsing, 

wanpela i sidaun wantem mambu na wanpela i sidaun tasol long harim. Dispela 

singsing em i orait o nogat. Orait na sapos em i tok nogat, singsing ya dispela hap 

tok ya yumi rausim Di mutia (rausim part blo singsing we i no stret), dispela yumi 

ken putim tupela hap ken i go insait na mipla stretim pastem. Orait mipla wokim 

singsing, sapos em i no orait em bai mipela tok nogat, yumi wokim gut pastem. 

Displa singsing blo danis, i gat liklik long wokim. Yumi sidaun, yumi wokim wokim 

inap long wanpela wik o tupla wik, orait lainim ol mangi. 

 

 

If I compose a song for a dance, other Tena Buai will come, and I will sing to them. 

One of them will sit down with the bamboo instrument, and the other one will just 

sit down to listen if the song is okay or not. And if he says it is not and says to 

remove that particular word and add two more and then fix it. After that is done, we 

do the dance for it which does not involve a lot of work. We sit down and work on it 

for a week or two and then we teach the boys. 

Kakia states that the composition and teaching of his song and dance is a collaborative process that 

involves the input from other Tena Buai. He does not undertake this process alone as he allows other 

expert Tena malagene and Tena Buai to participate in his song composition process to enrich it. They 

evaluate and refine his music composition which he then uses to choreograph dance and teach it to 

others. As I reflected on Kakia's lengthy description of the kind of dance evaluation that he engages 
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in, I was intrigued by the way Tolai dance is learnt which shows similarity to how learning, evaluation 

and assessment is conducted in formal education contexts  (Sosniak, 1994).  

While I sat there listening to Kakia, I could clearly see the expression on his face, as he spoke on the 

significance of evaluating Tolai dance as a collaborative learning process between expert and non-

expert Tena malagene. Immediately, I was struck by his dance evaluating method embedded in his 

Buai pedagogical practice that promotes excellence in dance composition and learning. 

I am further led to question how this dance evaluation and learning experience between expert dance 

teachers and learners fosters dance excellence. How does this relationship between dance learners 

and expert teachers inform a wider Buai epistemological and pedagogical practice for learning, doing 

and understanding within the Tolai context?    

In response to the questions posed, I have examined the specific pedagogical function of Buai as a 

learning practice that develops and enhances individual talents.   

7.5 Buai develops individual talents 
 

As discussed by my informants, the enhancement of individual talents and capabilities is a common 

aim of the Buai practice. Likewise, Tena Buai have expressed that Buai is a Tolai creative 

phenomenon which attracts dance experts, learners and creative practitioners to enhance their artistic 

skills and talents. Torrance (2018) defined talent as being associated with creative thinking and 

development. These definitions of talent are derived from a western education paradigm; however, 

they have been mentioned by my informants in this study. 

While it is observed that the Buai supports an inclusive learning approach, Tena Buai have stated that 

only some initiates experience positive outcomes. These initiates have an existing or innate talent and 

want to advance it. Like the Buai context, Tena Buai have attested to the function of the Buai as a 

Tolai indigenous practice that enhances individual talents.   

7.5.1 Buai na kodakodop enhances the abilities of those with pre-dispositions and talents  
 

 Taragau explained the function of the Buai na kodakodop: 
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Buai, sapos ol i givim lo hamaspela man, like 20 or 30 pela man husait i kisim 

dispela Buai, wanwan man tasol bai Buai i wok long ol. Bikos taim Buai i wok 

hariap long ol, ol i save pinis long wanem samting ol i wokim, ol i partake pinis 

long em. Em ol i save pinis long singsing, ol i save long sait blong music, ol 

samting we ol i nap lo wokim. Taim ol kisim Buai, em strongim displa. I no olgeta 

man bai kisim power blo Buai. 

 

 

If they give Buai to several people, like 20 or 30 of them who are initiated into the 

Buai, only a few will experience the Buai working in them. Because when the Buai 

is working quickly in them, they will know already what they are doing, they have 

performed in that area. They already know how to sing, they have sound 

knowledge about music, and the things that they are able to do. When they take 

the Buai, it strengthens this. Not every man will get the power of the Buai. 

 

As I listened to Taragau talk about the function of the Buai na kodakodop in supporting the existing 

abilities of learners of the Buai culture, I immediately interpreted this as meaning initiates’ existing 

talents. Further into our conversation, Taragau mentioned that although Buai initiation has a goal of 

acquiring knowledge from the supernatural, it is limited to certain initiates who have existing musical 

and creative skills. Hence, not everyone who undergoes initiation will receive the Buai knowledge to 

create new compositions.   

 

As I pondered upon Taragau’s explanation of Buai enhancing an individual’s music or dance talent, I 

wondered how it works. These are the questions that immediately came to mind: Do Buai initiates 

instantly develop new creative skills after having an encounter with the Buai spirit? How do the 

initiates assess the enhancement of their innate ability after being inducted into the Buai na 

kodakodop?  

 

Furthermore, as Taragau described the function of the Buai as being aimed at enhancing both talents 

of active and passive learners, I related his explanation to another Tolai female Tena Buai and Tena 
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Kakailai To’Liman-Turalir’s (2018) observation:” Not all the young initiates will return to become Tena 

Buai, they can still learn to appreciate the Buai knowledge, take part in it, and try to maintain it” (p.54). 

Upon reflection, I immediately linked Taragau and To’Liman-Turalir’s description of the Buai and 

talents to the western concept of ‘appreciation’ (Smith–Autard, 2002), which supports appreciation 

and learning of art through observation. This may contrast with the aim of the Buai which applies a 

holistic approach of learning that engages individual and community participation.  

 

The Buai initiation process might on one hand align with the concept of appreciation, as not all 

initiates will develop artistic skills to compose a song or choreograph a dance but can still participate 

in the learning of that creative work. On the other hand, the introduction of terms like ‘talent’ 

segregates the skilled dancer or musician from the unskilled learner. I have observed some mortuary 

ceremonies that involve dancing where the lead dancers are the key players in the whole 

performance from the beginning to the end. They have been given certain powers from the Buai to 

maintain their dance skill and style throughout the dance. These are the dancers that Tena Buai focus 

on, and they help them grow their talent. However, Taragau mentioned that there are others who may 

have been inducted into the Buai but do not have the innate talent to dance but can only sing. These 

are the individuals that will participate in the orchestra to sing for the dancers. To encourage the 

growth of talent, Taragau performs with his male dancers (see Fig.32).).  
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Figure 32. Taragau performing alongside his male dancers in the parpari dance that he 

choreographed in Matupit village. September 2021. 

 

 

 

 

While I listened to Taragau further explain the term talent, I began to understand the significant role 

Tena Buai play in the identification, enhancement and growth of these talents or skills. I see the Buai 

as a system that either includes or excludes the learner because its aim is to bring out an individual’s 

best performance ability. In addition, in regard to talent, I have noticed in Papua New Guinean cultural 

and contemporary shows that take place in schools or at national festivals, that they focus on talent 

and expert performers. As I relate this observation to the Tolai context, I see the Buai as seemingly 

having a hegemonic effect; making Tena Buai have control over who may be regarded as talented 

and who is yet to reveal their creative skill. It is quite interesting to note that Tena Buai are part of the 

Buai initiate’s creative process until the initiate fully acquire the status of Tena Buai. Perhaps this 
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process can be pursued in future research to see how the assessment on the Buai initiate is 

undertaken. 

 

The idea of talent is further explained by Turan, who stated, “The Buai which I give the initiates to 

chew can only evoke, stimulate and inspire the sleeping talent in a person. It can’t create anything out 

of nothing” (Enos, 1977, p.3). This is a translated English version of an earlier interview that was held 

between the Tolai ethnomusicologist Enos Apisai and the Tena Buai Turan in East New Britain in the 

1970s. The actual interview was conducted in the local Kuanua language and kapiliman translated by 

Enos Apisai to mean talent in English. Based on this account, I gather that the concept of talent has 

always been an ancestral practice for Tena Buai who have maintained and sustained this creative 

knowledge for many generations, thus having control and power over identifying those who are more 

talented . This opens questions as to what talent, innate talent and sleeping talent might mean for 

Tena Buai and Tolai culture, which deserves further research. 

 

7.5.2 Buai na kodakodop enables the revelation of latent dance talent and skills of initiates 
 

As I continued the interview with Taragau, he told me that the Buai not only enhances individual 

dance talents but also reveals latent dance talents and skills of initiates. Once these capabilities are 

revealed, Tena Buai assist in the growth of these abilities. 

So em dispela nau mi kisim ol pinis i go insait long dispela Buai nau. Em Buai em 

bai wok long ol nau. Buai i stap wantem ol. Wanem taim bai yumi kirap nogut 

osem wanpla danis i wok long wokim o lainim or singim, bai mi go tasol long em 

na strongim na danis blo em kam aut. 

 

 

I have helped initiate these young men into the Buai who led the dance. The Buai 

is with them now. One day, we will be surprised to see them compose or teach a 

dance to others. When this happens, I strengthen and support them to make the 

dance come out. 
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Within the Buai practice, the learning experience is a lifetime commitment between the Tena Buai and 

Buai initiates. As a Buai practitioner, Taragau rationalised the act of Buai initiation as a guided 

process for identifying, mentoring, enhancing, and supporting the learners to discover and develop 

their dance skills, knowledge and talents. As I listened to Taragau explain his role as being equivalent 

to a teacher who is concerned about his student’s progress, I reflected upon my own dance learning 

experience in a formal school setting which is limited to time constraints and teacher involvement. My 

dance learning experience did not occur over a longer period as it had a set academic timeframe to it.  

I was amazed at how Tena Buai like Taragau can be consistent in monitoring the creative progress of 

their initiates and assist them develop it further. Perhaps this may be some sort of publicity for the 

Tena Buai’s Buai knowledge, power and skill. As I have learnt from the interviews in this study that 

Tena Buai are committed to see their Buai practice continue and flourish. So, when they have initiated 

a person into their Buai, they make every effort to follow the progress of that individual to ensure that 

they deliver some sort of creative work. This was a completely new discovery for me as a I had no 

prior knowledge of how indigenous learning systems such as the Buai are thorough in the growth and 

development of creativity and talent. 

Furthermore, Taragau’s teacher-student relationship is intimate and integrates both the metaphysical 

and physical aspects of assisting the growth of latent dance talent and skills in his initiates. While I 

found this learning endeavour for creativity fascinating, I wondered about the initiates who were 

inducted into the Buai, but who have not created a dance work. I recalled asking Taragau about this 

and his response was, “their innate talent does not involve dance but maybe something else which 

will be revealed later.” Regardless of who appears to compose a dance or create an artwork after 

being initiated and who does not, everyone’s Buai experience is different. This learning is community 

based and projects an indigenous Buai educational approach for creativity (see 2.7.5), aimed at 

harnessing and progressing individual creative potential. 

7.6 Conclusion 
 

This chapter has discussed Tena Buai and Buai initiates’ personal insights into their Buai teaching 

and learning experiences. My focus was on how they used the Buai na kodakodop as a ritualistic 

practice in their teaching, learning and composing of Tolai dance. An examination of Tena Buai and 
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Buai initiates’ dance learning experiences revealed that the Buai knowledge system is guided by a 

pedagogical structure (Billet,1996) that regenerates, retains and enhances Tolai indigenous dance 

knowledge. This was illustrated through Tena Buais’ dance teaching instructions, demonstrations, 

corrections and evaluations of initiates’ learning abilities. In addition, the Buai was explored as both 

an inclusive and selective learning system that identifies, enhances and supports present and latent 

dance talents of Buai initiates. 
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Chapter 8. The Researcher’s Phenomenological Buai Journey: Key 

Reflections and Recommendations 

 

8.1 Introduction 
 

I have two names from birth, my Christian name Naomi and my indigenous name Kwalarhao. I was 

named after my paternal grandmother Hirenjoh Kwalarhao which means the ‘Eagle bird that does not 

land.’ I only discovered the meaning of the name ‘Kwalarhao’ in my third year of PhD study when 

things became difficult and caused me to consider a withdrawal from my academic study. It was in 

April 2019; I recall having a facebook conversation with my paternal uncle who encouraged me to 

press on and revealed the meaning of my indigenous name. He reminded me that although I was a 

woman, I have been a strong force for support to him, my father and my brothers in ceremonial 

activities that took place in our Kwahuie village (Faik-Simet, 2014). He said that I had inherited this 

resilience from my grandmother who was a tough woman. This revelation gave me renewed strength 

to persevere to the end and complete my study in 2020.  

 

The idea that ‘names have power’ points to a belief in the metaphysical that underpins how I as a 

Yangoru woman navigate the world. It connects my indigenous identity to my genealogy and 

birthplace through my grandmother’s lineage. Having attained the meaning and significance of her 

name Kwalarhao, I have applied resilience to my difficult circumstances and hence persevered to 

complete this research project. Prior to my PhD study and in my early years of growing up, I did not 

fully understand the meaning of my name because I was raised and educated in Port Moresby and 

lived away from my indigenous home. The revelation of the meaning of my name Kwalarhao was 

timely as it gave me the innate spiritual strength and sense of belonging to reconnect with my 

Yangoru self, as matters of indigenous identity, ways of knowing, spirituality, understanding and 

becoming are significant in this study. 
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Furthermore, the reconnection with my indigenous identity as a Yangoru and Papua New Guinean 

woman challenges my professional perception of undertaking ethnographic dance research on my 

peoples’ cultures.  

The whole process of researching, analysing and writing this thesis was transformative. Prior to the 

PhD study, I had not engaged in past research in Papua New Guinea that explored the depths of 

indigenous cultures and knowledge as pedagogical systems for learning creativity and dance. My 

revelations during the Buai study were numerous, informative and ongoing. As a Papua New Guinean 

scholar with a complex identity of both indigenous and non-indigenous worldview of spirituality and 

education, my academic journey into the metaphysical and physical world of the Buai leaves trails of 

unexplored areas. I have only scratched the surface of an intricate indigenous system that has deep 

layers of Buai histories, practices, knowledge, encounters and beliefs that are beyond the parameters 

of this study. 

Although being involved in ethnographic research on Papua New Guinea’s diverse dance traditions, I 

have not investigated the significance of creativity as an indigenous and innovative practice that is 

part of a holistic culture. The research on the Buai has brought a new dimension into my personal and 

professional life as a Papua New Guinean dance scholar. It revealed the misperceptions of western 

ethnographic research of indigenous cultures as a thing of the past that cannot embrace change and 

adapt to new forms of creativity. My journey into the Buai has opened a new direction for future 

research on Papua New Guinea’s indigenous dance cultures and pedagogical knowledge systems. It 

has given me renewed strength to value, respect, privilege and represent well my peoples’ indigenous 

practices, knowledge, ways of knowing, understanding, doing and learning. 

My academic revelations are summed up in this conclusion chapter which presents main concerns 

identified in the literature review chapter of the problems that exist between indigenous and non-

indigenous pedagogical systems for dance and creativity in art education scholarship. The challenge 

of pursuing research concerning indigenous people, epistemology and creativity against Eurocentric 

ethnographic methods of researching indigenous cultures is revealed in the methodology chapter. 

The complexity of Buai and diverse meanings of each Tena Buai and Buai initiate’s Buai experience 

is discovered in Chapter 4. Chapter 5 unveiled the systematic practice of Buai as a complex Tolai 
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knowledge system and Chapter 6 highlighted its creative value. Chapter 7 identified Buai as a 

pedagogical knowledge system for teaching and learning creativity.  

8.2 Literature review key insights 

The literary discussion initially revealed the mandate by Papua New Guinea to decolonise education 

(Matane, 1986) as a postcolonial response to reclaim indigenous identity and ways of knowing from 

oppressed western colonial learning structures (see 2.3). Although this mandate has been supported 

by other Papua New Guinea education scholars (see 2.2.2), the teaching and learning of culture and 

indigenous arts, including dance in formal schools and tertiary institutions, continue to project a 

western pedagogical framework. The challenges of implementing culturally responsive pedagogies in 

formal learning contexts in Papua New Guinea are ongoing.  

Literary accounts have revealed attempts by Papua New Guinea art and dance scholars to teach 

indigenous cultures, dance and creativity in the art education curriculum, however, this has led to 

issues of cultural appropriation, decontextualisation of creativity and lack of teachers’ knowledge and 

skill in delivering a culturally relevant course (see 2.2.2). At present art and dance is being taught 

according to western perceptions of creativity which focus on the product rather than the process of 

creating and learning art (see 2.4). This is an obvious problem in the whole process of decolonising 

Papua New Guinea’s education system.  

Moreover, indigenous meanings of creativity are distinct and differ from western art concepts. 

Indigenous creativity is part of a holistic knowledge system that is grounded in human spirituality and 

intuition (see 2.3.5). Spirituality is fundamental to an indigenous epistemology and ontology that 

fosters a holistic learning approach expressed clearly in the literature by indigenous scholars (see 

2.3.4). Although spirituality is discussed in western art and creativity scholarship, its full essence, 

value and holistic function to education is not completely acknowledged (see 2.5). In addition, western 

anthropological discourse adds to the undermining of indigenous cultures as non-creative and only 

emphasise a past tradition without moving into the future (Blaut, 1993). These are the existing 

contentions between indigenous and western concepts of creativity in art and anthropological 

scholarship.  
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Given the holistic nature of indigenous creativity and epistemology, its approach as a pedagogy for art 

and dance learning is diverse and complex. This problem is sighted in global and Pacific indigenous 

dance education scholarly works (see 2.4.2 & 2.6). Dance scholars have revealed wider issues 

associated with the inclusion of indigenous dance and culturally responsive pedagogies in formal 

education contexts (see 2.4.2). Hence, there is an increasing need for greater inclusion of indigenous 

creativity and ways of making and learning dance in 21st century global art education paradigms. 

While there is the concern to include indigenous dance pedagogy and creativity in formal learning 

contexts, other literary findings have recommended for indigenous dance and creativity to be valued 

and recognised as nonformal learning practices that must be supported in their cultural settings due to 

their complex epistemology and pedagogical structures (see 2.4.2 & 2.2.5).  

In response to the tensions and dilemmas of implementing culturally responsive and indigenous 

pedagogies for creativity in formal education contexts, this study explores Buai as a pedagogical 

knowledge system for fostering the learning of creativity and dance amongst the Tolai of Papua New 

Guinea. It builds on other scholarly accounts of the Buai by Tolai indigenous researchers and non-

indigenous scholars (see 2.7.1). Although there have been numerous studies on the Buai as an 

indigenous knowledge system for creativity, power, magic and the preservation of cultural identity and 

heritage, there has been a gap in understanding how Buai functions as a pedagogical knowledge 

system for fostering and sustaining the learning of creativity and new dance practice.  

Therefore, my research on the Buai as a nonformal and indigenous pedagogical system for learning 

creativity hopes to address the gap between indigenous and non-indigenous concepts of creativity in 

art education scholarship. It extends Eisner’s (2002) art education philosophy that supports learning 

beyond its formal structures and recognises inclusive and nonformal pedagogies that foster holistic 

learning and community-oriented education in cultural contexts. It further aligns with Freire’s (1972) 

humanising pedagogy that is aimed to liberate the individual from oppressed, foreign education 

systems as a way of decolonising 21st century art learning in Papua New Guinea.  

8.3 Research methodology and final reflections 

As a female Papua New Guinean dance ethnologist and PhD scholar, my research into the Buai 

culture among the Tolai was difficult as it involved sensitive, cultural and gendered information. 
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Although the research engaged a qualitative phenomenological and narrative inquiry (see 3.2), which 

was aimed at gathering my participants’ personal stories, histories and lived experiences of their Buai 

practice, my phenomenological worldview of my Christian faith, Yangoru culture, Papua New Guinean 

dance ethnography experience and Tolai marital connection informed the interview process. My 

complex identities were significant to how I fostered relationships and engaged with my participants, 

accessed, interpreted and analysed the data that was generated from the interviews.  

Since the research involved the Tolai indigenous people’s lives, Buai beliefs and practices, I sought to 

explore an indigenous Pacific Talanoa research method to build relationships, trust and respect 

among my participants (see 3.5). The conversations were led by unstructured questions which were 

guided by a list of overarching questions that addressed the main research query: How does the Buai 

pedagogical knowledge system foster indigenous creativity and learning amongst the Tolai people of 

Papua New Guinea? 

Although the Talanoa was developed from a Polynesian cultural research framework, its holistic 

approach in valuing indigenous peoples and their knowledge systems and practices became integral 

to this Buai study. By engaging in Talanoa, I was able to remove my title as a dance ethnologist and 

PhD scholar, and bring my vulnerabilities into the space of conversation with my informants, while at 

the same time guiding the discussions, and encouraging an outcome that privileges my participants’ 

indigenous worldview (Vaioleti, 2013). On the other hand, given the highly sensitive cultural, spiritual 

and gendered Buai practice, I was inclined to develop a Buai research approach based on its cultural 

protocols that protected and respected secret and sacred knowledge, and relevant for a Tolai 

indigenous context (see 3.8). Although my initial intention was to explore the pedagogical significance 

of the Buai practice in the teaching and learning of creativity and new dance practice, the information 

shared by my participants revealed Buai as a multifaceted indigenous knowledge system for the 

sustenance of Tolai cultural and social life, power and their general wellbeing.    

As the study was concerned with the decolonisation of art and dance learning in Papua New Guinea,  

it was grounded in postcolonial theory and indigenous education theoretical framework (see 3.3). It  

was further informed by Graham Smith’s (1997) Kaupapa Māori Theory which is aimed at self- 

determining, reclaiming and transforming indigenous education and research. Particularly, as a  

female dance scholar and prior to my fieldwork, I was inspired by the use of a cross-indigenous  
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approach by fellow Māori dance scholar Reihana–Morunga (2018) who applied Kaupapa  

Māori research methodology in exploring the embodiment of indigenous knowledge in Māori 

and Aboriginal intercultural arts praxis. 

Additional influences are other Māori female dance scholars such as Williams (2018), who  

investigated the embodiment of Kaupapa Māori critical theory in the Haka theatre performance  

as a way of privileging Māori ways of knowing through dance, theatre and creativity, and Hiroti  

(2019), who explored community dance with Kaupapa Māori concepts. As my postgraduate  

study was pursued in Aotearoa, New Zealand, these Māori indigenous art and dance scholarly  

works motivated me to decolonise my Papua New Guinea dance ethnographic research experience  

and explore indigenous dance and creativity as innovative, pedagogical knowledge systems.  

The whole PhD research experience eventually became a personal journey of discovery into the Buai 

metaphysical and physical world of Tolai knowledge, creativity, dance, power and magic. This journey 

also emphasised the need for further theorisation of indigenous research methods in Papua New 

Guinea, and how much might be gained from indigenous research methods that have been 

developed by the peoples of the Pacific.   

Furthermore, my phenomenological experience of spirituality and Papua New Guinea’s dance culture 

enabled me to explore each Tena Buai and Buai initiate’s deeper meanings and perspectives of their 

Buai pedagogical practice and epistemology. Their insights revealed a much more complex world of 

the Buai which is beyond the main research query for this thesis which is limited to exploring its 

pedagogical function. I have discovered from each of my participants’ Buai encounters that their Buai 

experience is diverse, complex and projects both good and bad practices. It is a fundamental way of 

life for the Tolai and determines their beliefs, epistemology and their resilience to colonisation, 

modernisation and globalisation. 

In essence, my PhD research journey into each of my participants’ Buai world transformed my 

indigenous perception of my identity and Christian worldview. It further contributed to the 

decolonisation of my status as a Yangoru and Papua New Guinean woman and dance researcher 

who was educated through a foreign, colonised system. The study has further challenged me to 

support and develop future indigenous research methods that privilege, value and respect my 

peoples’ holistic philosophies, epistemologies, ontologies, and pedagogies of their Buai practice. It 

was an intense process of ongoing discovery and self-reflection, which continued throughout the 
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course of gathering data, transcribing, translating, interpreting and analysing, which formed the crux 

of my discussion chapters for this thesis.   

8.4 Revelations from discussion Chapters 5, 6 and 7. 

Discussion Chapter 5 revealed the systematic function of the Buai as a multifaceted knowledge 

system. It emphasised Buai initiation as a significant process for the acquisition, transference and 

generation of new knowledge and creativity. As a non-Tolai and not being a Buai initiate, I did not 

quite understand the complexity of the Buai initiation process. However, during the analysis of Tena 

Buai and Buai initiates’ narratives, I discovered that Buai initiation is a deliberate and systematic 

process undertaken by initiates to access a whole spectrum of knowledge from the metaphysical 

which includes creativity, power and magic. It is a Tolai indigenous and precolonial knowledge system 

that illustrates Tena Buai and Buai initiates’ intention to undergo initiation, how they observe cultural 

regulations, and how they construct meanings and evaluate their Buai encounters (see 5.2). 

To get a deeper insight into the Buai initiation and its metaphysical function in generating new 

knowledge and creativity, I drew from my phenomenological experience of my Christian faith that 

acknowledges that there is a God who gives knowledge to human. It is within this understanding that I 

discovered how the Buai initiation is an indigenous and systematic learning process that is driven by 

existential human need to posses, attract and generate creative knowledge and power from the 

ancestral realm. Moreover, Buai is a complex epistemological and ontological practice that is part of a 

larger Tolai cultural, spiritual, economic, education, health, social wellbeing and security, and 

education system (see 5.3). 

Discussion Chapter 6 uncovered the diverse meanings of creativity associated with Tena Buai and 

Buai initiates’ practice. This chapter revealed how Buai is an aesthetic practice (6.2), and how Tena 

malagene engage both the metaphysical and physical creative knowledge to innovate new music for 

dance, choreograph new movements, design and make new costume (see 6.3). It was a fascinating 

experience as I delved into the encounters of each participant who revealed how they collaborate with 

the supernatural and create new dance using historical, cultural and religious concepts.  

The creative process of making music for dance and new dance choreographic works through 

imagination, improvisation, composition and rehearsal revealed the significance of Buai in fostering 
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creativity and new dance practice. The ceremonial context further provides the occasion for the 

showcase, adaptation and extension of new dance choreography and composition of new song and 

music. Within the Buai, creativity is generated through a structured process which results in new Tolai 

artistic expressions, knowledge and practice. It extends indigenous discourse on dance and creativity 

as an evolving art form. 

Drawing on Tena Buai and Buai initiates’ meanings of creativity, this study has emphasised the 

significance of Buai as an indigenous and multifaceted knowledge system for creativity, challenging 

perceptions of Papua New Guinea’s dance cultures as a past tradition to be preserved. This study 

values indigenous systems such as the Buai for engaging creativity in order to sustain past and 

present cultures. It further challenged western anthropological perceptions of indigenous cultures as 

non-creative and as old relics that are frozen in time. Moreover, the Buai study has revealed deeper 

meanings of creativity which is part of a Tolai indigenous culture and knowledge system. 

Discussion Chapter 7 identified Buai as a pedagogical structure for teaching and learning creativity. In 

this chapter, I revealed the importance of the Buai na kodakodop in the pedagogical process that 

involved the creation, teaching and learning of new dance. Each Tena malagene rationalised Buai as 

a pedagogical process that generated teaching and learning of creativity through their practical 

instruction, demonstration, correction and evaluation. Their Buai pedagogical experiences for 

teaching and generating new Tolai dance forms, knowledge and practice has revealed Buai as a 

nonformal art education system that fosters the learning of creativity and the enhancement of 

individual talents. 

The discussion chapters generated accounts of Buai as a complex indigenous knowledge system that 

generates creativity. This addressed the main research query: How does the Buai pedagogical 

knowledge system foster indigenous creativity and learning amongst the Tolai of Papua New Guinea?  

Creativity was explored as a Buai pedagogical process. Buai practice ensured that cultural 

regeneration occurred through the teaching and learning of creativity and new dance practice.  The 

study on the Buai evidenced that there are indigenous knowledge systems that not only preserve 

ancestral heritage but respond to change through innovative works that are taught, learnt and 

practiced across generations.    
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8.5 Proposals for future research  
 

This study explored the pedagogical function of the Buai for generating creativity and new dance 

choreography, music composition and Tolai artistic expressions. Given the complexity of Buai 

epistemology and its wider connection to Tolai cultural life, my exploration on its pedagogical process 

for teaching and learning creativity was limited. I have engaged my phenomenological perspective as 

a dance researcher together with my participants’ personal accounts of their Buai practice. Although 

they have provided in their stories their meanings and perceptions of creativity being generated from 

the Buai knowledge system, there are particular areas in the dance choreography and pedagogical 

process that need to be pursued in future research.   

 

This study has revealed the significance of creativity that is sustained through pedagogical knowledge 

systems embedded in the Buai culture. It hopes to generate further awareness among the Tolai 

people to value their Buai practice as a knowledge system that has a pedagogical structure for 

learning and fostering creativity. This study further showed deeper understandings of how the Buai 

functioned as an indigenous art learning system for new Tolai dance knowledge, practice and 

creativity. As dance and other artistic expressions have always been a vibrant part of the Tolai 

ceremonial life and culture, this research informed both Buai initiates and non-initiates of the 

educational role of the Buai practice that not only generates new dance and creativity, but also 

constantly engaged in the teaching and learning of these indigenous art forms.  

 

Moreover, this study has identified sensitive research methods that respected certain Buai protocols 

and ethics governing the release of secret information concerning the tubuan and other spiritual 

information of the entire Buai practice. Given the concerns of these protocols, this study on the Buai 

has developed a research approach that responds to the research needs of the Tolai. It is anticipated 

that this Buai research framework might provide guidance to other ethnic groups in Papua New 

Guinea to undertake indigenous research on their pedagogical knowledge systems for cultural 

regeneration and sustenance of creativity.  
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Furthermore, the Buai indigenous research approach can provide a guiding framework for other 

indigenous and non-indigenous scholars across the world who may want to conduct similar studies on 

indigenous cultures and knowledge systems such as the Buai. In addition, the Buai philosophy and 

pedagogical framework can be recognised in wider art education policies to possibly address the gap 

between indigenous and non-indigenous creativity in art and dance education scholarship. This study 

aims to prompt similar research to be undertaken in Papua New Guinea, the Pacific and other global 

indigenous contexts to explore pedagogical systems that are part of dynamic and evolving cultures 

that need to be valued as art education systems for learning dance and creativity.     

 

Ultimately, this thesis evidences that there is a traditional, indigenous system of teaching and learning 

creativity that is practiced amongst the Tolai people of East New Britain. This further contributes to the 

discourse in 21st century art education scholarship as to how creativity as a global concept and 

human activity is taught beyond the formal curricula of European education systems.  
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